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T IC encounters bet\\\\\037ecn G'crnlan). and

krainians in t le tVv'e,ntieth century have

takcn place \0371rilllaril)' again\037t
tIle bac -

ground ()f great violence. In the course 0

the \\vorld \\vars German) twice ()ccupied

Ukraine each til11e pro\\loking b(Jth

resistance and collaboration. This Vo]ull1e

bring,s ogether the ledding authorities in

UkI ainian studies In '1()rth Alllerlca, both
histOI ians and political scientists, and

enlinent Gerrlldn dnd Austrian scholars,
e perts in the 11istory of Eastern Europe

and C.flllan foreign pol icy, to explore the

drc:llllatic }1i '-;lory of Ukrair ian-GcrJ11all

rclati()ns.)

The Ger llan ()ccupation of Uk.raine

during
the Fir\037L \\\\.1'orl(l \\V<-lT is the suhjcct

of 1\\\\-'0 contrihutic}r1s: Peter Borow'\\k)1

ex 1 fIll n c s th c a i 1l1S 0 f G c rnl(.ln po J i C}' in

Uk 'line froIll the perspectjve of the

crnlan 111ilitaryand diplolllalic alJparalus

\\vhiJc Jaru\037]aw l)':.le l\037ki look\037 at the

Gernlan {)ccupdtiun fronl the k.raini< n

s i (1 e u \037i n g the un pub I i \037h ed (Ii. dry l) f

Hetl11an Pavlr> Skoropad\037ky to tea\037e out the

nUclflCCS 0
..

the rc.lations}1ip be \\\\le.en the

hctn1an and hi\037 Gcrlnan patrons. Four

articlcs di\037cLJs\037 kev aSI)cct\037
of the Second

\\\"'1 Jrld War: Ralf Bartc)leit L()ntributc.\037 d

pioneering l{ ok at Gernlan 19raria 1 policy
in the Reichskolllllli SSdl iat Ukrainc;

\\Volfdieter Bihl use\037 archival dUCUI11Cn-

Lation to analy \037e the forn1ation of tIle

\\\\'affen 55 clivision Gali ien/Halychyna,

conlpri\037eJ
of Ukr(.linidn volunteer\-") Peter .J.

otichnyj docUIllents the attitude of t11c

1Jkrainian 10'\\ Irgcr t AIl11Y ( PA) to\\\037lard

tilC GCfIllan Illi Ii ar)' and occupation

auth()ritics\037 and Ta a\037 Hunczak discus\\es

the rclatj()ns betvveen the 0 gani ation of
kraini..Hl Natiorrtlists and the Ger 11ans il1)

(contInued on back
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Preface)

This volume contains fourteen articles that were
originally presented as papers

at an international conference devoted to the history of German-Ukrainian
relations and held in Garmisch-Partenkirchen, 13-17 October] 986. The Ineeting
was one in a series of similar conferences on Ukraine's relations with other
ethnic groups or nations initiated and organized by the Canadian Institute of

Ukrainian Studies.

The span of time covered in this volume extends frOITI the early nineteenth

century to our days. Since some time
elapsed between the conference and the

publication of this book, some authors
dealing

with recent events have updated

their contributions either by c,orrections or
by

a postscript. But even without the

updates none of the perspectives and statements formulated in 1986 was actually

disproved by the later events of 1989-91 in Germany and the Soviet Union. On

the contrary, most of the
prophesies

turned out to be surprisingly correct and

refute the prejudice that historians cannot foresee the future. The majority of the

papers, however, deal with World War II. Different aspects of the Ukrainian

involvement in, or
fight against,

Nazi politics are treated in six articles. Another

emphasis is on World War I and the short period of Ukrainian independence
thereafter. AJI in all, this volume conveys the impression of multifarious connec-

tions between the two nations. On the other hand, there can be no doubt that

inasmuch as the relations between Ukraine and Germany have not developed as
nonna] relations between equal partners, they have not been, because of various

restrictions in Soviet archives, adequately
researched\037 Now that an limitations

have been abolished there are ample opportunities
for new approaches t and this

book may therefore. also serve as a st.imulus for further research. It was one of

the blissful results of the Garmisch conference that the turn-out of German

Ukrainianists was unexpectedly high and that among them was a major propor-

tion of younger people. Let us hope that the interest in Ukrainian history will

constantly grow.

As the organizer of the Garlnisch conference and one of the co-editors of

this volume I would like to thank the Stiftung Vo1kswagenwerk for sponsoring

the meeting. AcknowJedgements should also be extended to Myroslav Yurkevich

for shepherding the German texts through transJation and all the texts through

copy-editing, to Gus Fagan for translating the Gennan texts into English, to)))
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Linda Distad for copy-editing, to Peter Matilainen for technica1 assistance, and

to Mark Baker, Steven Karp, Colin Neufeldt, and Nancy Slawski for editorial

assistance.)

Hans J. Torke, Berlin)))



An Episode from German-Ukrainian

Scholarly Contacts:

Dietrich Christoph yon Rommel)

Edgar Hosch)

In his travel diary of 1789 Johann Gottfried Herder wrote of his
Hpolitical

dream\" for a Ukrainian renaissance. The mild climate of that country t the

richness of its soil, the happy disposit.ion of its people, and their
gift for music

would give rise to a \"civilized nation,\" a \"new Greece.\"] Several decades later

Tsar Alexander I established the first university on Ukrainian soil at Kharkiv. In

1805 lectures there began a new phase of educationa1
activity

that was full of

promise.
2

V.N. Karazin (1773-1842), Ukrainian noble and confidant of the tsar,
':;ince 1802 had been attempting to win the Ukrainian nobility to support this
ambitious

project financially. Unfavourable circumstances, both internal and

external, meant that his strong desire to see a Russian \"Athens\" arise in his

homeland remained unfulfilled.

3
The new university at Kharkiv, however, soon

became \"one of the most
important

centres of national rebirth in Ukraine.
,,4

Unlike previous academic establishments in this area (such as the M,ohyla

Academy in Kiev or the Kharkiv Collegium, which were concerned principally

with the teaching of theology in Russian-controlled areas of Ukraine) the univer-

sity in Kharkiv owed its acadeInic orientation to the contelnporary Western

intellectual tradition.
5

Many of its native Ukrainian professors had been educated
in Western Europe, for the chancellor, Count S. Potocki, had looked for suitable

professorial candidates in Western Europe. When the German philosopher Johann
Gottlieb Fichte (1762-1814)declined an j n vi tation, Goethe, in a \"Promemoria\"

of 27 November 18031 recommended to Potocki the philosopher J.B. Schad.()

Although Schad had many enemies and was forced to leave the country in 1816

after accusations of rationalist hostility to Christian belief, his lectures and

publications were very influential in winning support for German idealist think-

ing, and especially for the work of Schelling.

7
Another influential acadeInic was

the classical phiJologist, Johann Christian Kroneberg, who was born in Moscow

but educated at Halle and lena. His seminars provoked a [at of attention and

opposition within the Kharkiv romantic school, which had been formed in the

thirties and fort.ies around the great Siavist and ethnologist, Izmail Sreznevsky)))



2) Edgar Hosch)

(18] 2-80). In the spirit of Herder and the German Romantics, collecting popular

traditions was considered a way to national self-discovery, while the recollections

of the age of Cossack freedom gave new impetus to the poetic spirit of the new

generation.
H

In those early years there was a high proportion of Germans among the

professors
in all faculties who were recruited from abroad. 9

Many German

travellers, visiting southern Russia in the forties and fifties, were impressed by

the results of this educational project in what was considered, until then\037 a

\"barbarian'\037 territory. They did not attempt to conceal a hint of national
pride

in

their descriptions of the German model colonies in the southern region. Even

such a critical observer as Baron von Haxthausen, who met \"a nurnber of

excellent professors\" during his visit to Kharkiv (he mentioned Lunin, Sreznev-

sky, Einbrod, and Struve), did not forget to mention that they had studied at

German universities.
lo

Johann Heinrich Blasius, the well-known zoologist from

Braunschweig, had very high praise for Kharkjv University: \"From the point of

view of its achievements in the area of scientific study, apart from any other

achievement, [it] compares advantageously with the ,other Russian universities

that we have got to know.\"]
I

He particularly praised the manner in which native

students were prepared for university studies: \"The preparation of students at

gyrntlasium level distinguished itse1f from that carried out in other regions by its

th()fOU ghness.\"
12

Blasius gave due honour to the influence of one German academic in

Kharkiv, Dietrich Christoph von Rommel. One of the first professors there, he
is of interest to historians generally, but in his particular personal circumstances
he was somewhat of an exception during this period of early cultural and scien-
tific contacts between Germans and Ukrainians. Three short years in his life as

an academic link him with Ukraine. Although brief, this episode was
important

enough
for the editor of the Russkii biograficheskii slovar to devote nine pages

to an account of his life. That entry basically follows the account given in

Rommel's own memoirs, published in a series edited by Friedrich Btilau under
the general title, Secret Stories and Mysterious People: A Collection of Amazing
Stories Hidden or Forgotten.

l )
Rommel's brief apprenticeship in Ukraine was

given a great deal of attention in this collection.
14

Dietrich Christoph von Rommel was born on 17
April

1781 in Kasset in the

house of the metropolitan and first
chaplain of the Unterneustadt community,

later general director and chief court
chaplain\"

Justus Philipp Rommel. He died

in Kassel on 2] January 1859. In the history of GeTman scholarship, his name

is closely bound up with his hOIneland in Hesse. He was one of the founders of
the Association of

History and Regional Studies there, and produced a ten-
volurne History of Hesse which documented its history up to the early part of the

eighteenth century.
IS

(It is still considered one of the standard works l)n the

history of the state of Hesse.) He became profess()r of hist()ry at the
University)))
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of Marburg and director of the Hesse court and state archives in Kassel. In 1828

he was elevated to the hereditary nobility and in 1854 was made state council-

lor.
16

The budding theologian had initially rejected an offer to take up a position
in Ukraine. Instead, he moved from Marburg to Gottingen, where he began to
devote himself to the study of antiquity: \"From the confined but tasteful world
of antiquity his interests

developed towards the general study of ethnology.\"J?
After he wrote an award-winning dissertation in 1802 on the subject of Abul-

feda's Arabia, the road was open to a successful career in German academic life.

He was awarded his doctorate from
Gottingen

in 1803 and, just one year later,
he was given a

post
in Marburg where he took over the chair of rhetoric and

Greek left vacant by Georg Friedrich Creuzer. He rejected the offer from Russia,
made to him in 1803 by Meiners in the name of the tsar, in

spite of the very

attractive salary.
H\037

The offer from Kharkiv was renewed, and Rommel took the

advice of his
peers

and academic friends when he decided, at the end of 180,8,
to get away from the \"Napoleonic prison)): \"The wish, in the bloom of

my youth,

unmarried, healthy\037 and strong as I was, [was] to enter a sphere of activity that

offered greater space and freedom. To be able to make some contribution to the

spread of knowledge and culture in an as yet undeveloped country overcame my
inherited love of the fatherland.,,19 After a long and trying time (the formalities

lasted until the middle of 1810), he was at last able to begin his journey to

Ukraine.

In his assessment of the tasks awaiting him in the new milieu, Rommel was

a child of his time. In the letters of encouragement from his intellectual mentors

in Germany, Rommel's view of himself as a \"carri-er of culture\" was

strengthened. Johann von Muller, who,se advice he had sought, wrote to him on

15 December 1808: \"Southern Russia is a new world where the task is not so

much the
imparting

of our literary or academic knowledge, but the instruction of

the people in what is useful ;n history, in what is truly educational in the fine

arts, in those things which are practical and of use to society.. . . Kharkiv is a ten...

day journey from Constantinople. With the changes that are imminent, there are

many ways in which you could make yourself both useful and important.,,20 In

the sty Ie of the time, the move to Kharki v became an educational journey. He

visited the important university cities of northern Germany and met with the

prominent academics within his field, before heading in the direction of the

Russian border, via Prague, Brno, Cieszyn, and Lviv. He arrived in Kharkiv late

in the evening on 17/27 January, after a particularly difficult ride through heavy

snow. (He had come through Berdychiv, Kiev, Pereiaslav, and Lubni.
21

)

The young professor adapted without
difficulty

to his new role:

At first I was somewhat hesitant as Johann yon Muller had predicted 1 would

be, finding myself in this new world still in its birth-pangs, just having come
from the finest creations of northern Germany and having met such fine men)))
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as Pallas, Archenholz, Nicolai, Fichte, and many others in Braunschweig,

Berlin, Leipzig, Dresden, Prague, and in other cities. But then, mindful of my

poor and seemingly hopeless fatherland, which seemed to live on only in the

steady Old-German
spirit

of the Electors in Prague, I plunged myself, in

keeping with one of the
principles

enunciated by the incomparable Pestalozzi,

into this world which would otherwise have devoured me?2)

Years later, despite the ad vantage of distance when he wrote his account of

the time in Kharkiv, Rommel's romantic image of Ukraine persisted. Th,ere are

in his writings all the contemporary cliches about the land that \"flowed with milk

and honey,,23 and that set itself ,off from the otherwise grim reality of Russia

by means of its
pristine

nature and its cheerful people. Small incidents on his

journey to Kharkiv, as well as accidental encounters and expe.riences with the

native
people,

convinced him of the distinction between the Little Russians and

the Great Russians. In all areas that distinction was to the advantage of his newly
adopted country,

Ukraine. He praised the honesty and piety of the
simple. peas-

ants and coachmen who, unlike the Russians, did not shamelessly exploit the

weak position of the traveller. He had particular praise for the
\"very special

hospitality which one finds everywhere in Ukraine.\" He was struck
by

the

beautiful voices of the singers in church as well as by the well-formed facial

structures and figures, especially among the Cossacks.
24

Rejection of everything

that was Great Russian was an attitude that Rommel absorbed from his environ-

ment, but it was further strengthened by petty professionaJ quarrels. Among
his

Russian colleagues he found, '\037apart
from [Ivan] Rizhsky and the now retired but

once influential Professor [Illia] Tymkovsky,
no special talent.\" He noted among

them all a \"profound pretence and slyness,\"'25 characteristics which could not

be expected to lead to good relations.
In his personal life Rommel very quickly succumbed to the attractions of his

new environment. He created for himself \"a Little Russian Arcadia..,,26 A

rapidly arranged marriage with a young woman from the lower nobi1ity brought

him into the world of the local
gentry

whose patriotic sentiments and national

lifestyle he Inade his own: \"Margarethe and her sisters knew all the Little

Russian songs, the beauty of which is to be found in the gentleness and natural-

ness of the language, in the- original and mostly melancholic melody, and in the
richness of their content: love, longing, nature, music, the glory and the battles

of the beloved Cossacks\037\"27 Unlike many of his contemporaries whom fate

brought for a brief time to the far-off Russian empire, ROlnmel attempted, during
his stay in Ukraine, to

get
to know the people and be familiar with their history.

Although the foreign professors lectured to their students in Latin, RomInel,
because of his marriage and

family connections, began earnestly to learn the

local tongue.
The result of Rommel's

historiographical efforts, an overview of Ukrainian

history and contemporary conditi(}ns, was made accessible to a wider public

when he wrote his memoirs covering the years in Kharkiv. He described thelll

as \037\037s()me learned observations concerning Little Russia'\" which he had
put)))
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together during his leisure hours in his \"Kharkiv
asy]um.\"2\037

With his particular

points of emphasis and his own evaluations, these observations are an interesting

example of German-Ukrainian contact, although their scholarly value may be
limited\037 Rommel's image of Ukraine, like that of his contemporaries in the
educated west, was determined to a large extent by the prevailing Cossack

romanticism. Ukrainian history only really began for him in the middle of the

seventeenth century when the
Hrepublican

Cossacks\" (between the Dnieper and

the Don, between Great Russia, Poland, and the Crimea), secured their freedom

and found in Khmelnytsky their charismatic symbolic figure.
Kievan Rus' he

considered part of Great Russian history: \"The Little Russians
developed

as a

separate group in language and customs only very gradually, receiving their

Greek Orthodox rite from the Great Russian princes of Kiev, the oldest site of

Slavic Christendom.\" The young independent state fell victim to Great Russian
expansionism as Catherine II \"brought the unruly Zaporozhians under contra] and

sent them to the Don, destroyed the old military order of the Cossacks\037\" and

brought the whole border territory under Russian rule. 29

As an outside observer he noticed among the Ukrainians a memory of and

longing for the greatness of the past, a latent hostility to the Great Russians, and

a continuing desire for freedom:

The popular respect for the old capitaJ city of Kiev and the inherited devotion
to the o[d free Cossack lands have remained, setting them off from the proud
Muscovite Great Russians\037 and whereas the Great Russians regard the Little,
Russians as half Tatar, the Little Russians regard themselves as genuine Slavs.
From time to time a jealous spirit of independence is aroused in the hearts of
the Ukrainian landed gentry.)

The Little Russians were the \"Swabians of the Russian
empire, careless, child-

like, naive, cheerfu1, lovers of games, dance, and music, skilful, and clever, so

that one finds in this country not only the best coachmen and riders, but also the

finest church choirs and the most skilful merchants and political figures.\" He

compared their \"ancient Slavic nativ,e dialect\" with the German spoken in the

Netherlands and expressed his satisfaction that the \037'bookish language
of the

Muscovites\" had not yet overcome the \"elegiac poesy of the people which had

been one of the products of Tatar rule.\"JO

This ideal picture of Ukrainian life was contrasted with the negative features

of Muscovite Russia. He found in Ukraine \"greater sympathy and heartfelt

friendship\"
extended to foreigners. Family atmosphere in Ukraine was more

natural and maternal than the patriarchal regimentation of Moscow. The art of

cooking had achieved
higher quality in Ukraine, while the national dress was

similarly superior\037
On the negati ve side, he noted large-scale superstition and

exaggerated piety
\037 He was convinced that frequent fasting with sub'sequent

overindulgence in food, too much
eating

of fish, \"alongside a sedentary inactive

lifestyle, the daily use of tea, and the much-loved stealTI bath, all c()ntributed

much to the high birth rate.\" As \"deeply penetrating evils in this otherwise)))
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blessed land\" he mentioned, in addition to the great number of religious sects,

the massive and unhealthy use of
spirits,

the Hlack of a free and industrious class

of peasants, the careless neglect of agricu1ture, forestry, and irrigation,\" and the

lack of an adequate labour force to cultivate the rich arable land. In spite of all

this he considered Ukraine to be among the happiest of lands, most blessed with

the
gifts

of nature: UWith the projected railway line from Moscow to Odessa a
new

epoch
of trade through Constantinople will begin.\"31

His historical information was taken from the standard works of Ukrainian

studies. He mentioned the works of Scherer, Engel,
and Beauplan.

32
For his

own period, he relied on his own observations.
Scholarly curiosity led him on

extended journeys during which he collected a large amount of ethnographic

material. He made use of the unique opportunity to see for himself the home-

lands of Hthe Turks, Armenians, Tatars, and Caucasians and to gather infonnation

about this an,cient classical region of the Black Sea.\"33 After his return he made

great use of this unique collection of
knowledge.

He was asked to contribute to

the General Ellcyclopedia of Science and Art, edited by Ersch-Gruber, and

supplied articles ()n Arabia, Armenia, the Caucasus, the Crimea, the Scythians,

and the Sarmatians.
34

There were also articles on Ukraine, including a contribu-

tion on Bohdan Khmelnytsky, his son Yurii, and an article on Kharkiv.
35

His

writings are important primary sources on the founding of the university in

Kharkiv. His portraits of the other
p'fofessors, including the Germans (Schmei-

feId, Schad, Huth, Giese, Schnaubert, Dreyssig, Pilger, Lang, Reith, N6ldechen,
Schweikard), the French, and the Russians, in spite of the obvious prejudice and

palpable hostility
towards the Russians, have great value since they come directly

from an eyewitness.
36

Although
his sojourn in the academic life of Kharkiv was very brief, Rom-

Inel left some traces behind. He pointed with some pride to his \"preparation of

four Roman editions and one Gennan chrestomathy \037all of which were approved

and introduced.\"]? His attempts to ensure a new generation of
qualifie,d aca-

demics for the new university by means of a well-planned reform of secondary

education in the area of South Russia served by Kharkiv University met with less
success. His

plans
for a pedagogical institute and regulations which he prepared

for the education of new teachers were recognized and accepted,3H and after

1812 he was offered the post of director of the institute. However, his unpleasant
experiences with the authorities led him, at the time of his departure, to have .a

less optimistic view of the future: \"What pains me the most is the thought that,

in spite of all the attempts by me and by my German colleagues to create a new

and firm foundation for literary and humanistic education in the heart of Ukraine,

the old Slavic barbarism will return and the intrigues of the Russians will destroy

the seed that we have
planted\037

,,39

The final period of his sojourn in the tsarist empire was overshadowed
by

unpleasant personal circulnstances, particularly the imminent separation from his
wife, which was the result of t'important differences in nationality, religion, and

teTnperament which only later came to the fore.,,40 In 1814 he requested ]eave)))
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from his teaching duties, and in July 1814, in the company of his wife, he moved

to St. Petersburg. When his plans and hopes for a professorial post were not

realiz,ed, he decided to return to Gennany. His wife remained behind in 5t.

Petersburg. In his account of his Ukrainian
sojourn

written in 1815, Rommel

regarded this as just another e.pisode in his life. He had \"grateful memories of

the hospitable manner in which he had been received in Russia,\" and he admitted

that he Hhad
acquired there two valuable things: an extension of my horizons and

a greater attachment to my German fatherland.,,41 Apart from this, it appears to
have had no influence on his scholarly interests.)
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German Colonists in Southern

Ukraine up to the Repeal of the

Colonial Statute)

Detlef Brandes)

In April 1798 Tsar Paul I sent \"a reliable man,\" the Court Councillor Samuel

Contenius, to New Russia (Novorossiia) to inspect the villages of the foreign
sett1ers in that region, now southern Ukraine. His reports provide an overall

picture
of the situation of the so-called German colonies at the end of the

eighteenth century.
Contenius was to submit re-commendations as to how the

abuses in the administration of the colonies, which had spread during Paul's

rnother's reign, could be remedied, and how these settlers could be helped t.o

establish themselves permanently.' The
previous year the tsar had initiated a new

policy towards the colonists
by

the formation of the Department of State Econo-

my, Guardianship of Foreigners, and Rural Management (Ekspeditsiia gosudarst-

ven,nogo khoziaistva, opekunstva inostrann)\037kh i selskogo domovodstva) in St.

Petersburg
and the re-establishment of a regional Office in Saratov. Paul had

realized that the dissolution of the Office for the Guardianship of Foreigners and

its Saratov branch, and the transferral of their functions to the provincial chaln-
bers (gubernskie kazenn}te palaty), which had taken place in 1782 as part of the

reform of the guberniia, had proved a failure. 2

Paul had also placed the tax and

repayments from the colonists who had settled in the 1760s at the Volga at the

disposal of the new Dep,artment.
3

The tsar had also ordered t.hat the New Rus-

sian colonists should at last receive what had been promised to them. This was

particularly irnportant
if new German settlers were to be encouraged to come to

southern Ukraine\"

All this became the special responsibility of the supervisor Brigonzi, a new
111an

appointed
in September 1797.

4
It was on the basis of reports from

'Brigonzi

that the tsar and the new Department had concluded that the dep10rable state of

affairs in the German colonies was rnainly the fault of the forJn-er administra-

tion.
s

C,ontenius was to report on all the deficiencies he found, intercede ()n

behalf of the interests of the \"up to n()w ,defenceless settlers\037\" ensure that their

needs were satisfied, and protect them against abuses. He was to deterlnine the

precise extent ()f their debts to the state (they were expected to
repay the costs)))
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of settlelnent) and find out from them how much money and timber
they

had

received. From the New Russian chamber he was to obtain evidence of its

alleged services in kind and in money. Contenius was also to recommend how

the c()lonists could repay their debts to the state without creating too
great a

burden for themselves. Any colonists who had not yet received the land aUotted

to thetTI were to be given the appropriate alnount of land. Any settlers who had

neglected their farm or who had behaved improperly were to be deported frOITI

Russia, and their names were to be published in the newspapers.
6

Contenius first inspected the Mennonite colonies. 'The first
group of 228

families had left Gdansk (Danzig) in 1788. The sec(}nd group of 118 families had

arrived between 1793 and 1796. They lived in eight colonies north and west of

Khortytsia island on the Dnieper, as well as in two other villages (Schbnwiese

and Kronsgarten near
Josefsta])\037

Potemkin's successor, Baron Zubov, had wanted

to settle two-thirds of the second
group

in Voznesenske, the capital of a new

province he inten,ded to establish. The newcomers had to wait until May 1797

before the new government finalJy
decided to settle them near the Dnieper too. 7

In 1786 Potemkin had pronlised the delegate.s of the Mennonites that their
fellow-believers would be exempted from paying tax for ten years and any

obligation to perform military service forever; no troops were to be bj]]eted in

their colonies; each family was to recei ve 65 dessiatines (1 dessiatine equals 1.1
hectare) of land and a loan of 5'00 roubles, to be paid out over five months, as

well as 120 pieces of timber and travelling and living expenses until the first

harvest. Land tax was pernlanently fixed at 15 copecks per dessiatine.
Contenius praised

the work habits and the strict [noral code of the

Mennonites. Because of the lack of water on the high-lying fields and because

of the low price for grain, the settlers had taken up animal husbandry. In the first

years they had lost 545 horses and 704 cattle through theft. In July 1797 each

family owned, on average, 4 horses, 13 head of cattle, and 4 sheep, but 75 per
cent of them still lacked houses with barns and more than 50 per cent of thenl

did not possess
a plough and harrow\037 They sold horses and cows, beef and

mutton. Since
they

had difficulties disposing of the butter and cheese they

produced in their own area, some Mennonites travelled to Kherson and further

south to the Crimea. They were hoping for the activation of overseas trade. The

Mennonites asked Contenius for a written guarantee of the privileges they had

been promised and t.hat the remaining money owed to thern be paid. Apart from

a first instalment of 100 roubles they had received no money during the first four

months\037 Then the money had come to them in such dribs and drabs over an

eight-year period that they had to spend it on their daily needs. But it was never

enough to enable thenl to buy the basic equipment needed for farming.\037 These

were the arguments they advanced when they petitioned the government
to

extend the original tax-free period over another ten years. They felt they owed

what they had achieved to the better-off brethren who had
helped

the poorer ones)))
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and also to the support they
had received from their relatives in the home

c-ountry .

Contenius considered that the colonists could only prosper if 150 families

or so were moved to other areas where water was readily available, so that those

who remained could take over the best land. The Department agreed and was

willing to provide money for the purchase of private land. In 1802 Contenius

bought land for this purpose in an adjoining area. The Department placed its trust

in its own auditor rather than in the New Russian chamber, when it instructed the

chamber to pay the Mennonites the 28,000 roubles it still owed to them.
9

In

April] 800 they received from Paul I the long-promised charter which confirmed

the special pri vileges of the Mennonites in addition to, the rights of all foreign

colonists.
10

Next Contenius inspected the village of Josefstal. Ninety Lutheran families

who had left Gdansk in 1789 were sent to this village near Katerynoslav.
Catherine II had instructed the governor of New Russia to give theIn half the.

loan and half the timber that had been offered to the Mennonites\037 In 1798 none

of their houses had barns or other outhouses. On the advice of the New Russian

chamber Catherine had decided that they did not need any further assistance from

the state, since they were able to sell their produce in the capital city of the

province at good prices.!
I

The merchant who was to have built their houses

went bankrupt before the work was com,pleted. Although the settlers of Josefstal

were to receive no additional
payments, arrangements were made fOf their houses

to be finished. Each
family

received 32.5 dessiatines of land, exactly half of what

the Menn,onites had been given. The tsar granted both the Mennonites and the

colonists in Josefstal a five-year extension to their tax-free status. In ad,dition,
both groups were no longer required to repay their travelling expenses. Their

,debts to the state were to be settled over a period of ten
years, rather than the

three years 'Catherine had ordered. 12

In 1794 Catherine had made a grant of land on the Dnieper south of
Katery-

noslav to forty-five families that had settled in Jamburg (province of St. Peters-
burg)

in the 1760s. Contenius found them in great need, poorly dressed, and with
few cattle. They had had to wait eighteen months for their houses to be finished;

a large percentage of them had died of malnutrition; and the New Russian

chamber had charged them exorbitant prices for their houses, cattle, and
farming

equipment. In the meantime the number of families had increased to
fifty-seven,

who owned only 27 horses and 369 head of cattle. The Ekspeditsiia decided that

the settlers of Jamburg should only pay back the real value of what
they

had

been delivered. Any family without an anin1al for working the land was given
an ox. In a conflict with a neighbouring community ()f state peasants who
claimed half of their land, the Department decided in favour of the settlers from

Ingermanland.
1J)))

The foreign governments under which the Germans lived were)))
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Of the 910 Lutherans who had left Gdarisk in 1786 for Novorossiia,

Contenius found only 208 still alive. 155 of these Lutherans had been sent to a

colony founded in 1781
by

Swedes frOITI the Baltic island of Dago on the right
bank of the lower Dnieper, since 84 per cent of the Swedish settlers had died due

to the change of climate, malnutrition, and the lack of houses and other essen-

tials. Only 33 per cent of the Gdansk Lutherans were still alive, when Contenius

visited the colony. In his opinion, the German settlers of the Swedish village

were work-shy \037 and they possessed much fewer cattle than the Swedes and not
a single plough.

The remaining Gdansk group had been sent on to Yelysavethrad
and from there to Kherson and toward the Crimea. Most of the thirty-seven
craftsmen that Contenius tracked down in Kherson and in the Crimea were

barefoot, in rags, and hungry. They were barely nlaking a living as day labourers.,

Potemkin had not kept his promise to find work for some of thern in the state-

owned cloth factory in Katerynoslav. A third group of the Lutherans from

Gdansk had been settled in a \"German
village\"

near Yelysavethrad and in the

town itself; probably just over 50
per

cent of the original settlers were still alive,

as they had to quench their thirst with water from stinking pooJs. The Eks-

peditsiia recommended that
they

be moved to a better location. Because of their

poverty, they were not
required

to pay taxes for some time and were allowed to

repay their debts, like the settlers fcoIn Jamburg 1 over a thirty-year period. The.

Gdansk settlers living in the Swedish village were to pay a land tax of 5 copecks

like the Swedes. In 1817 their land tax was raised to the same level as that paid

by the state peasants.
14

As a result of the reports of Contenius, the Department's belief was

strengthened that the poor situation of the colonists was due in large part to \"the

poor administration of the previous authorities that had been responsible for

them.\" T'he Department therefore recommended that as in Saratov a special office

for immigrants be established in Novorossiia with the experienced Contenius in

charge. The
government approved

that recommendatio,n and the tsar gave his

consent on the same
day

that he signed the charter for the Mennonites. The

settlers of the Swedish village and of Jamburg as well as the Lutherans who had

left Gdarisk in 1786 had been treated up to then as state peasants. In 1800 they

were pJaced under the care {}f the newly created office. That office was

instructed to expropriate land of those estate owners who had not settled the

required number of peasants on their land (1 person to each 100 dessiatines

within ten years), and thus to create a reserve of land f()r the new Mennonite

d h
. . 15

settlers whom the government expecte at t at time to arrl ve soon.)))
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The Wave of Immigration during the

Reign of Alexander I
Before Paul I could reap the benefits of his policy he was murdered (March
1801). In 1802 Contenius informed an jntluential elder from the Mennonite

community in Gdafisk that, in view of the massive influx of peasants from the

more densely p,opulated
areas of the Russian empire and of Bulgarians from the

Ottoman
empire,

the Mennonites should hurry to come to New Russia in order

to
get good

land while it was still available. They would be expecte.d to
get along

with less credit than their predecessors. Experience showed, he wrote, that bigger

families achieved prosperity more quickly than did small families. He also
advised that they bring Spanish sheep with them if possible. A new law, he

added, allowing state peasants, and among them colonists, to buy private land,

might be of interest to the capitalists among the Mennonites. In the next three

years 364 faJnilies arrived, in 1808-9 a further 99, and in 1819-20 254 families,
all of whom were settled east of the Molochna river in the

guberrz,iia
of Tav-

ri a.
1 h

In 1803\0374 some Swiss and large numbers of immigrants from southwest Ger-

Inany, who were tleeing
the French occupation and especially forced conscrip-

tion\037 crossed the borders of tsarist Russia. Alexander I expressed the hope that

they would be treated better than those who had arrived during his grandmother's
reign,

and that they would \"lack in nothing.,,1? According to the Russian recruit-

ing officials, these immjgrants included \"good farmers and useful craftsmen\"

who would
provide

a good example for the \"loafers from the neighbouring

provinces+\"'x They were given a subsistence allowance that was tw'o times

higher than the allowance received by a group of Bulgarian settlers that arrived

at the same tilne. For the first winter the Germans and Swiss were t() reside in

refurbished barracks at Odessa, where they wou1d be cared for medically and

would have an opportunity to earn some money.19

However, the colonists came to Odessa not
by sea, but by the land route,

and they ended up in quarantine in completeJy overcrowded quarters in Dubo-

sary. In one group the majority was sick on arrival and both the healthy and the

sick had to spend weeks in small huts. They were finally crowded t()gether in

tents lacking all basic facilities. As the barracks in Odessa eventually filled up,
the settlers were forced to ]jve in small and stuffy rooms in Ovidiopil. They
lacked clothing and footwear and were not provided with any for the cold winter.

Approximately one sixth of the colonists died in the first two years after their
arriva1.20

When the tilne came for them t() leave their winter quarters, the

officials were still discussing where the colonists should be settled. 21

The governnent blamed the recruiting agents and accused thenl ()f signing
up-against the orders of the governnlent-single and p()or people wh{) did n{)t

even have enough money t()
pay

for their j()urney. Due ()nly to the characteristic)))
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charity of Tsar Alexander, the minister of the interior wrote to one of the

officers, these people were not turned back at the border.
22

Forty colonists had

been attacked and robbed as they travelled on the Danube; only four of them

claimed that t.hey had lost rnore than I ;000 gulden. In contrast, of the 178

Mennonites who arrived around the same time in Khortytsia, one third of thern

had an initial capital sum of more than 1,000 gulden.
23

The Mennonites were

granted land on the eastern side of the Mo1ochna River and sorne of the German
colonists received land on the western side, so that both groups could help each
other.24

A group of 247 Swiss were sent to the Crirnea, where they founded a
settlernent in 1805 which they named Ztirichtal.

25

The settlement costs should have been met from the money collected in debt

repayments from earlier influxes of sett1ers, but in May [803 the
repayments

were by no means adequate to cover such costs. On the recommendation of

Richelieu (govern()r general of Novorossiia) and Contenius, Alexander I agreed
to limit the number of settlers. Alexander's ukase of 1804 a]so decreed that only
competent farmers, specialists

in wine-growing, in silk-culture, and in animal

husbandrY1 especially in the raising of tnerino sheep\037 and a]so village craftsnlen

were to be aHowed entry. They were granted 60 dessiatines of land, a credit of

300 roubles, and like their
predecessors

freedom from military service. Russian

diplomats were permitted to grant only 2()O passports per year, but Mennonites

and Bulgarians were exempt from this rule. The
vice-governors

of the three

provinces of Novorossiia were to provide information on land available for the

further settlement of foreigners.
2 ()

According to Rjchelieu\037 the Mennonites were

amazing, the Bulgarians unbeatable, and the Gerlnans unbearable. Without state

support they would die of hunger.
27

Contenius suggested that those German

colonists who had wasted their money or sold their cattle should receive corpora]

punishment or be forced to do
public

labour as a deterrent.
2K

T'he wars in Europe and resulting dislocation provided an opportunity for

Russia to attract more colonists; thus in March 1809 the Counci] of Ministers

decided to
suspend

the strict rules of 1804. HHonourable and good farmers';

together with the craftsmen indispensable for the village economy would be. wel-

comed in Russia, even if they were unable to pay their own travelling expenses.
The

quota
was also lifted.

2Y

According
to Richelieu\037 621 German families came

to Novorossiill between the end of 1808 and July 1810, and 474 of them were

sent to the Molochna and 97 to the Crimea. When they arrived, they were

shocked by the \"poverty-stricken and Inostly depressing conditions,\" in which

thejr predecessors were Ii vi ng. Alt()gether, in the first decade of the nineteenth

century, 6,()82 colonist fami Hes (21;986 persons), settled in N()\\lorossiia.
\037()

Richelieu invited 75 German craftsmen t.o establish businesses in Odessa, made

loans available to them, and granted them tax-exemption for ten years too. This

example was also fol1owed by Tahanrih and Teodosiia.
3J)))
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There were also German families who were sent to other provinces and

immigrants from the Ottoman empire, mostly Bulgarians. For both
gro,ups

of

foreign,ers the Ekspeditsiia asked for 2.5 million roubles from the state treasury.

In numerous letters Richelieu begged that money be transferred as soon as possi-
ble, in order to prevent starvation among the newcomers. The financial situation

of the
government

was rather tight at that tinle, however, and a committee

established
by

the governrnent to limit spending wanted the, settlement costs to

be reduced to 500,000 roubles. The government finally agreed to cut the original
arnount only by 500,000 to 2 rnillion roubles. It was impressed upon the poorer
colonists that they

would have to earn their living by working on the estates of

Russian landowners or on the farms of their richer compatriots.
32

In spite of

this, only 9 of the 29 colonies in the Odessa region managed to get through 1812

without government assistance. Pllexander ordered that not another rouble was

to be spent on foreign settlers, since settlers froln within Russia herself cost only

2 per cent of the am()unt spent on foreigners.3\037' German prisoners of war, who

expressed the wish to
stay

in Russia, and Mennonites, who suffered from the war

and frOln the flo1oding of the Vistula and therefore sought refuge in Russia, were
to be given no money, but they were to receive a grant of land and tax-free

status for ten years. They were expected to earn their living initially by working

in the German colonies.
J4

In 1812 the government sent two auditors to southern Ukraine to investigate
embezzlement and ilJegal spending by officials, to look at the economic condition
of the colonies in the region, and to Inake recommendations for itnprovements
and

savings\037
Alexander I ordered \"strict measures\" to be taken against incompe-

tent and lazy farmers. As in the Volga colonies in 1775, such farmers were to

have their
property

confiscated or be made to perform public works. 35

The

auditors received such a stream of complaints from the German colonists that

Contenius called an assembly of the Molochna settlers, which rejected some of

complaints as unfounded, but confirmed a number of the accusations: I) instead
of the promised 300 roubles they had received only a credit of 100 roubles which
had been inadequate for the purchase of horses, carts, and ploughs; 2) settlers

had had to work as day labourers to keep t.heir heads above water, so they had

been unable to devote themselves to their own land\037 3) the supply of seed had

been inadequate and had been delivered too late; 4) the new colonies were still

without a miIJ so the settlers had to travel great distances to mill their grain; and,

5) in the hard winter of 1812-13 settlers had to eat the seed
kept

for sowing and

had to use the straw from their roofs to feed their cattle.
36

Contenius then set about examining the econolnic situation of each of the

4] 7 new farmers. He compared the working capacity of the
family members, the

number of working animals, and the equiplnent of each farmer with the cunount

of seed he had sown in the last spring and auturnn. Anyone he c()nsidered

incornpetent or lazy was sentenced to whipping, forced labour within or outside)))
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the colony, or even the loss of the farm. Then Contenius travelled with the

auditors to the Odessa colonies where he did the same. He reported that the

cause of the desperate situation was the poor harvest of 1813 rather than the

failure of the colonists. Many of them were sick because they had too little to eat
or had been eating food unfit for human consumption.

37

After the annexation of Bessarabia in 1812 the government re]axed its

regulations once again. Southern Germans who had spent some years in the

Duchy of Warsaw were granted land in the sparsely populated area of Budzhak,

the southern part of Bessarabia.
3x

Poor harvests and chiliastic prophecies in

] 816-17 had persuaded some 10,000 persons
to leave Wtirttemberg and await the

mil1ennium i.n the Russian empire. On the lower Danube and in southern

Ukraine, many succumbed to various illnesses. Of the survivors, 400 families

went to Georgia while 300 families stayed in Bessarabia and Novorossiia.:l,<j In

1819 settlement of new colonists was terminated, but there were exceptions:

Prussian Mennonites; followers of Ignatius Lindl from Bavaria and Wtirttemberg,

who established the settlement of Sarata in Bessarabia; Swiss wine-growers; and

pietists
from Wiirttemberg as well as Germans from Baden. 40

Most of the German settlers carne froln rura] backgrounds; but, to give one

example, only
half of the pietists gave their profession as farmers, the ()ther half

registered as craftsmen. The latter were, on average, much poorer than the

former, when they left Germany. Socia] differences, however 1 tended to be

levelled, since most of the savings had been spent during
the journey and in the

winter quarters and since the New Russian Office for Foreign Settlers gave

increased help to the needy.41 Different groups of c.olonists were granted differ-

ent amounts of land: Mennonites were given 65 dessiatines
per family; German

colonists arriving since 1803,60 dessiatines; those in the
\037rimea,

20 dessiatines;

those in Josefstal, 32.5 dessiatines; the Swedes and the settlers from Gdansk, 15

dessiatines per male adulc
42

The Mennonites paid less tax per dessiatine than

the other colonists: from 18] 2 to 1840, 33 per cent\037 from 1840 to 1850, 9 per

cent; from 1869, 20 per cent.43

In 1813 there were 31 Mennonite villages in southern Ukraine, with 778

families (2,502 male). The other 3,539 GeIman families (9,147 male) lived in 61

villages.
44

By 1830, the nUInber of Mennonite, German\037 and Swiss colonists in

southern Ukraine and Bessarabia had risen to 56,478 (Inale
and female). They

lived in 175 co]onies. In 1852 this number had ahnost doubled to 104,959,.45

From the 18605 the numbers of Gennan settlements increased through the

foundation of \"daughter\" colonies. Of the 1.2 million dessiatines of land in

German hands in southern Ukraine in 1878, 60 per cent belonged to the COITI-

munities and the state respectively, while 40 per cent was privately owned.4t1

T() deal with the influx of settlers in 1817, which was seen as a portent, a

Committee for the Guardianship of the Colonists of S()uth Russia was established

in Chi\037inau, with offices in Katerynoslav, Odessa, and
Chi\037inau.

Thirteen years)))
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had risen to 2,250 roubles, those of the Molochna community to 1,695 roubles,

those of the Mennonites on the other bank to 1,650 roubles, and those in Josef-
stal to only 126 roubles. The value of cattle owned by the farnilies of the
Liebental colonies

(near Odessa) rose from 380 roubles in 1816 to 470 roubles
in 1841. Of the total value of the animals owned by the Germans in 1812,-13,

horses made up 29-36 per cent, cattle 34-56 per cent, and
sheep ()- 19 per cent.

By 1825 the proportio'ns had changed radically. The value of sheep in the both

Mennonite districts then constituted 54-59 per cent of the wh'ole\037 In 1841 this

figure had risen to 70- 79 per cent. 53

Only the Liebenthal district was then an

exception, with the cattle 46
per cent, horses 37 per cent, and sheep 17 per

cent. 54

In 1812-13 the Foreigners Oftice leased large holdings of land at low rates\037

Mennonites Johann Cornies and Claas Wiens received this land so that they
could engage in large-scale cost-effective sheep famling\037 In the first twenty

years, according to his own
figures,

Cornies brought in over 422,000 roubles.
55

In 1868 sheep farming was a big and successful business on the estates of the

large landowners and large tenant farmers in the German colonies.
Arnong

the

rest of the colonists, sheep farming accounted for only 8+5 per cent of their

income. Due to land shortage the communities had to bring in a rule that each

farmer could only drive a certain nUInber of aniIllals to the cOlnmunal pastu-

res. 5 ('

While the Mennonites of Khortytsia, living further from the export harbours,

engaged mainly
in animal husbandry, the settlers of Kherson and Tavria in ] 814

concentrated on the production of grain.
57

In 1813 the Germans on both banks

of the Molochna grew oats, barley,
and rye, but the Mennonites produced three

times more grain per head than the Lutheran and Catholic colonists.
5H

Between

1813 and 1838, the proportion of wheat grown by the Molochna colonists
grew

from 16 to 36 per cent, while among the Mennonites it grew from 8 to 44 per

cent. It was during this period that the Mennonites first used threshing machines

and introduced a kind of four-field system.
59

The German farmers of southern

Ukraine gradually adapted their farming to the steadily increasing wheat
prices

after 1847. With their horses they cou Id transport their grain to the buyers faster

than the non-German peasantry. In 1868 their income from the sale of wheat

made
up

89 per cent of their total income\03760 Between 1879 and 1900 the pro-

portion of wheat in overall sowing sank from 72 to 54 per cent and the propor-
tion of sheep in the villages and on the large estates sank to 26 per cent. The

proportion
of other animals increased: horses to 26 per cent, cattle to 39

per cent,

and pigs to 9 per cent. 61

This tendency increased up to the time of the war. In

1911, in the gubertliia of Katerynoslav, the proportion of the settlers' inC0l11e

which came trom the saJe of wool was only 1.3 per cent, while the sale of meat

accounted for 66 per cent of the overall inCl)me from animal husbandry,62)))
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The central Russian government and the colonial authorities had hoped that

the Germans would pass on the-ir modern farming methods to their neighbours.

The government made Johann Carnies, the chairman of the Agricultural Union

of Molochna Mennonites, responsible for overseeing the settling of the Nogai
Tatars. Under his direction, t.hey built their houses in the Mennonite style, used

Mennonite
farming equipment,

bred an improved variety of sheep, planted

potatoes and laid out fruit and vegetable gardens.
63

Landless German colonists

were sent into the Jewish colonies as village
elders and mode] fannersw

64

The

colonists had 0,0 difficulty in finding Russian and Ukrainian farm-hands and day

labourers since they offered wages as rnuch as 50-70 per cent above the
average,

although they also insisted on higher productivity.ftS On the estates of Carnies
and his descendant, on average, 10-] 2 Ukrainians worked an apprenticeship for

a nurnber of years, at the end of which they were rewarded with a grant ()f 50

dessiatines of land in a neighbouring community.66
The Ukrainian peasants began to use horses in ploughing and to buy the

bigger
German carts, when the d,elivery of the mail by the peasant themselves

had been aha] ished.
67

After the liberation of the serfs in 18,61, they also began
to buy ploughs and coaches from the Germans.(1H At the beginning of the twen-
tieth century they began to use the Gennan \"bugger,\" a plough with several
shares. The German workshops and factories of southern Ukraine produced not

,only good and relatively cheap commodities, but were also able to repair

them.
r1())

The Crisis of the Sixties

In the colonies of the Liebental district, during
the early ye,ars of colonization,

it was said that \"whoever could read though with difficulty, scribble a few

letters, and sing a few hymns was made a teac-her\037 as long as he did not ask for

more pay than a cowhand.\" As late as 1830, a leading colonial administrator

considered 108 of the 116 teachers in the guberniia, of Katerynoslav and Tavria

unfit to teach, because
they

read only with difficulty and could barely write their
own names. 70

The peasants were not to'o concerned about schooling. One pastor
complained: \"If the good God did not cover all the threshing places with snow,
and freeze in the ploughs, then we would never get any of the children to

school.,,71 In the sixties many teachers demanded to be freed from the additional
function of serving as village secretaries. They petitioned for t.he large classes to
be divided and ca]]ed for an improvement in t.he teaching of Russian, \"especially

since many are forced to earn their living outside the community.\" The Russian

language, they recommended, should be taught by Russians. 72

Since the colonists had large families and were not legally permitted to

divide their farms, the landless population grew rapidly. In J 841 there were

already more landless famiJies among the Molochna Mennonites than farmers.

Most of them preferred to rent land rather than work for their brother in the)))
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family household, so 75 per cent of the Mennonites who lived outside their

communities were leaseholders of land or mills\03773
Unofficially the Mennonites

of Khortytsia divided their holdings in halves or
quarters

to provide for the youn-

ger families. In 1836-9 they were granted land for new settlements in Mariiupil

district in the guberniia of Katerynoslav.
74

Some of the colonists moved to the

towns of Novorossiia: the number of colonist families in Odessa grew from 90

in 1835 to 431 in 1848. There they had churches, schools, orphanages, a horne

for the aged, a hospital, and a newspaper.
75

In 1817, the Gennan colonies had received permission to levy charges fl)r

the establishment of welfare institutions on those who earned their living outside

the community, a1though those landless persons also had to pay the taxes and an

annual fee for a travel permit. Inzov had opposed the introduction of this unequal

burden on the landless, which the rich farmers used as a rneans of forcing their

po,orer brethren to remain in their service. The ministry, however, shared the

view of the Foreigners Office that this m-easure was merely a way of cornpensat-

ing for the fact that persons who worked outside the community did not have to

pay the community taxes.

76

When rental land became scarcer and therefore more an,d more expensive,
while the

price
of wool sank, the Odessaer Zeitullg cOInpared the relation

between the two classes in the villages to that between the nobility and serfs.

While the German colonists on the Molochna were able to purchase land for ten

daughter colonies with the proceeds from the comnluna] sheep farm and the lease

of the brewing licence, the once-model Mennonite farmers on the east of the

Molochna remained deaf towards the need of their landless brethren. In 1863 the

latter demanded the division and rental of the forrner communal sheep farm and

the land owned by the closed-down textile
factory. They demanded the creation

of a community fund which could provide credit for the purchase of land to

establish daughter colonies. In their
opinion

taxes should be levied on the basis

of land ownership and not on each
family. They also asked for the right to vote

and be elected in their communities, a right hitherto restricted to landowners.?7

The Ministry of State Domains recommended that there be a change in the

c,olonia] statutes allowing the sa]e and the division of the original 60-5 dessiatine-

shares into three parts, and it asked the communities to make their views known

on this
proposaL

78

As the hearings of the Committee for the Guardianship of Colonists of South

Russia did not bring any rapid changes, in 1865 an auditor was sent to southern

Ukraine to look into the complaints of the colonists. He
reported

that the colonial

administration, with its peculiar combination of administrative and
judicial

functions, was a remnant of a previous epoch. The colonists had learned the

\037'Iocal dialect,\" and he thought the only barrier to complete integration
of the

settlers was the special colonial administration itself. He thought that the colon-

ists would lose nothing, since Alexander II had just reformed every aspect of the)))
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administrative system. In the zemstva (elective district and provincial assemblies)

the colonists would strengthen the economically successful and well-to-do ele-
Inents. Because of the huge increase in the population, two-thirds of the colonists

had neither land nor voting rights\037
and an oligarchy of fanners was ruling ()ver

\"a class without any rights.\" That oligarchy was not even controlled by the state

inspectors,
since they depended on the benevolence of the mayors when they had

any wishes in financial matters. The Guardian Committee supported whatever the

inspectors wanted. It had, for exalnple,
shielded the district elder of the Moloch-

na Mennonites who had lined his own pocket and the pockets of his
relati\037es

and

friends and had gi yen preference to them when reserve land was distributed. The

Co,mmittee was also slow and difficult to activate, so many of the colonists tried

to circumvent it. Following the model of the Liebental district, a number of

districts had asked for pennission to establish savings banks to administer the

nloney of the orphans and the purchase of new land, but the Committee had done

nothing. In spite of three poor harvests, the auditor wrote that the colonists still

deserved their reputation as model farmers: only the production
of silk had been

a failure because of a caterpiHar disease which was also affecting other countries;

the plantations had bec()Jne proper forests from which the colonists could now

use wood for purposes of building and making repairs; and their carts, wagons,

and agriculturaJ equipment were a
major source of income.

7lJ

A poll organized by the ministry showed that the majority wanted to extend
the right to vote to all houseowners, but not to tenants. They also

thought
it

should be permissible to divide farms in half. In March 1866 a special commis-

sion of the Ministry of Internal Affairs accepted these proposals and established

committees on which landowners and landless would be equally represented to
distribute the land of the former communal sheep farm and the remaining reserve
land to the settlers at the rate of 12 dessiatines to each landless houseowner. In

1869 these shares were raised to 15 dessiatines, when the wide routes leading
from the Crimean salt lakes to the north were narrowed. NO

The land rent, in

keeping with its narne, was collected on the basis of size of land holding and not

equally from every household. As the landless could participate in the decisions

of the communal assemblies since the reform, the colonies made a Illuch stronger
effort to acquire land for the landless. HI

To win over the mass of the colonists

for the abolition of the privileges, the Ministry of State Domains decided to

proceed carefully. In 1871 the colonies of southern Ukraine and the Voiga were.

brought under the general administration, but maintained their COllllTIUnal estab-

lishments like the sheep farms as a source of cOlnmunal income, the savings
banks, and the special fire insurance. The colonists were also given the right to
leave the Russian elnpire. Military service, scarcity of land, and pl)Or h,arvests

were a motivation for
Inany colonists to emigrate. Through over-intensive

farIning and lack ()f rnanure th,e colonists had exhausted th,e soil.
H2)))
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Conclusion)

The brevity of the reign of Paul and the nlass influx of colonists under Catherine

II and Alexander I have obscured the fact that Paul corrected rnany of the
mistakes in the pol icies of his mother and that he laid the foundation for the

immigration policy of his son\037 He re-established the special administration\037

disbursed the money that had been promised to the settlers; gave the charter to

the Mennonites\037 placed the Gdansk settlers, the Swedes, and the setders of

Ja'mburg under the Foreigners Office for Novorossiia; and established a land

reserve for future colonists. The
policy

of Alexander was characterized by a

regular switch between inviting and discouraging settlers. The efforts by Russian

diplomats to entice prosperous peasants while blocking the path of the poor was

an unsuccessful po1icy, because economic need was the rnajor cause of immigra-
tion. Alexander's settlelnent

pol icy repeated the same mistakes that had been

rnade in the eighteenth century, that is, se.ttlers were brought in although quarters
were not

prepared
for theIn and neither land nor money had been set aside for

them.

Those settlers who had little knowledge of farming needed a
long

tinle to

becorne self-sufficient, and even experienced farmers needed some
years

to

become accustomed to the climate, th,e soil, and the dangers of the steppe: L\037It

often happened in those early years that a wolf walked on to the roof of the

small hut and looked down the chimney at the housewife
preparing

the evening

meal for her absent husband.,'\0373 On average, it took twenty years before the

peasants could manage without assistance from the state and begin to pay their

debts. The process was very uneven and there were great differences even

between the two Mennonite communities. The Foreigners Office attempted to

persuade or force the colonists to introduce new agricuJtvral met.hods and new

breeds into southern Ukraine. In the case of silk production this failed, but the

introduction of Inerino sheep was a success and a number of forest plantations
were established. From the middle of the nineteenth century) the Germans were

no longer working according to the instructions of the colonial administration but

in accordance with the needs of the market. Their obvious economic success had

,its dark side, however. The peasants had little interest in educating their children

for other professions. When the land reserves had been used up, a class of

landless peasants arose, which, in the case of the Mennonites, nlade up 66 per
cent of the population in the 1860s. Unlike the rest of the colonists, the

Mennonite communities on the M,olochna were unable to resolve this conflict and

the government had to come to the assistance of the poor. Finally, the govern-
ment decided to abandon the special rights and the special administration as a

means of integrating the Gennans into the multinational socjety of southern

Ukrai ne.)))
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G. Pisarevskii,

are

mainly
interested in other specialized questions.? This

disheartening state of affairs is made even worse by the fact that no historian in

either the exile Ukrainian or the exile Polish communities has made any signifi-
cant c,ontribution to the study of German

agrarian po,licy
in Ukraine during

World War II.

The only work which gives comprehensive information on 'German agrarian

policy in Ukraine was produced ITIOre than thirty years ago, by Alexander DaJlin.

However, even in this study on]y a few sections deal with agrarian policy+ It is

al1 the more amazing that DaHin's fundamental conclusio'ns are in keeping with

the conc1usions of modern research based on the archival material available now

in Germany. His understanding of the issue of agrarian policy, however, is in

need of improvement. His account of \"'what actuaJIy happened\" has to be put into

the framework of current historical/theoretical assunlptions
and research into the)))
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German Culture and the National

A wakening in Western Ukraine

before the Revolution of 1848)

John-Paul Himka)

German culture played an important part in the national revivals in East Central

Europe.
I

The influence of Herder's writings on Czechs, BaIts, and other East

Europeans is well known, as is the collaboration of the South Slav awakeners
Vuk Karadzic and Jernej Kopitar with Ranke, Jakob GrimIn, and Goethe.

German universities, particularly
lena and Halle f()r Protestants and Vienna for

Catholics, had a formative influence on many of the East European awakeners.

It was at lena, for example, that Jan Kollar was inspired to write Slavy dcera.

Pavel Jozef Safarik also studied at lena, and Karadzic received an h()nourary

doctorate there. Many outstanding works of the Slavic awakeners appeared first
'V

in German, including SafariK's history of Slavic languages and literature, Franti-
sek P'alacky's history

of the Czechs, and Anton Linhart's history of Carniola and
the South Slavs.

During
the revolution of 1848, when the great Russian revol-

utionary Bakunin wanted to appeal
to all Slavs, he published his manifesto in

German
(Aufruf

an die Slawen).

The awakeners of Western Ukraine (Galicia, Bukovyna, and
Transcarpathia)

were also affected by German culture, although Slavic influences were far more

significant in their national revival-the Dnieper Ukrainians, their co-nationals

in Russia; their neighbours and rivals, the Poles; Russian pan-Slavs and Slavists;
and other S1av awakeners in Austria. 'German cultural influences figured only

1l1arginally in the activities of the Inost advanced representatives of the national

revival, the \"Ruthenian Triad\" (Ruska triitsia). The Triad's leader, Markiian

Shashkevych, for example, translated a number of literary and folkloric works,

chiefly
froIn Czech and Serbian. While he also translated some from PoJish and

Greek, not one was from German. 2

In fact, German culture grew in prominence in Western Ukraine after the

period
of national awakening. One need only consider that some of the best West

Ukrainian writers of the late nineteenth century wrote some of their works in

German, including the Bukovynians Yurii Fedkovych and OIha Kobylianska 1 as

well as the Galician Ivan Franko.] In the late nineteenth
century

German writers)))
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also emerged from Western Ukraine, most
notably

Karl Emil Franzos and

Leopold von Sacher-Masoch, who develope,d Ukrainian themes in their works.

Western Ukraine then became a cultural crossroads in which German and

Ukrainian (and Russian, Polish, Hungarian, and Romanian) influences mingled
rnost creati vel y .

4

Nonetheless, German cu]ture had a role in Western Ukraine before, 1848.

Indeed\037 the foundations of the national revival there were put in place by

Austrian enlightened absolutism; the university in Vienna played an outstanding

part in forming
a national intelligentsia in Western Ukraine; and one West

Ukrainian awakener, Yosyf Levytsky, was intimately involved with German

culture.)

The Impact of Austrian Enlightened Absolutism

The Habsburgs had been the rulers, theoretically, of some West Ukrainians

(\"Ruthenians\") ever since 1526, when the Kingdom of Hungary, including the

Ukrainian-inhabited region of Transcarpathia (Subcarpathia), was
formally joined

to the realrTI of the Austrian dynasty. Actually, Habsburg rule was only consoli-
dated in Transcarpathia in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries.

The
Habsburgs acquired

a much larger West Ukrainian territory in 1772, the

\"Red Rus',\" better known as Galicia. Two years later, Austria extorted frOITI the

Turks a third Ukrainian territory, Bukovyna, which was formally incorporated
into the Habsburg realm in 1787. Thus, in the eighteenth century, three areas
inhabited by Ukrainians, with very disparate historical traditions, came under the

Habsburg sceptre
and were made into an identifiable historical region, Western

Ukraine.
These Ukrainians who came under Habsburg rule had little social differenti-

ation. The landed elite was Polish, Magyar
or Romanian, and there was no

Cossack stratum as there was in Russian-ruled Ukraine. The West Ukrainians

were \"priests and peasants,\" according to the Polish gentry, and for much of the

eighteenth century, socially, the mass of the clergy was little removed from the

peasantry. The task of integrating these West Ukrainians into the Habsburg

Empire fen primarily to the great Austrian reformers, Maria Theresa (1740-80)
and Joseph II (co-ruler from 1765; 1780-90). It was very propitious that Western
Ukraine joined Austria precisely during the flourishing of its enlightened absolut-

ism. Maria Theresa and
Joseph

II made major changes in the lives of these

priests and peasants. For the latter,. they issued legislation drastically reducing the

number of days of corvee labour owed to the lords (they aimed, in fact, at

c()lnplete ab()lition of feudal rents in ]abour)\037 they also endowed the peasantry
with important rights under the Jaw, including the rights of property and of

access to Cl1urts
independent

()f the seigneur. The Ukrainian peasantry respllnded
to the ref{)rITIS of Maria Theresa and Joseph II with a prof()und loyalty tl) tile

Habsburg dynasty, a full-blown \"\037naive monarchisln.\)

costs.
In

The local authorities seem to have read that instruction
to mean that any expression of national sentiment with political overtones should
be suppressed. Thus\037 after commemorative ceremonies at Bazar which attracted

thousands of people, the German police instituted an inquiry which led to the)))
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For the priests, the changes constituted even more of a turning point. The

Habsburgs made the Ukrainian Greek rite equal to the Latin rite; freed the
Ukrainian clergy from all feudal obligations\037 regularized and substantially raised

its income; established the metropolis of Halych (1808); and
gave the clergy a

higher education. As a result of the latter reform, an educated stratum, the genn

of a national intelligentsia, emerged for the first time in over a century in West

Ukrainian society. The Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church long relnained grateful

to Austria, and particularly to Maria Theresa and
Joseph II, for the improveInent

in its status. That gratitude was evident in statements by Greek Catholic priests

in the late nineteenth century,5 as we]] as in the emotions of Ukrainian Greek

Catholic pilgrims: \"Lost deep in thought, we gazed at the coffins of Maria

Theresa and her son Joseph, whose names are written in goJden letters in [our]

people's history.\"o Even as late as 1945, and among those clergy who supported

Stalin\037s plan to dissolve the Union with ROlne, the gratitude to Austria was still

evident: \"In Austria we had the benetlt that our clergy, which the old Poland had

,deliberately kept in darkness and ignorance, acquired
an education equal to that

of the Gerlnan Catholic clergy, which in that respect was the most advanced in

the whole Catholic Church.,,7
To understand how major t.hat transformation was, it is necessary to describe

the state of education and educational institutions for the Ukrainian Greek

Catholic clergy at the moment Galicia passed from Polish to Austrian rule. H

There was only one seminary in Galicia for the preparation of Eastern-rite

Catholic clergy, the PontificaJ College of Lviv. It served both the Amlenian and

Ukrainian Uniate churches and cou1d only accommodate a srnall number of
students. In 1772, for exalnple, the college had only eighteen students (nine

Annenians and nine Ukrainians).9 Since
just

fifteen years later the new Greek

Catholic seminary in Lviv reached a
peak

of 400 students,IO it is clear that

proportionaJly very few Ukrainian
priests

of the pre-Aust.rian period had had the

benefit of regular seminary training. In fact, the majority of priests had had to

make do with the traditional aflliqua educati{). What this involved is well illus-

trated by the practice ofPorfyrii Vazhynsky, bishop
of the Greek Catholic Chelm

(Kholm) eparchy from 1790 until his death in 1804.
11

Bishop Vazhynsky hirn,-

self was a very well-educated, sophisticate,d gentleman, yet he felt that the

popular Greek Catholic re1igion, the religion of the villages and sInall towns, did

not require an educated priesthood. He would ask village cantors two or three

questions, as an exalnination\037 then send theJTI to study, either for a year in Chelm

or for half a year near Biala Podlaska. These studies emphasized rites and

formulas rather than dogma and canon law. Then the bishop ordained and sent

them out into their parishes.
12

So, before the Habsburg educational refornls:

\"There were... no educational institutions for the parish clergy \037 and onJy a few

c1ergymen had the opportunity to study at the pontifical seminary in Lviv\037 for the

rest, one had to be content until that time [17831 with the m()st prillliti ve know 1-)))
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edge.... Up until that time
bishops

had to permit the ()rdination of candidates who

hardly knew the main elements of the catechisln.,,13

In 1774, two years after acquiring Galicia and in the same year as the

occupation of Bukovyna, the Habsburgs founded the first of a series of crucial

educational institutions that allowed Ukrainian Greek Catholic candidates for the

priesthood to study in the imperial capital, Vienna. This was the \"Barbareum,'\"

a Royal Greek Catholic General Seminary attached to St. Barbara's Church in

Vienna. This new seminary accommodated
forty-six students, of whom half were

Ukrainian 'Greek Catholics (eleven frorn the eparchy of Mukachiv
[Transcar-

pathia], and six each from the eparchies of Lviv and Przemysl [Galicia]).
Although

the Barbareum was dissolved in 1784, a sirnilar institution was estab-

lished in 1803, the imperial seminary residence (Convict) for Greek Catholics.

That residence had thirty Ukrainian students when it was dissolved in 1848.

Thus, for most of the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, there were Ukrai-

nian students being educated in Vienna.
14

Although the Viennese institutions increased the number of educated Ukrai-

nian clergy, this was not their principal significance and they could never have

accomplished
the task of educating the entire Ukrainian Greek Catholic clergy.

The significance of the Vienn,ese seminaries Jay in the fact that they produced
an intellectual elite who

played
a prominent part in the life of the church as well

as in the national awakening. For instance, all the Greek Catholic metropolitans
of Halych, frorn the mOlnent ,of the metropolis' creation until as late as 1882,
were alumni of the Viennese institutions. The first Galician historian of the

Ukrainian church, Mykhailo Harasevych,
was an alumnus, as was Ivan Snihur-

sky, who came to Vienna as a student in 1804 and left in 1818 as the dean of its

theology faculty. As bishop of Przelnys] (1818-47), Snihursky was outstanding
among the Greek Catholic hierarchy for his efforts to prOlllote e.ducation in the

eparchy; and, alone among the Ukrainian bishops, he supported the national

avant-garde, the Ruthenian Triad. ls

The Transcarpathian grammarians and

scholars Ivan FO,garashii-Berezhanyn and Mykhailo Luchkai, the educator
Mykhail Shchavnytsky,

and bishops Hryhorii Tarkovych of Presov (Priashiv) and

Aleksei Povchii of Mukachiv all were products of Vienna.]6 Vienna also pro-
duced the prominent awakener

Yosyf Levytsky, who published the first West

Ukrainian grammar of the Ukrainian language and also translated works of

Goethe and Schiller into UkIainian.

The importance of Viennese education in the pr()duction of a national

inte)lectual elite might also be reflected in the fact that ()nly two of the three

cOlnponents of Western Ukraine, Galicia and
Transcarpathia, experienced a

national revival prior to the revolution ()f 1848. (However, the developrnent ()f

the highly poJitjcized Polish and Hungarian nati()nal revivals 111ay have been

1l1()re decisive for Galicia and Transcarpathia than Viennese education.) The

Ukrainians of Buk()vyna, overwhelmingly Orthodox and therefore ineligible to)))
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attend the Greek Catholic seminaries in Vienna, studied instead at a seminary in

their native province, at first located in Suceava (1786) and then transferred to
Chernivtsi (1789).17 They alone, of the West Ukrainians, did not share in the

pre-revolutionary national revival. The only national
awakening

in Bukovyna

before 1848 was that of the Romanians. It was led
by (perhaps one shou1d even

say \"limited to\") the Hormuzaki brothers, whose father had sent them to study

in Vienna between 1831 and 1845. One of them, Eudoxius Hormuzaki, stayed

on in Vienna, where he compiled a sixteen-voluIne
documentary history of the

Romanians.
18

Vienna in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries can be likened

to a power generator, which charged its residents from East Central
Europe full

of national energies+
19

It was there that the pre-revol utionary Greek cu Itural

revival was primarily based, after Joseph II pennitted the publication of books

in Greek in 1783.
20

There, from 1808 until his death in 1844, Kopitar tried to
establish \"the main centre of Slav culture.\" Karadzic based his activities there
from 1813 to 1864, and Jakob Grimm praised Karadzic's work there, which

inspired Hungarian as well as West Ukrainian awakeners.
21

Those Slavic lumin-

aries who did not live in Vienna visited it, including Josef Dobrovsky, Ljudevit

Gaj, P.I4 Koppen, Frantisek Palacky, and Izmail Sreznevsky. At one party in

Vienna in 1847, for exalnple, guests included such prominent SJavs as Frantisek

Rieger, several Trubetskois and Czartoryskis, the son of the Serbian prince Milos

Obrenovic, the Russian cultural attache in Vienna M.F. Raevsky, and Vuk

Karadzic.
22

Vienna's Ukrainians were full-fledged participants in this Slavic and East

European ferment Kopitar learned about the Ukrainian language from the

Transcarpathian Ivan Olshavsky, pastor
of St+ Barbara's in 1804-13; from his

successor, Ivan Snihursky; and fronl the linguist, educator, and awakener\037 Ivan

Mohy1nytsky (who spent some time in Vienna in 1816). The pastors of St+

Barbara's were known for their scholarly interests, and the company they kept

included not only Kopitar, but Karadzic and Jan Kollar. The seminarians at St.

Barbara's came into frequent contact with other Slavic students, which quickened

the Ukrainians' national consciousness, just as it did for Slovak students in

Vienna.
23

The impact of Vienna did represent 1ess a Gem1an cultural influence

than a pan-Slavic or pan-East-Central-European influence which was merely
nurtured in this capita] of German cultural life, but it rnust not be forgotten that

it was ultimately the German university and Germanophone cultural elite which

attracted the mu]ti national awakeners to the capital. Furthermore, the specifically
German elements of a Viennese education left their mark on the awakeners.

If Vienna was the sun, then the provincial educational institutions were as

so many satellites in its enl ightening orbit. For Western Ukraine, t.he nlost

important of these institutions was the genera] serninary established by Joseph II

in Lviv in 1783: Hthe Ukrainians in Ga]icia.. .developed their language into a)))
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literary language. ..in the general seminary.,,24
Almost the entire work of the

Ruthenian Triad took place there\037 Even in Lviv, however, the seminarians

received a German education. Except for courses in theology (conducted in

Latin) and courses in the short-Jived Studium Ruthenum, lectures were delivered
in German, just as they were at the other institutions established by the

enlightened Habsburg
monarchs in Lviv, the university and the gymnasium.

25

The seminarians also had to study the German language. Many textbooks were

in German, and the two texts in Ukrainian (Slavonic) were translations of
German authors commissioned by Joseph II. Many of the professors the

seminarians encountered were German or of German culture, such as the Czech

Ignatius Hanus, who influenced Ivan Vahylevych, one of the Ruthenian Triad.
26

In addition to the official German culture promoted by the seminary authorities,
the seminarians read forbidden books in Gennan such as the works of Schiller
and Schelling, radical political tracts, and rationalist critiques of the Catholic

religion. They also learned German drinking songs.
27

In sum, the enlightened

Habsburg absolutists created a national intelligentsia in Western Ukraine by

educating the clergy in German culture. The sacerdotes
antiquae

educationis

were disappearing, which was at first regretted by the cOlnmon people: \"When

the new priests came from the seminary, they now had a higher education and

greater [material] demands, so that people did not become accustomed to them

quick1Y1 did not like them very much, and called them 'German priests' [nim,etski

ks(}ndz)'] \037

,,2\037)

Paradigm of a Viennese Education

Father Yosyf Levytsky (1801-60) may
be considered the paradigm of a Viennese

education. ,Of all the West Ukrainian awakeners, he was the one most obviously
influenced by and engaged in a dialogue with German culture. It is because

Levytsky's activities were so strikingly connected with German culture that he
was

typical
in the sense that he represented a high, extreme development-a

concentration-of a tendency present
in his society.29 It was in Vienna in 1820,

as a phiJosophy student, that Levytsky experienced an awakening of his national

consciousness: UA
feeling of nationality emerged, and a love for the Ruthenian

language was resurrected.\"

He applied himself to the study of Church Slavonic and Ruthenian. That
enthusiasm was shared by Kyrylo Blonsky, who arrived in Vienna to study in
1822. The two decided to work together on the development of the Ruthenian

1anguage. The fruit of their collaboration was a four-page booklet of verse

printed by
the Mechitarists in Vienna in 1822 and dedicated t() \"the stuclent youth

of the Sioveno-Ruthenian people.,,30 The booklet opened with an
eight-line

verse in praise of the native
language\037

its ancient roots, and inctependent status;

it closed with a six-line J110ral adll1onition. Certainly Levytsky wrote the first,

and possibly the second, ()f these sh,ort poems. The Blain part ()f the hooklet)))
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however, was taken up by
a longer poem\037 Domoboliie prokliat}'kh, which was a

translation of a German religious work, Das Heimweh der Verbann.tefL
31

The

translation can hardly be judged successful. Its
language was stilted and artificial,

for it was an amalgam of the West Ukrainian vernacular and Old Church Slav-

()nic with Inany borrowings from Russian. As Volodymyr Kotsovsky
observed:

\"Perhaps even the author himself would not have understood some of the words

if he had not known t.he German original,
H

Before Levytsky returned to translating verse from the GerInan, he made
important progress in his knowledge of vernacular Ukrainian. His pastoral

activity after he was ordained in 1825 brought hinl into close contact with the

peasant vernacular, and in 1834 he published, at Bishop Snihursky's print shop
in Prze.mysl, the first

\"grammar of the Ruthenian or Little Russian language in

Galicia.\"32 That grammar displayed
a finner grasp of the essentials of the

Ukrainian language, although in it Levytsky still did not differentiate sufficiently
between Ukrainian proper and Church Slavonic. This

blending of the vernacular

and ecclesiastical language remained characteristic of Levytsky to his dying day.

It was also characteristic that this first West. Ukrainian
graInnlar

was published

in the German language.
33

On the verso of the title page was a quotation fron1
Friedrich

Schlegel:)

The obligation to watch over the language should be most sacred in the eyes of

those who stand highest in the society\037 for the more rank, and wealth, and

consequence any individual possesses, the more has the nation a right to expect
from this individual that he shall contribute to the utmost of his power to the

preservation and cultivation of that which is hers. A nation whose
language

becomes rude and barbarous\037 must be on the brink of barbarism in regard to

everything else.
34)

In addition to this unequivocal testimonial to the influence- of Gern1an romantic

nationalism on Levytsky\"s activities, the graInmar also contains evidence that

Levytsky was familiar with the work of the Gerrnan Slavists. In his introduction

(xxiii) Levytsky refers to \"the German historians, such as Schlozer, Gebhardy,

Hoppe, Engel, who treat the
history

of Galicia in their works.. ..,,35 Finally,

Levytsky not only published
a grammar of the Ukrainian language in German,

but in 1845 he published a
grarnmar

of the German language in Ukrainian.
36

In the late 1830s Levytsky returned to German-Ukrainian verse translation.

In ] 837 he published one of his own Ukrainian poems in Gern1an translation,3?
and in the next year he began translations into Ukrainian of Goethe and Schiller.
The

language
of t.hese new translations was much more confident, supple, and

independent of Russian influences than the translat.ion of Das Hein11tVeh der

Verbanllten, although later commentators have been less than satisfied with it. 3x

The authors he chose represented rnore of a challenge to Levytsky' s talent as

well as better taste. Moreover, the translations were no longer of a strictly

re,]igious nature; in fact, at the tilue Levytsky published his translations (again at)))
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Bishop S,nihursky's press in Przetnysl),
the works of both Goethe and Schiller

were banned in the Greek Catholic seminary in Lviv.
39

The first of the transla-

tions was of Goethe's Erlkonig, which Levytsky rechristened Bohynia
in Ukraini-

an\037 It caIne out in 1838 in the Polish magazine Rozmaitosci (Lviv) and as a

separate brochure.
40

This single translation from Goethe was followed in the

next few years by a series of translations from Schiller, the first translations of

this poet into Ukrainian: Da.s Lied von der Glocke in 1839; Der
Kampf

mil dem

Drach-en, and Die Biirgschaft in 1842; and Der Taucher, Der
Gang

nach dem

Eisenhammer, and Der Handschuh in ) 844. A final translation in this series, of

Schiller's Der Ring des
Pol\037/krates,

was published posthumously in 1901\03741

Except for Die Glocke, aU of Schiller's works that Levytsky translated we.re

ballads Schiller had published in his Musenalmanach in 1798 and 1799.42

The final contribution Levytsky made to a German-Ukrainian cultural

dia1ogue, in the period before 1848, was to initiate a discussion on West Ukraini-

an affairs in the pages l)f the lahrbiicher fur Slavische Literatur, Kunst Ufld

Wis\037jet1,sch(lft,
which the Lusatian Sorb awakener J.P. Jordan published in

Leipzig. In 1844 Levytsky published there a survey of Galician Ukrainian

language and literature. After he argued for the independence of the Ukrainian

Janguage frOITI Russian and Polish, Levytsky compared the situation of the

Janguage in the Russian and Austrian empires. Only in the latter, he concluded,
\"under the wings of the double-headed Austrian eagle,\" could Ukrainian develop
into a

literary language. He singled ()ut for praise the Josephine policy of devel-

oping national languages: HJoseph II of blessed memory understood the profound
idea that the Galician and Hungarian-Ruthenian people could be educated best,
most easily, and most quickly in its nati ve Ruthenian mother tongue.

,,43

Levytsky then proceeded to a
very polemical account of the development of

Ukrainian literature in Galicia in the post-Josephine period. He either lauded or

denounced individual writers and church dignitaries. Those whom Levytsky

commended were the late-eighteenth-century bishop of Lviv Petro
Biliansky, his

own patron Bishop Snihursky, and the Ruthenian Triad (together with its associ-

ate, Mykola Ustyianovych). Since he was writing anonymously, he also lavished
praise

on \"der ehrwtirdige Vater Joseph Lewicki'''44 and listed all his published
translations from Gennan. Those whorn he disparaged were the highest-ranking
churchmen of the Lviv

archeparchy
and metropolis of HaJych. He impugned the

Ukrainian patriotism of Myko1a Skorodynsky (Biliansky's successor as bishop

of Lviv), Antonii AnheJovych (the first InetropoJitan of Halych), Mykhailo

Levytsky (the reigning metropolitan), and many of the canons and dignitaries of

the Lviv archeparchy. Levytsky also ailned a few jibes at SOJ11eOne
very sinlilar

to himself, Yosyf Lozynsky, who was also a product ()f Viennese educati()11

(although he pro,bably carne to Vienna just as Levytsky was Jeaving), an
ordinary

pastor
in the Prze.mysl eparchy, and a prolninent awakener with linguistic

interests. Levytsky had
already crossed swords with him in ] 834, because

Lozynsky (under K()pitar's intluence) had advocated the use of the Latin
alphabet)))
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for the Ukrainian languagel
45

Levytsky continued this polemic in his contribu-
tion to the Jahrbiicher.

Levytsky's article
provoked a heated response from Lozynsky in 1845.

Lozynsky easily recognized Levytsky as the article's author and therefore, in

addition to defending both the church
hierarchy

and himself, he denigrated

Levytsky's accomplishments: \"The anonymous author recounts the contributions
,of Y osyf Levytsky with scrupulous conscientiousness, even a number of things
such as the

Domowolye [sic], which deserve no mention at all; and he forgot to

add that Levytsky's poetical works are written without talent.,,4fi Lozynsky held

up to ridicule various
passages of Levytsky's translations of Schiller and even

claimed to find a mistranslation that betrayed a failure to understand the German

origi naIl

Levytsky defended himself and repeated his charges in 1846:)

If no
attempt

is made to translate distinguished foreign pieces into a language- 1

in order thus to explore its power and c9nciseness, then [that language] will

necessarily remain forever at the same level. The Halicer Russe
[LozynskY]1

however, might venture an attempt to do better than the passages he incorrectly
cites of Y osyf Levytsky' s translation of Schiller and himself translate [Schiller's
ballad of 1797] Die Kraniche des Ibykus into Galician Ruthenian: then\037 as a

master in this field, he will be able to offer an appropriate judgme.nt.
47)

Lozynsky
never took up that challenge, but the exchange b,etween Levytsky and

Lozynsky provoked Yakiv Holovatsky of the Ruthenian Triad to express his
views in the Jahrbiicher, also in 1846. His piece \"on the condition of the Ruth-

enian people in Galicia\" was the lo,nge,st and most solid contribution to the

discussion. He clearly sided with Levytsky and developed some of his themes.

He too praised the policies of Joseph II, although unlike
Levytsky

he tried to

take into account the Czechs' view of Joseph as a Germanizer.48

The principal

theme he borrowed from Levytsky, however, was condemnation of the church

hierarchy for stifling
the development of Ukrainian literature. His article\037s

sensationa] frankness and superior polemical style made it an instant succ.ess in

Ukrainian Galicia.
49

This discussion initiated by Levytsky opened up the West
Ukrainian world to the German reading public. It is also significant that the

censor would never have allowed this discussion to appear in a Galician publica-
tion. The existence, however, of a German Slavic journal permitted the dis-

cussion to take place and ideas to be aired.)

Conclusion

Exposure to German culture through the educational reforms of the enlightened

Austrian absolutists p'layed a modest, but contributory, ro]e in Western Ukraine's

national awakening. It was the education of the clergy (and
not the particular

'German component of this education) which made a critical difference to the

Ukrainian national revival in the Habsburg Ernpire by creating a nati,onal intelli-

gentsia. Indeed, the actual first effect of this higher education 1 particularly
in the)))
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Lviv general seminary, was not to Germanize, but to Polonize the clergy, at least

linguistically.
50

It was in the process of differentiation from Polish culture that

the dynamic Ruthenian Triad was formed in the J 830s. The awakening of a

Ukrainian consciousness occurred earlier among the seminarians in Vienna (for

example, Levytsky's Hconversion\" in 1820). In Vienna, Ukrainian students were

removed from a Polish environment, were in the midst of a truly foreign people,

were interacting with other Slavic students experiencing
similar feelings, and

were exposed to German romanticisln, idealist philosophy, and scholarship.

Hence they came more quickly to a realization of their national identity. In the

particular
case of Yosyf Levytsky, German cultural models and media were

extremely important.
When he wanted to develop his native tongue by translating

foreign literature, he chose without exception German works. When he wanted

to address the wider world of scholarship, as in his Ukrainian grammar, he

addressed it in German. When he felt dirty
linen had to be washed in public, he

chose a German public. He read
Schlegel, Sch16zer, and Schiller, and he even

wrote a Gernlan grammar for Ukrainian elementary schools so that the common

people Illight have access to the German world. Although Levytsky can be

considered a paradigm, and although other Ukrainian alumni of Vienna must

have shared his cultural assumptions, he was exceptional in the way he interacted
so

perceptibly
wit.h German culture. The main impact of Vienna on the Ukraini-

ans was not so much German as Slavic. Karadzic and Kopitar had more direct
influence on the Ukrainian revival in Austria than Herder or Hegel.)
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svteti Lvovskom Liubornudriia umozritelnaho i diistvvtelnaho Kesarevo Tsarskaho\037 \037

Narodnaho Projessora (Lviv: Stavropyhiia, 1790), cited in Ivan Em., Levytskyi,
\"Halytsko-ruska bibliografiia za roky ]772-1800,\" ZLJ.pysky Naukovoho tovarystva
im. Shevchenka 52 (I903), no. 56; Matfia Dannenmavra Bohosl. Doktora i /storii

Tserkovnyia v Universiteti Vindob., Prates. Pub!. Ordin. Nastavleniia /storii

tserkovnyia /Z. Latinsky izdannaia. Feodorom, zhe Zakhariasiievycho,n Is to r.

TJerkovnyia v Universiteti Lvovskoln v Ruskorn iazytsi Profesororn Pub!. i Presvy-

terem Lvovskiia na Ruskii iazyk prevedennaia, 2 parts (Lviv: Stavropyhiia, 1790),

cited in Levytskyi, \"Halytsko-ruska bibliografiia,\" no. 53-4. See also [Iosyf Levyt-

skyi,] \"Das Schicksal der gallizisch-russischen Sprache und Literatur,\" lahrbiicher

fur Slavische Literatur, Kunst und WiLfsenschaft 2, Heft 5 (1844):184.

27. Glinka, Gregorio Jachymovyc., 46, 53. 59; Anatol Vakhnianyn. HPro zhytie py-
tomtsiv i dukhovenstva v litakh 1837 i 1838,\" Ruslan 12, no. 79 (5[18] April

1908):3; Vakhnianyn, \"Pro zhytie pytomtsiv,'\037 3.

28. Fylymon Tarnavsky, 5\037pohady. Rodynna khronika Tarnavskykh iak pJ}tchynok do

istorii tserkovnykh, sviashchenytskykh, pobutovykh, ekonOfnichnykh
i politychnykh

vidnosyn u Halych}\037ni v druhii polovyni XIX slorichchia i v f}ershii dekndi XX

storichchia\037 ed. Anatol Mariia Bazylevych and Roman Ivan Danylevych (Toronto:

Dobra knyzhka, 1981), 34-5.

29. Georg Lukacs, Studies in European Realisfn (New York: Grosset and Dunlap,

1964), esp. 6, 168-9.)

30. Uchashchemusia mladenchestvu na,roda sloveno-ruskaho zhertvuiet soizdatel I.L.

(Vienna: U Ormianov, 1822), cited in Ivan Em. Levytskii, Halytsko-ruskaia

b)lbliohrafiia XIX-ho stolitiia s uvzhliadneniiem ruskykh i.zdanii poiavyvshykhsia v

Uhorshchyni i Bukovyni ( J 801 -1886), 2 vols\037 (Lviv: Stavropyhiiskii instytut, 1888-

95), vol. 1, no. 62. The text of the booklet is reprinted in V. Kotsovskyi,

\037'Prychynky do halytsko-ruskoi bybliohrafii pered ] 848. rokom. III. \037Domoboliie

prokliatykh,'\" Zaria 7, no. 17 (1 [13] September 1886), 291-2.

Blonsky's part in the collaboration was limited to paying for publicat.ion:

Levytsky supplied the contents.

31. Unfortunately, my efforts to identify the German original of Das Hei/nweh {Ier

Verbannten did not succeed.)))

be the case, the Gerrnans would [eventually] change their policy in favour of the

federation of Ukraine with Russia.,,32 In the fIrst half of March 1918, while he

considered the possibility of taking power
in Ukraine, Sk(.Jf()padsky was quite

c()ncerned with GenTIan attitudes toward the question of Ukraine's
independence:)))
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32. Calalogus universi venerabilis cleri Dioeceseos Premisliensis graeco-catholicae pro

anno Domini /848 (Przemysl: Impressum in Typographia Capituli fit. gr. cath.

Premisliensis, n.d.), 109; Grammatik der Ruthenischen oder Klein Russischen

Sprache in Galizien von Joseph Lewicki (Przemysl: Gedruckt in der griech. kath.

bischotlichen Buchdruckerei\037 1834). Copies of the grammar are in the Austrian

National Library (+43.H.261), University Library of Vienna (1834 I 128625), and

British Library (1332.e.26).

33. The Bukovynian Ukrainian Teoktyst Blazhevych published
in German a grammar

of the Romanian language. (Blazhevych was spirituaJ director of Bukovyna's

Orthodox seJllinary.) Theoktist Blazewjcz\037 Theoretisch-praktische Gralnm,atik der

dacoromanischen, das ist: der moldauischen oder wallachischen Sprache, nach

ganz
neuen Grundj'iitzen und einer leichtfasslichen Methode (Lviv,\037 Chernivtsi:

Verlag von Eduard Winiarz, (844). A copy is in the Austrian National Library

(98.204-8).)

34. Frederick Schlegel\037 Lectures on the History of Literature, Ancient and Modern

(Edinburgh-London: William Blackwood and Sons, 1841), 266. On Schlegel,

Vienna. and the East European national awakenings, see Winter, uWien als Mittel-

punkC\" 209; idem.. Romantismus, 61-2, 64, 68-9 t ] 82-3.

35. Similarly, in the foreword to his Romanian
grammar (iii-iv), Blazhevych referred

to the '.German-Wallachian grammars, such as those of Marki, Molnar and

Clemens.
\

36. Hraf11matyka ninlelskoho
iazyka\037

dlia Studenliv pershoi i druhoi Kliass}\\ lJO

shkolakh Triviialnykh i Parafiialnykh vo Korolestvakh Halytsii i Lodomerii, Der-
z/Zavi Avstriiskii piddannykh, ko vyhodi naroda halytsko-russkoho, napysal los)!

Livytskii, sviashchennyk pry Tserkvy
Shko/skoi (Vienna: Izhdyveniiem ts.k. knyh

shkilnykh Administratsii, 1845). Copies are in the University Library
of Vienna

(1845 I 225852) and the British Library (12962.aaa.32).

37. Gedicht, welches zu Ehren dem Hochw. H. Johann Snigurski, Bischof' zu Przelnysl,
SCl1nbor und Sanok etc. am Tage des Namen.stages...n.iederlegte, Aus defn Russin..
ischen Originale ins DeutJche uberselzt (Przcmysl 1837)\037 cited in Levytskii,

Halytsko-ruskaia bybliohraflia, vol. 1, no. 165.

38. See the collection of scathing remarks by Mykhailo Maksymovych, Evzevii

Cherkavsky, and Oleksander Sushko in Oleksander Sushko, \"Dva nezvistni perekla-
dy

los. Lcvytskoho,n ZLlpysky Naukovoho tovarYJtva im. Shevchenka, rik X (190 l)\037

kn. IV, t. XLII, 5. I van Franko felt that Levytsky's translations were '\037untalented\037t

(bezdarni). (Bohdan Havryshkiv, UTvory Shillera na Ukraini,\" Vilchyzna 27, no. 11
[November 1959]: 125.) In his survey of Ukrainian literature.. Oleksander Barvinsky
mentioned Levytsky's translation as an il]ustration of \"scholastic trends\" opposed
to the

'\037strajght
road\" indicated for Ukrainian literature by Markiian Shashkevych.

(.Ohliad ukrainskoi literatury [Lviv: Nakladom ts.k. Yydavnytstva shkilnykh

knyzhok, Z drukarni Naukovoho tovarystva im. Shevchenka 19101\037 cli.) The

interwar West Ukrainian encyclopedia characterized LcvyLsky as a Hvcrsifier

(l'ir\037'hun) and translator into l11acaronic )anguage.'\037 (Ukrainska Zahaln.a [\037\037llt\"\"vklo-

pee/iia. Knyha zn.annia v 3-okh tOlnakh, ed, Ivan Rakovskyi [Lviv: \037'Ridna shkola\037H

n,d.], s. v. \037'Levytskyj losyp.\") According to the Soviet Ukrainian encyclopedia.)))
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Levytsky translated Schi lIer and G'oethe into hiazychiie-\037\037; a derogatory term for
forIns of the West Ukrainian literary language that sought to compromise between
historical and contemporary., ecclesiastical and vernacular language. (UkrainJka

Radianska Enlsyklopediia [Kiev: Akademiia nauk URSR\037 1959-681, s. v. '\037Levytskyi

Iosyf.\") The emigre Ukrainian encyclopedia also refers to \037.iazychiie'\" (Entsyk-

lopediia Ukrainoznavstva, s. v. \"Levytskyi losyp.\

39. V ozni ak, lak probud_vlos ia, 119.

40. Levytskii, Halytsko-ruskaia bybliohrajiia, vol. 1, no. 180\037 f:'rlkonig von Goethe ins

klein-RussiJche iibersetzt von Joseph Lewicki aus Sklo. Erlkenig Getoho pereveden

na malo Russkii iazyk i na,zvan Bohyneiu. losjfom LivylskYfn 20 Shkla (Przemysl:

Gedruckt in der bischoflichen Buchdruckerei, 1838). There is a copy in the

Austrian National Library (22078-B). Levytsky's translation of this work is not

mentioned in D. Doroshenko, \"Goethe-Ubersetzungcn in der ukrainischen Litera-

t.ur,'\" Germanoslavica 1, Heft 1-4 (1931-2):381-7.

41. Levytsky was the only Ukrainian translator of Schiller before 1848. The West

Ukrainian newspaper Zaria
HalytskClia

accounted for seven of the eight translations

that appeared in 1849-55. See the bibliography compi led by N.1. Stuchevska, HF.

ShiJler v ukrainskykh perekladakh,\" Radianske literaturoznavslvo 3\037 no. 6

(1959): 149-54. The first translation into Ukrainian of a work by Goethe was nlade

by the Dnieper Ukrainian Petro Hulak-Artemovsky. (Doroshcnko, \"Goet.he-Uber-

setzungen,\" 382.)

Das Lied von der Glocke: Zvin Shillera z Nilnetskoho no iazyk Halytsko-Russkii

pereveden Jos}fom LivytskYfn zo Shkla (Przemysl 1839).A copy is in the Austrian

National Library (78.Bb.2] 7). [Jer
Kampf

mil denl Drachen and Die BurgschG:ft:

5'hillera Borba JO smokom (Rofnanchyk) i Poruka (Balliada) J nimetJkoho na iazyk
Halytsko Russkii fJerevedeny los}1orn Livytskym zi ShkJa (Przemysl: V t.ypohrafii

Iepyskopskoi pry Soborn. Khr. Rozhd. Sv. Joanna Krest., 1842), cited in Levytskii,

Halytsko-ruskaia bybliohrqfiia, vol. 1, no. 248. De,. Taucher\" Der Gang nach clem

Eisenhammer, and Der Handschuh: Shillera: Nurok abo vodolaz (Balliada), Khid

llo zaliznoi huty (BalLiada), i Rukavychka (Kazka), s Nilnelskoho iazyka na Ha.!yts-

ko-Russkii I}erevedenny\037 IOLs')jom Livytskynt zi Shkla (PrzemysI: V Typografii

leppskoi. pry Khrami Rozhdestva staho. loanna Krestytelia, 1844). A copy is in the

Austrian National Library (78.Cc.117)\037 Der Ring des
Polykra.tes: Sushko, HDva

nezvistni pereklady,\" 7-9. The second of the \"two unknown translations\" that

Sushko published was \"Do zdorovia.
H

Sushko implied that verse was also a

translation from Schiller, but it is Levytsky's original composition,. Levytsky's

translation of Der Ring des Polykrates is missing
from Stuchevska\"s bibliography.

42. Levytsky did not use the original, Musenabnanach edition of these ballads. This is

evident from his translation of Der
Ring

des Polykrates; in the original edition

Spartans attacked Samos, whi]e in later editions (and Levytsky's translation)

Cretans did.

43. [Iosyf Levytskyi]\037
\037'Das Schicksal der gallizisch-russischen Sprache und Literature,'\"

lahrbucher flir Slavische Literatur, Kunst und Wissenschf1:ft 2\037 Heft 5 (1844):] 83-5\037

Heft 6 (1844):206-10. The article was a translation of [Iosyf Levytskyi], uDoJia

halytsko-russkoho iazyka,\" Dennitsa. Jutrze1ika. Slovianskoe obozrenie. PrzeglQd

Slowianski (Warsaw) 2 (1843),1:188-94.2:39-45.)))

estimates - by Soviet Ukrainian scholars--of Ukraine's share in

the total turnover of Sov iet foreign trade, range from a low of 18.2 per cent to

as high as 30 per cent. 12

For th,e sake of simplicity, I have estimated the Ukrai-

nian SSR' s share in the total Soviet foreign trade turnover at 201

per c.ent. We)))
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44. LevytskyL \"Das Schicksal,\" 6:209.

45. for the general background, see Paul R. Magocsi, \"'The Language Question as a

Factor in the National Movement,\" in Nationbuilding and the Politics oj. National-

iSln, ed. Markovits and Sysyn. 220-38.

Lozynsky was born in l807 and ordained in 1831
(Catalogus, 25).

46. Iosyf Lozynskyi [Hali{;er-Russen], \"Bemerkungen tibeT den Artikel: 'Das Schicksal
der gaIlizish-russischen Sprache und Literatur,\037\" lahrbucher fur Slavische Literatur

3. Heft 4 (1845): 125-8, (\"Nachwort der Redaction,H 129).

47. Josyf Levytskyi [anonymous], \"Erwiderung
auf die Bemerkungen tiber den Artikel:

'Schicksal der gallizisch-russischen Sprache und Literatur',\" lahrbucher fur

SlavLf)che Literatur 4\037 Heft 4 (1846): 183-6.

48. Iakiv Holovatskyi [Havryio Rusyn], \"Zustande der Russinen in Galizien,\" Jahr-

bucher .fiir Slavische Literatur 4, Heft 9-10 (1846): 36] -79, esp. 365\037 372.

49. It appeared as a separate brochure in the same year as it was published in the

Jahrbucher fiir Slavische Literatur. In one night the Lvi v seminarians made a

hundred handwritten copies of it to send out over Galicia. (Vozniak, lak probudy-

losia, 116.)

50. For a discussion of this phenomenon, see Himka, HThe Greek Catholic Church,\"
435-7.)))



Ukrainians and Germans in

Southern Ukraine, 1870s to 1914)

Andreas Kappeler)

The
history of Ukrainian-German relations includes not only foreign policy \037wars,

and cultural influences, but also direct contacts among large sectors of ordinary

people\037 This is true not only for the Austrian provinces of Galicia and Bukovyna,

but also for those regions of the Ru.ssian empire where German settlers have

lived since the end of the eighteenth century. Relations that had developed
between Germans and Ukrainians at the end of the nineteenth and beginning of

the twentieth century in that part of Ukraine under tsarist rule were, in my view,
an important historical factor which influenced the often stormy conflicts that

have existed between those two groups in the twentieth century. It is also a

factor which has often been overlooked by historians.

Here I will limit
Jnyself

to southern Ukraine, particularly the three gubernii

(provinces) of Novorossiia
(New Russia)-Katerynoslav, Kherson. and Tavria-

where the largest number of Germans had settled. I will not deal with the other

gubernii of Ukraine, where there were also large groups of Germans, such as

Volhynia and Bessarabia. This
study. therefore, does not take in the whole scope

of direc,t contacts between Gerlnans and Ukrainians in the Russian empire. By

limiting myself to the area of \"New Russia,\" which constitutes a distinct socio-

econ()rnic area, I hope to give greater unity
and cohesion to my account We

shou]d be mindful\037 however, that a study of conditions in Volhynja might give

quite different results.

In the three decades before World War I southern Ukraine became the ITIOst

econ{)mically dynaJnic area within the empire. That was also the period in which

national ideologies and movements began to develop significantly in the Russian

empire. The whole question of Gerrnan-Ukrainian relations in southern Ukraine

at the end ()f the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century has never

been, as far as I know, studied systematically.
1

Contemporary and later accounts

either deal with the larger area or dea] only
with the German sett]ers there. Most

German-language studies, carried out
by

the \"Black Sea Germans,\" are character-

ized by a narrow local/regional or national perspective. Russian studies often

have a strongly Russian nationalist orientation. Later studies frorTI a ITIOre

internationalist perspective lack detail about the specific problems of the ethnic)))
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groups. Non-Soviet Ukrainians have shown little interest in this question. In

addition to the one-sidedness of the studies, there is the problem of inadequate

source. materia]? Until World War I Russian officialdom was concerned with

estates (sosloviia) and paid little heed to the question
of nationality. From the

Gerrnan side sources are scarce and rnust be used with care. There are practically

no Ukrainian sources. Here I will first comp'are the socio-economic and socio-

cu]tura1 situations of the Ukrainians and Germans in southern Ukraine. Against

this background I will then try to give sOlne account of relations between both

groups as far as the s()urce material will allow.)

Demographic, Social, and Socio-cultural Structure

The census of 1897
provides

data for a cOlnparison of the deITIographic and

social structures of the Gennan and Ukrainian communities. Contemporary and

]ater studies have pointed out the limited va'lue of the first and only census taken

in the Russian empire. It was inadequately prepared and executed; the whole of

the Inaterial was not published; and the questions and answers, formulated in the

pre-modern concepts
of the tsarist empire, are not always useful for modern

historians. For me, one
problem

is of particular relevance, namely the categ,ory

of rnother tongue used for ethnic classification. Obviously the nunlber of persons

who consi,dered themselves Ukrainian was greater
than the nUlnber of those

classified under \"Little Russian language.,,3 In
spite

of this problem, the material

of the 1897 census can give us insight into the socia-ethnic structure of the

Russian empire if it is used critically, and it permits us to make broad compari-
sons between the different ethnic groups of the eIllpire, which we would not be
able to make if we relied only on other source material.

First, let us deal with the demographic situation at the end of the nineteenth

century (Table I). The Ukrainians were clearly numerically dominant. In the

gubern-iia of KaterynosJav they
were 68.9 per cent and in the guberniia of

Kherson 53.5
per

cent of the population. In Tavria, with 42.2 per cent, they were

by
far the strongest group, but only in the north, in the area near the border of

the Katerynoslav guberniia, did they constitute the majority. In the Crinlea they

were behind the Tatars and the Russians. The Germans made up 3.8 per cent

(Katerynoslav), 4.5 per cent (Kherson) and 5.4
per

cent (Tavria) of the popula-

tion. The greatest number of Germans was in the region ()f Perekc)p, on both

sides ()f the narrow landmass linking the Crirnean peninsula to the 1l1ainland,

where they made up 22.8 per cent of the population. In the region of Yevpatoria
in the northern Crinlea

they
constituted 12 per cent. In both areas the Ukrainians

made up less than 25
per

cent of the popuJati()n. In the Kherst)n c.ffubernii(l the

Gerrnans were concentrated in the western part: ()ver 1 ()
per cent in the region

of Odessa (28 per cent of the rural
population), almost 10 per cent in the

regi()n)))
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T ABI.iE 1

LINGUISTIC GROUPS IN NOVOROSSIIA IN 1897)

Katerynoslav Kherson Tavria

% 0/0 %
---- -

Ukrainians 1 ,456,369' 68.9 1 ,462,039 53.5 611,121 42.2

in cities 65, 166 27.0 135,862 17.2 30, 197 10.4

Germans 80,979 3.8 123,453 4.5 78,305 5.4

in cities 2,438 1.0 12,810 1.6 4, 100 1.4

Russians 364,574 '17.3 575,375 21. 1 404,463 27.9

in cities 98,047 40.7 354,738 45. () 142,062 49.1

Jews 99,152 4.7 322,537 11.8 55,148 3.8
in cities 62,6()2 26.0 223,769 28.4 34,248 11.8

Tatars 187,943 13.0

in cities 41 \037O70 14.2)

SOURCE: Pervaia vseobshc/zaia perepis flaseleniia RO.5Siiskoi ;m/Jerii J897 g.. vols. 13,
47\037 41, table 13.

of Tyraspil. In both of those regions Ukrainians also had a lower than average

representation. Apparently relatively high levels of German
population

corre-

sponded with relatively low levels of Ukrainian population\037an important
consideration from the point of view of inter-ethnic contacts. However, in the

northeast of Tavria
guberniia

and in the bordering southeast of Katerynos]av

gubern,iia there were re1atively large nunlbers of both Germans (5.2-7.8 per cent)

and Ukrainians (46-82 per cent).4 After Ukrainians, in all the gubernii Russians

were the second largest group, while Jews were strongly represented in the

guberniia of Kherson and the Tatars in the Crimea.

The urban popuJations of southern Ukraine present a rather different picture

of ethnic di visions. In all gubernii Russians dominated with 40-49 per cent. In

Katerynoslav they were followed by Ukrainians and then Jews, in Kherson by

Jews and Ukrainians, and in Tavria by Tatars, Jews, and Ukrainians. In Odessa,

the largest city of Novorossiia, Russians were 49 per cent, Jews 31
per cent, and

Ukrainians only 9.4 per cent of the population.
5

The nunlber of Germans among

the urban population in all gubernii was low, although they made up as much as

2.5 per cent of the population
of Odessa. On average, Ukrainians formed 18 per

cent of the popu1ation of Novoro::;sii(J, Inainly
in the lower classes of the cities

and sinaI] towns. The towns of southern Ukraine.. therefore\037 with the exception

of the Crimea, were predominantly Russian and Jewish. So, from the point of

view of contacts between Ukrainians and Germans 1 they are of lesser signifi-

cance.
(1)))
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The deoree of urbanization of Ukrainians and Germans in the three HNew
b

Russian\" gubernii was thus relatively low. For Ukrainians the
figure

was 4.5-9.3

per cent (higher in Kherson) and for the Germans it was 3-10.4 per cent (also

higher in Kherson). However, the average level of urbanization in southern

Ukraine then was 21 per cent, making it one of the most highly urbanized

regions of the Russian empire. Unlike the Jews and Russians, Germans and

Ukrainians in southern Ukraine lived predominantly in the countryside. One
would expect

in a rural environInent a less intensive inter-ethnic contact.)

TABLE 2
PERCENTAGES OF DI.'FERENT ESTATES IN THE

VARIOUS LINGUISTIC GROUPS)

Ukrainians Germans Russians Jews Tatars

-- - - -- - -

Gen
try

KaterynosJav
0.24 0.32 3.68 0.26

Kherson 0.40 0.60 6\03732 0.11

Tavria 0.16 0.55 4.21 0.24 1.70

Merchants

Katerynoslav 0.04 0.44 0.54 4.75
Kherson 0.03 0.56 0.91 1.67

Tavria 0.04 0.29 0.60 5.14 0.58

Meshchane

Katerynoslav
3.51 5.40 16.05 77.06

Kherson 15.47 4.15 35.35 87.94

Tavria 4.91 5.09 24.71 90.,06 22.49

Peasants

Katerynoslav 95.76 81 .21 77.06 9.17

Kherson 83.19 89.13 51.16 9 J) 5

Tavria 94,.4 1 86.94 67.15 3.68 75.42)

SOURCE: Perepis J 897 g., vols. 13\037 47, 41. table 24.

The census material gives only indirect indications of the socia-ethnic

stratification. The division into estates does not give an accurate picture of the
social structure for this period. However, Table 2 shows that anlong both
Ukrainians and Gerlnans the peasantry was by far the largest estate: 95 per cent
of Ukrainians in

Katerynoslav and Tavria were peasants, with the corresponding

figure for Germans between 81 and 89 per cent. This difference between the
Germans and Ukrainians is largeJy due to the fact that in the divisi()n of the
Germans into estates, those with foreign citizenship Inust be counted: in Kateryn-
{)s]av this was 12.35 per cent, in Tavria 6.63 per cent, and in Kh,erson 4.39

per)))

was in Vienna in 1820,

as a phiJosophy student, that Levytsky experienced an
awakening

of his national

consciousness: UA feeling of nationality emerged, and a love for the Ruthenian

language was resurrected.\"

He applied himself to the study of Church Slavonic and Ruthenian. That

enthusiasm was shared by Kyrylo Blonsky, who arrived in Vienna to study in

1822. The two decided to work
together

on the development of the Ruthenian

1anguage. The fruit of their collaboration was a
four-page

booklet of verse

printed by the Mechitarists in Vienna in 1822 and dedicated t() \"the stuclent youth

of the Sioveno-Ruthenian people.,,30 The booklet opened with an
eight-line

verse in praise of the native
language\037

its ancient roots, and inctependent status;

it closed with a six-line J110ral adll1onition. Certainly Levytsky wrote the first,

and possibly the second, ()f these sh,ort poems. The Blain part ()f the hooklet)))
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cent. In any case, the
percentage

of peasants among the Germans of southern

Ukraine was considerably higher than
among Russians in this region.

Among the urban estates Germans and Ukrainians were far outnumbered by

Russians and Jews. The number of meshchane (townsmen) among the Ukrainians

and Gerlnans was 4-5 per cent. The Ukrainians in Kherson were an
exception,

with an unusua]]y high number of meshchane. At least half of these, however,
were

po,or
landless peasants, the fa'desiatinshchiki,\" who were meshchafle only

nominally, oft.en of distant towns.7

Among the higher urban estate of merchants,

however, there were differences. There were 7 -18 times more GenTIan nlerchants

than there were Ukrainian, although there were considerably fewer German

merchants than there were Russian, Jewish, or Tatar. Among both Gennans and

Ukrainians a considerable number of those who were reckoned among the urban

classes lived in the countryside. Compared to the Russians, GerInans and Ukrai-

nians had a very small nobility. In Novorossiia, therefore, Germans and Ukraini-

ans seem to have had a very similar social structure. In contrast to the Jews and

Russians, they were found principally arTIong
the rural population and in the

lower classes of the towns.)

TABLE 3

PERCENTAGE OF SELECTED OCCUPATIONS

AMONG GERMAN.. AND UKRAINIAN-SPEAKERS, 1897)

Katerynoslav Kherson Tavria
Ukr Ger Vier Ger Via Ger

Agriculture 86.71 72.48 86.87 73.76 86.14 68.19

Servants/day labourers 3.27 4.07 3.97 3.42 3.46 4.54

Crafts/industry 4.28 16.16 3.53 1'2.52 2.91 17.10
Trade 0.92 0.91 0.55 1.58 0.74 1.40

Education/science O\037 I () ] .44 0.12 1.06 0.14 1.78)

SOURCE: Perepis 1897 g., vols. 13,47,41, table 22.

Table 3 gi yes additional information about social stratification with the

representation according to occupational groups. The census, however, dealt with

the various branches of production and not with social groups. So it is impossible

to ascertain the number of German or Ukrainian workers or entrepreneurs.
H

Those involved in agriculture predominated in both ethnic groups. The
figure

for

the Ukrainians (86-87 per cent) was significantly higher than that for the Ger-

mans (68-74 per cent), while the number of day labourers and servant.s was

roughly the same. In the fields of trade and commerce the Germans were better

represented, although the figure is still quite low, since trade in southern Ukraine

was the domain of the Jews. There is a significant difference, however, in the

figures for industry and manufacture: the
percentage

of Germans involved (12.5-)))
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17 per cent) was much higher than the percentage of Ukrainians (2.9-4.3 per

cent). The difference was even
greater

in the area of education and science,

where the participation of the Germans was 10-14 times greater than that of the

Ukrainians.)

TABLE 4

EDUCATION LEVELS OF UKRAINIANS AND GERMANS

OVER THE AGE Of\"' TEN IN 1897 (IN PERCENTAGES))

Katerynoslav Kherson Tavria

Ukr Ger Ukr Ger Vkr Ger

Literacy

male 35.0 I 87.77 34.57 85.73 44.34 93.04

felnale 5.49 81.16 8.42 84.69 9.15 91.81
total 20+43 85.93 21 .79 85.19 27.66 '92.44)

urban population 38.50 85. 1 5 35.70 85.07 49.71 86.25

rural population 19.19 89.18 18.14 85.24 26.19 92.87

More than elementary school

male 0.46 1.81 0.40 3.69 0.38 2.07

female 0.27 0.81 () .20 2.09 0.26 1.29

total 0.36 1.31 0.30 2.90 0.32 1.68)

urban population

rura1 population)

3.71

0+ 18)

17.41

0446)

1.46

0.15)

18.48

0.50)

2.13

0.20')

14.64

0.77)

SOURCE: Perepis J 897 g., vols. 13, 47, 4], table 15.

The educational levels of both ethnic groups were correspondingly different

(see Table 4). Among the Ukrainians of \"New Russia\" 20-28 per cent of those

over ten years old were able to read, while the corresponding figure for the

Germans was 85-92 per cent. This is higher than among the Jews (52-70 per

cent) or the Russians (38-45 per cent). Among men and among town dwellers

the differences were smaller. In fact, the Germans of southern Ukraine present
an extraordinary picture, since the rural population had a higher literacy level

than the urban population. Among women of both groups, the diffe.rences were

very great. Very few Ukrainian women were literate\037 while atnong Germans the

wOlnen had reached more or less the sarne leve] of literacy as the Inen.
9

Infor-

(nation about the nUlnber of people who had more than an elementary education

(that is, those who had attended a middle school), allows us to nlake sorne rl)ugh
estimation about the existence of an intelligentsia. Among the Ukrainians\037

especial1y in the rural population and among women, the figure was very l{)w.)))
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The percentage of educated Germans was higher, but
only among the relatively

small number of German-speaking urban dwellers was it above the social

average. In the whole of HNew Russia,\" the number of Germans who had middle

or higher education was beJow that for the Russians (4+2-7.6 per cent) and the

Jews (2.7-2.8 per cent).
On the basis of information supplied by the census on the Ukrainians and

Germans in southern Ukraine, we can form a general conclusion. Both groups
were mainly rural; were involved in agriculture; had a very low percentage of
members who were nobles, were involved in trade and COlnmerce, or had any
form of middle or higher education. There was much less differentiation arnong
them than among the Russians of the region. This was particularly true for the

Ukrainians, since the number of Ukrainians in the nobility, in the intelligentsia,

in industry, trade,. or commerce was extremely Jow.

IO

Anlong the Germans there

was a somewhat stronger differentiation, indicated
by

the nUlnber of Germans

who were merchants or were involved
i.n industry and manufacture. Not only in

relation to the Ukrainians, but in relation to all the other ethnic groups of the

region, the Germans had a high level of literacy. As a literate and pred0I11inantly
rural population they

had many similarities with the Lutheran Latvians and

Estonians who constituted the majority in the Baltic provinces of Russia. In

southern Ukraine, dominated by the Eastern Slavs, the Germans constituted a

Central European enclave.)

Village Economics: Land Ownership and Agriculture
The preceding description of the German and Ukrainian rural population of

southern Ukraine, according
to estate and occupation (as \"peasants with different

levels of literacy\") seems to
present

a degree of unity which is not confirmed by
the socia-economic reality. Although the degree of social and economic differen-

tiation among the Ukrainian and Russian
peasantry may not have been very high,

within the German-speaking rural population of Russia there was a tremendous

economic differentiation not only vis-a.-vis the Eastern Slavic peasantry, but also

within the ethnic German community itself. One of the most
important

indicators

for the economic situation of the Germans in southern Ukraine is the structure

of land ownership. The official statistics vary a great deal as do both Gerrnan-

and Russian-language contemporary sources; moreover, the source material to

which I have had access is incomp1ete and presents other problems which I

cannot discuss in detail here4
11

Land ownership in southern Ukraine at the turn of the century was deter-

mined by the heritage of serfdom to a much lesser extent than in the rest of

Ukraine. The nobility possessed a sll1aller proportion of the land there than

elsewhere in Ukraine (in Tavria 31 per cent, in Kherson 39 per cent, in Kateryn-

oslav 42 per cent).]2 Aside from the nobility, the urban classes, particularly
the

merchants, controlled a significant proportion of private land (more than .20
per)))
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cent in Kherson and Tavria). The amount of land owned by the peasants was

also higher than in the rest of Ukraine. Whereas the average peasant allotment

(nadel) in Ukraine was 6.5 dessiatines (1 dessiatine equals
1.1 hectares), in

Kherson it was 7.8, in Katerynoslav 9.3, and in Tavria as much as 14.7 dessia-

tines. 13

The differences within the peasantry were significant, however. Whereas

the peasants on
private

estates in Kherson guberniia had on average only 5

dessiatines, and in the Tavria gubemiia 6.7 dessiatines, the large mass of poor

peasants had fewer than 5 dessiatines, and the state peasants possessed on

average 7.8-13.1 dessiatines. The one-time colonists (Greeks as well as Germans)

had average holdings which were much larger (in Kherson 12.8 dessiatines, in

Katerynoslav 27.5 dessiatines, and in Tavria 36.4 dessiat.ines). Among this latter

group, it was the middle and rich peasants that were dominant.
i4

In addition to

their allotments the peasants of southern Ukraine had private holdings at the end

of the nineteenth and in the early part of the twentieth century.
In 1905 the

amount of land in this category ranged from 28 per cent (Kherson) to 36 per cent

(Tavria)-.a ITIuch higher proportion than in the rest of Ukraine. The peasants of
the southern stepp'e also leased more land than did the peasantry in the rest of

the Russian elllpire.
15

This limited aIllount of data for the period at the turn of the century al10ws

us to conclude that the peasants in the recently colonized regions of southern

Ukraine, especially in the guberniia lJf Tavria, had holdings of land which were

on average much larger than in the rest of Ukraine. The distribution of land

among the different
categories of peasantry, however, was rather unequal.

Whereas the average holdings among the former proprietary peasants were not

significantly larger than in the rest of Ukraine, among the one-time colonists

average holdings were much larger. Historical research has so far not paid much

attention to the question whether the larger averages in southern Ukraine really

reflected ownership patterns among the Ukrainian and Russian peasants or
whether these averages were raised mainly by the larger holdings in the hands
of the colonists. Although the available statistics are by no means consistent, they
do

permit
one to conclude confidently that the Germans in Novorossiia in the

period before World War I had average holdings of land which were very much

larger than the holdings of the Russians and Ukrainians. Detlef Brandes rnentions

the fo11owing figures, based on official statistics, for German landholding in the

three gubernii before the First World War: Kherson guberniia, 555,409 des-
siatines (8.6 per

cent of all land, with the Germans constituting 5.7 percent of the
rural

population); Katerynoslav guberniia, 568,817 dessiatines (10 per cent of all

land, with the Germans constituting 4.2
per

cent of the rural population); Tavria

guberniia, 994,735 dessiatines (19 per cent of all land, with the Germans consti-

tuting 6.4 per cent of the rural
population).

It}

In c()ntemporary German and Russian sources, the figures f()f Gerlnan land

ownership in the provinces of \"New Russia\" are considerably higher. Edmund)))
become involved.

27)))
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Schmid estimated that German 1and ownership in the province of Kherson

amounted to 956,000 dessiatines, and some Russian authors
give even higher

figures. For Katerynoslav, Schmid's estimate is 1 million dessiatines, and for

Tavria, 1.35 million dessiatines.'7 This amounts to 3.3 million dessiatines

(Brandes' figure, on the basis of official statistics, is 2.1 million dessiatines), at

least 16 per cent of all land and at least 25
per

cent of the total arable land of

southern Ukraine, which would be comparable to the total holdings of the

nobility.

Despite the weaknesses in the data available, it is clear that German land

ownership in southern Ukraine, especially privately owned and leased land, was

at a very high level, indeed much higher than the average level for Russians and

Ukrainians. The highest concentration of German land was in the guberniia of

Tavria where in one district the Germans owned as much as one third of all land.

In two districts of Kherson German land ownership accounted for 27 and 16 per

cent, while in two districts of
Katerynoslav

the portion of land in German

possession was 18 per cent. IX

Even if those figures are exaggerated, it is none-

theless clear that such
extraordinary

leve1s of concent.ration of land ownership

could not have been without consequence for relations between the Gerrnans and

the Ukrainians\037

There were great regional variations in the average size of holding per

German household. In Tavria and Katerynoslav holdings in the range of 25 to

100 dessiatines were most prominent.
19

The figure for Kherson, 55 dessiatines

per farm (including leased land), is
probably

valid for the other provinces as

wel1.
20

The average size of farm for the Eastern Slavs in Kherson was at most

10 dessiatines, so it is clear that the German peasants of southern Ukraine

belonged largely to the class of rich peasants, who were socially quite removed

from the Ukrainian poor and middle peasants.

How did the Germans come into possession
of so much land? At the time

of the initial colonization
they

were given larger allotments than those given to

the Eastern Slavic peasants. As the German population grew, however, shortage

of land became a problem. Unlike the Eastern Slavic peasants, the Germans did

not carry out a pe-riodic redistribution of land\037 nor was the land broken up at tilDe

of inheritance. Rather, the entire holding usually went to the youngest son, which

created a probJem of what to do about land for the other s()ns. 21

The entire

community, as welJ as the individual fanners, established numerous
\"daughter

colonies\" from their own resources. Land was bought fr()ffi a special fund

established by the community, and German farmers saved for this purpose\037 Loans

were also available at. high interest to buy or lease land. 22

The specific form of

land ownership, as we]) as the conscious accumulation of capital by individual

farmers and the communities, created the necessary preconditions for the pur-
chase and lease of additional farming land. These preconditions did not exist

among the Ukrainian peasants.)))
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The continuous acquisition of land
by

the German colonists throughout the

second half of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century is clear

from contemporary sources. First the Germans bought or leased land from the

nobility.23 Of the 3 million dessiatines of land that the nobility in southern

Ukraine sold or ]eased between 1877 and 1905, a significant portion of it went

to the Germans.
24

In the guberniia of Tavria, a large proportion of Tatar land

came into Gerrnan hands when the Tatars emigrated after the Crimean war. 25

Froln the 18805 more and more complaints were heard that the Germans were

buying up
all the land; that land prices were constantly rising; and that the

\"Russian\" peasants
were being impoverished; and that the Germans, with their

large supply of capital, were making it ilnpossible for other interested parties to

purchase land. 26

In spite of the Russian nationalist tone of many of these com-

plaints, they
were in fact quite serious for the wh,ole \"New Russian\" region

during
this period. This extensive land acquisition by the Germans undoubtedly

hindered the formation of a middle peasantry in southern Ukraine. Although the

average size of land holdings
in all the provinces of \"New Russia,\" quite apart

fro III those in Gennan hands, was higher than elsewhere, it was really the
southern

periphery,
where the nobility and Tatars were selling land, that possibil-

ities for expansion existed, and it was precisely these possibilities that the

Ukrainian p.easants could not utilize
sufficiently.

In spite of the social levelling effect of land purchases by Gennan commun-
ities and individual farmers, in the sources there is a surprising number of
references to poor and landless peasants in the German villages of southern
Ukraine. In some German communities, and even in the whole district of Katery-
noslav, as many as 50

per
cent of the inhabitants were landless. Some of those

landless and poor peasants, for
example, among the Mennonites, tried to make

a Hving as agricultural labourers or as workers in the German industrial enter-

prises.
27

This is one of the reasons for the high percentage of Germans
working

in manufacturing and industry at the time of the 1897 census. There are also

accounts of social and political tensions in the Gennan villages. In one
village

the poor and landless peasants even demanded the introduction of the Eastern
Slavic

practice
of land redistribution.

2H

The social and economic differentiation

within the Gerrnan village communities was ITIuch
stronger than among the

Ukrainians. This was an element of the 'Central
European rural social structure

which t.he German colonists brought with them to Ukraine, but which was not

copied in the Ukrainian villages.
There were also numerous German rich peasants and estate owners with

l110re than 1 ,OO() dessiatines of land. For exarnple, the 124 Mennonite land()wners
in Halbstadt owned, on average, more than 1 \037100 dessiatines each. The richest

GerlTIanS ()wned latifundja of at least 10,000 dessiatines, especially in Tavria.
29

By far the richest G'erman family in Nov()rossiia, and at the same time the richest
and biggest landowner in the guberniia of Tavria, was the Falz-Fein

family,)))
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which had over 200,000 dessiatines of land, 750,000 sheep, a famous nlodel

farm, and a zoological garden.
30

The Falz-Fein fami1y rose to the level of the

nobility, and there is some
question

as to whether, at the beginning of the
twentieth century, they were Russified. German authors often complained about

rich Germans adapting to the nobility: \"They speak neither Swabian nor Low

German but a more or less distorted Russian. This alone they consider essential

to being educated and a landlord.\"31
Southern Ukraine, in the second half of the nineteenth and the beginning of

the twentieth century, had the highest rate of expansion (among aU the regions
of the Russian empire) of cultivable land and grain production. The largest

surpluses of the whole of the European part
of the Russian eInpire were produced

in this region and were
exported

from the nearby Black Sea ports. During this

period there was rapid growth in cultivation not only of wheat and barley but
also of potatoes. Also, in

spite of population growth, the land reserves of south-

ern Ukraine were
greater

than
elsewhere:

The amount of grain harvested per head

of population, and therefore the surpluses, was greater than anywhere else in the

European part
of the empire.

32
It is interesting to question to what extent the

Germans, with their larger than average land holdings, participated in this sale

and export of grain surpluses. I have found figures for harvests among different

categories
of population for the year 1912 in the guberniia of Kherson. The

proportion
of grain produced by the Gerlnans is higher than the proportion of

Germans in the population, but only in the production of corn, winter wheat,
oats, and

potatoes
is the proportion produced by the Gerlnans higher than the

propol1ion of land in Gennan ownership.33 Contemporary accounts, as well as

the official statistics for Kherson, confirm that the productivity of Gerlnan

agriculture, in spite of the increasing use of machinery, was not particularly high.

The highest productivity was on
agricultural

land privately owned by the nobility

and other big landowners. On land
privately

owned by the Germans, productivity

was significantly lower, although it still ranked in second place,34 and was

higher than that of the Ukrainian peasantry. In the other two gubernii of southern

Ukraine, the Germans owned even larger tracts of land and were able to ainl for

even higher surp1uses. From these very linlited figures we can conclude that the

German farmers did not contribute the bulk of the Ukrainian
grain export or the

\"New Russian\" surplus which was so important to the whole Russian empire.
This came

primarily
fronl the large estates of the nobility and the merchants,

where
productivity

was higher and smaller amounts of grain were actua]]y kept
for home use. The contribution ()f Gennan fanners to the grain export was,

however, important, certainly more
important

than the contribution of the Russian

or Ukrainian peasantry.

Thus, the Germans in southern Ukraine, although they were reckoned as part

of the peasantry after 1871, were different froin the Ukrainian peasantry in many

important respects. The Gerlnans had a n1uch higher level of literacy., and
among)))
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them socia], economic, and professional differentiation was much more pro-

nounced. The most important factor, however, was their stronger economic

position, manifested especially
in the size of their land holdings relative to the

land holdings of the Ukrainian peasantry. The majority of the one-time German

colonists, who owned their own land, constituted a relatively well off middle and

upper layer, in a way which was
largely

non-existent among the Ukrainian

peasants. In this context, one wonders whether researchers, and
particularly

Marxist historians, take this adequately into account when they speak of capitalist
tendencies in the rural econom,y of southern Ukraine, such as social and econ-
omic differentiation within the peasantry or increased use of farm machinery.

Maybe t.his factor was something peculiar to the Germans. 35

In any case, we are

justified in concluding that the German farrners of southern Ukraine, inasmuch

as they hindered the acquisition of land
by

the rest of the peasantry, had an

effect on the social
mobility

of the Ukrainian peasant. This role played by the

Germans in the countryside was similar to the role played in the towns and cities

by the Russians and Jews, who slowed down the process of urbanization among
the Ukrainians. The existence of an ethnic group which is economically and
social1

y
in a stronger p,osition, and which is culturally, 1inguistically, and relig-

iously isoJated, can hinder the social and econofnic rise of the nati ve
people,

and

create a fertile ground for the existence of social and inter-ethnic conflict.)

Direct Contacts)

Dealing with the question of contacts between the two ethnic groups is cornp1i-

cated because neither the German nor the Russian literature of the period ,distin-

guishes between lJkrainians and Russians. (So when I speak of Ukrainians I do

so because they made up the great majority of the population. In individual cases

the sources do not make clear whether we are
dealing

with Russian or Ukrainian

peasants.) All observers, however, are in
agreement that there was very little

contact between Ukrainians and Germans: \"The Germans live completely isolated

from the people who have shown them such
great hospitality.\" Indeed, the

Gerlnans lived in closed communities where no outsiders were
accepted.3(-\037

The

religious or confessional barrier was very strong, and the Mennonites in
particu-

lar set themselves apart from the rest. The Germans were considered
\"unfriendly

toward outsiders and without hospitality,\" and the circumstance that they spoke
Russian

poorly
was always emphasized. Particular emphasis was put on the fact

that linguistic, confessionaL cultural, and economic differences made mixed

marriages practically irnpossible: \"It never happened that a young Gerrnan lad

married a Russian girl. The
comrnunity

would have expelled him.,,37 Econolnic

relations were also rare, since the Germans tended to buy or lease their land

primarily fr()m the nobi1ity and they practically never leased their land to the

Ukrainian peasants.
3M

In the towns the Germans, of course; had Tnore contact
with other ethnic

groups,
hut mainly with the Russians and Jews.)))
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The only contact between Germans and Ukrainians in the countryside that

is frequently mentioned in the sources is that between the rich German peasants
and landowners and their \"Russian\"

(actua)]y mostly Ukrainian) servants and

agricultural workers. Every colonist had at least one HRussian

H

boy as a servant

and a girl as a maid. They remained with the German family until they Il1arried,

at which time they had to return to their own vi1lage. In the summer, especially
at harvest time, numerous Ukrainian and Russian peasants Inade their way to the

German farms of Novorossiia to be taken on as workers or day labourers. The
colonists preferred them to the poor Gennans, because they worked better and
did not have to be paid as much. It was also said that Ukrainian peasants pre-
ferred to work for the Germans, because they paid and treated th\037m better than

the Russian landowners.
39

Widely differing opinions were expressed about the

relations between the German farmers and their Ukrainian servants and workers.
It has been described as \"kind and generous,\" with the workers sittjng at the
same tab]e as the landlord. The

Ru\037sian
nationalists even conlplained that

German was always spoken
and they feared a gerlnanization of the \"Russians.\"

Other sources, however, speak
of the exploitation of the Ukrainians, and of

German strictness with servants, who were often beaten.
40

Ukrainians or Russians took on specific j()bs in the German villages. For

instance, a Ukrainian shoemaker would spend a week in a German household.

German entrepreneurs hired numerous Ukrainian and Russian workers. In

Khortytsia
in 1911, for example, there were 1,744 Ukrainian workers employed

by Mennonite Germans.4J

One particular example is interesting, for he was a

worker whose name was
prominent

and whose case came to be considered to a

certain extent symbolic of the relation between the Germans and Ukrainians in

s()uthern Ukraine. The district court in Kherson in 1900 and 1901 dealt with a

complaint of a peasant from the guberniia of Kiev (Andrij Shevchenko, the

nephew of Ukraine's national
poet) against a member of the rich German family

of Falz-Fein. Shevchenko's son had worked as an apprentice for the Falz-Fein

family and had lost an ann in an accident. The father demanded a compensation

payment of 4,800 roubles. The case dragged on for a long time because Shev-

chenko was unwilling to accept
a payment of 1,00,0 roubles. Eventually the court

ordered the Falz-Fein
family

to pay a yearly sum to the young Shevchenko of

'225 roubles. 42

Be-cause of the differences in wealth and education, and also because the

direct inter-ethnic contacts between groups largely tc)ok the form of a master-

servant relationship, the Germans had a feeling of colonial superiority vis-a-vis

the Ukrainians and Russians:
\"They

would consider it an insult to be called

Russians. They look down
upon

the Russian peasantry as poor, ignorant, lazy,

and dishonest.,,43 The Russian nationalist, Velitsyn, gave
a similar account:

\"Their quiet and arbitrary manner is an expression of how much
they

c()nsider

themselves to be the masters. The German colonists frequently express their)))
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contempt for all the Russians: 4>the scoundrels, the Russian pigs' is what the

German colonist says about his Russian workers,\"44 The attitude of superiority

was sometimes clearly expressed in the writings of the Germans themselves:

The relationship was good: the relation of the rich to the poor, the charitable to

the weak.... The German was always the master, the Russian was in every

respect very much his inferior... .One couldn't
expect

much from the Russians\037

they could never be feft alone, and one could never stimulate their unruly
desires.... [There. were, however. in some of the villages] real criminal

gangs...with whom it was impossible to have any kind of relationship. Here the

German colonist had to adopt a different forln of behaviour to keep things
under control: here he had to be the Inaster (Herren-mensch) who gave orders
and expected to be obeyed; he forced obedience, when necessary, with the

whip\037
the stick, or the fist.

45)

That this was no idle threat is evident in the writings of another author who
gave

an account of how the Gennans took the law into their own hands in dealing

with Ukrainian thieves.
46

This attitude of the Germans to the Slavic Ullter-

rnenschen points unequivocally in the direction of the later racist policies of

Gerrnan National Socialism. There is, in fact, a personal continuity in that many
of these Ukrainian Germans, as Ehrt, Stumpp,

or Edmund Schmid, became

supporters of National Socialism. 47

The little evidence available for how the Ukrainian peasant viewed the

Germans, rnast of it secondhand, confirms the fundamental colonial relationship:
\037'He looks upon Germans almost as beings of a different world-as a wonderful-

ly cunning and ingenious people, who have been endowed by providence with

pecu1iar qualities not
possessed by ordinary Orthodox hurnanity.,,4N Russian and

German authors give similar accounts: \"These
peop,]e

think it strange when one

says to them that the Germans are also subjects [of the tsar]...just as we Rus-

sians are..., Their
respect

for the Germans was immense- 'a German can do

anything, we Russians just can't keep up with them.
\",

Frequently expressed was
the view that the \"Russians\" were not hostile to the Germans, that they once
even elected Germans as elders to the volost (smallest administrative unit of
tsarist Russia): \"The simple Russian is good natured... perhaps he envies the

German, but in
spite of everything he doesn't hate him as is often believed. H49

Observers are not in agreeInent on whether the economically and culturally
rTIore advanced German colonists provided a model for their Jess developed
Ukrainian

ne,ighbours
or influenced their economic habits as the Russian regime

had intended. Wallace
thought

not:)

To him [a Russian] it seems in the nature of things that Gerrnans shou]d live

in large, c]ean\037 weJl-built houses, in the same way as it is in the nature of things
that birds should build nests; and as it has probahly never occurred to a human

being to bui Jd a nest for himself and his family 'I so it never occurs to a Russian

peasant to hui Id a house on the Gerrnan model. Germans arc Gernlans and

R USSitH1S arc Russians-and there is nothing rnorc 10 be said on the suhject.
\037n)))
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Schmid confirms that those who entered Gennan service, '\037who often for

years worked more or Jess in the German style,.. .as soon as
they returned to

their own community [they] feU back into all the old Russian habits.\" Russian

authors also considered the German influence on the HRussian\" peasants insig-

nificant.
51

There were quite a few Russian and German observers, however,
who felt that German cultural and economic influence on the Ukrainians was
very signiticant. Stumpp reported, from the guberniia of Tavrja\037 that there the
\"Russian\" peasants \"imitated the Germans in everything, in house-building, in

the organization of agriculture, in their economic methods, down to the snlallest

details.\" It was the Ukrainian servants who were the Ineans of transmission for

German influence. Some Russian nationalist authors were critical of the Gernlan-

izing influence on their \"Russian\" workers and peasants.
52

Looking at things frorTI the perspective of the 1919 civil war Schmid qual-
ified his remark about the \"good natured Russian\": HBut the Russian is also

rough, bestially rough. He would rather steal and rob and would even nlurder for
a few kopeks rather than work.. .and he robs and Inurders indifferently, be they
Russians, Germans, anyone.\",3 During

the revo1utionary period of ] 905-6 there

were numerous reports from the Baltic Germans about violent actions
by

Latvian

and Estonian peasants against their property. Whi Ie we should keep those in

mind when we consider German reports on Ukrainian peasants, p,erhaps the most

interesting thing is that there were very few such reports. Schmid hilnself

emphasized that during the revolutionary period of 1905, the Germans \"were able

to ward off such attacks themselves without any great dan1age. In the areas

where the Germans live there were very few such incidents.\"s4 This absence of

any great protest movement of Ukrainian peasants against the Gernlan land-

owners is confirmed by all the sources (some of them from the period before the

war, but most of them edited
during

the S,oviet period). From 1902 Ukraine had

been a centre of social
revolutionary

action among the peasants and it remained

that way until 1914, but apparently in the \"New Russian\" provinces things had

not developed in this
way.55

It was only during the revolutionary period of

1905-6 that there was any large-scale peasant
movement in southern Ukraine.

As in all other areas of Ukraine this protest was directed first and foremost

against the landowning nobility. In sOlne regions estates of the nobility were

plundered, but soon the protests were directed against all ]andowners, \"tenant

farmers, German colonists, peasants with privately owned land, and priests\" or

\"against
all private owners, leaseholders\037 and Jews.

H5n

The peasants forced the

agricultural workers off the big landed estates, sometimes
demanding

that they

be employed themselves at higher rates of payor that private land be leased to

them. Property was destroyed, estates were plundered, grass and grain were

harvested and taken away,
and the owners were driven out. Sources from the

guberniia of Tavria and from the region of Odessa, where there were large
concentrations of Gern1ans, sornetirnes mention GerlTIan landowners and tenant

farmers. In September 1906 peasants demanded that
they

be gi yen a large tract

of land which belonged t() two German communities. In Decen1ber, in the
re.gion)))
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of Melitopil, the farms of two Mennonites situated between two Ukrainian

villages were plundered and the owners driven off:
S7

I have not been able to

find a single example, however, of a German colonist or landowner being killed

by Ukrainian peasants. On the contrary) quite a few Ukrainians lost their lives

at the hands of the landowners in those actions.
5H

In only very few cases was

there any kind of nationalist motivation. One such example
comes from a

contemporary survey conducted in the guberniia of Katerynoslav; one
particular

object
of peasant protest was described as \"the kulaks and the colonists who have

bought up the lands of the pany\" because Hthis land belongs to us.\" There is also

a report from the region of Odessa that a priest preached
a nationalist sermon,

whereupon the peasants attacked the Jews and the Gennans. 59

It would seem, therefore, that the Germans were not a central object of
Ukrainian peasant protest during the period of the first revolution. One reason for
this was that the

struggle
for land was not as acute in the three provinces of

southern Ukraine as it was elsewhere. At the same time, social conflicts were
also less acute. Moreover, the Gennan colonists lived on their land and were able

to
put up a cornman defence against any peasant attacks. They had bc)ught their

land and worked it themseJves (with the help, of Ukrainian and Russian hands),
and in the eyes of the Ukrainian peasants this gave legitilnacy to their pos-
session, a

1egitimacy
which the nobility (who did not live on their land) did not

possess. Hence the peasants declared that the land of the nobility be]onged to the

peasants. The relationship of the Russian and Ukrainian nobility to the Germans
of Novor(}ssiia was one of economic co-operation and competition. The

landowning nobility protested
from time to time against the growth in German

land ownership, but this did not stop them from selling their land to the Gennans
when the price was right

60
The nobility also contributed to the Russian nation-

alist
polemic against the Germans.

61

To what extent was the Ukrainian nationalist movelnent, which was develop-
ing in the Russian empire after 1905, influenced by this polernic, and did it.

demonstrate any anti-German tendencies? The.re were plenty of opportunities for
the Ukrainian nationalists to join in the Russian nationalist polemic against the
Germans. Velitsyn reminded them that the Mennonite settlements at Khortytsia

lay \"in the heart of Little Russia... [and] where the ring of the hosts had gathered,

the Germans were now making their plans to plant the German seed on this soil

which had been watered with Russian blood.\" This idea was also expressed in

a Ukrainian poem published in 1897 in the journal Novoe slovo. There the poet
cornplained, in much the same

way
as Taras Shevchenko had a half century

earlier, that the faITIOUS land of the Cossacks was walked over by Gerlllan cows
and turned over

by
German pl()ughs.

62

The most prominent representative of the Ukrainian national movement to

also playa ro]e in the polemic against the Gerlnans in N(}v(}rossiia was Serhii
Shelukhyn, a

judge from Odessa. His Gernlarz Colonizatio1l was just one ()f Inany
anti-Gerrnan

p()lemicaJ writings published during World War I. His was distinct
from the usual polemic ()f the Russian nationalists, however, because he enlpha-)))
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sized that the ones to suffer most from the Germans, \"who have taken the place
,of our own landowners,\" were the Ukrainian peasants.

fi3

In one of the few

Ukrainian journals still allowed at that time, the
Russian-Janguage Ukrainskaia

zhizn, a reviewer discussed this book in detail and praised it. She quoted Sheluk-

hyn on German land ()wnership in Kherson and drew a justified, if perhaps

exaggerated, conclusion: \"The German colonization led to the impoverishment
of the Ukrainians and contributed to their denationalization.... [The Gerlnans]
have created for themselves a secure existence on the ruins of Ukrainian free-

dom.\" She attempted, in agreement with Shelukhyn, to lump together the German

colonists with the reactionary Russian nationalist parties as the main enemy of

the Ukrainians. 64

The fundamenta] di]emma of the Ukrainian nationalist move-

ment was that its main enemies were the Russian nationalist movement and the
Russian state, so it was impossible to join forces with them against the Germans.

Shelukhyn experienced this himself. Re.nnikov praised him as \"a fanatical

opponent of the Germans,\" but then
argued

with him, because Rennikov opposed
not only the Germans but also the Ulcrainian Inovement.\302\260

5

The Ukrainian peasants and the lower classes of the urban population tended

to see their immediate enemy in the regional upper and middle
layers (Poles,

Jews, and Germans). The majority of the Ukrainian intelligentsia, however,
fought against the autocracy, the Russian bureaucracy, and the nationalists, more
in the tradition of the liberal Russian opposition. They were neither willing nor

able to adopt the nationalism of their opponents and polemize, in cOlnmon with

the reactionary parties, against the Poles, Jews, and Germans. In the Ukrainian

newspapers and journals from 1905 to 1914 that I have seen, the German

colonists were seldom mentioned. When they were, the tone was not
polemical.

For instance M. Hekhter defended Gern1ans against the accusation that they were

conducting missions
among

the Ukrainian population\0376r() Yevhen Chykalenko

criticized neither the Jews nor the Germans in his diary. The editor of the only

regularly appearing Ukrainian newspaper, he even sold some of his land to the

Gerrnans to help finance Rada. He met with Shelukhyn, who accused him of

having pro-Jewish sentiments. Elsewhere he suggested that the Germans should

be a model for the Ukrainian peasants: \"The Germans are necessary because they

can teach us how to live a human life, how to develop our awareness as humans.

The Germans bring culture to the masses.\" He expressed the hope that the

Ukrainians, thanks to the influence of the Germans, would become a nationally

conscious people like the Czechs, Estonians\037 and Latvians.
67

The hopes of Chykalenko; which somewhat idealized Ukrainian-German

relations, were not fulfilled. However, relations between the Germans and

Ukrainians in southern Ukraine
during

the last years of the tsarist empire were

not without significance for Ukraine and the Ukrainians. Inter-ethnic contacts

existed in the c()ntext of the basic model of welJ off, literate, German, middle

and rich peasants, and illiterate\037 Ukrainian, poor peasants. In general, there were

very few direct contacts. The German and Ukrainian villages were two distinct

worJds, cut off from each other by religious, linguistic, cultural, and economic)))
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barriers. Where relationships did exist, they were in the form of a colonial

master-servant relationship, with the corresponding sense of
superiority among

the Germans and inferiority among the Ukrainians. In spite of this there were,

up to the time of World War I, few conflicts between the Ukrainian peasants or
inteJlectuals and the Germans in southern Ukraine. However, the root causes of
what happened

in the decades after 1914 were already visib1e, in the social and
economic tensions in th,e countryside and in the racist ideology of superiority

among the German colonists.
Gerlnan colonization was significant for the history of southern Ukraine

during the last decades of the tsarism. They constituted a colonial island in the

Inidst of a largely undifferentiated Ukrainian peasantry + Their Central European

agrarian culture and social structure\037 with its differentiation between well off

farmers and landless peasants (who had to find other means of living), with its

different religion, language, culture, and Inentality, clearly set the Germans apart

from the rest of the population. Their possession of greater capita1
rnade it

possible for them to buy up a great deal of land, so they became major land-

owners. All of this hindered the socia]
mobility

of the Ukrainian peasantry and

the forlnation of a rural Ukrainian middle stratum. The closed society of the

Germans in the countryside constituted a barrier to the social rise of the Ukraini-

ans. Thus far historical research has paid too little attention to the contribution

of the Germans to the socia] and economic development of Ukraine. In estimat-

ing the average land holdi ngs of the peasantry, and their social and economic

differentiation, or capita]jst tendencies in the \"New Russian\" countryside, the

specific role of the Gerrnans has seldom been taken into account adequately. This

is true also for their contribution to the export of
grain

which was of such Inajor

ilnportance for the economic development of the tsarist empire in its later phase.
Here I have raised a number of questions and

suggested
a few hypotheses. Much

research still needs to be done.)
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]. This contribution was written in 1986. Since then a number of
important

works on

the Germans in southern Ukraine have appeared; I have not been able to incorpor-
ate their findings in full.. but I have made some corrections to statistical data.

Dettef Brandes\037 Von {len Zaren. adoptiert. Die deutsch-en Kolollisten UfUJ lfie

Balkal1..,'iedler in Neurussland und Bessarabien /786-/9 /4 (Munich-Vienna] 993).
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Bessarabja\037 1787 -1914\037H Acta ..Slavica Japonia 9 (1991), 32-46. Dictrnar Neutatz,
HDie \037deutsche Frage\037 in SOd- und SUdwestrussland. Kolonisten im Spannungsfeld
russischer und deutscher Politik 186] -1914\" (PhD dissertation: University of

Salzburg 1 1990) (scheduled to be published as a book in 1993). L,V. MalinovskiL
'\037Obshchina nemetskikh kolonistov v Rossii i ee regionaJnyc osobennosti v XIX-

nachalc XX veka:\037 Istoriia \037'SSR, 1990\037 no. 2: 175-R2. I. M. Kulinych, uNlmetski
kolonii na Ukraini (60-ti roky XVIII st.-1917

r.),\037\037 lJkraiflskyi iSlorychnyi :hLirnal..

1990\037 no. 9: 18-30.)))
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2. I was able to look at a number of contemporary sources and accounts while I was

in Hclsinki in June 1986. I would like to thank the Deutsche Forschungsgemein-
schaft for its financial

support
which made this trip possible. I would also like to

thank aU those who assisted me in the Slavic Library in the Uni versity of Helsinki.

'This study was prepared as part of a project financed by the Deutsche Forschungs-

gemeindschaft under the titlc, '\037The Nationality Question in Late Tsarist RussIa: An
Assessment of the Census of 1897.

H
For help assessing the statistica] data I would

like to thank Guido Hausmann. Cf. now: Die Nationalitiiten des Russischell Reiches
in der Volksziihlung von 1897, cd. H. Bauer, A. KappeleL and B. Roth\037 \\lols. A-B

(Stuttgart ] 991 ).)

3. See S.l Bruk and Y.M. Kabuzan\037 HDinamlka j ctnicheskii sostav naselenjja Rosii

v epokhu imperializma,\" I.\037.toriia SSSR 1 1980 1 no. 3:4-93. Here I designate those

whose Janguage was HLittle Russian\" as Ukrainian. The word \037\037GermanH refers to

all those whose language was German (Austrians, Swiss, et al.). For source criti-

cism of the census, see Die Nationaliliiten, vol. A.

4. Pervaia vseobshchaia
perepi,\037. nasel\037niia Rossiiskoi inl/Jerii /897 g,. vols. 13, 41,

47, table 13.)

5. For Odessa, see Patricia He.rlihy, HThe Ethnic Composition of the
City

of Odessa

in the Nineteenth Century,'1 HanYlrd Ukrainian Studies 1. (1977):53-78.)

6. See Bohdan Krawchenko.. Social and National Consciollsness in T\037ven[ieth-Centurv, \037

Ukraine (Oxford 1985)\037 1-29; idem, \"The Social Structure of Ukraine at the Turn

of the Twentieth Century,\" East Euro/Jean. Quarterly 16 (1982):171-81.

7. Lev Padalka, \037'Desiatinshchikj Khersonskoi gubernii,\" Kievskaia Jtarina (1895):324-

45; Sergei Shelukhin, Nefnetskaia kolonizatsiia (Odessa 1914), 8-22.

8. Kotelnikov \037Istoriia, 77.

9. The level of elementary education in the German schools seems t.o have been quite

modest. See A. Isaev, \"Zametki 0 nemetskikh koloniiakh v Rossii,1' Russkaia Mysl

15 (] 894), kn. XII, 87-112; She.lukhin, Nenletskaia kolonizatsiia 52f.\037 I. Stach\037 Die

deutsclzen Kolonien in Siidrussland: Ku.lturgeschichtliche Studien und Bilder ilber
das erste lahrhundert ihres Bestehens (Prischib 1904), ]: 85-90; Conrad Keller, Die

deutschen KoJonien in Sudrussland (Odessa 1905), 1 :98.

10. See also the figures given by
Krawchenko. .s\"ocial and National Cotl.s-ciol-lsneJs.. 1-

25.)

1 ]. I used the following sources, though they are by no means complete:
(1) The official statistics for 1905 for the three gubernii are reliable. but contain

no information on the. a010unt of land owned
by

different ethnic groups: Statistika

zemlevladeniia /905 g., vyp. 14: Ekaterinos/avskaia guberniia (St. Petersburg

I 906)\037 vyp. 16: Khersonskaia guberniia (St Petersburg 1906)\037 vyp. 42: Tavriche-

skala guberniia (St. Petersburg 19(7). There are also
regional zefllstvo publications

for the gubernii of KaterynosIav and Kherson for the years 1909 and 1912 1 with

information about land ownershi p by the German colonists: ()bzor EkaterinoJ/avs-

koi gubernii za 1909 gOt! (Katerynoslav 1910); Statistiko-ekof1()fnicheskii ohzor

Khersonskoi
guhernii

za 19/2 gO{/ (Kherson 1914). I \\vas unable to find the

corresponding material for the guberniia of Tavria.)))
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(2) There is a whole series of
figures

for German land ownership in southern

Ukraine in contemporary Russian works, but these have to be handled with care

because they were all part of the Russian nationalist polemic against the Germans:

A.A. Vclitsyn, Nemtsy
v Rossii. Ocherki istoricheskago razviliia i nastoiashchego

pulozheniia nemetskikh kolonii na iuge i vosloke Rossii (51. Petersburg 1893)\037 A.P.

Liprandi [A. Vo]ynets], Gerlnaniia v Rossii (Kharkiv 19] 1); Shelukhin, Nemetskaia

kolonizatsiia: A. Rennikov, Zoloto Reina. 0 nem,tsakh v Rossi; (Petrograd 1915);

Iv. Iv. Sergeev, Mirnoe zavoevanie Rossii nefntsam;
(Petrograd (917).

(3) There are data concerning land ownership in contemporary and later publica-

tions of the Black Sea Germans: Edmund Schmid, Die deutschen Bauern in

Sudrussland (Berlin ] 917): idem, Deutsche Kolonien im Schwarzmeergebiet
SudruJslands (Berlin 1919); Karl Stumpp, \"Landbesitz der deutschen Kolonisten

im Gouvemement Cherson,\037' in Heinzatbuch der f}eutschen aus Russland (1956):81-

3; A. M...r, uDie deutschen Kolonien in der Krim,n in Heimatbuch (1960):34-7.

Among the problems, most data deal with administrative units or estates

(Stiinde) and not with ethnic groups. Since it is not possible to distinguish between

Russian and Ukrainian peasants; I must use the entire data to estab]ish land owner-

ship
for the Ukrainian peasants. The vast Inajorily of the peasants in these three

gubernii were Ukrainian and there would have been no
significant

differences in

the pattern of land ownership betVvreen Ukrainian and Russian peasants. Cf. now:

Hrand\037s, Von lien ZLlren adoplierl.. 54-68.

12. Esti mated in accordance with the statistical data cited in note II above. See also

Stephan Rudnyc'kyj,
Ukraina: Land und Volk. Eine ge,neinfassliche Landeskunde

(V ienna 1916). 287-9; F.E. Los, Revoliulsiia J 905 - 1907 rokiv na Ukraini (Kiev
1955)\037 37f.: /storii{l Ukrainskoi SSR (Kiev 1983), 5:30; R. Weinstein, uLand

Hunger and Nationalism in the Ukraine 1905-19] 7.
H

Journal of Economic History

2 (1942):24-35.)

13. Ros,5'iia. Polnoe geograficheskoe opisanie nashego otechestva, vol. 14: Novorossiia

i Krym (St. Petersburg 19] 0), 245; Los, Revoliutsiia 1905-1907, 37f.\037 IJlOriia

{lkrainskoi SSR, 4:358-60.

14. Estimate on the basis of
landownership

statistics from 1905 (note 11 above).

15, Los, Revoliu.l\037jiia /905-1907,38; A.S. Nifontov, Zernovoe proizvodstvo ROJsii vo

vloroi polovine XIX veke. Po tnaterialarn ezhegodnoi statistiki urozhaev Evro{Jeiskoi

ROJJii (Moscow 1974); 247-9, 281; Istoriia Ukrainskoi SSR, 4:360; M. lavorskyi,

Ukraina v epokhu ka{>italizmu, vyp. 3: V superechkakh imperiializtnu (Kharkiy

] 925),73; A.M. Anfimov, Zemelnaia arenda v Rossii v nachale XX veka (Moscow

1961),65-70.)

] 6. Brandes, Von lien Zaren
adoptiert, 64-8; cf. Neutatz, '4Die 'deutsche Frage..'\" 269-

76.)

) 7. Schmid, DeUlJche Kolonien, 2]; idem, fJie (Ieutsellen Bauer'1, 46, 49 (the figures

gjven by Schmid arc about 20{),OOO dessiatines too high). See also VClitSY01 Nefnl.\\'Y

v I\037ossii, 55; Liprandi, GernzQniia v Rossii, 76\037 Rennikov\037 Zolo(o Reina, 284, 332.

V clitsyn (Nefllixy v Rossii.. 55) and Rcnnikov (Zo/O!O R()ina, 284, 332) both give
lower figures.

1 X, Brandes. Von den Zaren a{Jof1Iiert, 64.)))
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Hetman Pavlo Skoropadsky and

Germany (1917-18)

as Reflected in His Memoirs)

Jar'oslaw Pelenski)

Introduction)

The study of German-Ukrainian re1ations in the context of the Ukrainian revol-

ution and the Ukrainian nati,on-building process (1917-21) was at its peak in the

early 1970s. Then two substantive books, by Peter Borowsky and Oleh S.
Fedyshyn, based on solid research into documentary evidence were published.

1

These books were an outgrowth of a Inajor revisionist approach to
imperial

Germany's war aims in World War I, her expansionism, and the related question
of modern imperialism.

Fritz Fischer initiated this approach in his controversial

but highly influentia1 work, Griff nach der Weltmacht.. Die Kriegszielpolitik des

kaiserlichen Deutschlan,d J 1914-1918 (1961), and a host of his students and

associates have continued along these lines. Fedyshyn) and particularly Borow-

sky, deserve to be credited with having explored
most of the German documenta-

tion available to them at the time. However, in his discussion of German involve-

ment in the overthrow of the Ukrainian Central Rada and Pav10 Skoropadsky's

takeover of the Ukrainian government,2 Fedyshyn observed that Ukrainian
sources on these developments are disappointing: \"The Hetman's personal papers
have not yet been

opened
to researchers, and only careful1y edited 'fragments'

of his memoirs are avai1able in
print.

H3

Since the early 1970s, with a few exceptions, no one has made a significant

contribution in this area. No substantial source materials have been made avail-

able, n(Jr have any new conceptions been proposed. In order to advance the study

of the problem, one must turn not only to unexplored documents, but also to

unused primary sources such as memoirs, diaries, and
correspondence. A11 of

these, by revealing new data and insights, may be of crucial importance to the

understanding of Gennan-Ukrainian relations in this period. One such source, the

memoirs of Pavlo Skoropadsky, is now available to the author of this article and

wi)] be used as its principal source. 4)))
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Description of Skoropadsky' s Memoirs

The
original manuscript

of the memoirs, entitled \"Vospominaniia: konets 1917

goda po dekabr 1918
goda\" (\"Memoirs: The End of 1917 through December

1918,\" hereinafter cited as \"Memoirs\,") is composed in Russian, in Pavia

Skoropadsky's own handwriting. It consists of 1,698 7\" x 4.5\" pages, including

the corrections made by the author, subdivided into sixteen tetradi (hereinafter
cited as Notebooks). Skoropadsky began the actual writing on 5 January 1919,
in Berlin, three weeks after the fall of his Hetmanate (14 December t 918). The

fanner date, which appears on the title page of the first Notebook of the \"Mem-

oirs,\" is confirmed by the entry dated 6 January 1918, in
Skoropadsky's unpub-

lished \"Dnevniki\" (Diary): \"Yesterday [5 January] I began [writing] my memoirs.
I shall describe the entire period of the Hetman ate, [including] events that

preceded
and followed it, [with the intent that] perhaps [my memoirs] will shed

new light on the
period

of the revolution.\"s

The progress of writing the uMemoirs\" can be reconstructed
by

the dates

appearing on the title pages of some Notebooks, which are:)

5 J an uary 1919

23 January 1919

31 January 1919)

17
April

1919)

Notebook I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII
IX

X

XI
XII

XIII

XIV
XV

XVI)

pp. 1-87

88-138

139-90

19]-238

239-316

3] 7-94

395-472

473-534
535-686
687-838
839-980

981-1122
1123-1264

1265-1423

1424-1582

1583-1698)2 May 1919)

Notebook XVI is comprised of two
parts: I) the conclusion of the \"Memoirs\"

(1583-1640), and 2) Prilozheniia (hereinafter cited as Appendices, tho l
'Jgh they

are actually notes to appendices t 1641-98).

Skoropadsky concluded the \"Memoirs\" by 6 May 1919: \"The [writing of
the]

Dnevnik [apparently Vospominaniia] has been concluded IZQ,kollchen] and
handed over to A.

Maliarevsky.\"\"
The original untyped manuscript is referred

to as the First Recension. 7

In his Diary under the entry for 4 April 1919 Skoro-
padsky

stated that \"Maliarevsky has found a lady, and my notes
lza,piskil

are)))

of important works on

the Germans in southern Ukraine have
appeared;

I have not been able to incorpor-
ate their findings in full.. but I have made some corrections to statistical data.

Dettef Brandes\037 Von {len Zaren. adoptiert. Die deutsch-en Kolollisten UfUJ lfie

Balkal1..,'iedler in Neurussland und Bessarabien /786-/9 /4 (Munich-Vienna] 993).
Detlef Brandes, \037'A Success Story: The German Colonists in New Russia and
Bessarabja\037 1787 -1914\037H Acta ..Slavica Japonia 9 (1991), 32-46. Dictrnar Neutatz,
HDie \037deutsche Frage\037 in SOd- und SUdwestrussland. Kolonisten im Spannungsfeld
russischer und deutscher Politik 186] -1914\" (PhD dissertation: University of

Salzburg 1 1990) (scheduled to be published as a book in 1993). L,V. MalinovskiL
'\037Obshchina nemetskikh kolonistov v Rossii i ee regionaJnyc osobennosti v XIX-

nachalc XX veka:\037 Istoriia \037'SSR, 1990\037 no. 2: 175-R2. I. M. Kulinych, uNlmetski
kolonii na Ukraini (60-ti roky XVIII st.-1917

r.),\037\037 lJkraiflskyi iSlorychnyi :hLirnal..

1990\037 no. 9: 18-30.)))
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being transcri bed [by her].
,''x

The first tweJ ve Notebooks of the \"Memoirs\" (1-

1122) were typed in 1945-6 by Skoropadsky's wife, Aleksandra (nee Durnovo).
That text consists of 162

typed\037 legal-size, single-spaced, and consecutively

numbered pages.
9

The entire manuscript of the \"Memoirs,\" with the. exception
of the appendices, was

typed
on 456 double-spaced and irregularly numbered

pages;O and edited by Pavlo Skoropadsky in his own handwriting sonletilne

between 1920 and early 1922, apparently in connection with the preparation of

the Ukrainian translation of a fragment of the uMeITIoirs\" for publication in the

journal Khliborobska Ukraina. This re-edited edition is hereinafter referred to as

the Second Recension (1 ).11 The fragment of the \"Memoirs\" that was trans]ated

into Ukrainian (with some significant textual and ideological adjustments)
and

subsequently published in Khliborobska Ukraina constitutes about 3() per cent of

the entire manuscript.
12

The Second Recension (1) was standardized in the

19805 according to conternporary Russian orthography and retyped on 502

double-spaced, consecutively numbereq pages. The second part of Notebook XVI

(the appendices) has also been retyped and amounts to approximateJy twenty-five

pages. In this study I shall utilize this text, the Second Recension (2) (cited

hereinafter as SR2).
The \"Memoirs\" of Hetman Pavlo

Skoropadsky represent
one of the Inost

interesting narrative sources for the history of the Ukrainian revolution and the

role the Hetman played in it. Written in a candid manner immediately after the

events of 1917-18, it records Skoropadsky's most
important activities, first as

commanding officer of the Thirty-fourth Corps of the Russian
Imperial

Armed

Forces (renamed the First Ukrainian Corps after its Ukrainization), and

subsequent1y as Hetman of Ukraine. In his \"Memoirs\" Skoropadsky openly

admitted that he wished to
provide

an account of his experiences based on his

own assessment of the conditions at that time. Anticipating a future scholar1y

audience, he wrote in the s,econd paragraph of his \"Memoirs\": \"It may happen

that my notes win be of use to the future historian of the revolution. I wish to

assure him that whatever I write will be truthful, that I shall report on the

conditions as I have assessed them at a given time; whether
my thinlcing

was

right or whether it was wrong, only the future will show.
n13)

Skoropadsky'5 Relations with Germany

One of the traditional assumptions developed by Russian and Soviet scholars, as

well as by the prevailing majority
of Ukrainian socialist and nationalist authors,

has been that Skoropadsky was pro-German and his regime was simply a cre-

ation of German military and political authorities. 14

The Hetman's unpublished

\"Memoirs 1

\"

however, reveal that his attitudes toward Germany were quite

different from those the majority of his critics attribute to him.

PavIa Skoropadsky was a
product

of the Russian imperial system, in which

he made a distinguished military career. During World War I he was committed)))
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to Russian war aims and military objectives. From his perspective., imp,erial

Gerrnany was an enemy of imperial Russia in the sense that it was a competing

military/political empire. At the time of Russia's last major
war effort, the July

1917 offensive of A. Kerensky, Skoropadsky favoured the -continuation of the

war and maintenance of the army's combat morale. He did not believe that a

German military victory was possible. Unlike a number of imperial
Russia's

military figures, who were actually silent admirers of a Prussian version of the

German law-and-order regime (a regime based on a powerful military system and

an efficient bureaucratic establishment), Skoropadsky
had no intimate knowledge

of Germany and had not developed a personal opinion of that country. At the

same time, he had no particular attraction to any kind of Slavophilism or Pan-

slavism, a predilection quite cornman in the contemporary Russian military

establishment. Aside from the Russians and the Ukrainians, for WhOITI he had an

a1most equal affection, he displayed no particular preference
for any other

nationality. Instead, he perceived the world in terms of social status and rank in

aristocratic hierarchy, not ethno-cultural affi1iation. He was a devout Orthodox

Christian, a loyal subject
of imperial Russia, and a patriot of both Russia and

Ukraine. Prior to the beginning of the revolution his first loyalty was to the

empire,
the socia-political system of the ancien regime, and the military. His

second
loyalty

was to an undefined historical/territorial concept (in the sense of

Landespatri(Jtismus) of the Cossack Ukraine of his ancestors. Several of these

ancestors had played influential roles in Hetmanate Ukraine in the second half

of the seventeenth century and in the eighteenth century. Most prominent among

thenl was Ivan Skoropadsky ( 1646-1722), Hetman of Ukraine from 1709 to 1722.

In the published fragment
of his HMemoirs\" Skoropadsky observed that

while he was c()ntemplating a takeover of
power

in Ukraine in April 1918, he

was concerned by the prospects of dealing with the Gennans, precisely because

of his lack of knowledge of Germany: \"The
establishing of a relationship with

the Gernlans appeared rather difficult to me.... Until that time [March-April 1918]

I did not know the Germans under
peaceful

conditions. When I travelled before

the war in England, France, and Germany, it was precisely in Germany that I had

the fewest acquaintances....1 knew no one from among the German politicians,

the military, or the bureaucratic upper strata.\" 15

Actua] relations between Skoropadsky and Gerlnany began in March and

April 1918, when negotiations with the German military authorities led to the

overthrow of the government of the Ukrainian Centra] Rada and the establish-

ment of the Ukrainian state in the forIn of a Hetlnanate on 29 April 1'918. There
are no hidden skeletons about these negotiations in the unpublished \"Memoirs.\"
The information it provides corresponds to that furnished in the published
fragment as well as in German materials. However, the crucial 26-7 April 1918

rneeting with General Wilhelm Groener,]() Chief ()f Staff of the Army Group
Eichhorn in Ukraine and the mc)st influential German official in that country in)))
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1918, is recorded in greater detai I in the published fragment of the \"Memoirs\"

than in the Russian original, which has only a vague summary of the

exchanges.
I?

The detailed information on Skoropadsky's objections at that

meeting to three of the ten points in the co-operation programme-especially to

point nine, concerning the acceptance of the Rada government's financial and

monetary obligations-is also recorded in Groener' s uMemoirs+\"'\037

In his dealings with German authorities and individuals after the coup d'etat
of 29 April 1918, Skoropadsky developed a more clearly defined view and even

stereotypical opinions of German social and professional groups. His observa,-

tions, especially those on the assassination of General Field Marshal Hermann

von Eichhorn, Commander in Chief of German forces in Ukraine, are ITIOst

revealing. Skoropadsky divided the Germans he knew into three classes. First,

there was the military, whom he held in high regard and whose activities in

Ukraine he characterized in positive terms, though at the saIne time he was

critica1 of the overall negative impact of Gernlan Inilitary occupation of Ukraine.
Indeed, with a few

exceptions,
he referred to Eichhorn, Groener, and their

subordinates as highly competent, thinking,
and responsible individua1s who

under the existing conditions wanted the best solutions for the German empire

and Ukraine as well. According to his own
understanding

of the tenn, \"They,

and particularly Groener, were democrats. nlY

Second, there were professional

diplomats, whom he regarded as competent and who, in his judgment, adjusted

their policies to the needs of the Gennan Foreign Office. the German emperor,

the Reichstag, and finally to the German Socialists. His characterizations of

Gerlnan professional diplomats such as Baron Philip Alfons Mumm von Schwart-
zenstein and Count Hans von Berchem are balanced but imbued with deprecating
sarcasm. 20

Third, there were scholars and journalists, who ranked lowest of the

three groups in his esteem, but somewhat higher than
\037he

German speculators

who invaded Ukraine with the aim of profiteering:)

As far as scholars are concerned t It who have been educated to hold German

scholarship in high esteem, after having become more closely acquainted with

them, was somewhat
disappointed.

I thought that. since they regarded them-

selves as scholars, it would be possible to expect from them more thoughtful-
ness and correct assessment of facts. Actual1y, I could notice nothing of the
sort. There was only pursuit of cheap fame, use of demagogic means, theory\"

and great conceit.
11)

Skoropadsky's assessment of relations between Gennany and the Ukrainian

governments-that is, the Rada and his own Hetmanate-was in general quite

balanced and realistic. After the fall of the Provisional Government in Russia, he

was rather concerned with the Rada's interest in and attempts at concluding a

separate treaty with imperial 'Germany. He was neither an advocate nor a con-

vinced
supporter

of the Brest-Litovsk Treaty, which was c()ncluded between the

Central Powers and Ukraine on 9 February 1918. In his opinion, how,ever, once)))
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the treaty was in effect and German as well as Austrian
troops

entered Ukraine

at the invitation of the Ukrainian government and with its consent, the treaty
had

to be honoured. He argued that realistically one could not expect Germany to
drive Russian Bolshevik forces out of Ukraine, and provide Ukraine with at 1east
minimal military

assistance and concrete military protection, without equivalent

reciprocity. It was obvious to him that, to fulfill that reciprocity, the Ukrainian

government would have to provide
what Germany and Austro-Hungary needed

most, that is, food, raw materials, and
perhaps manpower that could be used for

lab,our. He was critical of the Rada government's method of dealing with the

Germans following the German occupation of Ukraine:)

The relations between the Germans and the Ukrainian government of the
Central Rada were completely abnormal. The Germans simply showed no

respect for the government which had invited them and which, by making the
invitation public, did not know how to extricate itself from the diffic.ult situation

and [to explain the situation] to the people whom it had taught not to obey

anyone and not to sacrifice anything to the state. At the beginning the govern-

ment gave assurances to everyone, including itself, that the Germans had come

to provide assistance in driving out the Bolsheviks and would withdraw from

Ukraine itnrnediately [after carrying out that task] should the Ukrainian govern-

nlcnt require this. When the time came for the peasants to
provide

food for the

German army, the government began to spread rumours among the
population

that the Germans allegedly had been invited by the landowners. When the

Germans began to demand that the. agreements be honoured, and the population

understood that it would be necessary to
supply grain for delivery to Germany,

dissatisfaction with the government began to grow. The government began to

use trickery against the Germans, attempting
to circumvent the agreement and

use every means to delay its execution. Friction began to develop between the

Germans and the government, which out of fear retreated in the face of German

demands, but only verbally, because in
reaJity

it ordered its subjects to delay
its own instructions. The

outraged
Germans took the products by force and of

their own volition, and the prestige of the government was declining abruptly.
The economic devastation increased, the condition of agriculture was threatened,
the sugar industry-the pride

of Ukraine-was endangered by a shortage of

sugar beets, which meant a lack of any production.... The question arose as to
what would happen next? The Germans were laking over power in the country
by

ever greater force and systematic means....1 knew that Ukraine would soon
become a coJony.22)

Skoropadsky assumed that his own orderly government would have a good
chance to deal effectively with the German and Austrian authorities and to

protect the
population against the excesses which usuaJly accompanied military

occupation. It is well known from the history of his Hetmanate, however, that his

expectations were not fulfilled, and he had to dea] with the same reaction of the
Ukrainian peasants t() German economic policies in ,Ukraine as had the Rada

government before him. He observed:)))
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German and especially Austrian policies \\vere not capable of attracting the
population

of Ukraine. I often discussed this problem with General Groener and

even proposed to him the establishment of a joint policy, according to which

the German troops would be kept separated from the population, and our own

authorities would deliver the products the German
army needed. Evidently this

was difficult to achieve, because our own authorities were not yet firmly

established. Certain things could be accomplished, as far as the Germans were

concerned\037 but nothing could be worked out with the Austrians, because they

had si mply legalized plundering, and all
my negotiations with the Austrian

representatives did not bring about any results.
Bribery

and fraud assumed

colossal proportions.
23)

So Skoropadsky did not hide the negative aspects of his relations with German

authorities and the difficulties his government had in its attempts to find reason-

able compromises and to implenlent policies for surviving the German and

Austrian occupation.

Relations between Skoropadsky. and the Austro-Hungarian empire were
strained during most of the Hetmanate period. His \"Memoirs\" contain a nUlnber

of negative references to the
policies of the Austrian imperial government and

to its military authorities in Ukraine. In spite of the obvious fact that Austria-

Hungary was the junior partner
in the Central Powers' coalition, Skoropadsky

was suspicious an,d condescending toward the Habsburg monarchy. In
political

terms., he was strongly opposed to the UAustrian solution\" for Ukrainian
statehood. This would have involved Austro-Hungarian annexation of some

Ukrainian territories that had belonged to the former tsarist empire and creation

of an autonomous or confederate Ukrainian state-or a formally independent

Ukrainian state-that would be a satellite of the Habsburg monarchy. Therefore,

he was especially concerned with the activities of Archduke Wilhelm von

Habsburg (in Ukrainian circles referred to as Vasyl Vyshyvany, 1895-1951)\037 son

of Archduke Karl Stephan and nephew of
Emperor

Karl of Austria-Hungary.

Wilhelm von Habsburg had served as a colonel in the Galician volunteer legion,

Ukrainski Sichovi Striltsi (Ukrainian Host Riflemen), which was stationed in

Ukraine in 19 I 8a Skoropadsky was aware of the fact that some Ukrainian groups

regarded him as a possible candidate for the future Ukrainian royal throne

(apparently based on the historica] royal precedents of Danylo and Yurii of

Halych in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries respectively) or as a
competitor

and the Austrian candidate for the Hetmanate in Ukraine. Skoropadsky main-
tained that Ukrainian Uniates and the Vienna court conducted a large-scale

campaign against him by \"advancing the candidacy of Archduke Wilhelm von

Habsburg for the Hetmanate, of a young man, who had well prepared himself for

that role by having learned the Ukrainian language.. by wearing a Ukrainian

[embroidered] shirt 1 and by his behaviour, attracting to his side the Ukrainians

of chauvinistic orientation.\"24 Tensions between Austria and Skoropadsky were

compounded by the Galician problems and the Hetman's critical, albeit respect-

ful, attitude toward the Galician Ukrainians, their views of Ukrainian indep'en-)))
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dence, their concept of the Ukrainian nation, and the related problem of the

Uniate church.

Ironically, German concern about the Austrian influence in Ukrainian affairs

caused some practical difficulties for Skoropadsky. His appointment of Dmytro

Doroshenko (1882-1951) to the position of Minister of Foreign Affairs serves as

a good case in point. According to Skoropadsky, the Germans
objected

to

Doroshenko's nomination on the grounds of his \"Austrophilism\":)

I received a written communication, in which Groener requested that he [Doro-
shenko] should not be appointed. Apparently, he was informed about Doroshen-

ko's
pro-Austrian

orientation. I do not know to what extent it is true. Nonethe-

less\037 Doroshenko most categorically rejected [the allegations]. He wrote the

Germans a letter, personally visited them, and the incident was eventually
resolved. He became a member of the cabinet, in the capacity of an Acting

Minister, apparently with a probationary period+
25)

Between Germany and the Entente

Historical scholarship on the Ukrainian revolution
traditionally

has tended to treat

German-Ukrainian relations during the period 1917-18 as static. Skoropadsky's
\"Memoirs\" are particularly valuable in this respect, because they reveal that their
author

approached
these relations from the dynamic and strategic perspective of

a professional rnilitary
officer. Beginning with the events of the July 1917

offensi ve (later the Bolshevik insurrection in Petrograd), and throughout his

career as
COmJ11anding

officer of the First Ukrainian Corps and as Hetman,

Skoropadsky was
preoccupied

with the possible outcolne of the war (World
War I). He

repeatedly
asked himself whether the Central Powers, specifically

Gern1any, or the Entente would be the ultirnate victor. He concluded on various

occasions in his \"Memoirs\" that imperial Germany would be the loser in that

war.)

Scholars engaged in the study of Pavl0 Skoropadsky's Hetmanate have been
unaware of his preoccupation with the problem of who would be the ultimate
victor in the war, because Skoropadsky's unpublished \"Memoirs\" were not
availab1e to them, and because his comments on that problem were deleted from
the published fragment

of the \"Memoirs.\" The summary of Skoropadsky's
co,nversation of mid-April 1918

(that is, before he assumed power) with the

Russian general Abram Dragomirov concerning the latter's possi b]e participation

in the military preparation for the overthrow of the Rada government and his

future service in the Skoropadsky government is
especially revealing:

I presented to him my point of view, but he disagreed with me decisively. First

of all, he did not
accept

the existence of a Ukrainian movement, as such.

Secondly, he was convinced that the Germans would be defeated and that one
should therefore deal exclusively with the Entente, which would restore every-
thing [the previous conditions] and save everyone. I atlempted to convince him

that I, tOO<l did not helieve in a German victory <I but that I considered things
now taking place in Ukraine as heing little different from Bolshevism\037 in)))
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waiting for the Entente's
victory

much time would pass, and the situation

required immediate attention. He remained committed to his views\037 and I to

mine.
26)

After he assumed power as Hetman of Ukraine, Skoropadsky continued to
adhere to his assessment for the possible outcome of the war, and he believed
that only the most carefully balanced policy would be in his, and

by implication

Ukraine's, best interests: \"In spite of Germany's military victories, I a1ways
believed that she could not be the victor, that s,ooner or later one would have tla

meet the representatives of the Entente. Therefore, I decided already on the first

day [of my Hetmanate] to do everything possible to preserve effective neutral-

itY4,,27 The latter statement was omitted from the published fragrnent
of the

uMemoirs,\" where a greater emphasis was placed on the fact that the. German

army had protected Ukraine from external and internal destructive forces for the

relatively low price of the export of a few dozen mil1ion
poods (1 pood=16.38

kg) of grain in exchange for the
ne\037essary

industrial products. Editing of the

published fragment of the \"Memoirs\037' is evident. At the time of its publication

(1922-4), Skoropadsky, in his capacity as Hetman-in-exile\037 apparently wanted to

keep the door open for
possible working relations with the German authorities

of the Weimar republic.
There is a similar assessment of the defeat and victory prospects in Warld

War I in Skoropadsky's \"Memoirs.'\" These notes cover the Hetman's plans to

organize a Ukrainian army, plans that constituted a continuatio,n of a military

programme developed during the period of the Central Rada. Skoropadsky

candidly stated:)

At the outset, the prospects for organizing an army were not good+ In this

respect. I assume a considerable amount of responsibility. However, while

trying to be objective, I do not consider myself to be at fault to the extent
attributed to me by many individuals. I accept my owfi responsibility, as well
as the

responsibility
of the Ministry of War and that of the entire High Com-

mand, for assuming that the Germans would ho]d out until late spring [19191,

and that I would have ample time to form a real army, in accordance with the

highest demands of martial art. We did not take into consideration that a

revolution would take place in Germany, which would completely change the

situation. ] anticipated that the Gerlnans could not be the victors and that they

might be defeated. However\037 under the given circumstances, I expected that it

would be in the interest of the Entente to provide us support, which would have

restored the balance until the time when we would be able to stand on our own

feet. This incorrect assessment [that Germany would be able to hold out until

Jate in the spring of 1919] fundamentaJIy influenced all our efforts. 2M)

This statement shows Skoropadsky in the best light. As the person in charge
of

the government, he assumed ful1 responsibility for its policies.
Expectation of a German defeat, but not of a revolution, was on the Het-

man 1

s mind when he travelled for a state visit to Gennany in
September 1918,

which is described in detail in his \"Memoirs.,,29 On that occasion\037 an exchange)))
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of views took place between
Skoropadsky

and Emperor Wilhelm II, who

received the Hetman in his capacity as head of state and gave him an official

luncheon. At the request of the German hosts, Skoropadsky's aide, Aleksander

Paltov (Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs during
the Hetmanate), suggested that

Skoropadsky drink a toast to the victory of the German armies. The Hetman

declined and drank a toast to the German
people

instead.
3D

In the course of his

conversation with the emperor, Skoropadsky expressed
the opinion that the

Russian tsar, Nicholas ll, had abdicated prematurely, whi1e his armies were still

intact, and that a tsar could abdicate only when all means had been exhausted.

That remark influenced the enlperor, as one of Skoropadsky's most
poignant

statelllents in his \"Memoirs\" attests:)

Strangely enough, that particular remark has made a strong impression on the

emperor's mind, because, as I was latcr informed in Kiev, the emperor, a1ready

in November, in the course of several days, argued that he had no
right

to

abdicate and that the hetman also insisted upon it. Strange things happen in

one's life! Would I have ever thought that one
day

I wou ld playa role in the

life of a German
emperor,

in spite of the fact that I have never had any rela-

tionships either with the emperor of Germany, or with Germany herself, except

for the fact that I fought agai nst her. 31)

This reveals, among other things, Skoropadsky's continued ideological commit-

ment to the classicaJ conception of the political and moral obligation of a

monarch\037 and it exempJifies the theory of the irony of history.)

Between F ede ralism and Independence
Closely

related to Skoropadsky's assessment for the possible outcome of the war
was his approach to the crucial problem of the future of Ukraine, either as an

independent
state or a state in federal relationship with Russia. Since 1920

historians have
posed

tw,o principal questions: 1) What were the reasons behind

Skoropadsky's decision to call for the formation of an all-Russian federation on

14 November 1918?
2)

What were Skoropadsky's real views on the issue of
Ukrainian independence during

the Hetmanate and the period immediately

folJowing it (spring of 1919)?
It is evident from his \"Memoirs\" that Sk()ropadsky was firmly convinced

that Germany, at least temporarily, was committed to a political programme

favouring the creation of an independent Ukrainian state which, of course, would

be a satellite country of the German empire. In the introduction to his \"Menloirs\"
he

specifically
stated: \"Independence [of Ukraine], to which we had to adhere

strictly on account of the Germans, wh() adamantly insisted upon it, was never
to me a matter of vital imp()rtance; however, I reasoned that even if that should

be the case, the Gerrnans would [eventually] change their policy in favour of the

federation of Ukraine with Russia.,,32 In the fIrst half of March 1918, while he

considered the possibility of taking power
in Ukraine, Sk(.Jf()padsky was quite

c()ncerned with GenTIan attitudes toward the question of Ukraine's
independence:)))
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\"I was rather disturbed by the thought that the Germans are cOlnmitted to an

independent Ukraine, without any reservations.,,)3 (This important
observation

was also deleted from the published fragment of the \"Memoirs.\")Skoropadsky's
conviction that Gennany favoured an independent Ukraine was further rei nforced

by the fact that Emperor Wilhelm II referred to a Ukrainian \"independent state\"

in the course of their luncheon meeting on 6
September

1918.
34

In another place

in his \"Memoirs\" Sko,ropadsky frankly admitted that the Germans \"insisted in the

fall of 1918 on [Ukrainian] nationalization and greater Ukrainization of
my

government.,,35

Skoropadsky, on the other hand, was even more
firmly

convinced that the

Allied Powers were strongly opposed to Ukraine's independence. He became
particularly

aware of this in the course of his exchange of views with the French

Mission in Ukraine, and specifically with its chief, General George Tabouis
(the

French Commissioner with the government of the Ukrainian National Republic),
in January of 1918.36

Skoropadsky undertook this exchange of views with the

aim of
Ustabilizing\"

the situation in Ukraine, a stabilization based on French

support and the help of a military Ukrainian-Polish-Czech coa1itio,n. Then

Skoropadsky was entertaining the idea of establishing a military dictatorship in

Ukraine, but without immediately abolishing the Rada. Although negotiations
were fruitless, Skoropadsky

became aware that the French strongly resented the

proclamation of Ukraine's
independence

on 22 January 1918. Also, immediately

following that proclamation t the French explicit.ly told him that \"the Entente

would never recognize an independent.
Ukraine,\"37 (The latter statement was

also omitted from the published fragment
of the \"Memoirs.\

This attitude of France, the principal state representing the Allied Powers'

policies in Ukraine, played a decisive role in Skoropadsky's .choice of his

political options for Ukraine in October and November of 1918. He had two

options. The first was to take charge of the Ukrainian national movement
by

sponsoring
and manipulating the Ukrainian National Congress, which was to

convene on 17 November 1918. He would also make an exclusive alliance with

all Ukrainian political forces, including
the left, which he regarded as anarchistic

and destructive. He was reluctant to choose this option because, among other

things, he knew that the Ukrainian political groups, united in the Ukrainian

National Union, were preparing an insurrection against him. The second was to

prevent the convening of the Congress,
to take charge of the Russian officer

units (which at that time amounted to approximately 15,000 men in Kiev alone),

and if necessary, to announce a mobilization of all loyalist officers.
3X

That

would mean embarking upon a po1icy that eventually would lead to sonle kind

of federation of Ukraine with Russia.

Skoropadsky, of course, chose the second option. His decision was influ-

enced to a great extent
by

the results of the exchange of views between Ivan

Korostovets, his personal representative,
and the re.presentatives of the Entente

in Jassy, Romania,39 as well as
by

infonnation provided to him by individuals

acting as intermediaries between the Allied Powers and hirnself:)))
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At the same time I was visited by several individuals whom I trusted without

reservation. (I consider revealing
their names as premature.) Among them was

one individual, who held a definitive position, and who, after having presented
all the arguments, declared that the Entente, and particularly France, the princi-

pal state operat.ing in Ukraine, categorical1y did not wish to engage in

exchanges with the Ukrainian government as long as it was committed to

independence. He stated, moreover, that only a federated Ukraine cou]d count

on having success [with the Entente], that in a few days an authorized represen-
tative of the Allied states would arri ve who would enter into negotiations only
if the Ukrainian government had a clearly formulated new course. That request
coincided with my own views. I was convinced that the implementation of such
a new course was premature, because two partners are needed for a federation,

and Ukraine was only one of them. I took notice of the Entente's request.
40)

Skoropadsky's agents in Jassy confirmed the Allied position4 When they arrived
in Kiev on 10 or II NoveJnber, they reported that a representati ve of the Ukrai-

nian National Union had not even been received by the French. Furthermore, the

Allies promised Skoropadsky n,ilitary support, should he be willing to
proclailTI

federation with Russia, a promise they never kept. It was also intimated to

'\"

Skoropadsky
that Emile Henno, the al1eged plenipotentiary of the Entente powers

in South Russia, would soon arrive in Kiev to ilnplement the Entente's plans. In

the final days of the Skoropadsky governInent, waiting for the arrival of Henno
turned into a \"waiting for Godot.\"

Skoropadsky chose the second option, apparently because, under the given

circurnstances, he considered it to be the most realistic. His assessment, that the

Allied powers wouJd not recognize Ukraine\"s independence, was confirmed
by

those powers' treatment of the government of the Ukrainian Directory. On the
other hand, his expectations that the Al1ies would recognize his government
cannot be regarded as quite realistic4 The federalist conception, which the Allied

powers prornulgated, corresponded closely to
Skoropadsky's own views as

reflected in his \"Memoirs.
H

His charter of 14 November 1918,41 calling for the
formation of an all-Russian federation, was not issued exclusively under duress,
as some of his followers maintained. In fact, it reflected the predominant

elelnents of his political thinking during the period under consideration (1917-

18). Skoropadsky's views on the federal relationship of Ukraine with Russia and

on the possibility of Ukrainian independence, which he expressed in his \"Mem-

oirs\" as we]1 as in other unpublished materials, present a set of very interesting

and important problems. Because of their complexity, however, these
problerns

deserve a separate and exhaustive treatment.

Very soon after comp1eting his \"MemoirsH-in late 1919 and in 1920-

Skoropadsky revised his views in favour of Ukraine's independence, evidently

under the influence of Viacheslav Lypynsk y
42

and his other followers, who

were confirrned advocates ()f Ukrainian independence. Nonetheless, he did not

adjust the text of his \037\037Menl()irs\" (even in their Second Recension) to correspond
to his revised views;, he did, however, refrain fr()lll publishing thenl.)))
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Germany's
Ukrainian Policy during

World War I and the Revolution of

1918-19)

Peter
Borowsky)

The peace treaty signed on 2 February 1918 between the Central Powers and

Ukraine has long been interpreted as a Hgrain treaty\" (Brotfrieden), as a treaty
with the limited goal of securing for Germany and Austria-Hungary a supply of

food and raw materials for the duration of the war. This interpretation gives it

no wider significance or role in any long-term planning for the post-war order

in the event of a victory by the Central Powers. This thesis is still defended in

works by Winfried Baumgart and 01eh Fedyshyn.
I

In 1959-60 a debate took

place between Fritz Fischer and Egmont Zechlin about German war goals in

Eastern Europe and the attitude of the German Reich toward the non-Russian

nationalities in the territory of the old Russian empire.
2

Here I wish to take up

once again this question of the
\"grain treaty\" and attempt to answer the question

of wheth,er Ukraine- was simply a means to an end or whether it was an integral

part of Germany's long-tenn policy
in Eastern Europe during World War I.

Shortly after the outbreak of war, on 11 August 1914, State Secretary of the

Foreign Office Gottlieb von Jagow, wrote in a memorandum to the Gerlllan
ambassador in Vienna:)

The promotion of insurgency seems to us to be extremely important
not only

in Poland but also in Ukraine: firstly, as a means of carrying on the war against

Russia; secondly, because in the event of a successful outcome to the war, it

would be useful to have a number of buffer states between Russia in the east

and Germany and Austria-Hungary in the west, in order to reduce the pressure
of the Russian colossus on Western Europe and to push Russia as far as poss-

ible to the east; thirdly, because from the Romanian
point

of view, the incorpor-

ation of Bessarabia into Romania would be useful and permanent only if it were

protected on its eastern border by non-Russian states.
3)

In other words, right from the beginning of the war (not just after the Russian

revolution), the leadership of the German Reich envisaged a definite role for

Ukraine in the new order which would emerge from the victory ,of the Central

Powers in Eastern Europe. Hence there was in the farnous
September Programme

of Bethmann Hollweg: \037'Long-term security for the German Reich on its eastern)))
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and western borders. To this end.. .Russia must be pushed back as far as possible
from the German border and its rule over the non-Russian nationalities will have
to be ended.\"4

The fact that a rollback of Russian power in the east was being considered
at this time in the German Foreign Office and in the Reich Chancellery was due

in part to the influence of a group of journalists and academics, I110St of whom

were from the Baltic region, whose spokesmen were Theodor Schiemann and

Paul Rohrbach. In 1897 Rohrb,ach had pointed out that the Ukrainian nationalist
movement could be used to help destroy the tsarist elnpire, for \"whoever has
Kiev can impose their will on Russia.\"s Throughout the war Rohrbach and his
friends continued promoting an independent Ukraine and the breakup of the

tsarist empire into its
component nationalities.

6
The German Foreign Office

supported this as well as the efforts of Ukrainian nationalists to start an uprising
in Ukraine against. Russian rule.? Those attempts were unsuccessful, so we may
ask whether the Central Powers would have been willing, in the interests of a

separate peace with the tsarist
regim\037,

to renounce their aim of Ukrainian

separation. Of course, exploring the possibility of a separate peace with Russia

never reached the stage where the Ukrainian question could have become an

Issue.

When, during the c'ourse of the February revolution, Ukrainians first

demanded their autonomy and later their independence, civilian and military
leaders of the 'German Reich were immediately willing to support those demands,
as they were willing to

support the similar demands of other non-Russian

nationalities. 8

Support for those nationalist movements had incredible propa-

ganda value for the German Reich since German
foreign policy was able to

declare itself in tune with Wilson's procJaimed principle
of self-determination.

It also appeared to be a concession to the demands of the Petrograd soviet for

a peace without annexations and reparations. The Reich was able to do this

without in any way renouncing its expansionist goals. From the point of view of

German domestic policy, there was also the advantage that the left liberals and

social democrats in the Reichstag were bound to sup'port it This tactic of the

German Chancellery and the Foreign Office met with opposition, however, from

the military leadership and the German nationalists who demanded direct annex-

ations. They failed to see that this flexible tactic of the Reich Chancellery was

ultimately part of an expansionist strategy.
In the case of the difficult negotiations about the Chelm (Kholm) region, the

Austro-Hungarians gave way because of their urgent need for food deliveries

from Ukraine. Although for Austria-Hungary the peace treaty with Ukraine was

in fact a \"grain treaty,\" for the Gennans it was something quite different. In the

preliminary talks which prepared the way for the peace treaty
with Ukraine, the

issue of post-war goals was a constant theme\037 Germans were concerned with the

creation of a Ukrainian rail network, the establishment of a Ukrainian issuing

bank, and the construction of Ukrainian credit institutions. Similarly, in public

reactions to the treaty, the discussion concerned not only immediate grain)))
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deliveries, but also the longer-term weakening of Russia and self-determination

for the nationalities.
9

When Trotsky broke off negotiations at Brest-Litovsk and the Ukrainian

delegation appealed to the German nation for assistance, preconditions existed
for implelnentation

of the German plan by military means. IO

In May 1918 the

occupation of southern Ukraine by German and Austro-Hungarian troops was

completed. At that time, there were about 500,000 German and 250,000 Austro-

Hungarian troops in Ukraine.
11 In the wake of the troops the military, diplo-

matic, and economic officials came to Kiev to supervise the implementation of

German policy. They were led by General Wilhelm Groener, Ambassador Baron
Adolf Mumm yon Schwartzenstein, and the Krupp director Otto Wiedfeldt as a

representative of the Gerrnan economic ministry (Reichswirtschaftsamt). Fort.u-

nately, Wiedfeldt wrote quite a large number of
reports

which give a very vivid

picture both of the situation in Ukraine and of Germany's economic goals

there. 12

Conflict between the German representatives in Kiev and the Ukrainian Rada
was inevitable+ If the Rada was to Inaintain itself as the governing body of an

independent Ukraine, then it had to begin a process of agrarian reform immedi-

ately. However, the breakup of large estates and distribution of the land among
the small and landless peasants was, in the view of the German agricultural
experts,

a serious threat to grain production targets. German officials were also

strongly opposed
to any such radical attack on the rights to property.13 As a

result of these considerations General Hermann yon Eichhorn, the commander-in-

chief of German forces in Ukraine, issued an order on 6 April 1918 on the spring
sowing of crops.

That order went over the head of the Ukrainian government and

was addressed directly to the people. They were called on not to hinder, but to

support the landowners actively in the spring sowing. This
open contempt for the

authority of the government led to a harstl exchange of views between Ukrainian

Ininisters and German Inilitary leaders. In spite of this, on 9
April

19] 8, Ukraini-

an authorities signed an agreement on the delivery of grain to the Central

Powers, and on 23 April 1'918 they signed an economic
treaty

which regulated

the deliveries of food and raw materials. The servant had done his duty and

could now be dismissed. On 29 April 1918\037 with the assistance of the GerTnan

army of occupation, the Rada was overthrown and Pavio Skoropadsky was rnade

Hetman of Ukraine. 14

The overthrow of the Rada and, in particular, the way in which this was

brought about, led to serious conflict between diplomats and the military in

Berlin. Gennan representatives in Kiev of the Foreign Office and the Economic

Ministry had already come to the conclusion that a new regime in Ukraine would

be useful not only to ensure more effective delivery of grain, but also to promote

Germany's long-term political goals in Eastern Europe. Ambassador Mumm was

of the view that \"the recognition of Ukraine and its successful separation frorn

Russia would be more strongly guaranteed to the extent that the principles on
which the new state was founded differed froln those of the Bolshe.viks who nl)W)))
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hold power in Russia.\"i5 The Rada had vainly attempted to assert its indepen-
dence vis-a.-vis its German \"allies\" and it had not shied away from conflict. The

Skoropadsky government, however, which had been
helped into power by the

Germans, was more than willing to collaborate
closely with the Central Powers.

On 28 April 1918 Skoropadsky put his
signature

to ten conditions which had

been presented to him two days earlier
by

General Groener. The docuJnent

began: \"I declare that I am willing to lead the government in accordance with the

following p,oints and I expect in return from the German government that it will

provide me with both
military

and economic support.\" Skoropadsky committed

himself, among other things, to recognition of the Brest-Litovsk Treaty, dissol-

ution of the Rada, rejection of a constituent
assembly, construction of a Ukraini-

an army under the authority of the German supreme command, dissolution of the

land committees, maintenance of the landed estates
up

to a certain legal maxi-

mum size, and payment of re.parations to the Central Powers for their military

assistance.
In

With the installation of Skoropadsky contl ict between the ci vilian leaders of
the German Reich and its military high command reached a new peak-military
leaders were now demanding the overthrow of the Bolsheviks in Russia and

German support for the Russian monarchy. Secretary
of State Richard von

Kuhlmann, however, defended a different view:)

The
greatest political success which Germany could achieve in this war is the

disintegration of the Russian empire and the destruction of the ring that

encircles Germany. The fundamental principle of German policy must be to

maintain its freedom toward the east and to hinder the re-establishment of a

strong Russia. Any German intervention, therefore, which is aimed at consoli-

dating Russia is fundamentally in error. l ?)

In a memorandum prepared on the basis of this policy, the Foreign Office

presented
its view a short time later:

In Russia we have only one interest, namely promotion of the forces of disinte-

gration, the long-term weakening
of that country. This was also Bismarck's

policy toward France in 1871 when he opposed the re-establishment of the

French monarchy. Our policy must be the establishment of good relations with

the newly formed independent states that are in the process of breaking away
from Russia. in particular, Ukraine, Finland, and the new government in the

Caucasus. It is there that we must anchor our influence and attempt to suppress

any tendency toward federation with Russia. 18)

Germany's support for Lenin in Moscow and Skoropadsky in K,jev were

only in apparent contradiction. In reality they were two sides of one coherent

p'oIicy
to weaken Russia through its division into two or more independent states

which, because of their different social system, would be hostile to each other,

thus making the re-establishment. of the Russian empire an impossibility. At a

meeting of the Crown Counci1 in Spa on 2-3 July 1918, the Foreign Office was

victorious with its argument against the military and it convinced the Kaiser that)))
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the Bolsheviks were the only party
in Russia that supported the Brest-Litovsk

Treaty.19 The Kaiser and the military, as well as the Foreign Office, were

sceptical about the long-term viability of an
indepen,dent

Ukrainian national state.

The alternative, however\037 was not restoration of the centrally ruled tsarist empire

but creation of a Russian federation in which Ukraine would have a certain

autonomy and freedom of movement.

Otto Wiedfeldt received new instructions in Berl in, and on 23 July 1918,

gave this brief resume of Gennan ec.onomic goals
in Ukraine:

At least for the immediate future, Germany wants to see Ukraine an indepc!1-

dent state; our economic
policy

1S to be one which makes Ukraine useful for the

German economy in the long run. Therefore Germany's position in Ukraine

must be established strongly and quickly so that when the time comes for a

Russian federation to be established, whether centred on Ukraine or on Russia,

Germany will be able to use Ukraine as a bridgehead to obtain
major

economic

influence in all of Greater Russia?O)

Wiedfeldt began with the assumption, as did the Foreign Office and the

Economic Ministry, that after the war Germany would be
largely

cut off fronl

the world market and would be dependent to an even greater extent on Ukraine

and Russia as suppliers of raw materials, additional markets, and investrnent

areas. The Germans were therefore particularly interested in food supplies,

railways, coal and heavy industry, and banks and credit institutions.
All

contemporary
observers and historians are in agreement that Ukrainian

deliveries of food supplies to the Central Powers in 1918 fell far short of expec-
tations.

Up
to the time of the withdrawal of German troops from Ukraine in

December 1918,Germany
received 61,349 tonnes of fo,od supplies and Austria-

Hungary received 57,965 tonnes. This was 8 per cent of what Ukraine had

promised. It must be said, however, in
spite

of German disappointment, that

these 1918 deliveries constituted about 33
per

cent of all Germany's food

imports. Ukraine was the only external
supplier

of grain; 76 p'er cent of Genn-

any's imported sugar also came from Ukraine.
21

However t if the only point of

the military presence was to guarantee grain supplies, then l11aintaining German

troops in Ukraine, which cost 125 million marks per Inonth, would have been

economic and political nonsense, quite apart
from the use to which these troops

could have been put on the western front. The complex organizational work in

connection with grain production and
delivery, as well as attempts by German

economic officials to have
Skoropadsky

introduce a Stolypin-type agrarian

reform in Ukraine, all support the thesis that in this area the Germans were

engaged in long-term planning and organization.
On 2 May 1918, immediately after the putsch that brought Skoropadsky to

power,
Otto Wiedfeldt wrote to the Secretary of State in the Reich's Economic

Ministry:
\"The main question, therefore, for rne is: what do we want frorn

Ukraine, do we want to turn it into an economic colony-in that case we must

absolutely get the railways into our own hands, even if its profitability is not)))
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cent in Kherson and Tavria). The amount of land owned by the peasants was

also higher than in the rest of Ukraine. Whereas the average peasant allotment

(nadel) in Ukraine was 6.5 dessiatines (1 dessiatine equals
1.1 hectares), in

Kherson it was 7.8, in Katerynoslav 9.3, and in Tavria as much as 14.7 dessia-

tines. 13

The differences within the peasantry were significant, however. Whereas

the peasants on
private

estates in Kherson guberniia had on average only 5

dessiatines, and in the Tavria gubemiia 6.7 dessiatines, the large mass of poor

peasants had fewer than 5 dessiatines, and the state peasants possessed on

average 7.8-13.1 dessiatines. The one-time colonists (Greeks as well as Germans)

had average holdings which were much larger (in Kherson 12.8 dessiatines, in

Katerynoslav 27.5 dessiatines, and in Tavria 36.4 dessiat.ines). Among this latter

group, it was the middle and rich peasants that were dominant.
i4

In addition to

their allotments the peasants of southern Ukraine had private holdings at the end

of the nineteenth and in the early part of the twentieth century.
In 1905 the

amount of land in this category ranged from 28 per cent (Kherson) to 36 per cent

(Tavria)-.a ITIuch higher proportion than in the rest of Ukraine. The peasants of
the southern stepp'e also leased more land than did the peasantry in the rest of

the Russian elllpire.
15

This limited aIllount of data for the period at the turn of the century al10ws

us to conclude that the peasants in the recently colonized regions of southern

Ukraine, especially in the guberniia lJf Tavria, had holdings of land which were

on average much larger than in the rest of Ukraine. The distribution of land

among the different
categories of peasantry, however, was rather unequal.

Whereas the average holdings among the former proprietary peasants were not

significantly larger than in the rest of Ukraine, among the one-time colonists

average holdings were much larger. Historical research has so far not paid much

attention to the question whether the larger averages in southern Ukraine really

reflected ownership patterns among the Ukrainian and Russian peasants or
whether these averages were raised mainly by the larger holdings in the hands
of the colonists. Although the available statistics are by no means consistent, they
do

permit
one to conclude confidently that the Germans in Novorossiia in the

period before World War I had average holdings of land which were very much

larger than the holdings of the Russians and Ukrainians. Detlef Brandes rnentions

the fo11owing figures, based on official statistics, for German landholding in the

three gubernii before the First World War: Kherson guberniia, 555,409 des-
siatines (8.6 per

cent of all land, with the Germans constituting 5.7 percent of the
rural

population); Katerynoslav guberniia, 568,817 dessiatines (10 per cent of all

land, with the Germans constituting 4.2
per

cent of the rural population); Tavria

guberniia, 994,735 dessiatines (19 per cent of all land, with the Germans consti-

tuting 6.4 per cent of the rural
population).

It}

In c()ntemporary German and Russian sources, the figures f()f Gerlnan land

ownership in the provinces of \"New Russia\" are considerably higher. Edmund)))
become involved.

27)))
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For private German capital Ukraine was a
risky business, because its exist-

ence as an independent state depended on the outcome of the war. Banks and

industrial entrepreneurs were willing to be involved only if they were protected

by some kind of state guarantee. It was not the brevity of the period they had in

which to
operate

but rather the inadequate supply of both public and private

capital which led to the failure of German capital to achieve any significant

penetration of the Ukrainian economy. It is highly questionable, even in the case

of a
victory by the Central P()wers, whether Gennany would have been in a

position to raise enough capital
for a large\037scale intervention in the Ukrainian

econolny, or indeed in the economies of the other states on its borders. The only

possible source of such
capital

would have been enormous reparation payments

frorTI a defeated France.

The privileged economic position of Germany in Ukraine was legally
established in the economic treaty signed between Ukraine and the Central
Powers on 10 Septelnber 1918.

2\037

This treaty was meant to remain in force unti]

30 June 1919. As well as regulating the deli very of food supplies to the Centra]

Powers, it also contained a nurnber of provisions for the more long-term future.

Among these were agreelnents on rail transport costs and on the p,articipation of
German

expert
advisers in all organizations and institutions dealing with the

production of grain and raw Inaterials, the structure of the transport and banking

systeIn, and the reconstruction of industry. Gerlnan
delegates

in the negotiating

process had to give in on a nUJnber of issues\037 for the Ukrainians were well aware

of the situation of the Germans on the western front after July 1918. They were
well aware of the fact that the Germans could not risk provoking the fall of the

Ukrainian government by making very heavy demands on them. 29

In spite of military setbacks on the western front, German military leaders,
in

Septenlber 1918, did not consider transferring their troops from Ukraine. On
the

contrary,
in view of the possible negative outcome of the war in that sector,

it was even Inore irnportant for Germany to maintain and strengthen its position

in the east.
30

On 10 October 1918, after the Gennan offer of armistice had been

sent to Wilson, Secretary of State at the F{)reign Office Wilhelm Solf sent the

German representatives in Kiev an outline of Germany's policy in Ukraine.

According to this programme: \"1. Ukraine as an independent state and our

preferential position within that state must be maintained as far as possible.

2. The German-Ukrainian peace treaty will not be affected by the general peace

treaty.\" The Hetman was to \"ukrainize the governlnent., undertake an agrarian

reform, and base himself on the support of the Ukrainian National Union which

is, in the meantime, functioning as a National Assembly.,,31 Albert Sudekum,
a social delTIocratic member of the Reichstag, had co-operated with the Foreign
Office in sending this instruction because he had contacts wjth Ukrainian social

democrats. He travelled to Kiev to convince the leaders of the Ukrainian National

Union\037 arn()ng thelTI Volodymyr Vynnyc.henk() and Symon Petliura, to C'o-()perate
with

Skoropadsky+)))
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At the same time, German
diplomats

in Kiev tried to persuade Skoropadsky
to \"ukrainize\" his policies, since this was the only way independence for Ukraine

and the existence of the Hetman's
regime

could be secured vis-a- vis the Entente.

This was also the purpose of their advice to Ukrainian foreign minister Dmytro
Doroshenko, to demand from Wilson that Ukraine be accepted as a rnember of

the planned League of Nations, and to inform the Entente powers that the

continued presence of Gennan
troops

in Ukraine was essential for the security
and independence of Ukraine. 32

This fundamental goal of German foreign

policy in the east, the weakening of Russia, was not dropped by the government

of Prince Max yon Baden, which assumed office in Berlin at the beginning of

October 1918. A Programme for the East, drawn up by Rudolf Nadolny on 5
November 1918, which the whole cabinet, inc1uding its social den10cratic

members, approved the same day \037 stated: \"As far as our eastern po1icy is con-

cerned, OUf fundamental goal remains, within the framework of the Wilson points
and the demands of the Entente, to decentralize Russia with the help of the

nationality principle and to create for ourselves in the entire eastern territories as
much political sympathy and freedom of movement as possible.\" To reach this

goal, diplomatic relations with Bolshevik Russia were to be broken off (which

happened the next day), and German troops were to remain in the occupied
eastern territories as long as

possible..

33

The outbreak of the German revolution and the truce of 11 November 1918
made this policy irrelevant. The German delegation was forced to annul the
Brest-Litovsk Treaty. Erzberger

was able to achieve one goal, however, namely,
to have Gierman troops remain in the east as long as the Allies considered their

presence necessary to secure these territories from the Red Army. This seemed
to the Gennans to be an opportunity to rescue at least part of their

policy
in the

east, inasmuch as German troops would take part, alongside the Allies, in the

intervention against Bolshevik Russia. In Ukraine, however, this goal was
undermined

by
the fact that the German army units were dissolving and the

internal opposition to
Skoropadsky

was taking on even more militant forms. On

14 November 1918, the Ukrainian National Union announced an end to its co-

operation with
Skoropadsky

and the open struggle against his regime began. The

GeIman Supreme Command and the German soldiers' council, both of which

wanted an immediate and
orderly

withdrawa1 of the German army from Ukraine,

declared themselves neutral in the internal Ukrainian conflict. The result was the

overthrow of the Hetman and the assumption of power by the Directory on 14

December 1918.34

The remaining diplomatic representative of the Gennan Reich in Kiev, Count

B,erchetn\037 soon realized that it would be impossible to obtain from the new

government a recognition and confirrnation of earlier economic agreements or

recognition of reparations for German
military

assistance. He concentrated,

therefore, on organizing the withdrawal of German troops and
preparing

to wind

up Germany's diplomatic and economic presence. It was his view that, with the

withdrawal of German troops,. Ukrainian independence was at an end, and)))
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Ukraine would b,e an easy victory for the Bolsheviks.
35

On 10 January 1919 the

German charge d'affaires left Ukraine, on 15
January

the Gennan trade mission

was closed down, and on 25 January the last German soldier left the Ukrainian

capital. On 5 February Kiev was taken by the Red Army.

Throughout the Soviet-Ukrainian and Soviet-Polish war in 1919, German

civilian and military leaders actively pursued every possible opportunity to

support
the Ukrainian government. The existence of .an independent Ukraine as

a counterweight to Poland was also in German interests. In the Prussian War

Ministry and in the Foreign Office plans were discussed to provide Ukraine with

weapons. These
plans

came to nothing owing to lack of money and transportation
difficulties. At the beginning of December 1919, as Petliura began to negotiate
a Polish-Ukrainian alliance with Pilsudski, the Foreign Office in Berlin realized

that both the independence and anti-Polish orientation of Ukraine were about to

disappear. They therefore gave up any att1empt to remain in contact with the

Directory.36 Berlin gradually began to realize that Bolshevik rule in Russia was

more firlnly anchored and would last longer than they had at first thought

possible. It was Bolshevik Russia, and not an
independent Ukraine, which they

now saw as the necessary counterweight against Poland.
Attempts

of the German Foreign Office, even after the military defeat in the
west and the outbreak of the November revolution in Germany) to rescue at least

some part of their eastern policy undermines the thesis that Germany's policy in
Ukraine in 1918 was no more than a short-term, improvised occupation policy,
whose only goal was acquisition of Ukrainian food supp,lies and raw materials

for the German war machine. It was this short-term, \"grain-peace\" policy which

the German Supreme Command and the
military representatives in Kiev sup-

ported, but the policy that won the day was the policy of the Foreign Office and
the Reich's Economic

Ministry
which envisioned Ukraine as a goal in itself of

German
foreign policy

in the east. The goal of this policy was the separation of
Ukraine from Russia, as a means of weakening the Russian colossus in the long
term. In addition to this, their aim was to anchor German influence in the
economic

sphere firmly, so that even in the case of an eventual federation of
Ukraine and Russia the former would serve as a bridgehead for Germany's
economic

penetration
of the whole of Greater Russia. The diplomats of the

Foreign Office and the officials of the Reich's Economic Ministry assumed that
a re-united Russia would be bourgeois/capitalist. This goa1 was somewhat

illusory and unrealistic. It depended not
only

on the outcome of the war in the
west but, even in the event of a German victory on that front, would probably
have been unrealizable for lack of investment capital. It was also unrealistic,
because in all of those plans, the reaction of the Russian and Ukrainian people
was never once taken into account.)))
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German Colonization Plans in

Ukraine during

World Wars I and II)

Ihor Kamenetsky)

Ge rman lnte rvention in Ukraine and the Idea l?f a

Separate State for German Colonists
According

to Germany's Ministry of Foreign Affairs, in 1918, when the Brest-
Litovsk Treaty was signed, over 2 million Germans lived in the former tsarist

emp-ire, and they owned about 10 million hectares of land.' Southern Ukraine

represented the second largest concentration of German colonists in the tsarist

empire, with about 700,000 settlers, who owned approximately 4.5 million
hectares of land.

2
During negotiations in Brest-Litovsk in January and February

of 1918, neither the German government nor the German minority in Ukraine

submitted requests to the Ukrainian Central Rada government for safeguards of

the rights of the German ethnic groups. It appeared superfluous to request such

rights, for practically since the
beginning

of its existence the Rada government

had an outstanding set of legal provisions protecting
the rights of nlinorities.

However, when, about a week after Ukraine
signed

the peace treaty with the

Central Powers, it asked Germany for military assistance, German-Ukrainian
relations began to grow more cOlllplicated.

The former Secretary of the German Colonial Office, Friedrich von Linde-

quist, and the spokesman of the German colonists in Ukraine, Minister Winkler,

by the end of February and beginning of March 1918 caIne
up

with the idea to

consolidate the scattered German colc>nies of Southern Ukraine on the Crilnean

peninsula and the adjacent c.oastal areas, and to transform these areas into a

German protectorate. In principle, they received support for this project not
only

from the Pan-Germanic League but also from Emperor Wilhelm II, General

Ludendorff, and General Max Hoffmann, aU of whom had significant impact on

German
05\037tpolitik.3

One fact which contributed to this plan rnay be that the

Ukrainian Central Rada government
did not clairn the Crirnean peninsula as a

part of Ukrainian
territory \037mainly because the Ukrainian population there did not

represent a majority. The Crimea came under the German military government,

and its ambiguous status provided the German authorities with an opportunity to)))
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playoff various political clain1s. Lindequist and Winkler, who thought the

Crimea would be a good beginning for their resettlement schemes, did not

encounter any opposition from the Gennan authorities, so
they

called a meeting

of 67 delegates who c1airned to represent 200,000 Gennan colonists
living

in the

Kherson area (Southern Ukraine) and Bessarabia. On 9-10 April 1918, those

delegates passed a resolution addressed to the German emperor and the German

imperial government, asking that the Gennan colonists of their areas be granted
German citizenship and permitted to remain in the Black Sea coastal region, in

order to form German strongholds. Were this not possible, they suggested as the

a1ternative that German colonists be granted permission to return to Germany.4

Very few German colonists realized then that had the schemes sponsored by

Lindequist and Ludendorff been implemented t they were to be used as pawns.
With the outbreak of World War I and SOlne German annexations in Eastern

Europ,e, the Pan-Gennanic idea of using German peasant settlelnents to consoli-

date conquests was accepted and partially implemented. This applied, for

exarnple, to the \"Grenzstreifen\" (boundary strip), which was supposed
to separate

the Russian part of Poland (Congress Poland, earmarked
by Germany as a semi-

independent state) fron1 the Polish provinces incorporated into Germany. Some

peasant sett.leI11ents of German colonists were planned in Latvia and Estonia to

help the Gern1an gentry there assert thenlselves. As a matter of fact. General
Ludendorff considered the colonists in Ukraine as possible labour to be used in

the colonization projects, in case the resettlement scheme in Ukraine shou]d not

succeed.

The lTIOst important factor that prevented implementation of plans to build

ethnic Gerlnan c()lonies in Southern Ukraine was the opposition to it raised by
the German Foreign Office, which was faced with two concrete plans. The first

one, presented by Lindequist, designated the Crimea and the adjacent Ukrainian

province of Tavria as an area for the consolidated German colonies, not only for

Southern Ukraine but also for the ot.her areas of the former tsarist empire in

which the Germans had settled. Theoretically, these two provinces were to be

considered a part of Ukrainian
territory,

and Ukraine was to be won over to this

idea by being given jurisdiction
over Crimea, which was still under German

military rule. 5

The second plan, which ernerged on 13 June 1918, originated with
Genera] Ludendorff, chief of the general staff. He telegraphed direc'tly to the
state

secretary
of foreign affairs, Richard von Kuhlmann, and presented his plan

on behalf of the German Supreme COffilnand. He supported Lindequist's proposal
to rnake the Crimea and the province of Tavria a settlernent area for the German
colonists, but he insisted on a rTIore ambitious political status for these two areas.
He wanted thern turned into an independent state to be associated with Ukraine
on a federated basis. He thought the relationship between Ukraine and the.

proposed Gerlnan state would be similar to that between the states of Prussia and
Bavaria within the German federal system. Germany and her allies w()uld be)))
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Office also presented possible means for the protection of

German minorities in Russia by supporting we1l-organized activities of the

German colonists. The foreign governments under which the Germans lived were)))
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supposed to be legal1y obliged to provide
them with some concrete rights. Those

rights would enab1e them to
participate

in the local government of their respect-

ive provinces, enjoy their freedom in choice of schools and churches, and have

their representatives in national legislative bodies, as we]] as special commis-

sioners in the executive branch to take care of their community. In turn, the

forejgn governments would consent to accept sorTIe German government repre-

sentati yes specializing in colonial affairs.
lo

On 2 July 1918, in the presence of Wilhelm II, an official conference took

place between the German High Military Command (Oberste Heeresleitung) and

government representatives
who sided with the views of the German Foreign

Office. lt

Wherever possible, each party tried to play down existing contlict. The

chancellor, for instance\037 mentioned that recently a delegation of colonists had

paid hirn a visit, but he emphasized that his attitude toward their cause was

noncommittal. The only point on which a consensus was reached during the

conference was that of the right of the colonists to return to their homeland and

be entitled to German citizenship, on the condition, however, that they would

serve in the German armed forces. Three
days

after the conference, on 5 July

1918, Freiherr yon Gruenau notified the Foreign Office of the emperor's decision

that the creation of a German colonist state in Russia wouJd be impossible.
For the duration of the war, this announcement sho,uld have concluded the

official confrontation between the GerInan Foreign Office and the High Military

Cl)mmand on the creation of a colonist state in Crimea and in Tavria. Yet, the

idea lived on, and work toward
implementing

it by other means and channels did

not stop. On 11 July 1918, the chancellor recei ved a letter from the Association

of the Gerlnan Sett]enlent and
Migration Office insisting on the rights of the

Gertnan colonists in Ukraine: I) German colonists should be returned to the

fatherland or settled in the newly annexed territories; 2) German colonists should

be entitled to rnove from their scattered settlements to one designated area in the
Black Sea basin and to integrate their numbers; 3) the designated area Inust be

large enough to accommodate German colonists from Siberia and the Volga
]ands, in case these settlers did not wish to return to Germany.

12

The letter was

co-signed by twelve other German
organizations\037

sOlne of which were quite.

intluential, such as the Pan-Germanic League, the Association of Gerlnan Eastern

Provinces, the Main Protestant Association for German Settlers and Irnrnigrants,.
the Association for German Colonies\037 and the Caritas Ass()ciati()n for Catholic

German y .

The identiticatil)n of various Gernlan patriotic and charitable organizations
with the fate of their ethnic kinsmen in Eastern Europe nlight be considered a

sign ()f historical progress, for previ()usly these ()rganizations had been character-
ized

by particuJarisnl and fragmentation. Unf()rtunately, however, their s()lidarity
in ethnic terIns was nc)t nlatched by a compassion for those people wh() wl)uld
be negativeJy affected by such a resettleITlent. At this point, we .nay wonder what)))
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moral restraints would have arisen if the resettlement plans in Ukraine had been

authorized. In 1918, an
embryonic German-Ukrainian Society was created in

Germany which advocated a policy of fairness to the Ukrainian state and the

other nations that emerged from the ruins of the tsarist
empire\037

In referring to

that time, Dr. Paul Rohrbach, the Society's first
president, recollected: \"I wanted

to give Crimea and the Black Sea fleet to Ukraine, and I fought against Wink-

ler's and Lindequist's idea of establishing an ethnic German colony in Cherson

and Tauria.\"J3

Even though Dr. Rohrbach was not al ways a spokesman for democratic

principles, he represented a school of thought in German politics that thought a

free Eastern Europe was a prerequisite for Germany's security
and well-being.

This political orientation, however, was not very popular in Germany, and neither

the end of World War I nor the peace treaty
of Versail1es contributed to its

growth during the Weimar republic. Even though ethnic Gennan
solidarity

increased after the defeat, such a development did not coincide with the enhance-
ment of more liberal international relat.ions. The average German citizen at that

time felt much more inclined to follow the ethnocentric and expansionist ideas
of Paul de

Lagarde
than those of moral universalism advocated by Woodrow

Wilson.)

Revival of F olkish Ideas and Their Impact on
Nazi Colonization Plans in Ukraine

In the nineteenth century folkish (volkisch) ideology emerged as an attempt to

neutralize the ill effects of Inodernization on the harnl0ny and unity of the

German people. The proponents
of folkish ideas beJieved that a national discord

had arisen because of class contlicts in an industrial society, political ri valry

among the parties, and unemployment due to a dependence on world markets.

They thought that such ills might be avoided
by

a properly balanced relationship

among the individual, the community (Gemeinschajt), and the land. For them, a

healthy society existed primarily in the ideal peasant community, in which each

citizen was entitled to land and communion with the soiL
14

Such folkish con-

cepts brought up the question of availability of land for such a nation, which was

dramatized in a pseudo-scientific manner
by

Friedrich Ratzel, professor of

po)itical geography (1844-1904). In such works as Political Geography (1897)

and Anthropogeography (1901), as well as in his essay on \"Living Space\"

(Leben.sraum, 1901), he asserted his influence as the founder of the geopolitical

school. Within the context of his writings, he tried to demonstrate that the

struggle for territorial expansion among the nations followed natural law, and

t.herefore a nation's territorial gain was a sign of racial
purity, vigour, and health.

He also referred to a mystical, infusing spirit of the land that supposedly invigor-

ated those peopJes who inhabited it f()r a longer period of history.15)))
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The folkish ideas which emerged from Professor Ratzel's geopolitical

concepts were revived in the early 1920s by Dr. Karl Haushofer, a professor at

the University of Munich who became the founder of the Institute of Geopolitics

in 1924. He popularized his concepts in the Journal of Geopolitics by associating

them more closely with the existential
problems

of common man. Haushofer also

directed the German geopolitical expansion eastward. Lebensraum would affect

the Eastern European nations located between Germany and the Soviet Union,
so he

thought
the objectives of German Lebensraum should be achieved in co-

operation with the USSR. Neither legal nor moral reasons were the basis of such

consideration, but rather a certain measure of caut.ion, for he felt that it would

be extremely risky
to become involved in an attack on states occupying \"large

spaces.,,16The call for additional land was most effectively dramatized by Hans

Grimm, who
presented

the acquisition of land as Germany's \"fate\": \"When a

country is overcrowded 1 then the hour will come-and nothing can be done to

avert it by Ineans of our spiritual attitude-that, motivated by hunger, people will

have to sweep across the frontiers or slaughter each other inside [their own],

because they are humans. And both [of these options] mean war!\"17

The various groups in the Weimar
republic

that were permeated by folkish

thought differed from each other in many essential points, and were too removed

from the nlainstream of German national poJitics
to succeed by themselves in

implementing their programmes fully. Indirectly, however, they paved the way

for acceptance of National Socialist ideas with their
proliferation

of the Blut und

Boden. (blood and soil) concept. The National Socialist movement
promoted

the

folkish idea almost from the very beginning of its existence. However, the

question
of Lebensraum, and by what means and at whose expense it should be

secured, was not decided immediately. Yet Hitler, prior to the outbreak of World

War I, was influenced by the ideology of Pan-Germanism.18

It was significant

that he was associated with Rudolf Hess, who later became the second man in

the Nazi party's hierarchy. When Hitler was confined to the Landsberg prison,

where he worked on Mein Kampf, it was Hess, a rnost dedicated student of

geopolitics, who introduced him to Haushofer's writings and then to Haushofer

himself. 19

Haushofer's ideas were dominant when Hitler decided in the twenties
that the Lebensraum ought to be sought in Eastern Europe, but the question
relnained: how an encounter with Russia could be successful. Haushofer's

warning against an attack on
uwide-open spaces\037\"

and his advice to seek an

accommodation with the Soviet Union that might work out to mutual advantage,
coincided with the German popular mood that did not favour involvement in a

war within the near future. Yet, in view of his expansionist policy and ideology,
Hitler did not t.hink it feasible to reach a compromise solution with the Soviet
Union.

A new tactical
approach suggested by AJfred Rosenberg was useful in

dealing \\-\\lith this dilenlma. Rosenberg observed that neither the Soviet Union nl)r)))
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the tsarist empire was a monolithic state, but rather a conglomerate of many
small and large nations. They were held

together by force, but ready to separate
from Russia at any opportunity. On the basis of this analysis, he made the

recommendation that Germany shou1d appeal to the non-Russian nationalities'
quest

for freedom, arguing that such an appeal would reduce the force of Soviet

resistance, and perhaps would also gain a measure of international
support.

The

top Nazi leaders looked with favour upon such a device of divide and conquer

as an attachment to the Drang nach Osten policy, and there is evidence that

many of them referred positively to such tactics while they pursued thejr objec-

tives in the east.
20

Some works on this topic have created the mistaken impression that

Rosenberg acted in opposition to Hitler and Himmler as he shaped his Ostpolitik
objectives.

2J

This applies specifically to the notion that Rosenberg ac.ted on the
basis of the

principle
of national self-determination and p-ermanency by offering

statehood to Ukraine, while Hitler and .Himmler relied main1y on crude propa-

ganda and force. In
reality, however, there was not a substantial difference in

their attitudes and actions regarding German Lebensraum and the German

settlements in the east. Rosenberg's policy
was quite opportunistic, insofar as he

visualized the \"New Order\" in Eastern Europe. In his book, Der
ZukUflfts\037veg

der

deutschen Aussenpolitik (The Future Path of German Foreign Policy, 1927), for

example, Rosenberg referred to the desirability of creating a Ukrainian state in

association with Germany, in order to protect the planned German Lebensraum
settlements in Poland and the Baltic states. In 1933, the year Hitler came to

power
and Rosenberg was appointed director of the newly created Foreign Policy

Office of the Nazi party, Rosenberg reversed himself by suggesting to Hitler a

partnership with Poland in a joint venture against the USSR. This partnership
was to be made attractive to Poland by conceding to_ her expansion at the

expense of Lithuania and Soviet Ukraine. According to Rosenberg's memo, such

concessions should be made as long as Germany did not possess the Ineans or

power to revise the eastern borders of the Reich on her own terms.
22

In April 1941, Hitler authorized Rosenberg to prepare administrative and

political guidelines for the Soviet territories that were supposed to be conquered
in the pending \"Operation

Barbarossa.\" In his plans, which he worked out prior
to the assault on the, Sov.iet Union that began on 22 June ]941, Rosenberg
returned to some of the concepts which he had expressed in Der Zukunftsweg der

deutschen Aussenpolitik. The Ukrainian national state was to be created as a

buffer state to
protect

Gennan sett)ements in Poland and the Baltic states against

possible Russian expansionism from the east. That buffer was to be
supple\037

mented by a federated state of Caucasus and state of Turkestan, both of which

were supposed to be created by Germany.23 Rosenberg left open the question
of the political

nature of such states, the source of popular support, and the very

principles on which
they

were to be built. He did not attelnpt to prepare modes)))
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of political co-operation with the political centres or leaders of the nationalities

that were to be granted statehood, nor did he apply to his schemes the generally

accepted principles of national self-determination. On the contrary, he planned
that the borders of the anticipated Ukrainian state were to be extended eastward

artificially,
to include considerable portions of ethnically Russian territories. 24

Thus, this Ukrainian state would not only have been driven into conflict with the

Russian state by playing the unenviable ro1e of imperialistic nation, but it would

also be weakened internally by a hostile Russian minority_

Another example of Rosenberg's precarious statehoQ,d offer was his insist-

ence on instant German colonization and militarization of the Crimean penin-

sula.
25

Among the reasons which he gave to
justify

this policy was his exp1ana-

tion that such devices were necessary to maintain German control over Ukraine.

During the presence of German troops in Ukraine in 1918 similar proposals had

been made by General Ludendorff. These, however, had been turned down by

the imperial German government because they were inconsistent with the idea

of co-,existence with an independent Ukrainian state and with other states that

might be created in the Don Cossack and 'Caucasus areas. Rosenberg was

conscious of the fact that the Third Reich promoted a different attitude toward
the political objectives in the east. This is especially evident in a statement he
Inade about a year later:)

It must be seen that where we find the psychological factors, we should use

theln to our advantage, and in this way save our resources of power. In doing
SO\037 we can reach with slight use of power that which otherwise can be achieved

only through hundreds of police battalions.... We must form there [in the east]

a German rule which should be both stern and just.... If we follow these little

things, we shall lead these peoples before they will notice that their national

independence is not anticipated within the framework of our permanent pol-

icy.26)

During the war, Hitler and Heinrich Himmler occasionally did refer to some
schemes for the creation of non-Germanic states in the more generally designated
Lebensraum area.

27

They were less elaborate than Rosenberg's, but in a similar

way they designated these states for limited purposes and for a limited tirne4 In

essence, the ideological aspects of the colonization plans did not provide the Nazi
leaders with much leeway for deviation. Himmler was the first high Nazi official
whom Hitler entrusted with implementation of the Leben,sraum policy, soon after
Poland became a conquered country. On 7 October 1939, in addition to his

several other powerful positi()ns, Himln]er assumed the office of Reich cOlnmis-

sar for the strengthening of Germandom. As an enthusiastic former rnernber of

the Artanz,anen Society, he must have been e1ated
by

the power and resources at

his disposal to implement the idea of eastward coJonization--on a scale that the

Artarnanen could only have dreamed about.2\037)))
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The first of Himmler's specifications for the Nazis' Ostpolitik in which

Ukrainians were mentioned was his top-secret directive, \"Reflections on the

Treatment of the Peoples of Alien Races in the East,\" dated 28 November 1940.

This directive seemed to have a general validity
in the occupied countries of

Eastern
Europe\037

even though in the years 1939-41 it only applied to the western
Polish

provinces incorporated into the Reich and into the Generalgouverne-
ment?9 In pursuing the ultimate end of securing Gerlnan settlement areas in the

east, Himmler was conscious of Hitler's and Rosenberg's insistence on gaining
territories that were \"freed\" from the alien pe,oples who inhabited thern. As Reich
comn1issar for the strengthening of Gern1andom,he soon sh,owed some flexibility

about admitting some persons to the Germanic race, finding it advisable and

useful to \"'germanize\" certain segment.s of an alien nation or some selected

individua1s, whose ugood racial qualities\" and \"good character\" could be estab-
lished\037 Hirnmler referred to the advisability of screening Po]jsh and Ukrainian
school children and their parents for \"promising cases\" for possible

germanization. This approach, even
thQugh

sornewhat contradictory to Hitler\"s

and Rosenberg's writings, soon was accepted by
them.

There was also a less accommodating factor in Himm]er's racial policy. He

believed that it would be impermissible to leave individuals of a better racia)

quality to an alien nationality which was contesting the Nazis' claim for

Lebensra,um\037 Accordingly, he declared that individuals endowed with good racial

qualities who refused to be assimilated would have to be destroyed. Following
such logic, those nations that were expeHed froln the German Lebensraum

territory or were perlnitted to stay
behind temporarily were to be deprived of

their elite. Himmler wrote this about the non-German population in the General-

gouvernement:

This
population,

as a people of labourers without leaders, will be at our
disposal

and will furnish Germany annually with migrant work\037rs
and workers for

special tasks (roads, quarries, buildings)\037 they themselves will have more to eat

and more to Ii ve on than under the Polish regime, and even though they have

no culture of their own, under a strict. consiste.nt, and just leadership of the
German people, they

will be caHed upon to help work on Germany's everlasting
cultural tasks and buildings, and, as far as the amount of heavy work is con-

cerned, perhaps they will be the ones who wiH make the realization of these

tasks possible.
JO)

In Himmler's view, such a status was to be reserved for all \"undesirable\" nations

found in t.he conquered territories in Eastern Europe, and accordingly he drafted

his guidelines in a general fOnTI.

In the final anal ysis, however, the question
of the actual territorial expansion

of Lebensraum and priorities depended on Hitler\037 Beginning
with HOperat.ion

Barbar-ossa,\" the first move in this connection came from Hitler himself, on 16

July 1941. In a conference with the Nazi leaders Inost involved in the planning,

and later in the reshaping, of the conquered provinces of the USSR, he set forth)))
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some concrete and binding proposa1s. He evaluated the first few weeks of the

eastern campaign as a Blitzkrieg success, and he stated that creation of the self-

governing political units suggested by Rosenberg
would be unnecessary, and that

as soon as possible Lebensraum measures would have to be applied with various

degrees of intensity in the conquered eastern provinces.
To dramatize the policy

of rapid colonization, Hitler extended Himmler's
authority

over resett1ement and

security to the newly established administrative units in the east, and he placed

the Reichsko,mmissariat Ukraine under the administration of the energetic but

ruthless Gauleiter Erich Koch. Hitler also specified which of the conquered
territories should be colonized first\037 Among

those areas that most affected the

Ukrainian population were East Galicia and Crimea, which were expected to be

entirely settled by Germans and other nations within a span of thirty years, later

shortened to twenty years.
3 )

Himmler's \"Major Plan for the East\" (Generalplan Ost), which provided
further details on colonization

plans
in Eastel n Europe, theoretically was initiated

in November 1941. By February
1942 this plan added the former Soviet Ukraini-

an provinces of Zhytomyr, Kamianets-Podilskyi, and part of the province of

Vinnytsia to the territories that were to be entirely gennanized within twenty

years.
32

Ukraine was designated for massive German settlenlents, and was

jncluded in another one of Himmler's colonization plans that came to be known
as the Kegelbahn. (bowling a])ey) or Perlenkette (pearl-string) plan. This rneant
a colonization project that would apply along the most vital lines of cornlTIunica-

tion. During a conference that took place in Hitler's headquarters and in the

Ostministerium, that colonization device was
tinalJy accepted.

CoJonization was

to proceed along the two main communication lines traversing the eastern
Lebensraum from north to south and from west to east. So two new super
highways and railway lines were to be built, one on the Cracow-Lviv-Zhytomyr-
Kiev line and another on the Leningrad-Mahiliou-Kiev-Zhytomyr-Odessa line.

Larger Gennan settlelnents were to be created around strategicalJy imp()rtant

cities and vital knots of communication in Ukraine. 33

In the northeastern part of the Reichskommissarial Ukraine, the towns of
Zhytomyr, Vinnytsia,

and Rivne were selected as primary targets for German
settlement. About 20,000 ethnic Gerrnans were to be concentrated around an

undesignated junction point in the vicinity of Mykolaiv. The towns of Dnipro-

petrovske, Kryvyi Rih, and
Zaporizhzhia were to be surrounded by German

settlements\037Furthermore, it was agreed that in the Crimea, German settlements

along the transportation arteries of this peninsula and around the major towns
should be given first access to the rnassive settlements that were expected
later. 34

Two other instances in which colonization plans affecting the Ukrainian

populati'on were
expected to begin during the war were the Zamostia (Zamosc)

sett]ement project and the colonization of the Zbruch River frontier (between the
District of Galicia and the Reichskoltlmissariat Ukraine). Extensi()n of the

Zamostia area settlelnent was supposed to mark t.he beginning of the establish-

ment ()f a be]t of GerInan hOInesteads running along the Curzon line that would)))
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separate ethnic Polish territory from Ukrainian territory. It would also isolate the

remaining Polish population within the Generalgouvernement between two solid

German walls in the east and the west. A similar belt was planned in the eastern

part of the District of Galicia, which would
separate the predominantly Ukrainian

District of Galicia from the Reichskommissariat Ukraine. 35

Himmler succeede.d in settling 10,000 ethnic Germans around his Field

Headquarters in
Hegewald, near Zhytomyr, and in the process seven Ukrainian

villages had to be evacuated. According to Nazi authorities, German settlements

in the Crimea were the most successful ones. By September 1943, the rural

districts of Spat, Kambery, Mengelertschik, Eki-Basch, Kyabak, and Alabasch,

as well as parts of the cities of Symferopil and Yevpatoria were inhabited by

Germans who were administered by their own local government.
36

Extension

of the Zamostia settlement between the years 1942 and 1944
proved

a burden-

some project, due to the unexpected resistance of the 10cal population and

increasing intervention by the Polish and Ukrainian resistance rnovements. Even

though t.housands of Polish peasants :vere moved away to accommodate this
settlelnent (including the

population of several Ukrainian villages in the vicinity
of Hrubeshiv), the settleInent did not increase beyond 25,O()O peo'ple, thus falling
behind its original target. By the beginning of 1944, the settlement was sur-

rounded by an uneasy neighbourhood of 170,000 Poles and 26,000 Ukrainians,

and the number of their raids on German settlers was
increasing.

In a letter to

Himrnler, dated 3 May 1944, Zorner, Governor of the District of Lublin where

the Zalnostia settlement was located, requested total liquidation of this project as

a securit.y I iabili ty .37)

Conclusion

German colonization plans in Ukraine during World Wars I and II indicate two

tendencies which, to a certain degree, have characterized political thinking since

the end of the nineteenth century. One was essentially based on pluralistic values,

acc.eptance of a free-market economy, limited objectives of national interest in

terms of territorial acquisitions, and adherence to the basic rules of the Western

state, system. The other tendency, as an alternative, emerged as a growing

concept of a folkish state which increasingly identified national interests with

ethnic and racial considerations\037 While it deviated from the more universalistic,
humane aspects

of world politics, it gravitated toward Social Darwinism and the

goal of an econoInic and military self-sufficiency by means of territorial expan-
SIon.

The arrival of Gennan troops in Ukraine in 1918, following the Ukrainian

government's request for help repulsing an invasion instigated by Soviet Russia,

did put t.o the test the nature of German foreign policy in Eastern Europe. By

utiJizing
its presence in the Ukrainian Peop]e's Republic, the German government

not only had a chance to improve and accelerate delivery of urgently needed

food and raw materials, but also to open the issue of the status and
rights

of the

German minority in Ukraine. There were two main aspects to the question of)))
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rights. One of these was an affirmation of civil liberties, cultural autonomy, and

nationa1ized property rights-points on which no serious disagreements existed.
The other, which had the support of some of the German colonists, as well some
influential personages at the German High Military Command and such pressure

groups as the Pan-Germanic
League\037

was basically political. Insistence on a

consolidated, exclusively German, colonial state in Crimea and the province of

Tavria would have amounted t.o a state within Ukraine. That situation would have

left the host
country

in uncertainty about further German territorial expansion,

while exposing it to the possibility of constant pressure by the German govern-
ment. Some more moderate circles of the German government and German

pressure groups were taken aback by the growing resistance ITIOVement in

Ukraine, and especially by the ruthless
expropriation

of foo,d from the peasants,

so they stopped the project proposa1 before it reached the negotiation
state with

the Ukrainian government. After the beginning of August 1918, however, strong

pressure arose to reopen this case, and many peculiarities of this plan found their

way into the Nazis' plans in the 1920s.

This brings up the question of continuity,
as well as the consequences of

racially determined colonization with a totalitarian touch in t.he twentieth century.

When the idea of a German racial state in Ukraine first emerged in 1918, in spite

of its manipulative character\037 it still provided the German colonist, as an individ-

ual, with the choice to participate
in the project. Such an option was no longer

available to the individual within Himmler's settlement consolid,ation schemes.

Even though in theory the individua1 in the Third Reich was elevate.d in status,

in reality he was no more than a replaceable building block of Hitler's \"New
Order.\" The same

predetermined role of the individual was reserved for the

'.alien nations\" situated within the path of German Lebensraum. In the coloniz-

ation scheme of 1918, the racial colony in question was still presented as rela-

tively limited in size and politically subordinated to the host country in Eastern

Europe. As such, it had not represented a major concern or objective of the
German government. By contrast, in the Nazi schemes, the colonization plans in
Eastern Europe assumed fundamental

importance, as the conquered eastern

Lebensraum was exp,ected to become the nucleus of a
perfectly

conditioned racial

Gerlnan society, the \"New Order\" of the Third Reich. In that sense, the differ-

ence between the colonization plans of World War I and World War II was not

just a matter of population numbers ,or size of the conquered territory, it was a

difference based on substance+ Thus: \"The planned New Order is sOlnething

completely new. It will express the National Socialist
philosophy

of life. There-

fore, it will influence all aspects of life. It wi]1 bring not only excellent social

and economic results, but also cultural results and the creation of a new 'spiritual
attitude.,,3X Also: \"Our gains in the west nlay add a measure of charm to our

possessions and const.itute a contri bution to our general security, but our Eastern

conquests are infinitely more precious, for they are the foundations of ()ur very
ex istence.

,,)9)))
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In retrospect, German Ostpolitik in 1918 and World War II could be partially
described as a belated version of the Western imperialism of the previous
centuries. Paradoxically, it was an attempt to build a colonial

empire
in that part

of Europe where modern nationalism was in the process of
vigorous growth, and

where empire-builders were likely to encounter increased resistance. While
political pluralism

in imperial Germany provided checks and balances on costly
schemes in the east that were ideologically diffused, the Nazis' Ostpolitik was
much more ideologically determined, monolithic, and totalitarian in its methods

and objectives. The colonization plans and accompanying preparatory
measures

for Lebensraum were, in Hitler\037s case, not just marginal asp,ects of his pro-

gramme, but its
very essence, and because of their organic nature\037 they could not

easily be reversed. Thus, the fall of the Third Reich as a result of rnilitary defeat,

was the most reliable way to stop the fu1 I implementation of Hitler's \"Inaster

plan\" that would have imposed inhuman standards and
regimentation,

not only

on the nations of Eastern Europe but also on the Germans themselves.)
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Soviet Ukraine and Germany,

1920-39)

Bohdan Krawchenko)

Introduction
The

study
of the foreign relations of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic has

generated
little intellectual interest, and Soviet Ukrainian-German relations are

no exception. Neglected in Soviet scholarship, there is not a single Western study
which deals with the republic's relations with another state. The little research

that has been done on international questions has, by and large, focussed on

Ukraine's standing, or lack thereof, in international law. There are, of course,

compelling reasons for this state of affairs. F'oremost among these is the fact that

the conduct of external affairs of all union republics has been strictly centralized

in Moscow. This was the case even when the Ukrainian republic was formally
an independent state: \"It is obvious that all understand that the Ukrainian SSR

cannot have a
foreign policy

different from that of all other Soviet republics, in

particular the policy of Russia.\"1 With the establishment of the USSR in Decem-

ber 1922 the central government's role in this area grew.

Thus, one could argue, to focus on Ukraine's externa1 relations is to be

engaged in trivialities. It
might

be far ITIOre interesting and profitable to examine

overall Soviet policy, but a case can be made for studying the foreign relations
of the union republic.s. Each republic has a unique historical tradition, economic

geography, and cultural history, so it would seem improbable for the central

leadership not to take these into account and earmark individual republics for a

special role in certain areas of Soviet foreign policy. Azerbaidzhan's distinctive-

ness would certainly be a factor in Soviet policy vis-a.-vis Iran. Certainly
Ukraine's situation has dictated a special role for the republic in the USSR's

relatio,ns with a number of stat.es, Germany in particular4 Moreover, from an

examination of other policy areas we know that
despite centralization\037 republican

autonomism is a factor in cultural, economic, and ot.her aspects of domestic

policy. So why should it not exercise some intluence in international relations?

These are some of the concerns that will be addressed in this study of the

Ukrainian SSR's foreign relations. I have examined {)nly S()V1et sources, which

is a serious llrawback, since Gerrllan archival material would
undt)ubtedly yield

much new inforrT1Jtion on the question. Th()se resources, however, were not)))
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available to me. It should also be noted that because of the paucity of inforlna-
tion, the theme of the

impact
of Ukrainian autonomism will be weakly developed

here. Finally, the concept of \"re1ations\" will be un,derstood here to mean not only
formal state-to-state interchange, but also econolnic and cultural interaction. The

latter two are particularly important to bear in mind, given the republic's limited

mandate in the conduct of its
diplomacy.)

Soviet Ukraine and Germany before the

Treaty of Rapallo
When the Bolsheviks surveyed their predicament in Ukraine in 1920, they saw
a threatening situation. Ukraine was of decisjve importance for the economic and

military viability of Soviet Russia, but it was also the favourite target for foreign
intervention and \"counter-revolution\":)

The Ukraina [sic] with its unlimited natural riches, its remarkable geographical
position... has necessarily become an object of a strong concupiscence by all the
imperialistic

states. The day after the Brest peace had been signed the German

imperialists threw their troops not into Soviet or Central Russia\037 not in the

direction of Moscow or Petrograd, but into the Ukraina. Denikin... serving the

aggressive plans of Anglo-French imperialism.. .after having taken Kharkov and

Tsaritzin [sic] and having given the famous order to his troops to move on to
Moscow... did not take the direct way to the chief capital of Russia. He turned

in the direction of the Ukraina.... Such is the power of attraction exercised by

the Ukraina, such is the Ukrainian hypnosis taking hold of all the adversaries.
2)

With larg,e Ukrainian partisan units still operating in Ukraine toward the end of
1920,3the Bolsheviks feared, even after the cessation of Soviet-Polish hostilities,
that the government-in-exile of the Ukrainian People's Republic (UNR) wou1d

use these beachheads to invite foreign assistance in the Qverthrow of the Kharkiv

government. Since the UNR leadership was recognized as the legitimate repre-

sentative of Ukraine by most Western states, Bo1shevik alarm was not

unfounded. Thus the first concern of Soviet diplomacy was to secure interna-

tional diplomatic recognition of the government of the Ukrainian SSR and

underllline the status of UNR representatives. The second concern of the Bolshe-
viks was to initiate economic relations with the capitalist West as quickly as

possible. Domestically, the Bolshevik regime was in danger of collapsing; the

whole economic and social fabric of society was disintegrating. Trade with the

West was a precondition of economic recovery. Moreover, normalization of

commercia] relations with capitalist c.ountries was also a way of breaking out of

diplomatic isolation. In the minds of the Bolsheviks, access to Ukrainian goods
was an attractive carrot to offer Western governments. Ukraine \"played already

before the war a colossal part in
foreign trade, in the export of the chief articles

of Russian commerce.,,4)))
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In pursuit of both objectives, the Soviet regime, Lenin in particular, placed

great hope in Germany. That country's sorry predicament
after the Versailles

treaty t argued
Lenin at the Eighth Congress of Soviets in December 1920, was

pr,opelling
it toward rapprochement with Soviet Russia.

5

German interest was

focussed primarily on Ukrajne's foodstuffs, coal, and other natural resources\037

Ho,wever, unlike France and Britain, who \"had not given up hope of overthrow-

ing
Soviet rule,\" Germany posed no immediate military threat. 6

Throughout

1920 the Bolsheviks expended great effort to secure German recognition of the

government of the Ukrainian SSR. That was an acute question for the B,olshe-

viks, because the German government concluded a treaty with the Central Rada
in 1918 and continued to recognize UNR delegates in Berlin as the official

representatives of Ukraine. The Soviet position, as articulated by the Kharkiv

government through Viktor Koppa, RSFSR plenipotentiary in Berlin, was that
since

Germany
had established diplomatic relations with Ukraine during the

period of the Central Rada and Pavlo Skoropadsky' s rule, \"there can be no

discussion of the establishment of new relations between Ukraine and Germany.

Ukraine had already been recognized by Germany.\" There was, however, a new

government in Ukraine, which was of no concern to Germany since this was

purely an internal matter.? Germany, influenced
by

the Entente's hostility toward

the Bolsheviks, resisted de facto or de jure recognition of the Soviet Ukrainian

governlnent t but its resolve was put to, the test during negotiations for the return

of prisoners of war.

For the Bolsheviks, the large number of 'Gennan prisoners on Ukrainian
territory presented

an opportunity to press the Germans to enter into direct
relations with Kharkiv. The issue was raised during the Soviet Russian-German

negotiations in the spring of 1920. German representatives at that session pro-
posed a

simple agreement with Russia covering only the return of POWs on
Ukrainian soil.

They
did not accept the offer of direct contact with Soviet

Ukrainian
delegates\037

Thus the Ukrainian mission was refused permission to travel
to Germany; even the Ukrainian Red Cross was denied this privi1ege. German

prisoners were to be handed over to German authorities at the Russo-Ukrainian

border. Such a stance was unacceptable to the Soviet side. Thr()ugh Russian

representatives, the Kharkiv government insisted that the Ukrainian
department

of the Soviet legation in Berlin be allowed independent representation and that

Germany announce a formal break of diplomatic relations with the UNR. These
were the preconditions for resolution of the POW issue.\037 Although the German

government did not accede to most of these demands, by
23 Apri I 1921 it did

sign an agreement with Soviet Ukraine which extended the terms of the 19 April
1920 POW agreement with Russia to cover Ukraine as well. In addition, it

provided for the establishment of special missions in Berlin and Kharkiv to

oversee the imp]ementation of this accord. 9

De facto recognition of Kharkiv was

secure-d.

Trade relations between Gernlany and Ukraine did not develop until 1921

when, in the wake of the 16 March 192]
Anglo-Russian

trade accord, Gennany)))
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signed a trade treaty with Russia. The most significant clause of the German-
Russian agreement was not concerned with trade at all; it included a commitment

by the Gennan government to deal
exclusively with Soviet authorities and break

off all relations with any \"white\"
emigre organization. That was the official end

of the anti-Bolshevik crusade. Io

The political aspect of the agreement, however,
did not include Ukraine, even

though
the accord did have an impact on economic

relations with Ukraine. The accord enabled the Kharkiv government to send its

representatives to Berlin, mainly to secure orders from private firms. Early in

1922 the Soviet Ukrainian government signed
an agreement with the Berlin finn

of Schroeder and Vogelsatz for the import of Ukrainian leather.
r I

Trade figures

for this period were not impressi ve because both countries had been devastated.

In 1921 the USSR exported 1.3 million roubles worth of goods to Germany (in

1913 prices) and imported 42.6 million roubles from that country. The 1921-2

figures were 6.5 million (export) and 65.7 mil1ion
(import).12

A portent of

future developments was the fact
th\037t

in 1921, a famine year in Ukraine, the

republic was exhorted to mobilize agricultural exports to Gerlnany to facilitate

trade. Indeed, in 1921-2, of the 6.5 million roubles worth of goods exported by

the USSR, 77 per cent
originated

in Ukraine (mainly leather goods).!3 The real

change in both political and commercial relations between Gennany and Ukraine

came in the wake of the RapaIlo Treaty.)

The Treaty of Rapallo

In April 1922 delegations from thirty-four states descended on Genoa for what

was probably the most
important

international assembly since the Paris Peace

Conference of 1919. The Bolsheviks
prepared carefully for the meeting (which

lasted from 10 April to 19 May 1922), and adopted a most conciliatory tone.

They offered ec,onomic concessions-repayment of pre-1914 tsarist debts, Jeases

to various capitalist firms-in return for the resumption of normal economic ties

and recognition of the \"sovereignty and inviolability of the boundaries of the

Soviet republics.,,14 Although the Soviet Ukrainian government was not directly

represented in Genoa. a member of the Russian delegation obtained full powers
from the Central Executive Committee of the Kharkiv government to negotiate

on Ukraine's behalf and conclude all necessary accords. 15

The Genoa Confer-

ence did not produce the expected results; however, it did provide an opportunity

for the two pariahs of Europe-Germany and Soviet Russia-to come to an

agreement. Soviet Russian and German representatives signed a treaty on 16

April
1922 in the neighbouring town of Rapallo, which proved to be a turning

point in the foreign policies of both states, and the most conspicuous landmark
in European diplomacy between Versailles (28 June 1919) and Locarno (1
December 1925).

The Treaty of Rapallo established the status and prestige of both parties, and

staked out the claims of both to be restored to the select company of
great

powers. It provided for restoratio,n of full diplomatic relations between the

countries for the first time since 1918. Each state renounced its clairns on the)))
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other, which freed Germany from fear of Russian reparations and Soviet Russia

froln concern over German claims on
property

the Soviets had nationalized; the

two states agreed to improve their trade relations on a \"most-favoured nation\"

basis; and they concluded a secret military agreement that facilitated Germany's

rearmament.
16

Despite considerable Soviet pressure, however, Germany refused to extend
the terms of the Rapal10 Treaty to include Ukraine. This was a major blow to

Soviet efforts to gain internationa] acceptance of their control of the republic, but

the immediate results of the Rapallo Tre,aty were not entirely negative for the

Soviet Ukrainian government. A week after the treaty was signed, representatives
of the Ukrainian SSR and Germany signed a protocol which established trade
missions in each country's capital. Shortly thereafter, Kharkiv organized a thirty-
three person commercial mission in Berlin, which was by far the most important

foreign representation of the Ukrainian republic.
I?

Trade figures soon gave

evidence of its activities. From the autumn of 1922 to the end of 1923, 20

million roubles worth of Ukrainian grain reache,d the Gerrnan market. In return,
German banks extended tOO million marks worth of credit earmarked for agricul-
tural developrnent. Germany accounted for two-thirds of Ukraine's exports; and

these exports represented over two-thirds of all Soviet exports to Germany .I\037

This new commercial relationship can hardly be said to have benefitted the

Ukrainian population, for in 1923-4, as in 1921-2, famine ravaged the republic's
stepp'e regions\037

but from the point of view of the regime, there were
\"higher\"

interests at stake. Grain, Ukrainian grain in particular, was one of the few

con1ffiodities the Bolsheviks had to offer Germany. Without it, the new Soviet
Russian-German accord would have amounted to little, in economic terms at
least.

The trade agreement between Ukraine and Germany, however, did not mean
full diplomatic recognition. Even

though
on 27 May 1922 an agreement estab-

lishing diplomatic courier services between UkIaine and Gennany was signed,

the large goal remained. Negotiations between Ukraine and Germany were

lengthy-from May to November 1922. According to a Soviet Ukrainian source,
the German government \"used all sorts of cunning in its effort to delay the

signing of the protocol: it demanded special accreditation from the Ukrainian

representatives, then asked for a copy of the laws and of the constitution of the

Ukrainian SSR allegedly to confirm the republic's sovereignty.,,1lJ On 4 July
1922 the Gernlan representatives broke off negotiations over objecti()ns to a

specific Ukrainian demand for a 400 million mark reparations paYlnent for goods
and valuables seized

by Germany during its 1918 occupation of Ukraine. While
Ukrainian representatives claimed that such reparations were perfectly in order,
the Gerlnan side rnaintained that the goods and valuables were obtained through

a treaty with the then-legitilTlate government of Hetman Skoropadsky. Whi1e the

Bo,lsheviks were prepared during the Rapallo negotiations to Blake the grand
gesture of

foregoing reparations connected with World War I, they claimed that
the Ukrainian case was

special f since it involved dalnages incurred after the)))foreign governments under which the Germans lived were)))
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cessation of war. 20

Although this specific issue was not resolved, an agreement
was signed on 5 November 1922, which extended the tenns of the RapalJo

Treaty to Ukraine. The second
paragraph

of the treaty left the door open to
future negotiations between Germany and Ukraine to settle the 1918 claims. It

appears that the German side was spurred to conclude this agreement after it

became evident that France and, Britain were preparing to send trade missions to
Ukraine to establish commercia] ties.21

The 5 November 1922 accord was hailed as a great victory for Soviet

Ukrainian diplomacy and as a major blow to Ukrainian nationalists. 22

The treaty

did represent a serious defeat to the UNR government-in-exile. During the

negotiations the Kharkiv government insisted that a precondition of any agree-
ment \\vas th,e breaking of all ()fficial contact between the German governrnent
and the UNR' s ambassador in Berlin, Roman Smal-Stotsky. The Kharkiv side

even insisted on Smal-Stotsky's expulsion
from Berlin. The Ge.rman government

agreed to both conditions, and it took the rather extraordinary step of having the

po1ice escort the UNR ambassador out of Berlin.23

On the econornic front, the

German-Ukrainian Rapallo agreement ushered in a new era in trade. The conse-

quences for cultural and scholarly exchange were also far-reaching.)

Economic Ties after Rapallo

Historically, the economic relationship between Germany and the tsarist empire

had been a close one. In the five years before World War I the annual trade

turnover between the states was almost 1 bil1ion roubles. The Russian elnpire

imported 500 million roubles worth of goods frorn Germany on an annual basis

(44 per cent of its total imports), and exported 450 million roubles worth of

COITIITIodities (29 per cent of the total export figure). For Germany, the Russian
rnarket acc()unted for 10 per cent of all exports, and 14 per cent of aU German

imports originated in Russia. The Russian empire supplied Germany with almost

the totality of its imported grain, as well as with large quantities of industrial raw

materials.
24

Ukraine occupied a prorninent place in the exports of the Russian

empire. Between ] 909 and 1911 Ukraine accounted for 26
per

cent of all exports

from the Russian empire. However, only 8 per cent of all the empire's imports

found their way to Ukraine. 25

Such trade figures, as economists in Ukraine

constantly stressed, represented colonial domination. This trade imbalance was

a boon for the central Russian areas which received most of the imports paid for

by Ukrainian exports. This was an economic pattern that the Bolshevik leadership

in Moscow was prepared to maintain, and it actively pursued Ukrainian-German

trade, at times at enormous cost to the Ukrainian population.

Gerrnany was an important export rnarket for Ukrainian goods. In 1913, for

example, Ukraine exported 130 million poods of grain (1 pood= 16.38
kg)

to

Germany. (In 1913, Ukraine accounted for 60 per cent of the Russian empire's
iron ore exports.) In 19]4-18 the Kryvyi Rih basin supplied 20 Tllillion poods

of

iron ore to rnetallurgicaI enterprises in Germany.
26

In the early 1920s, apart

from agriculturaJ commodities, Ukraine's greatest export potential lay
in coal and)))
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iron ore, but the coal and iron ore industries were very seriously damaged during

the course of the 1917-20 revolution. To restore them, Gennan expertise was

needed. Not only did Germany have technical skills precisely in the main areas

of Ukraine's industry, but German finns were acquainted with many of Ukraine' s

plants, because of their heavy investment there before the revolution.
27

Consequently, economic policy vis-a-vis Germany included not only the search
for export markets, but also the import of machinery, and especially German

expertise, to assist in Ukraine's industrial reconstruction.

After the Treaty of Rapall0, Soviet-German trade registered
substantial

increases. The trade turnover in 1922-3 was 82.2 million roubles.
By 1927-8, on

the eve of industrialization, the figure was 346.7 million roubles. In most years

the USSR had a trade deficit with Germany (see Table I). From 1921-2 until

TABLE 1

SOVIET-GERMAN TRADE, 1921-8

(IN MILLION ROUBLES IN 1913 PRICES))

1921- 2 1922- 3 1923-4 1924-5 1925-6 1926-7 ] 927-8

total turnover 72.2 82.2 87.6 149.0 225.6 264.3 346.7

Soviet exports 6.5 34.0 52.1 68.5 87.5 137.6 151.8

Soviet irnports 65.7 48.2 35.5 80.5 138.1 126.7 194.9)

SOURCE: Vneshniaia torgov/ia SSSR. Statisticheskii sbornik J 9 J 8- J 966 (Moscow 1967),
table 1, 8-9.

1932, Germany occupied first place among Soviet trading partners. The
only

exception
was 1923-5, years of crisis for German industry, during which time

Britain ,emerged in first place by a small margin.
28

For Ukraine, by the second

quarter of 1922, Germany had emerged as the republic's primary trading partner.

In that quarter 60, per cent of Ukraine's
exports

went to Germany. In 19'22-3

exports amounted to 12.5 million roubles (1913 prices)
or 63 per cent of all

Ukrainian exports (37 per cent of the total Soviet export figure).29 In this period
Ukraine had a positive trade balance with Germany. The trade surplus in 1922-3

was 1.2 million roubles and rose to 3 million
by

1923-4. It appears that this

surplus persisted into the second half of the decade as weJL
30

From 1925 on,

as Ukraine's economy recovered and its markets became more diversified,

Germany still accounted for 40 per cent of the
republic's exports.)1

The structure of Ukraine's exports to Germany reveals a
predom\037nance

of

agricultural commodities (see Table 2). This was a major concern to Ukrainian

economists and political leaders who, in the relatively libera] era of Ukrainiz-
ation, attempted to correct Ukrainets underdeveloped industrial sector. This

required direct access to external markets,. which was ilnpossible since foreign
trade was rnonopolized by

the Moscow apparatus.
J2

However, the Ukrainian)))
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TABLE 2

STRUCTURE OF UKRAINIAN EXPORTS TO GERMANY, 1926-8

(IN THOUSAND US DOLLARS))

..

graIns

livestock and poultry products

lumber

industrial raw materials

furs)

1926- 7

452

3,980

428

5,400

300)

1927-8

2,180

7,05,0
201

5,300
700)

SOURCE: Komunist, 14 September 1928.

leadership did argue for an increase in Ukraine's share of industrial imports, and

especially for closer ties with Germany, in view of the republic's need for

machinery for mines and metallurgicar plants. Only 20
per

cent of all German

exports to the USSR were earmarked for Ukraine, so this process
could not

develop at the required pace and emerged, from time to time, as a subject of

some debate between Kharkiv and Moscow. 33

Ukrainian industry lacked access to credit facilities, which was the major
factor limiting

German involvement in the republic's economy.34 As things

stood, the German contribution to the rebuilding of Ukrainian industry during the

]920s was largely focussed in three major areas-Donvuhillia (Donbas coal

mines), Pivdenstal (Kryvyi Rih iron ore), and Dftiprelstan (Dnieper hydroelectric

dam). German machinery was directed toward these projects, and they also

received most of the German technical missions and specialists who worked in

the republic.
35

Thus in 1926, Donvuhillia employed 30 Gennan specialists and

Pivdenstal employed 100.
36

On more than one occasion the press offered ful-

some praise for the work of German experts. Reports from Kryvyi Rih spoke

highly of German assistance \"in the development of Kryvyi Rih' s potentiaL\"
In

March 1928, Visti noted Hthe very important role of German specialists in the

reconstruction of Donbas.,,37 The latter comment was made two months before

the \"Shatynsky affair\" or the \"Don Mines Case,\" and it made the indictments

read at the trial all the more absurd. (In May 1928 Gennan engineers were

arrested and put on trial for \"counter-revolutionary sabotage.\" They were charged
wi th \"destroying the entire coal industry [through] malicious sabotage... by

employi ng irrational methods, spending capital
in a useless Inanner.. . [and]

assisti ng interventionists.
,,)X

These were transparent 1ies, whose main purpose

was to signal an attack on \"bourgeois specialists\037\" as well as to find scapegoats

for So.viet economic
inco,mpetence.)

The \"Shatynsky\" incident only temporarily

dampened Ukrainian-German economic relations, which flourished for another

four years as industrialization was initiated. German assistance was essential, and)))
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with orders worth 147 million roubles placed with German firms in 1928, both

sides, \"Shatynsky\" notwithstanding, continued to do business.
39)

Cultural and Educational Ties during the 1920s

D'uring the 19205 Germany was the most important cultural and educational

influence from abroad. 40

This was the case in all fields-from mathematics,

astronomy, and technical sciences, to the social sciences, humanities, and the

arts. Most Ukrainian scientists studying abroad went to Germany. For example,

in 1927-8,95 per cent of the 223 Ukrainian scholars
visiting foreign countries

went to Germany. In the social sciences the percentage was even
higher..

41

Ukrainian scholars and public figures frequently demanded unrestricted access

to contact with foreign countries.
42

At stake was not only the advancement of

scholarship and culture in Ukraine, but also the need to break out of the provin-
cial mode long imposed

on Ukraine by the centre. If much was done in this

respect during the 1920s it was because of the People's Commissariat of Educa-
tion (Narkomos) , which was also the engine of ukrainization. Narkomos' efforts
in Gerrnany were particularly noteworthy.

In the spring of 1922 Narkomos established a mission in Berlin called

ZakordonnQ redaktsiina komisiia (ZRK), with Ye.I. Kasianenko at its head. Its

purpose
was to establish ties with journal editors, publishers, educators, and

scholars, as well as to supervise the purchase of ]iterature and equipment for

sChOO]S1 technical colleges, and institutes in Ukraine. The nlission's budget in

1924 was 5()(),OOO gold
roubles.

43
ZRK was Ukraine's cultural and educational

voice abroad, a voice which made its presence felt in many spheres. Thus, for

instance, when all-Soviet institutions were entering into cultural agreen1ents with

G,ermany, ZRK representatives complained that Ukraine's interests were not

being met. ZRK representatives, for examp1e, insisted that German filIns

imported to Ukraine should be \037'dubbed only into Ukrainian.,,44 ZRK also

attempted
to promote Ukrainian-Janguage books in Germany and to organize

broad educational and cultural exchanges. In 1928, when Professor Schmidt-Otl.,

head of the Association for the Study of Eastern Europe, visited Ukraine at

Narkomos' behest, plans for the promotion of Ukrainian culture in Gerlnany were

discussed with great enthusiasm. Exhibits of Ukrainian books, systematic infor-

mation in the Gennan press ab,out Ukrainian Jiterature and scholarship, acadeillic

exchanges\" German-language editions of works by Ukrainian authors, the estab-

lishment of a Ukrainian section of the Association, and the intrl1ducti()n of

Ukrainian-language courses at German universities were amo,ng the p()ints
discussed during his visit.45

ZRK also took a special interest in the German
educational systeln. Its

representatives were instructed by Kharkiv to, study that

system with a view to implementing some of the German features in Ukraine..

ZRK entered into contact with a group ()f
progressive educators led by the)))
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Communist Edwin Herle, and eventually an association was formed called

HFriends of Education in Soviet Ukraine.,,46
These cultural and educational ties, initiated by ZRK and ,other agencies

when Ukrainization was reaching its
apogee, started to decline in 1929-30, when

the republic's scholarly and cultural institutions experienced the first of rnany

purges and reorganizations. By the early 1930s, with both the USSR and Ger-

many in the grip of totalitarianism, these ties were severed completely.)

Relations during the 19305

With the creation of the USSR on 30 Decernber 1922, foreign affairs becar11e th,e

exclusive jurisdiction of the central government. Ukraine's interests were repre-
sented

by
a delegate to the collegium of the USSR People's Commissariat of

Foreign Affairs. With this arrangernent aJI treaties entered into by the USSR

automatically became
binding

on the
Vkrainian

SSR. (It was only after World

War II that Ukraine's Ministry of Foreign Affairs was revived-{}n a union-

republic basis.)
Early

in the First Five- Year Plan it became apparent to the Soviet
leadership

that Western assistance on a large scale was essential for industrialization. In

December 1928 a new German-Soviet protocol to facilitate trade was signed)
which Konzunist said would also bring much benefit to Ukraine's efforts to

expand its heavy industry.47 Data indicate that Soviet trade with Germany grew
by leaps and bounds (see Table 3). For Germany, in the throes of

depression,

Soviet orders became the Inainstay of many firms. T'hus, in 1931 the USSR was

the world's largest importer of German machinery. In certain critical areas, such

as steam and gas turbines, allTIost all Soviet imports originated in Gennany.4K

This capital equipment was paid for, in part, by the export of grain. In 1930, for

example, grain accounted for more than 25 per cent of Soviet import earnings.

Germany, the USSR's
third-largest

consurner of grain, received 800,OO() tonnes

in 1930 and 180,'000 tonnes in 1933 (1932 figures are not available).49 We have

no data for Ukraine's
foreign

trade during the 1930s, but judging by the sharp
increase in the number of foreign specialists working in Ukraine\037fronl 830 in

1931 t.o 2,035 in 1932, the vast majority of whom were Germans 5

0-Ukraine's

heavy industry must have received substantial quantities of German equiplnent.
This was paid for with Ukrainian grain. The ruthless requisition of that grain in

1932-3 resulted in the famine which claimed mi]]ions of lives. Although facts

and figures have not been published, I.M. Kulinyc.h's summary of Ukrainian

trade with Gerrnany in 1931-3 is revealing: \"Ukrainian-Gerlnan trade relations

in this period became more active and broader. Ukrainian ir()n and manganese

ore, grain prc)ducts, livestock... were shipped to Gerrnany in return for a wide

assortment l)f equipment for new construction
projects

of the five-year plan\037

machinery, tools, chernical goods, and so forth.H)1)))
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TABLE 3

SOVIET GERMAN TRADE, 19'29'.40

(IN MILLION RO'UBLES, 1913 PRICES))

Total Turnover Soviet Exports Soviet
Imports

--- -

1929 321.3 168.7 152.6

1930 358.0 161.3 196.7

1931 423.4 101.4 332.0
1932 335.8 78.8 257.0

1933 183.3 67.2 116.1

1934 99.8 77.2 22.6
1935 68.8 51.8 17.0
1936 76.1 20.9 55.2

1937 52.2 18.2 34.0

1938 26.0 14.6 11.4
1939 20.0 10.5 9.5
1940 196.8 125.1 71.2)

Source: Vneshniaia torgovlia SSSR. Statisticheskii sborllik 1918-1966

(Moscow 1967), table 1, 9.

Cultural and educational ties were reduced to a minimum, as a result of the

tightening grip
of Stalinism in the USSR and the Nazitication of institutions in

Germany.
After 1929, ties were largely limited to the Communist Party of

Germany. The organization of the first \"international socialist competit.ion,H

which involved Odessa sailors and the Ruhr Young C()mmunist League, was

symptomatic of the new type of relationship which replaced those which devel-

oped
earlier in the decade.

52
When Hitler rose to power and the German Com-

munist
party

was persecuted, attention to Ukraine was focussed on the defence
of German

political prisoners. This campaign-organized largely by MOOR

(Mizhnarodna orhanizatsiia dopomohy robitn}\037kam)-has
been studied in great

detail by Soviet Ukrainian historians. 53

Typical
of these efforts was the 5,000

rouble donation made in 1934
by Nykopil

miners to the fall1ilies of political

prisoners in Germany, and the sponsorship (sheftsvo)
of twenty-six German

prisons by the \"toilers of Ukraine.,,54

While the official press expressed solidarity with the victims of Nazi terror,
Ukraine's prisons were

overflowing
with individuals arrested on absurd charges

of plotting with Germany to overthro,w Soviet power\037 The first fully developed

script was acted out at the show trial of the Union for the Liberation of Ukraine

(Spilka v}tzvolennia Ukrain)\" SVU), an organization which existed ()nly in the

minds ()f the NKVD. During the trial, staid profess()rs and cultural and religious
figures

were accused of plotting with Germany and Poland to bring ab()ut a

military intervention. These
cu1prits

were said tC) be prepared t() grant t(J Poland)))
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Right-Bank Ukraine, whereas Gennany was to,
get the Left Bank: \"The program

and tactics of the Ukrainian counter-revolution were
agreed upon and directed

simultaneously by Marshal Pilsudski and General Groener... .Both these
powers

act hostilely to one another in their foreign policy,\" but were described as

prepared
for close friendship when it came to dividing Ukrainian spoils. Academ-

ician S. Yefremov and others were accused of organizing an Uarmed

rising. . . which would serve as a pretext for the intervention by the neighbouring
states.. . . The years of 1930 and I 931 were the dates the counter-revolutionaries

had in mind.\"oSs In subsequent p'urges, the same script was read in various

permutations. Thus Ukrainian Communists such as Solodub, Shumsky, Maksy-

movych t and Bilenky were charged with forming a \"Ukrainian Military Organiz-
ation\" which had infiltrated the management of collective farms and, financed

by

\"Polish landlords and German fascists,\" was plotting the separation of Ukraine
from the USSR. Similarly, members of the \"Trotskyist Nationalist Terrorist

Bloc\" (such as
Kotsiubynsky, Holubenko, Loginov, and Nyrchuk) were \"planning

to assist the bands of German and Polish fascist interventionists to occupy

Ukrai ne. ,,56

During
the 192'Os, the main threat to the unity of the USSR was

perceived

as coming from France, Britain, and their marionette, Poland. In the first half of

the 1930s, Germany shared Poland's burden as the battering ram of imperialisln,
French

imperialism
in particular. This view of the international situation, which

prevailed during the Comintern' s \"third period,'\" had France \"demanding the

complete economic and political subjection
of 'Germany... .By this me.ans the

leading financial circles in France wish to create the possibility of bringing

Germany into the anti-Soviet bloc.\" Hitler was accused of lack of patriotism,

since he was \"ready to sell the last remains of nationa1
independence\"

to the

French imperialists. Assisting France in preparations for \"the great war against

the Soviet Union\" was the United States. Germany was an
unwilling victim, and

Ukraine was to be among the main prizes of this conflict.
57

When Hitler came

to power and \"third period Stalinism u

was replaced with \"popular frontism,''' this

analysis changed abrupt1y. Gone were references to France, Britain, and the

United States as plotters of a new war. The Nazis were identified as the latest

manifestation of German imperia1ism, whose age-old dream was the conquest of

Ukraine: \"German imperialism has advanced a program to tear Ukraine away
from the USSR... .It needs Ukrainian grain, D,onbas coal, and Kryvyi Rih iron

ore.\"\037H In 1936 the press carried a series of articles and reprints of documents

chronicling
the \"plunderous character of Germany's march into Ukraine\" in

1918. 59

The role of the \"nationalist-fascist OUN\" (Organization of Ukrai nian

Nationalists), financed by
the Germans, was commented on at considerable

length. With the signing of the Nazi-Soviet Non-Aggression Treaty in September

1939, all negative references to the Nazis, including
their plans for Ukraine,

vanished from the Soviet Ukrainian
press.)))
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Conclusion

When the Bolsheviks occupied Ukraine they inherited that country's international

predicament. Their immediate concern was to secure international recognition of

their seizure of Ukraine, and Gennany, reluctantly at first, was prepared to grant
it. As economic life recovered in both Ukraine and Germany, the complementary
nature of the two economies resulted in important trade relations. Because the

monopoly of foreign
trade rested in Moscow's hands, trade relations between

Ukraine and Germany did not always benefit Ukraine's population. Cultural and

scholarly ties during the 1920s flourished in a period when Ukrainian national

aspirations were tolerated and these
aspiratio,ns

also found institutional expression

in the form of Narkomo's. With Stalin's and Hitler's consolidation of power,

these ties, which had offered such promise, were severed. Ukraine once again

b'ecame an unwitting object of Great Power intrigue.
r could not here develop rnany aspects of Soviet Ukrainian-German relations,

for there is
simply

not enough infonnation in Soviet sources. Presumably Ger-

man archival rnaterials could fill in sorTIe of the gaps. However, I have attelnpted
to

present
a broad and general overview of relations between two countries. The

cultural dimension of those relations is an aspect which deserves to be explored
in sOlne detai1. During the 1920s Germany, and in particular Berlin, served as an

inspiration for iconoclasts and a constant international point of reference. For

broad intellectual circles in Ukraine, the West was Germany. So, an exaIl1ination

of the cultural and intellectual history of the Soviet Ukrainian-Gennan interface

is perhaps the more
appropriate approach

to take in examining this issue, since

Ukraine was a country with such a small voice in the conduct of its external
affairs.)
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The New Agrarian Order

in Ukraine, 1941-2:

Sources and Considerations)

Ralf Bartoleit)

For a narrative to be \\-'lell founded, it isn't enough for that which it narrates to

have actually happened.
I)

The Present State of Knowledge and

Areas for Research

The literature on the history of the Third Reich has reached such proportions in

recent decades that it is no longer possible to have a complete overview of it.
2

For reasons of both form and substance, 'one can make a
very rough historical

distinction between the pre-war and the war period.
3

This distinction is not

entirely correct, however, either in terms of the events themselves or in terms of

the results of research, because there are many problems that are not easily
divided at 1939. In spite of the steadily growing number of studies dealing with

the history of the Third Reich, the history of German
agrarian p()licy

in occupied

Ukraine is still replete with unanswered questions. Thus, notwithstanding all the
calls for a qualitative improvement in our knowledge of this era, it is clear that
there are still some essential quantitative gaps that have to be tilled.

It is incomprehensible, and in fact ought to be seen as a serious deficiency
in historical research, that neither German agrarian policy in general nor Gerlnan

agrarian policy in Ukraine has been studied in a manner appropriate to its

in1p()rtance.This is all the more surprising in that German agrarian policy and
the well-known

rnyth
of the \"Ukrainian bread basket\" really should be central to

any account of that period. Ukraine was important to the ideological, political,
and war-economy conceptions of the Third Reich. Ukraine was central; it was
the \"promised land\" ()f all National Socialist expansionist goals in the Soviet

Union\037 and it was Hitler's view that Ukraine was \"perhaps the decisive issue ()f

Gernlan foreign policy,\"'4

An exarnination of German agrarian policy in Ukraine, theref()re, coul(1 als,o

make a rnore extensive contribution, within the framework of a general hist()ry

(]f the Third Reich, t() \"a generally acceptable explanation of the causes ()f the

Russian carnpaign\",5 which has been lacking for quite sorne time. Gern1an
policy)))
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before 22 June 1941 and the events after the beginning of operation HBarbaros-
sa,\" especially in Ukraine, suggest some conclusions about the intended goals.
What is

necessary, therefore, is to compare the goals of National Socialist
ideology with National Socialist economic policy in Ukraine, in both theory and
practice, in order to arrive at an assessment of the fundarnenta] significance of
the ideological and economic factors\037

Within the context of German agrarian policy in Ukraine, the most
ilnportant

measure undertaken in the first year of the war (1941-2) was the introduction of

the New Agrarian Order (Neue Agrarordnung) in February 1942. The goal of
this New Agrarian Order was to secure agricultural deliveries for the Third Reich
and to win the Ukrainian peasantry's support

for German policy. The latter was
to be achieved by rneans of dissolution of the kolhosp and radhosp (kolkhoz and

sovkhoz). It was the announcement of the dissolution which was emphasized, and

it is still a matter for research to determine the extent to which the New Agrarian
Order actually involved any real dissoJution of the Soviet systerTI of Jarge-scale

agriculture. What is necessary is a new interpretation of the development of the

policy-making process which
preceded implernentation of the New Agrarian

Order in Ukraine, a new interpretation which goes beyond
the framework of the

events themse1ves.

Against the background of such considerations, the
goals of previous

research have been inadequate4 Neither the works of
\"bourgeois\"

historians of the

West nor Marxists of the East really give due consideration to the importance of

Ukraine for the elite of the Third Reich. In the most comprehensive history of

World War II published in West Germany by
the Bureau for Research in Mili-

tary History, the significance of agrarian policy in
occupied Ukraine and, in

particular, the kolhosp question (which stood at the centre of all discussions

about fo,od deliveries), is at least recognized. However, the circumstances which
led to the introduction of the New Agrarian Order were treated in a peripheral

rnanner.
6

No more recent Western publication goes into
any greater detail on the

question of the New Agrarian Order. Even when writers devote themselves to

some particular aspect of German occupation policy in Ukraine or German

agrarian policy, they are mainly interested in other specialized questions.? This
disheartening

state of affairs is made even worse by the fact that no historian in

either the exile Ukrainian or the exile Polish communities has made any signifi-

cant c,ontribution to the study of German agrarian po,licy in Ukraine during

World War II.

The only work which gives comprehensive information on 'German agrarian

policy in Ukraine was produced ITIOre than thirty years ago, by Alexander DaJlin.

However, even in this study on]y a few sections deal with agrarian policy+ It is

al1 the more amazing that DaHin's fundamental conclusio'ns are in keeping with

the conc1usions of modern research based on the archival material available now

in Germany. His understanding of the issue of agrarian policy, however, is in

need of improvement. His account of \"'what actuaJIy happened\" has to be put into

the framework of current historical/theoretical assunlptions
and research into the)))
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history of the Third Reich. Within such a framework Dallin's work is valuable,

but it can only serve as a point of
departure

for a fe-evaluation.
H

Fi ve years

before Dallin's book was published, a work
by

Karl Brandt appeared, which

today can be treated partially as a source, since it was written with the assistance

of Otto Schiller, one of the officials responsible for Gennan agrarian policy in

Ukraine. The work of Reitlinger, published a little later, adds some detail to

Dallin's work but its scholarship is inferior. Other works from the same period,

produced around the Institute for Occupation Studies (lnstitut fur Besatzungs-

fragen)
in Ttibingen, are inadequate) from the point of view of their limited goals

and their source material compared to the work of Dallin or to what is possible
today.

9

Marxist historians in East Germany (GDR), in Poland, and in the Soviet
Union have failed to produce any work even comparable to the limited arTIount

achieved by the \"bourgeois'\" historians. In the GDR there was a standard general
history

of World War II, but apart from a few succinct phrases about the failure

of German agrarian policy on the kolhosp there is nothing.
lo

One would have

expected other GDR historians at least to begin to take
up

this question, but

amazingly the whole question of the New
Agrarian

Or,der is treated as if it were

of only minor significance.
ll

Specialist works dealing with the agrarian question
restrict themselves to the territory of the Reich.

12
The o,nly Polish monograph

dealing with the Ukrainian question in the Third Reich paid litt1e attention to

Germany's agrarian policy in Ukraine during World War 11.
13

The main interest

of Soviet historians was resistance to the occupation and the activities of the

partisans. Only in one older work is the question of Germany's agrarian policy
in Ukraine dealt with, but there is nothing new in it because of the limited source

material used. There are some works that deal with German occupation policy
in Russia and Ukraine, but they are unsatisfactory because of their general

approac.h.
14)

Sources

The most impOl1ant published source material for most of the
history of the

Third Reich, and therefore also for the study of German occupation policy
in

Ukraine, is from the Nuremberg trials. There are also other collections of

documents.
IS

However, I want to deal with the most important unpublished
sources, which are in the Federal Archives in Koblenz, in the Federal

ArchiveslMilitary Archives in
Freiburg, and in the Political Archives of the

Foreign Office in Bonn.

One important fact about the Federal Archives in Koblenz is that the docu-

ments of the civil administration in Ukraine (Reichskommissariat Ukraine, RKU),
are

incomplete
and those that do exist are not very usefuL 1(;

This Inaterial must

be supplemented by the documents of the Ministry for the Occupied Eastern

Territories (Reichsrninisteriumjur die besetzten Ostgebiete, RMO) and the series
Krieg\037

of the Reich Chancellery (Reichskallzlei).17 In the c()l]ection of the. RMO\037

apart
from the usual documents and accounts ()f activities in the RKU, there is)))
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a large collection of memoranda which were produced right up to the end of the
war. These memoranda

present
a differentiated picture of the goals and achieve-

ments of Germany's Ukrainian
policy in World War II. Most of them were

written after, and as a consequence of, the events of the first year of the war.
However; they do

permit
us to draw conclusions about the first twe]ve months

of German agrarian policy in Ukraine. Scattered materia] from the Finance

Ministry, the Propaganda Ministry, and the Security Headquarters
would provide

an overall picture. (The collection of the Economics Ministry is of no importance

here.) These large collections of the various ministries have been examined, but

not from the point of view of determining Gennany's agrarian policy in Ukraine

during World War II. There are other smaller, individual collections which are

of some use.
Us

The collection of the Federal Archives/Military Archives in Freiburg is
indispensable, since what must be studied is not just that area of Ukraine which
was under German civil administration (RKU), but rather German agrarian policy
in the whole of occupied Ukraine. Particular attention must be paid to the

conflict of interests between the civil and
military administrations. For German

planning and the state of knowledge about the economic situation in Ukraine

before the attack on the Soviet Union, there are important records in the secret

archives of the Bureau of Defence Economy and Armaments (Wehnvirtschafts-

und Riistungsamt, WiRiiAmt).19 'The most important collection in Freiburg is

that of the Headquarters of the Economics Department East (Wirtschaftsstab Ost,
WiStabOst), which includes the detailed war diary (Kriegstagebuch, KTB) of the

leading agricultural group
of the WiStabOst as well as the situation reports and

activities
reports

of this group.20 There is a general history of WiStabOst
by

Major
General Nagel, whose personal records are also in the Freiburg col]ec-

tion.21

This material is supplemented by the generally good records of the
Economic

Inspectorate
South (Wirtschaftsinspektion Sud).

The remaining records of the Foreign Office representative in the German

civil administration in Ukraine (RKU), von Saucken, are in the Political Archives

of the Foreign Office (Auswiirtiges Amt, AA) in Bonn, but these records, like

those of the RKU itse1f, are incomplete. Even if the records were more complete\037

there is no reason to believe that they would add anything important or informa-

tive, since the representative of the
Foreign Office, because of his position,

would not have been able to intervene in the decision-making process. Much

more informative are the records of the
Foreign

Office representatives in the

Army Supreme Command (Armee-Oberkommando, AOK). These
representatives,

like the AA representatives in the RKU, had been appointed because of the

responsibility of the Foreign Office in the occupied Eastern territories. Among
the

Foreign
Office representatives in the military command, some very quickly

recognized the importanc.e
of economic issues and sent reports to Berlin. An

important example of this is the records of the legation councillor K.G. von

Pfleid,erer. The Politica] Archives also contain the records of the Russia Commit-

tee (Russland-Gremium) and of the one-tirrle Gennan ambassador to Moscow,)))
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Count W. van der Schulenburg. Although the Russland-Gremium never had

decisive influence on German policy in the eastern territories, some of the

observations of this Committee, especially in the early years of its existence,

when it was fighting for some recognition and influence, are worth looking into,
since the Committee represented a viewpoint outside the decision-making

process.
There is therefore quite an adequate and comprehensive collectionof source

material which has yet to be properly used and evaluated on the question of

German agrarian policy in Ukraine during World War II.)

Theoretical Considerations and Initial Answers

It is not possible to analyse here satisfactorily the genesis, the implementation,

and consequences of the New
Agrarian

Order.
22

What is possible is to present
some preliminary considerations about integrating

the New Agrarian Order within

the overall framework of the history of the war against the Soviet Union. Both

ideological/programmatic and economic factors are of decisive importance to

rnaking a judgment about the reasons for this war.
23

Is it possible, in this con-

text, to
separate

the long-term goals of National Socialist ideology (Lebensraum
in the East) from the short.-term goals of the war economy (food deliveries to the

Reich) in order to arrive at some well founded assumption about the priority of
one set of

goals
over the ,other? It is of fundamental importance to the investiga-

tion of the history of the Third Reich to deal with these contrasting and conflict-

ing sets of goals as they manifest themselves in th,e question of the New Agrar-

ian Order.
24

I shall not impose any new assumptions about the priority of either
ideology

or economics. In view of the complexity of the material, this is not

really possible.
25

I shall not hesitate, however, to restate and, where necessary,
give greater emphasis to the ideological model in contrast to the economic

explanation, which is the one currently finding greater favour among historical
researc hers.

A
\"pure\"

economic explanation of German agrarian policy in Ukraine, which

ignored the more general theoretical
aspects of the problem,2C1 would be poss-

ible, but it would be unsatisfactory from the point of view of the general devel-

opment of research into the history of National Socialism in Germany. What

would be the advantage of such a Hnew\" approach when it is c]ear that a
compre\037

hensive study of German agrarian policy in Ukraine between 1941 and 1945
would have to conclude, on the basis of everything we know already, that the
whole notion of a \037'Ukrainian bread basket\" was a myth that exploded? It is clear
that grain exports from Ukraine to the Thir,d Reich were very small in relation
to Germany's need; that chaos among officials existed in Ukraine; that murder-
ous atrocities were carried out; and that the entire German agrarian policy was,
in the final

analysis t a complete disaster.
27

It would be much I1l0re fruitful to

approach the problem by looking at the relationship between the economic and

the ideological.)))
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At first sight, the New
Agrarian Order appears to be a \"subordination of the

policy of occupation to German economic needs.,,28 In other words\037 it appears

to deny the continued significance of ideological/programmatic goals in the

particular situation of the war. The New Agrarian Order was
finally

defined on

15 February 1942 and was proclaimed on 28 February 1942. Its goal was to

maintain the form of large-scale agricultural units, such as
already

existed in the

system of the kolhosp and radhosp, while at the same tirne
persuading the

Ukrainian peasantry that the Soviet coHective economy would be eliminated and

the land would be privat.ized. The koLhospy were renanled
\"community

farms
H

(Gemeinwirtschaften) and were to be considered as a \"transitional fonn.\" The
sma11

peasant plots could be enlarged by a minuscule amount. The next step,
according to the plan, would be the creation of agricultural co-operati yes (Land-
baugenossenschaften) which would give the peasants greater freedom in the

individual exploitation of the land, although common use of the land would still
be retained. During the three years of German occupation, these agricultura] co-

operatives were the maximum concession made
by the Germans and they

accounted, at the end of the occupation, for not more than 10 per cent of the

arable land. Individual peasant farms and privatization of the land were put off

to some future time in which Uthe equipment and livestock necessary for individ-

ual peasant farming
would once again be available.\"29 Privatization in this sense

did not take
place

on any significant scale.

In the existing literature on the New Agrarian Order these measures are

portrayed as a de facto retention of the c,ol1ective system.
30

One cannot d,eny

such an interpretation. In response. to the question why
this was the case, the

literature points to the importance of large-scale agriculture
to secure the best

possible harvest and deli very. Such an analysis supports
the thesis of the domi-

nance of l11ilitary/economic pragmatism which disregards ideological plans or

pushes them into the, background. Such a thesis, however, is an oversimplifica-
tion because it ignores

the ideological limits of this primarily economic complex.
A more extensive and subtle study of these limits has yet to be undertaken

by

historians. Beyond the statistical facts concerning the exploitation of Ukraine\037 it

is essential to study the influence of ideological factors on economic decisions.
The ideological framework of the German economic order in Ukraine is

Inade clear
by

Erich Koch's (Reichskom.missar for Ukraine) veto of the New

Agrarian Order in February
1942. Right from the beginning Koch emphasized

that the
'\037'question

of ownership\" was \"a decision which would have far-reaching

consequences.\")
I

It was a problem from the point of view of Germany's plans
for colonization. His attitude toward the New Agrarian 'Order makes it clear that
the collective system was to be maintained not solely for economic reasons. One
must assume, therefore\" that ideological and economic factors were at least of

equal importance. In vie.w of the military situation, which wo,uld have denlanded

clear priorities, this emphasis
on t.he ideological element cal1s for an interpreta-

tion which
integrates

the ideological factor and gives it due prominence. In

demanding that the long-term colonization
plans

be taken into account, in a
way)))
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which limited economic decision-making, should we not see evidence of the

secondary character of the economic measures relative to the ideological assump-

tions? Since the demands of the war economy made it essential to come to a

clearer decision about long-term economic development, it is possible for us to

come to some conclusions about the overall significance of the war against the

Soviet Union. In such a process of
interpretation,

the ideological component

seems to gain more and more weight as an indispensable condition.

In his own critique, Koch probably attributed too much
practical significance

to the theoretical p'lans for community farms and agricultural co-operatives, to
be followed at some future date by privatization. He feared that, \"for the sake of

momentary advantage, long-term plans would be changed and undone.,,32

However, the agrarian order worked out by Otto Schiller (former economic
attache at the German embassy in Moscow, and one of those prilnarily respon-
sible for German agrarian policy in Ukraine after 1941), foresaw no tumultuous

changes in prop'erty relations in Ukraine such as Koch feared. Koch's protests,
however, throw a different light on the essential goals of the New Agrarian
Order. His statements confirm the impression that, although other economic

measures such as privatization (which would probably have been economically
and politically more successful) were considered\037 they contradicted the ideologi-

cal impetus of the German occupiers.
33

Is it not more likely, therefore, that this

exploitative New Agrarian Order, although decked out in the form of economic

arguments, was in reality the kind of plan Koch had in mind? Koch, after all,

had argued continuously for an unconditional exploitation of Ukrainian
agricul-

ture and labour.
34

These considerations, which emphasize the significance of

1ong\037ternl programmatic goals, as opposed to short-term economic and military
successes, need to be expanded

and tested.
35

It is precisely the negative economic facts, the unexhausted possibilities
within the framework of the New Agrarian Order, that appear to confirm Hill-
gruber's thesis of a \"racist-ideologica1 war of destruction,\" a goal which took

priority over
every

econornic consideration even during the war. Nothing is

a]tered by the fact that demands for economic successes in Ukraine be,came more
radical as the war

progressed.

36

Everywhere one fin,ds the limitations within

which economic decisions were made in Ukraine. One must assume that German

decision-makers were well aware of the impossibility of large-scale grain
deliv-

eries from Ukraine. A study of the use of the occupied eastern territories state,d

in December 1941 that the goal in these territories, whatever the form of econ-

omic exploitation, consisted \"above all else\" in their \"usefulness for coloniz-

ation.. . .The remarkable agricultural richness of Ukraine is something that existed

before the World War of 1914. At one time, agricultural production
in Ukraine

was 52 per cent of all agricultural production in Russia. After 1930 it was 40 per
cent and in recent years only 20

per
cent of all grain produced CalTle from

Ukraine.,,37 In view of this assessment of conditions in Ukraine, is it not likely

that the New Agrarian Order really shou]d be seen as a front behind which the

Germans planned to carry out their long-term progratnlnatic/ideological goals?)))
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hold power in Russia.\"i5 The Rada had vainly attempted to assert its indepen-
dence vis-a.-vis its German \"allies\" and it had not shied away from conflict. The

Skoropadsky government, however, which had been
helped into power by the

Germans, was more than willing to collaborate
closely with the Central Powers.

On 28 April 1918 Skoropadsky put his
signature

to ten conditions which had

been presented to him two days earlier
by

General Groener. The docuJnent

began: \"I declare that I am willing to lead the government in accordance with the

following p,oints and I expect in return from the German government that it will

provide me with both
military

and economic support.\" Skoropadsky committed

himself, among other things, to recognition of the Brest-Litovsk Treaty, dissol-

ution of the Rada, rejection of a constituent
assembly, construction of a Ukraini-

an army under the authority of the German supreme command, dissolution of the

land committees, maintenance of the landed estates
up

to a certain legal maxi-

mum size, and payment of re.parations to the Central Powers for their military

assistance.
In

With the installation of Skoropadsky contl ict between the ci vilian leaders of
the German Reich and its military high command reached a new peak-military
leaders were now demanding the overthrow of the Bolsheviks in Russia and

German support for the Russian monarchy. Secretary
of State Richard von

Kuhlmann, however, defended a different view:)

The
greatest political success which Germany could achieve in this war is the

disintegration of the Russian empire and the destruction of the ring that

encircles Germany. The fundamental principle of German policy must be to

maintain its freedom toward the east and to hinder the re-establishment of a

strong Russia. Any German intervention, therefore, which is aimed at consoli-

dating Russia is fundamentally in error. l ?)

In a memorandum prepared on the basis of this policy, the Foreign Office

presented
its view a short time later:

In Russia we have only one interest, namely promotion of the forces of disinte-

gration, the long-term weakening
of that country. This was also Bismarck's

policy toward France in 1871 when he opposed the re-establishment of the

French monarchy. Our policy must be the establishment of good relations with

the newly formed independent states that are in the process of breaking away
from Russia. in particular, Ukraine, Finland, and the new government in the

Caucasus. It is there that we must anchor our influence and attempt to suppress

any tendency toward federation with Russia. 18)

Germany's support for Lenin in Moscow and Skoropadsky in K,jev were

only in apparent contradiction. In reality they were two sides of one coherent

p'oIicy
to weaken Russia through its division into two or more independent states

which, because of their different social system, would be hostile to each other,

thus making the re-establishment. of the Russian empire an impossibility. At a

meeting of the Crown Counci1 in Spa on 2-3 July 1918, the Foreign Office was

victorious with its argument against the military and it convinced the Kaiser that)))
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Ukraine was one of the many areas of rnissed opportunity in the policy of the

Third Reich. That was partly the result of Nazi racist conceptions of the Slavs.

Any lexicon would have made clear to the Nazi leaders how the Slavic and the

other Indo-European languages were related. Indeed, they would only have had

to read their own theoretician on the \"nordic races,\" Hans F.K. Gunther, who

indicated that the Slavs were a nordic people. It was only when they were in

Ukraine that many Gennan soldiers realized this. The Reichskommissar for

Ukraine Erich Koch, who remained in that post right to the end, was a firm

believer in the theory of inferior races ( Untermenschen). Yet Koch'.s superior,
Reichsleiter Alfred Rosenberg (the Minister of the Occupied Eastern Territories),
as well as a number of his co-workers in the ministry dealing with Ukraine, took

a different view, if
only

for purely practical reasons. A more sensible approach
was also taken

by
the Gelleralkommissar for the Crimea (the former Gauleiter

of Vienna), Alfred Eduard Frauenfeld, as well as by the Governor of Galicia, the

Austrian SS
Brigadefiihrer

Dr. Otto Gustav Wachter.

It was Hitler's view, as late as 16 July 1941, that
'\037only

Germans should

carry weapons, not Slavs, Czechs, Cossacks, or Ukrainians.\"1 However, the call
for a \"struggle against Bolshevism,\" and the belief that National Socialisnl was
a lesser evil than Communism or Stalinism, led many Slavs to apply to join the
armed forces of the German Reich, despite their experience of German occupa-
tion and German treatment of prisoners of war.

2

Am()ng those who applied were

Russians, C,ossack units, White Russians, Ukrainians, Catholic Croatians, MuslilTI

Bosnians, Slovenes, Serbs, Bulgarians, and even a small nUlllber of Poles
(after

October 1944).

What motivated sOlne Ukrainians to enter service for the Reich was a
frustrated nationalism. The Fourth Universal of the Ukrainian Rada ()f 22 January
] 918 had proclaimed Ukrainian independence from the Russian federation. In the
Brest-Litovsk

Treaty
of 9 February 1918, the Central P()wers rec()gnizcd the

Ukrainian National
Republic

as an independent state\037 this event relnained
firlnly)))
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rooted in the awareness of the Ukrainian people.
3

On 29 April 1918, with

German support, Hetman Pavlo Skoropadsky came to power. His regime was

replaced by the Directory in NovemberlDecember ] 918, and Petliura established

his dictatorship in February 1919, which lasted until 1921. During the
years

1918-23, there also existed the Western Ukrainian National Republic.
4

The end

of World War I led to the division of Ukrainian
territory among the Soviet

Union, Poland, Romania, and Czechoslovakia. In 1929 a number of Ukrainian

groups came together to found the Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists (GUN),

which was led until May 1938 by Yevhen Konovalets. 5

His successor, Andrii

Melnyk, continued the policy, initiated by Konovalets, of co-operation with the

Germans. OUN propaganda was directed first and foremost at Ukrainians living
in Poland.

German friendliness toward Ukrainian nationalism was, however, purely
tactical and dependent on its

concurre\037ce
with German foreign policy goals. On

15 March 1939, when Monsignor Avhustyn Voloshyn procJairned the ,indepen-

dence of the Carpatho-Ukrainian Republic, Berlin withheld its
support because

Hitler's alliance with Hungary was more important. The 15,000 Ukrainian
soldiers organized by

the Sich were, unable to withstand the Hungarian attack.
For the disappointed Ukrainians, however, Hitler's anti-Polish and anti-Soviet

policy seemed to offer at least sOlne long-term hope for the Ukrainian indepen-

dence struggle. For the battle in Poland, the German Abwehr organized a Ukrai-

nian legion which operated under the name of Bergbauerll-Hilfe and was suppos-

ed to revolutionize Galicia. In September 1939,600 soldiers of the Bergbauern-

Hilfe, led by Roman Sushko, entered Galicia, but, with Hit]er's
delivery

of

Galicia to the Soviet Union, they had no role to
play.()

In December 1940, due

to the Hit.ler-Stalin Pact, the Abwehr broke off its contacts with the Ukrainian

nationalists.

In February 1940 there was a split inside DUN. The more radical elements

followed Stepan Bandera, the more moderate elements remained with
Melnyk.

From then on t.here were two rival wings, OUN-B and OUN-M. OUN-B cadres

continued to operate in the Reich and in the Generalgouvernement, in
spite

of the

strain in German-Ukrainian relations. They operated officially as Werkschutz-

gruppen and units of the Reichsarbeitdienst. When Germany attacked the Soviet

Union in June 1941 there was no longer any reason for German caution about

Ukrainians. The Abwehr then created two legions, the Roland Legion (in
Saubersdorf near Vienna) and the Nachtigall Legion (in Neuhamrner, Silesia).

Ukrainians saw in those units the core of a future Ukrainian army. Most mem-

bers of both Legions were followers of OUN-B or had served in the Sich in

Carpatho-Ukraine. The Abwehr Inade significant concessions to Ukrainian

national feeling, such as permitting soldiers in the Roland Legion to wear

uniforms similar to those worn
by

the Ukrainian Army in 1918-20 and exempting

both Legions from swearing an oath of allegiance
to Hitler. (They swore rather)))
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to fight for \"the freedom of Ukraine.\")
Under the leadership of Lieutenant

Roman Shukhevych, who had as his adviser the German Oberleutnant Theodor

Oberlander, 400-500 men of the Nachtigall Battalion entered Galicia in June

1941. On 30 June the German-Ukrainian troops reached Lviv. Shortly before its

withdrawal, the Soviet NKVD had executed some 4,000 Ukrainian and Polish

political prisoners.?

Both OUN-B and OUN-M tried to win satisfaction of their political demands
from the Germans.. Bandera sent a Illemorandum to Hitler on 23 June 1941 in

which he argued for an independent Ukrainian national state. On 6 July 1941 the

Melnyk wing sent to Hitler a proposal for the formation of an independent
Ukrainian army and German-Ukrainian co-operation. Skoropadsky (who was then

living in Berlin and actually had very little influence in Ukraine) offered to raise

a Ukrainian army of two million men in return for limited autonomy for Ukraine.

All such appeals, including one from Metropolitan
Andrei Sheptytsky to Hitler

in early February 1942, went unheeded. A sovereign Ukrai ne was not part of

Hitler's plans. His goal was a colony based on the nl0del of British India. The

Ukrainian government established in Lviv on 30 June 1941 by the Bandera

supporter Yaroslav Stetsko was dissolved and Western Ukraine (Galicia) was

incorporated into the Generalgouvernement in July 1941. On 15 September 1941
the Germans arrested thousands of members of OUN-B and deported them to
concentration

camps
and prisons.

8
These shortcomings and missed opportunities

in GerInany's Ukrainian
policy

in 1941 and later during the war were com-

pounded by
the astounding fact that many Ukrainians continued to place their

hope in the Germans.
Y

In August 1941 the Roland and Nachtigall Legions were removed from the

Eastern front and moved back t,o Germany. In spite of bitter feelings over the
failure of their national aspirations, all but fourteen of the legionaries were

prepared
to sign up with the Wehrmacht for another year. (In Germany they

could at least receive modern military training.) Both Legions then constituted
a single unit and in March 1942 they were sent to Belarus to

fight partisans. The

volunteers in the Legion unit were completely disillusioned by Gerlnan
p,olicy

toward Ukraine and at the end of their period of service the entire unit refused

to sign up again. On 1 October 1942 the unit was dissolved and activists alTIong
the officer corps were

imprisoned
in Lviv. (Captain Shukhevych succeeded in

making his way through to the nationalist partisans.)

Reichskommissar Koch, who was in charge of Central and Eastern Ukraine,
quickly

succeeded in driving many Ukrainians into the enemy camp. OUN-M,
which had hoped that

evolutionary methods and major adaptations to the Ger-

rnans would bring them around to its goal of a sovereign Ukrainian state, had

assigned a large number of rnembers to w()rk as translators or in the 10cal relief

organizations. Until
February 1942 the National S()cialists put d()wn even these

rnodest beginnings of self-adrninistration.l(\037 Anti-Cornrnunist Ukrainians were)))
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not allowed to serve in their own militia but were forced to serve in the Hilfs-
polizei and in the Schuma

(Schutzmannschaft)
Battalions. Schuma Battalions 20]

(Roland/Nachtigall) and 202-6 were formed in the Generalgouvernement in the

years 1941-3; 207-12 were formed in 1944. In Eastern Ukraine the strenoth of
'='

the Ukrainian Schutzrnannschaft, consisting of seventy battalions, stood at 35,000
men. In addition, in 1942-3 there were in Reichskommissariat Ukraine 15,665
Ukrainian Schutzpolizei and 55,094 Ukrainian Gendannes.

11
Thousands deserted

to the nationalist partisans because their consciences did not allow them to burn

the villages of their own people and shoot unanned civilians. Altogether there

were about 250,000 Ukrainians who were members of the Osttruppen and the

German auxiliary units. The greater part of them were (or were supposed to be)

organized in the Ukrainian Liberation
Army (UVV, Ukraiflske v)'zvolne

viisko).12 However, there was no such Ukrainian army under its own cornmand.

There was a constant flow of men from the UVV to the anti-cornmunist parti-

sans, who were organized in the Ukrainian Insurgent Army (UP A, Ukrainska

povstanska armiia) under the leadership of Shukhevych (nom de guerre, Taras

Chuprynka). There were actually desertions in both directions. The UPA was

supported by OUN-B and fought against the Soviets, Germans, Poles, and

sometimes OUN-M. Goebbels, on 26 April 1942, drew a negative picture of
German

Ostpolitik:
\"We have been too hard on the Russians and especially the

Ukrainians. The Ukrainians and Russians can't be won over with the use of a
truncheon.,,'3 An overhaul of the occupation regime was not attempted, how-

ever, in Reichskommissariat Ukraifle, b,ut rather in Galicia, which was part of the

Genera1gouvernement. In Cracow there was a Ukrainian Hauptausschuss under

Professor V olodymyr Kubiiovych, but it had few
powers.

Wachter, the governor of the District of Galicia, showed some
understanding

for Ukrainian national ambitions. On 1 March 1943, a month after Stalingrad, he
recommended to Himmler that Germany should make use of Ukrainian hatred

for Bolshevism and build a military unit of Ukrainian volunteers. On 4 March

1943 Wachter
presented

Himmler with a draft of a proclamation, addressed to

the Ukrainian population of Galicia, which
promised improvement in German

agrarian policy in Galicia. 14

Himmler replied on 28 March 1943 that he and

Hitler agreed with the formation of a Ukrainian unit. That process was to involve
two stages. First, there would be a declaration on land policy that all peasants
who had delivered their quotas in 1941-2 and who had comp]eted their sowing

in 1943, would be made owners of their land. Second, there would be an appeal

to Ukrainian youth to form a military unit. The division would have to be

financed by the population of Galicia. Technical problems
would be dealt with

later. On 4 April 1943 Wachter discussed this issue with 55 Obergruppellfuhrer

Friedrich Wilhelm Kruger, State Secretary in the Generalgouvernernent. On 6

April 1943 he discussed it with the Head of the 55 Hauptaml and Chief of the

Fuhrungsstab Politik in the Reich Ministry for the Occupied Eastern Territories\037)))
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SS Gruppenfuhrer Gottlob Berger.
15

Kubiiovych, in a letter to Wachter on 8

April 1943, declared his willingness to establish a Ukrainian division.'l'

On 14 April 1943, the Head of the Ordnungspolizei, SS
Oberstgruppenfiihrer

Kurt Daluege, wrote to 55 Gruppenfiihrer Otto Winkelmann:

J have spoken with the ReichsfUhrer 55 about the Polizei-Schiitzen-Division.
The Reichsfiihrer SS knows nothing about this Division and is not aware of its

proper name. In this respect there is now a new Order which includes the

following:
A new front division is to be created by and for the

Waffen SS, which will

be made up of Greek Catholic Ukrainians from Galicia and which will probably

be caUed the \"'Galician Division\" since these Ukrainians are from Galicja. The

other Ukrainians in the Generalgouvernement, those from the Lublin area, are

Greek Orthodox. 'These are to be used in the formation of police regiments with

only a small German command. Under no circumstances are we to
deploy

national Ukrainian intellectual groups, i.e. Bandera. The Reichsfuhrer SS forbids
this explicitly. He remembers all too well what happened at the time of World
War I, when the Germans

attempted
to establish an independent Ukraine, and

the gratitude and recognition from leading circles in Ukraine, among them most

of Bandera's men, was expressed by shooting German officers and men. With

the help of SS
Gruppenfiihrer Berger as soon as possible data concerning the

strength of both groups of Ukrainians in the Generalgouvernement.. in other

words, the Greek Catholics {Galicia} and the Greek Orthodox (Lublin) should

be made clear. 17)

KrUger,
on 16 ApriJ 1943, sent Hirnmler a copy of the tninutes of a meeting

between Wachter and officials of the SS, the Police, and the Nazi party, held in

Lvivon 12 April 19'43.
IX

On 15 April 1943 Da1uege telephoned the orders from

the Reichsfiihrer 55:)

a) The formation of a \037\037Volunteer Division Galicia\037' is exc]usively the concern

of the
Waffen

SS. 'The cadres necessary for this are to be recruited by the
Waffen

SS. The Division is to be depJoyed at the front.

b) Ukrainians living in the Lublin District are to be used to establish police
regiments. These regiments should be divided along the lines of religious belief,
between Greek Catholic and Greek Orthodox.

It should be established to what extent such regiments can be formed. It is the

lask of the OrdnungslJolizei to recruit the cadres for such regiments.)

Berger informed Kruger that the Waffen 55 lacked the necessary training person-

nel to establish a Galician Volunteer Division. Wachter thought the. formation of

police regiments in the Lublin District (using the forces of the Ordnungspolizei

before the Ga]ician Volunteer Division cou1d be established), was not in
keeping

with the political goa] as originally planned.
In order to understand the conceptions and line of thought of the Third

Reich, and particularly Wachter, it is worth consulting the full report of a
remarkable meeting which took place on 12 April 1943 (see Appendix 1, es-)))
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pecially points 1, 7, and 10). That
meeting

took place in spite of the warning
from Himmler's secretary, SS

Obersturmbannfiihrer
Rudolf Brandt, that they

should proceed cautiously.19 Himm]er's office informed Wachter on 16
April

1943 that the plans were to be maintained, but the Reichsjuhrer had not yet

established a date. On the same day and probably acting
on Wachter's sugges-

tion, Berger informed the Reichsfiihrer SS that preparations for the formation of

the Division were already under way.20 Wachter had Inade such progress that

by 20 April the Galician populace was expecting the
appeal calling thern to

military service. To stop the recruitment drive for the Division then would only
have strengthened the partisan bands and hostile

propaganda. According to

information supplied by Wachter, at least 10,000 men would be
ready soon.

Berger feared that the Fuhrungshauptamt lacked the personnel and weapons
necessary for training.

On 18 April 1943 the first meeting of the Ukrainian
Military

Board (Weh-

rausschuss, Viiskova uprava) was held. It consisted of two Germans
(one

of

them Colonel Alfred Bisanz) and twelve Ukrainians. On 19 April Wachter
urged

Himmler to make the proclamation on 28 Apri1.
21

On 28 April 1943 Wachter

ceremoniously announced the forrnation of the new unit. He
praised

the behav-

iour of the whole population, especially the peasantry, and announced that Hitler

had approved the formation of a \"Galician\" Division. Members of this Division
and their families would have the same privileges as the Germans. Young men

whose fathers had served in the Habsburg army would be given preferential
treatment. The

proclamation
ended with an appeal to the people to fight

Bolshevism for the country, the family, and for a new Europe.
22

The recruit-

rnent drive was supported by the Ukrainian Central Committee and OUN-M,

which led a quasi-legal existence as a counterweight to OUN-B. Members of
OUN-B

rejected
the formation of German support units\037,

but, through their own

supporters in such a division, they saw a chance of
gaining access to German

military and medica] supplies.
23

The slogan '-Fight Bolshevism\" was attractive.

The Ukrainian nation 1 deserted by the rest of Europe, saw itself as having t.o

choose between the evils of StalinislTI, which was increasing in strength, and
National Socialism, which was on the defensive. Motivated by anti-Bolshevik

and anti-Russian sentiments, many decided in favour of a lilnited alliance with

the Reich. For many, of course, there were other motives, such as the uncertain

future, the fear of being deported
to Germany to work, and a spirit of adventure.

The first officer of the General Staff of the Division (from January 1944),
Major Wolf-Dietrich Heike, summarized what this meant for the Ukrainians: \"1)
Not simply a nameless

participation
in the mi1itary struggle, but a lTIodest

entrance into the political sphere, perhaps
into the European or even world

sphere of po1itics; 2) The creation of the core of an eventual Ukrainian national

army; 3) The creation of a
military

school for Ukrainian y()uth which would

teach them discipline and obedience; and 4) Official Ukrainian entrance to t.he

struggle against Bolshevism.\"24 In fact, they hoped for even rTIore: sOlne allevi-

ation of the German occupation regime; more official positions
for Ukrainians;)))
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economic and scientific advantages; freedom of the, press;
and amnesty for

Ukrainian prisoners of war and political prisoners.
Berger informed Himmler on 3 June 1943 that 80,000 had volunteered for

the \"Volunteer Legion Galicia\" of the Waffen 55,25 of whom some 50,000 had
been provisionally

admitted. Of those 50,000, 13,000 had been exam.ined and

half ,of them had been declared fit for active service. Consequently, there would
be 25,000 (minimum height 1.65 meters) who would be fit to enter the unit.

Surplus
volunteers would form Police Regiments 4,5,6,7, and 8 of the Galician

SS. (In
1944 some of them were incorporated into the Division.) It is important

to note that entry into these units-that bore those ominous lett.ers \"SS\"-was

not, for the Ukrainian volunteer, synonymous with support for National Social-
Ism.

The name of the Division was a source of much confusion. In the consulta-

tion on ] 2 April 1943, Wachter had proposed \"SS Volunteer Division Galicia\"

or \"Volunteer Division 'Galicia.\" In Daluege's telegram to Winkelmann (14 April
1943) he called it the \"Galician Division.\" In Himmler's order, transmitted by

Daluege on 15
April,

it was called \"'Volunteer Division Galicia.\" In Berger's

telegram to Himmler (16 April),
it was \"Division Galicia.

H
In his proclamation

of 28 April, \\\\rachter called it the \"SS Riflemen's Division Galicia.\" A tablet of

May 1943 bore the name \"Volunteer 55 Riflemen's Division Galicia.\"26 In

Berger's letter to Himmler (3 June 1943), there was both \"Volunteer Legion

Galicia\" and \"Legion Galicia.\" In the deployment order from the SS Headquar-

ters, on 30 July 1943, it was referred to as \"SS Volunteer Division Galicia.\"27

In Wachter's letter to Himmler on the same day, it was called the \"SS Rifle-

men's Division Galicia.,,2x The order from the 55 Fuhrungshauptamt on 22

September 1943 concerning reorganization spoke of the \"SS Volunteer Division
Galicia. ,,29

An order from the SS Fiihrungshauptamt ()n 22 October 1943 added
the number 14: \"14th Galicia Volunteer Division.\" In contemporary documents,
some

,dealing
with the visit of Himmler to the Division on 16 May 1944, the

form \"Galician SS Volunteer Infantry Division\" was used. 30

We also find \"14th

Galician SS Volunteer Infantry Division.\"3) On 12 November 1944, the Liaison

Officer of the 55 to the High Command of the Army officially
noted the change

of name to the one long desired by Wachter and the Ukrainians: \"14th Waffell

Grenadier Division of the SS (Ukrainian No.
I).\" On 15 January 1945 this was

the form apparently in use. J2

The order probably did not reach the troops,
because General Pavlo Shandruk, on 19

April 1945, was still pressing the

Divisional Commander, Fritz Freitag, to ilnplement the name
cha\037ge. The

appropriate order from the Divisional Headquarters was not issued until 27 April

1945, the day on which the Division was handed over to the Ukrainian National

Arrny.33

The deployment order from SS Headquarters, on 30
July 1943, nan1ed the

Comlnander of the Division as SS Brigadejuhrer and Generalnl({j()r of the

Waffen 55, Walter Schin1ana. (He served until 19 Novelnb,er 1943\037 his post was

taken over by SS Oberjlihrer Freitag until 27
April 1945.) In that depl()ytl1ent)))
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order the language of the unit (Kommandosprache) was
designated

as HGaliciao,\"

the language of command (Befehlssprache) as German. According to Heike, both

were German. That order also established the form of oath: \"I swear by God t.his

sacred oath that in the struggle against Bolshevism 1 will give unconditional

obedience to the Supreme Commander of the Gennan
Weh.rmacht, Adolf HitJer,

and that, as a courageous soldier, I will always be prepared to
give my life for

this oath.,,34 Bender and Taylor have a photo of Ukrainian volunteers taking the

oath to Hitler. (They swore on the German war banner and on the Ukrainian

national emblem [trident on a gold and light blue background].) The photo must

have been taken after the battle of Brody in 1944.
35

From 1 July 1943 Ukraini-
an officers and non-commissioned officers (NCOs), as well as medical personneJ\037
were recruited.

The most important posts, however, were filled
by Germans-one of the

main complaints of the Ukrainians up to 1945. The German divisional com-
mander

(an ex-police officer, as were many of the German personne1) and many
German officers and NCOs both rejected and lacked understanding of the
Ukrainian mentality and

aspirations. (Major Heike was an exception.) They a1so
did not perceive the

political consequenc.es of their lack of understanding.
Wachter and Colonel Bisanz

(of
the Ukrainian Military Board) attempte.d to be

fair. The spokesman for the Ukrainian officers of the ,Division (and Liaison

Officer to the Ukrainian Military Board and the Ukrainian Central Committee in

Cracow), was Captain (Waffen-Hauptsturmfiihrer) Dmytro Paliiv. The mass of

the Ukrainian officers had served in the Habsburg army and later in the Ukraini-

an Galician army. Some of them had served in the tsarist army and later in the

army of the Ukrainian National Republic. A few had done service in the Polish

army and a few in the Soviet army. The ofticers of the Polish and Soviet army
were young, the officers of the Habsburg army were on average too old (45-55
years). The officers and NCOs of the Division were largely German, the troops
were Ukrainian. The Ukrainians had hoped for a Ukrainian Division headed by
Ukrainian officers.

The Division had at its disposal nine Greek Catholic field chaplains, among
them Professor Vasyl Laba. 36

Metropolitan Sheptytsky, according to Heike, was

a friend and benefactor of the Division.
37

One might wonder why the leader of
the church gave his blessing to co-operation wit.h the regime, moreover under the

symbol of the 5S. Sources show that, after 1942, he no longer believed in a

German victory; that in 1943, he made contact with the Poles in an
attelnpt

to

overcome Polish-Ukrainian hostility; and that, in a pastoral letter of 21 t\037ovem-

ber 1942, he denounced the murder of the Jews. In September 1943
Sheptytsky

confided to a French expert on Eastern Europe who collaborated with the
German

foreign ministry,
Dr. Frederic, that formation of a Ukrainian army was

a necessity. If the German defeats continue, he said, and if they are follo\\ved by

a period of anarchy and chaos, then the Ukrainians would be fortunate to have

their ()wn national army to maintain order until the Soviet
troops

arrived. In spite

of his loya1 co-operation with the Reich, Sheptytsky was convinced that defeat)))
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was inevitable. He believed that the Anglo-Americans
would achieve the upper

hand in the West for a short time only, since the final victory of Bolshevism was

certain and it would undoubtedly rule the whole world. In response to Frederic's

question whether he still hoped to be rescued
by

the Germans, Sheptytsky replied

that Germany was worse than Bolshevism, because National Socialism held

greater attraction for the masses and had greater power over the youth than did

Bolshevism. In this exchange Sheptytsky once more condemned the murder of
the Jews.

3X

The more conscious among the soldiers may have felt it degrading that

Ukrainians had to call themse.lves
Waffefl

Grenadiers and not SS Grenadiers

(Waffen-HauptsturmfUhrer and not SS Hauptsturmfiihrer, and so on). According

to the rules of the Personal Staff of the Reichsfiihrer 55 (1943-4), there were

three sections of the Waffen 5S: 1) Germans (Deutsche) and Germanics (Ger-
manen) who were eligible to become members of the order and whose examin-
ation had described them as fit for active service in the 55 (their

title would be

55, followed by tactical reference and nalne, for instance, SS Tank Division

HDas Reich\;") 2) Germans and Germanics not fit for the SS order, whose

examination had described thern as tit for active service in the army (in this case

the official narne would be SS Volunteer, followed by the tactical reference and

name, for instance, 55 Volunteer
Infantry

Division \"Prince Eugen\;") 3) Non-

Gerrnans and non-Germanics, regardless of the outcome of exaolination (the

official name would be Waffen, followed by tactical reference, 58 and name, for

instance, Waffen Mountain Division SS \"Skanderbeg'\" [Albanian No. I ]).3\037 The

Ukrajnians belonged to the third category.
As non-German units, Ukrainians wore on their right collar patch not the

letters \037'SS\" but a golden heraldic lion of the Galician king, Lev Danylovych
(1264-1301) (after

an initial period in which the collar patches were black, that

is, without insignia). All ranks wore on a shield on their right or left shoulder the

insignia of Galicia (a golden lion and three crowns against a light blue back-

ground). After the name was changed in November 1944t it becarne theoretically
possible to

replace
the Galician lion on the collar patch with the Ukrainian

tride.nt of V olodymyr the Great (980-1015). During the period of transition to the

Ukrainian National Army, after 25 April 1945, a metal cockade with the Ukraini-

an trident was worn on the cap; the Galician lion on the collar
patch

was

rep1aced by the Ukrainian trident; and the shoulder shield remained unchanged.
The Ukrainian National Army also had an arm shield with the Ukrainian trident

(on yellow-blue). The Ukrainian Schuma Battalions of the Generalgouvernement
wore the trident on a yellow-blue cockade.40

In order to protect the Division from the virus of aU-Ukrainian nationalisrn,
Himmler, on 14 July 1943\037 sent an order forbidding company cornlnanders, in
the context of the \"Galician'\" Division, to speak of a Ukrainian Division (If of a

Ukrainian nation. Heike c(1nfirmed on a nutnber of ()ccasions, hl)WeVer, that,

apart frolll this questi()n, Himl11ler was a benefact{)r ()f the Divisi()n.
41

In a letter

t() Himrn]er on )() July 1943, Wachter
si:r()ngly rejected the ()rder ,{)f 14

lu]y.42)))
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It must be said, however, that it was Wachter himself who was the \"discoverer\"
of the name \"Galicia\" (see Appendix 2 for Wachter's letter in its entirety).
Hi mmler wrote Wachter on 11

August
1943 that there should be no sanctions

against the use of the word \"Ukrainian.\" He stuck to his position that the Ukrai-
nian intelligentsia in Galicia had been responsible for anti-German unrest in
Ukraine, Volhynia, and Galicia. On 4 September 1943 Wachter attempted to
rebut some of these charges by saying that the Ukrainian intelligentsia in Galicia
had behaved peacefully.43 Wachter, who did not succeed in having the order

changed, then wrote a letter to Himmler on 3 May 1944, in which he recognized
some of the mistakes of the Nazi

leadership.44

The German retreat had had a bad influence on the morale of the Ukrainians,

but the Galician Division succeeded at least in
preventing many from going over

to the nationalist cause (UP A). The hatred
they felt for Moscow, the Western

orientation, and nationalist feeling prevented a greater decline in Ukrainian

rnoraIe.

Governor General Dr. Hans Frank, at a ITIass Nazi party rally on I August
1942 in the Opera House in Lviv, had proclaimed: \"We are a Herrenvolk!\" But
on 21 June J943, while on an inspection tour, he said: \"Herren1)olk...this ex-

pression must be forbidden.\" Nonetheless, on 23 July 1943, in conversation with

members of the leadership of the Reich's youth organization, Frank said: \"The

Ukrainians should remain subjects of the Gennan Reich and not become allies.\"

But then on 14 January 1944 Frank, speaking with
Kubiiovych, referred to the

\"outstanding contributions of t.he Ukrainian population.,,45 On 6
February 1944,

Frank visited Hitler in Berlin:)

The Fuhrer then turned to the Ukrainian
problem.

Here I was able to point to

the successes of our Ukrainian policy. I told him that in Galicia we had a
Ukrainian

population
that was absolutely loyal and

sec\037re
and that, as the

results of the harvest had shown, they were zealous in carrying out their duties.

I pointed to the volunteers in the Ukrainian SS Division and mentioned that the

Ukrainians had enthusiastically supported
the Governor General's course. The

Fiihrer said that he recognized this and pointed to the example of the old

Austria, where the Ruthenians, although
a despised and not very valued ethnic

group, had been
willing

to alJow themselves to be used as an anti-Polish
element

I took the opportunity to point out that it would be necessary, after the

imminent and expected fe-conquest. of Ukraine, to incorporate into the Genera]-

gouvernement that part
of the one-time Polish Republic which was adjacent to

Galicia, in particular the district of V olhynia. My justification for this was the

fact that it was here that one found those large expanses of thinly populated rich

soi] which were
lacking

in the Generalgouvernement. The Fuhrer listened to this

with great interest and said: \"Yes, that is right, this territory should belong to
the Generalgouvernement so as to numerically increase the Ukrainian popuJa-

tion. 46)))
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At a meeting of the Governor General and leaders of departments, held in

Cracow on 16 February 1944, Wachter explained:

The population, especially the broad mass of the peasants, are so far still anti-

Bolshevik. If the Bolsheviks succeed in continuing to
spread

their propaganda

and if they manage to establish a liberation army in Ukraine, then it could not

be ruled out that they would
gain

influence rapidly. The national Ukrainian

youth want to march. German
propaganda

must have a consistent line. Many

Ukrainians who are sympathetic to the Reich are saying to the German leader-

ship: \"Give us a chance\037 show that you are serious about us and give us perhaps

self-administration such as exists in Estonia.\" The situation is ripe and calling

out for political measures. The Ukrainians are vacillating and it is necessary to

make a gesture, to take the wind out of the sails of the nationalist Ukrainian

youth and involve them actively in the service of German interests.

The German political line with respect to the Ukrainians has gone wrong\037

A German radio broadcast from Konigsberg has ended its Ukrainian
program

with the call: HHail Free Ukraine.\" If this call had been made by a Ukrainian

in Lviv, he would have been arrested. This total confusion in the official line

is unacceptable.. HIf the Germans do not soon develop a consistent and positive
attitude to Ukraine then the consequences will be bad.

The only firm foundation is the 55 Riflemen's Division Galicia. A section

of active Ukrainian youth, who had wanted to march\037 has been won over to the

German side. There are still
many

Ukrainians who are convinced that they have

no future with Joseph Stalin. and these views have been encouraged by the
Germans.... In deploying the first units of this Volunteer SS Division Galicia,
the political asp,ect [should] be given the decisive weight. This military forma-
tion has more of a propaganda than a military value; it is poorly armed, has no

heavy weaponry, etc. Everything depends on how they manage in their first

deployment. The poHtical element should not be neglected.
4i)

While still being trained, in February 1944, the Galician Division had to
put

together a fighting unit to be deployed against the partisans.
4R

In a speech in

Cracow on 15 February 1944 on the issue of security, the Head of the SS and

the police in the Generalgouvernement, SS Obergruppenfuhrer 'Wilhelm
Koppe

(who was also State Secretary for the security services), spoke out against use
of the Galician Division Hin this area\": \"Up to now the ,experience with the
regiments of this Division has not been goOd.,,49 Koppe emphasized also that
there was a

great
risk involved in arming Ukrainian and Polish police. On 12

May 1944 Wachter told Frank and other officials of the Generalgouvernement
that the Commander of the Galician Division was perfectly satisfied with his

troops.50 Among t.he
young people, he said, for the first time there was'develop-

ing something like a European consciousness. At a government session in
Cracow on 7 July 1944, President Ohlenbusch expressed the view that the

Ukrainian population had carried out its duties and that voluntary applications for

the labour units as well as for the military were very impressive. Wachter said

that the Po1es were m'ore susceptible to B()lshevism than the Ukrainians. In

Galicia more than 120,000 men had been registered: 73,,'OO() had been assigned)))
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to trench building and a number had been used in road construction; 18,000 had
been sent to the Reich; and some 20,000 had volunteered for the Wehrmacht or
for the Waffen SS. Young Ukrainians between the

ages of fifteen and eighteen
would be used as anti-aircraft auxiliaries in the Reich.

51
The last sentence points

to an agreement reached on 25 March 1944
(between the Reich Ministry for the

Occupied Eastern Territories, the Reichsfiihrung SS/SS Hauptamt, the
Supreme

Command of the Luftwaffe, and the leaders of the youth movement) to establish

55 Auxiliaries (He?fer) (58 Luftwaffe Auxiliaries). At the beginning these were
placed at the disposal of the Luftwaffe. Later they were used by the

Waffen
SS.

Between March and 24 September 1944, 5,933 Ukrainian SS Auxiliaries were

deployed. The Galician Division received 250 Ukrainian 55 Auxiliaries who had
been given eight weeks of training. The SS Auxiliaries from Galicia and from

Reichskommissariat Ukraine wore blue and yellow armbands and as a cockade

they wore the Galician lion or the Ukrainian trident. It was not until the order

from the Reich's Interior Ministry of 7. June 1944 concerning the \"Means of
identification of Eastern workers in the labour units\" that the general badge for
Eastern workers, which

they
had thought was discriminatory, was replaced by

national badges for the individual nationalities (Ukrainian: blue and yellow with

a trident).52

At the end of June 1944 the Galician Division, with J5,299 men, was sent
to the front. Its first

great battle was its last. On 19-20' July 1944 the Division
was encircled near

Brody and was practically wiped out. They defended them-
selves courageously in a very difficult situation, when the inexperienced Division
was suddenly confronted

by experienced Soviet troops. German troops had

already withdrawn. The three
infant.ry regiments of the Division had only two

battalions eae-h. On the Soviet side there were 20 armoured di visions and 10
reserve divisions, 1 ,800 tanks, and air support. On the German side there were
15.5 di visions, 2 reserve divisions, 40-50 tanks, and almost no air support. Of the

11,000 who were encircled, about 3,000 made it through to the German lines and

1,000 fought their way through to the UPA\03753 In accordance with Himmler's

wish, the survivors and the 8,000 men of the reserve
regiments

were used to re-

establish the Division. The men of the Galician
p,olice regiments had already

joined the Division in the spring/summer of 1944.54

At the beginning of Octo-

ber 1944 the Division was ordered to move to Slovakia, where some of them

were used to put down the
uprisjng\03755

Their training continued. At the end of

December 1944 a fighting unit was
deployed against the Red Army in southe.rn

Slovakia. On 21 January 1945
they

were ordered to move to southern Styria.
Parts of the Division were used in the fight against the partisans. The feeling of

solidarity in the Division remained strong in spite of the many crises. Between
autumn 1943 and February] 945 on)y 600 men deserted, less than 3 per cent. 56

Meanwhile the Germans had been forced out of Ukraine\037 so for the first time

there was co-operation between the Weh,rm,acht and the UPA (which at its peak

had 200,000 men). Bandera was released from the concentration camp at the end

of September 1944. The lagdverband OS! (under Otto Skorzeny) made contact)))
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with the UPA, but it was too 1ate for a German-Ukrainian pincer movement

against the Red Army. The 55 Hauptamt attempted
to form th,e volunteers

fighting on the German side into national committees. As a gesture to Vlasov,

Himmler had refused to set up a Ukrainian Committee. Dr. Fritz Arlt, the head

of the section dealing with Eastern volunteers at the SS Hauptamt, eventually

succeeded in getting the Ukrainian General Shandruk to lead a Ukrainian Nation-
al 'Committee. Shandruk, who refused to be subordinate to Vlasov, was supported
by Bandera, but OUN-M did not intervene. It was much too late 'when, in March

1945, the government of the German Reich recognized the National Commit-
tee.57

On 20 March 1945 the Galician Division received an order to hand over
their weapons

and equipment to be used in the fonnation of German units. In a

situation report on the night of 23-4 March, Hitler expressed his scepticism
concerning

the Division.
5H

Contradictory orders fo]lowed one another (for

example, the Division was to become the \"10th Lufnvaffe Parachute Division,\"

and it was not required to give up its weapons).59 On 31 March 1945 the

German Army South gave the order that the Division was to be sent to the front

immediately under the 2nd Army. From the 2nd Army they were placed under
the control of the 1 st 'Cavalry Corps. From I April the Division was engaged in

fighting the Red Army
in the region Gleichenberg\037Feldbach. In the middle of

April 2,500 soldiers of the Luftwaffe, not trained for the infantry\" were incorpor-
ated into the Division. 60

In mid-April 19,45 the Division was placed under the

4th SS Tank
Corps (the 6th Anny). On 27 April 1945 Freitag handed over

command of the Division to Shandruk, who was leader of the Ukrainian National
Committee and appointed by President-in-exile Andrii Livytsky to be \"Supreme
Commander of the Arlny and Fleet of the Ukrainian Republic.,,61 Shandruk took

over the Division as the \"1st Ukrainian Division of the Ukrainian National

Army\" an,d appointed General Mykhailo Krat as Divisional Commander (until

8 May 1945).

Between 25 and 30 April Shandruk had the Division take an oath to the

Ukrainian nation. The German personnel involved also had to swear: \"I will

always and everywhere fight for my Ukrainian homeland with
weapons in hand

under the Ukrainian national flag.\" The numbers for the Division were:fi2)

Officers NCOs Troops

31/12/1943 256 449 11,929

30/06/1944 346 ],131 13,822
20/09/1944 261 673 11 \037967

01/03/1945)

Total)

12,634

15\03729'9

12,901

14,000)

A second division of the Ukrainian National Army, which was being trained at

the end of the war, suffered 60 per cent losses in battle with the Red ArJny. Of

the 250,OfJO Ukrainian volunteers, Shandruk had only 35-38,000 Inen under his)))
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command. The forces of the National
Army

were spread out allover Europe.

The 281 st Reserve Regiment was stationed in Denmark and two guard units were

stationed in Holland. 63

Between 8 and 10 May 1945 the Division surrendered to the British and the

Americans at Tamsweg and Radstadt.
64

Freitag killed himself. Shandruk was

able to convince the British that his men, as Galicians, were more Polish than

Russian, so they were
spared

forced repatriation to the Soviet Union. They had

fought for so long to be recognized by the Gennans as Ukrainians and not as

Galicians, but their lives were saved by the fact that for so long they
had been

called Galicians. As a \"Polish unit\" they were interned
by

the British in Rimini.)))
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Appendix 1)

Minutes

On Monday, 12
April 1943, a meeting took place to discuss the proposals

for the establishment of a Division drawn from the Ukrainian inhabitants of

Galicia. Those taking part were:

Governor SS
Brigadefiihrer

Dr\037 Wachter

General Lieutenant of Police Pfeffer- Wildenbruch

Office Chief Bauer

Representative of the 55 and Police, 55 Brigadefiihrer and Major General

of Police
Stroop

First Lieutenant Wenere-r

Major Degener

SS Sturmbannfuhrer Sielaff

Colonel Bisanz, Head of Department for Local Population and Welfare

Party Member Toscher, Deputy Chief of the
Propaganda

Division

Dr. Neumann, Head of the Presidial Office.

The fol1owing proposals
were put forward for the approval of the Reichs.fiihrer

SS:)

1) Division name.
Governor Wachter proposed that the Division be named \"SS Volunteer

Division Galicia\" or \"Volunteer Division Galicia.\" For politicaJ-psychological

reasons he did not want the word \"Police\" to be included in the name. The

lowest service rank should b,e \"Grenadier,\" since the Division is meant to be a

Grenadier Division.

2) Uniform.

The uniform proposed was the one worn by police divisions before the
introduction of the SS insignia (field grey with guard braids). These uniforms
would guarantee an

orderly appearance
and were readily available. The national

emblem of the police should be used. As special insignia-as in other European
volunteer corps-a shield should be worn on the right shoulder. The shi,eJd

should contain a Galician coat of arms, which is part of the Ukrainian tradition

of this country, but under no ,circumstances should it be a symbo1 of all-Ukraini-

an national aspirations.

3) Equipment
Uniform as in 2. Weapons to be in keeping with the nOflnal plan for a

Grenadier Division. The number of horses to depend ()n how many can be had
from the countryside; the same applies to wagons and harness. It is clear,

however, that the large number of rnilitary recruitment drives on both the S()viet

Russian and on the German side has taken its toll on the availability of horses.)))
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The horses are, in any case, only suitable for light haulage. The availability of
horses is estimated as 2-3,000 at most. Harnesses can be produced in this country
if the departments dealing with leather put aside a portion of deliveries from the
Wehrmacht for this

purpose\037

Because of the Ukrainians' specia1 love for music, it is important to establish

a music section.

4) Accommodation.

One must distinguish between the accommodation of the Division itself

(training camp) and the quartering of the reserves in barracks. The reserves can

be billeted in the barracks of the district towns. The Division itself should

perhaps be quartered in the Galician military training grounds. The construction
of

military training areas will have to be expanded for this purpose. the precise
extent to be estab1ished later, and new barracks will have to be erected in the

district towns.

5) Funds \037

The personal and material costs will have to be borne
by

the
Ordnungs-

polizei, but only as it pertains to the period of
mi]itary

service itself. AJI prepara-

tory measures, advertising, recruitment\037 and induction will have to be paid for by

the district.

6) Training period.
In view of the particular features of the human material involved it will be

necessary to have a longer training period than would normally be the case with
a German or Germanic formation.

7) Officer corps.

As soon as possible the majority of offic.ers and NCOs shou]d be Ukrainians.

According to a rough reckoning, the following should be available for that

purpose:

a) about 300 Ukrainian officers of the
Habsburg army;

b) about 100 Ukrainian officers from the erstwhile Polish army;
c) an indeterminable number of the Ukrainian intelligentsia who have served

in the PoJish
army

but who, for political reasons, did not reach officer
rank; they should be made officers after three months at the front and four

months officer training;

d) officers of the erstwhile Ukrainian army. Most of them will also have

served in the Habsburg army.)

The former Austrian {)fficers will, as a rule, be too old for use at the front. It is

proposed
that they should be used in the reserves; since, for political reasons, we

cannot do without the active co-operation of these elements. The ()fficer corps

of the front troops will have to come frOITI the younger generation.

With respect to rank, it is proposed that the rank of each individual shou]d

be the same as the rank previously held in whatever army. This applies also-to

the extent that appropriate papers are available-to the Ukrainian Liberation)))
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Army. If, as is to be expected, a number of those
accepted

at a certain rank

prove themselves incapable of carrying out the duties of that rank, they are to be

dismissed. Under no circumstances should anyone be reduced in rank. Six

hundred officers will be needed to begin with.

Fifty
doctors and twenty veterinary surgeons will also be needed. There wi1]

be no
upper age limit for officers.

8) Non-commissi,oned officers.
Around 2,000 NCOs will be needed. Recently trained NCOs of the old

Polish anny are available in much larger numbers than officers. There will also

be no
difficulty

in finding appropriate material among the troops. For the posi-
tion of so-called sergeants_ one should look to the older NCOs of the former

Austrian anny. They are competent in both languages and have all the necessary
experience in matters of office work.

9) Staff personnel.

Major Degener explained that the fol1owing were available as staff person-

nel: 300 NCOs from the Netherlands and 300 NCOs from Oranienburg as well

as, for the Galician Police Regiment, a Staff Battalion which was currently en

route to Lublin. A convoy of sixty-two motor vehi,cles was also available for use

in the preparation of the camp and the provision of food.

10) Troops.

The recruitment drive should be a big success. In view of the poor quality,
especially

from a racial viewpoint, of the human material here,. it wi]) be necess-

ary
to recruit e1ements from race groups three and four. 65

Minimum height will

also have to be reduced to 1.65 meters. All those born between 1908 and 1925

will be able to volunteer. For those who have
already

done Inilitary service the

perio,d will be extended to 1901. The same
age

limitations wi]] apply for NCOs.

Wages, taking family size into account, will be as for Germans. Exact figures,

where appropriate, will be given in the recruitment advertising.
11) Form of oath.

The oath will be in the form already in use for volunteer units.

12) Pastoral care.

Because of the strong religious attachment of the Galician Ukrainians,

especially to the Greek Catholic Church, special attention will be paid to the

recruitment of field chaplains.

13) Recruitment and time-scale.
Materials to be used in the recruitment drive include:

a) An appeal. This has
already

b,een presented to the Reich\037:fiihrer SS for

approval. The approval of other
agencies is, given the nature ()f the matter,

unnecessary.
b) A colour poster.
c) A leaflet with information on we1fare, wages, goals of the divisit1n.
d) The

Mihtary Board, Inernbership of which will include all officers of the
former Austrian

army or of the forrner Ukrainian arlny, as well as representatives
of the Ukrainian Central Comlnittee. The advertising activity will be in its hands.)))

rnernber of

the Artanz,anen Society, he must have been e1ated by the power and resources at

his disposal to implement the idea of eastward coJonization--on a scale that the

Artarnanen could only have dreamed about.2\037)))
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It will send representatives to the regional and land leadership bodies with whom

it will carry out the recruitment dri ve in the districts and regions.

e) Of course, all other propaganda materials availab1e wil1 be used, such as
radio and newspapers.
The recruitment drive itself, in order to facilitate the work of the Inspection
Commission of the SS and of the police, should be divided into a pre-examin-
ation and the examination proper. For purposes of the pre-examination an organ
shall be established known as the \"Recruiting Commission.\" It will be made up
of the land or regional commanders, a police officer, and a representative of the

Military Board. The decision as to whom should be granted a preliminary

acceptance shall be made
by

the police officer. The preliminary acceptance

notice will instruct the individual to
appear before an Admissions Commission

which will take the final decision. It is this Commission which will carry out the

proper examination; between these two events there should elapse a period of

from eight to ten days. The
preliminary acceptance notice will ensure that the

indi vidual is not cal led into service elsewhere.

The sequence of events is planned more or less as follows:
24 April. Ceremony in Lviv, official initiation of the action. Those present

should include the district commanders, the land commissars, representatives of

the Wehrmacht\037 the ponce and other district units, of the Military Board, of the

Ukrainian Central Committee\037 and of the Greek Cattlolic hierarchy.

28 April. At this point Colonel Bisanz should have completed the organiz-

ation of the Military Board and its subordinate organs.
29

April.
On this day every district commander should hold an assembly of

officials to initiate the recruitment drive in his district. At the same time, the

propaganda material brought
from Lviv will be distributed.

1 May. The various Recruiting Commissions can begin their activity. A

week later the Admissions Commissions can begin their work. We can initially

establish six such commissions.

15 May. On this day, according
to the information of General Lieutenant

Pfeffer-Wildenbruch, the cadres should be ready to receive their first volunteers.

To increase the forces further, consideration was given to a recruitment drive

among the now excluded construction units.

In every case the princip1e of
voluntary

service must be Inaintained.

14) The staff which deals with the general organizational questions
that arise

in the formation of this division will be placed under the control of the chief of

the police and 55 of the District of Galicia. It should be replaced later by a

Commander of Replenishlnent Units (Erganzuflgseinheiten). Special attention

should be paid to the formation of these Replenishment Units since, as experi-

ence shows, any delay in this area can often create problems.)

Dr. Wachter)))
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Appendix 2)

Subject: SS Riflemen's Division Galicia.
ReichsfUhrer!

Following my presentation in March, you, Reichsfuhrer, issued an order

establishing the Galician SS Volunteer Division.

Acting on your orders, and in accordance with your basic
guidelines,

I have

made the necessary technical and, in particular, political preparations,
and I feel,

t.herefore, that I also bear some of the responsibility for the continuation of this

work, all the more so since the formatio,n of this Division is of extraordinary

imp'ortance from the point of view of the attitude of the population and the

overall political situation in Galicia.

In view of this responsibility, and because I do not have the opportunity to

make a personal presentation, may I be perlnitted to draw to your att.ention in

writing the following co,nsiderations: in the various training camps where, at

present,
the Galician 58 Volunteers are being trained, an order has been given

that the Volunteers are to be referred to as \"Galicians\" and under no circum-
stances are they to b,e referred to with a title that includes the word \"Ukrainian.\"

I feel that I must bring the following considerations to your attention:
1 ) \"Galicia\" is a state-district and regional concept, but not an ethnic conceQ!

(Volkstumsbegr(ff).
In Galicia, in addition to a few Germans, there are millions

of Ukrainians and Poles. Ukrainians and Poles are complet.ely different, both
from the point of view of language and

ethnicity.
There are strong contrasts

between them and they have contrasting attitudes to the Reich. It cannot be our

task to blend the Poles and Ukrainians together into \"Galicians.\" Such a develol2:.
ment would not be in our interests since we want to prevent any tendencies
toward pan-SJavism . One cannot ignore the consequences of such a

development\037

both territ.orially and ethnically.

2) The fact of the existence of a Ukrainian nationality (V()lkstum) was

already recognized in the Generalgouvernement in 1939-40, in other words,
before the formation of the District of Galicia. Since that time we have \"Ukraini-

an committees,\" \"Ukrainian de1egations,\037' a \"Ukrainian police,\" \"Ukrainian

news\037ers,\" etc., a11 officially established and recognized by the Gerlnan

author\037ties. Even in the official
gazette of the Generalgouvernement an ethnic

distinction is made between the Po]es and \"Ukrainians.\"

3) I would also like to point out that all ()f the literature published in the

Reich dealing with the Eastern question, including
the book of Franz Obenneyer,

Die Ukraine, Land der schwarzen Erde, first published in 1942 and very p()pular

here, describes the Galician Ukrainian population quite clearly as \"Ukrainians.\"

4) When an appeal is directed at both the Ukrainian and Polish
populatif)n,

it is my custom, and that of Iny col1eagues, to refer to thern
collectively as

\"
inhabitants of Galicia .;; If; in an appeal, I wish to speak specifically t() the Poles)))
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or to the Ukrainians, then I must refer to the particular nationality with its own
proper name, all the more so since, as I explained in point 2, there exist here
institutions which pennit no other nomenclature.

Since the time of the fonnation of the Volunteer Division, which is open

only to the Ukrainians of Galicia and not to the Poles, I have spoken, in view of

your order, of \"Galicia\" Ukrainians. H

. . .

5) The question as to whether the \"Galician Ukrainians\" should be called

\"Ruthenians,\" as used to be the case sometimes in the old monarchy, can
only

be answered in the negative.
The name \"Ruthenian\" has not been used since 1918. \"Ruthenian

n
means

\"friend of Russia\037'66 and was used in the Polish
period

to refer to those small
number of Galician groups that were

sympathetic
to Russia. This name is

passionately rejected by the Galician Ukrainians. In this war in particular it is not

possible to fe-introduce this name.
6) To refer to the Ga]ician Ukrainians as Galizialler or Galizier alone is

incorrect and also, I am convinced, politically wrong. To refer to then1 in this
manner would clearly indicate to them our intention to denationalize them but it
would not actually achieve this goal.

Precisely in this war, when the strong revolutionary idea of Bolshevism can
only be combatted with a strong nationa1 idea, any such attempt to neutralize
them would only serve to diminish their anti-Bolshevik activity_

7) In the District of Galicia
up

to now, as distinct from many of the other
Eastern occup,jed territories, it has been possible to win over the population to

genuinely co-operate in the interests of the Reich. What was decisive in this
respect was our decent and fair treatment of the population and the consistent
maintenance of a poJitical line which

kept
the' people's trust in the German

1eadership.
This was made easier

by
the 150 years of Austrian) i.e. European, presence

in the history of this territory and by the fact that the older generation is clearly
Western-oriented. Broad layers of the Polish and, in particular, the Ukrainian

population were able to be won over to an anti-Bolshevik line. Among the
Ukrainians this was facilitated by their strong anti-Red, anti-Muscovite national

sentiment.

I, along with my col1eagues, have constantly and
careful1y attempted to

guide these national tendencies in the direction of anti-Bo1shevism, bringing

thereby increasing benefits to the Reich. By means of further gradual educational
work, the undoubtedly existing national consciousness should be developed in the
direction of a special Galician-Ukrainian

regional (lan.dsmaflnschaftliches)

consciousness, in other words, in the direciion of a new Reich consciousness.
Among

sections of the older generation such a consciousness still exists, but
among the youth, during the past twenty-five years of Polish and Bolshevik rule)
this consciousness has been ]ost.

This national consciousness cannot n{)w, in Iny view, be simply turned off

by
means of orders from above. I am worried, rather, that measures such as these)))
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will only antagonize the good-willed and positive people and achieve the oppo-

site of what we want.
From the point of view of nationality (volkstumsmassig), the volunteers are

\"Ukrainians,\" with a Ukrainian language and a strong culturally self-willed

nationality. Any man who is ready to fight not only against Bolshevism but also

for his own nation would react very negatively to such a measure.

8) That this way of dealing with the issue is correct can be seen from the

fact that the 5S and police
leaflet appealing to the population in the District of

Galicia to take part in the struggle against the Kovpak bands was explicitly
addressed to the \"Ukrainians.\" And this was a leaflet in the drafting of which I
had no personal role.

Any other way of handling this delicate problem among the troops and in

the homeland of the volunteers could only have a
disruptive

influence on these

volunteers who are, as I emphasize once more, very
sensitive about the issue of

nationality.

I am also convinced that the negative experiences with other foreign nation-

alist bands are rooted in the fact that the treatment of the local pop,ulation in its

homeland is quite diffrent from the treatment of the nationalist forces.

9) This question is an extremely important one at the present moment. The

present general political and military situation of the Reich puts extraordinary

pressure on our re]ations with the foreign nationals in the German-controlled

territories. In Galicia we have the additional problem that the unrest in Volhynia

and Lublin is having an increasing effect here. The passage of the Kovpak bands

through five districts and their three-week presence in Galicia created a serious

crisis of confidence in the authority of the Reich. We are making an intensive

effort now to rebuild that
auth'ority, especially

in view of the need to have a go,od
harvest and to Inaintain the lines to the front. It is also, however, decisive in this

regard to maintain the confidence of the QQPulation in the justice of German
measures, the strict adhe!en\037e_to explanations offered, and respect for their ethnic.
individuality.

If, Reichsfuhrer, on this issue of the 5S Division, you adopt an attitude to

those people which clearly indicates to them OUf intention to denationalize them,

a people who, as I have always emphasized, exhibit considerable political

vitality, then they will feel that their trust has been abused and
they

will desert

us. Treat them differently, however, and they will be true and reliable soldiers.

Such an attitude would, in any case, be pointless. We National Socialists

know from our own struggle that where a strong nationality (Volkstum) exists,

its national identity (Volkstum) cannot simply be taken away, and in the 'case of

Galicia we are dealing with a healthy and strong peasantry (Bauerfltunz).

In the interests of gaining some 10,000 reliable 55 men and in the interest

of mai ntai ning in Galicia a political course expedient for the Reich, I beseech

you, Reichs.fiihrer, to give serious considerati()n to
rny proposals.

Galicia, in view of the increasingly active co-operatit)n of large layers of the
non-Cjerrnan

population in the pursuit of the goals (If the Reich, can bee-orne a)))
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starting point from which we can
begin

to reverse what, in my view, is a daily
increasing disintegration in the East. If we suffer a reversal here too. then one
of OUf most promising developments will come to nothing.

With a view to the situation in the Reich, and convinced that the key to
victory or defeat lies now, as it always did, in the East and in the Reich's
Eastern policy, I beseech

you, Reichs.fiihrer, to gi ve sympathetic consideration
to my views.)

Heil Hitler!
Your obedient servant

Wachter)
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The Ukrainian Insurgent Army

(UP A) and the German Authorities)

Peter J.
Potichnyj)

Ukrainians participated in World War II in impressive nurnbers. They fought in

the Soviet Red Army, the Polish Army, the Polish arlny in exile (after 1939),

Czechoslovak armed units in exile (both in the West and in the East), the

Romanian, Hungarian, Canadian, and United States armies, as we]] as in German

forces, various undergrounds in the Balkans, the French
underground,

and the

Ukrainian Insurgent Army (UPA).l Although the historical rec,ord of events in

Ukraine during World War II is reasonably clear, the Ukrainian struggle against

the Nazis (1941-4) is not yet fully documented or understood. There are whole

areas which have not been properly studied, for
example, alleged organized

Ukrainian collaboration in the destruction of Jews. 2

However, there is no paucity

of materials. On the contrary, there are Soviet sources, and those of their allies

in Eastern Europe, Ukrainian nationalist sources, and, of course, a
great quantity

and diversity of German documents and Inaterials. Finally, Hungarian and
Romanian sources, though

not readily available, should not be forgotten. One

major source which has become available is Litopys UPA (The Chronicle of the

Ukrainian Insurgent Army), of which twenty-one volumes have been published

thus far. It contains a rich co])ection of documents, memoirs, and journalistic

pieces indispensable to historians of that period. Especially valuable here are

volumes 6; 7., and 21 which contain selections from German sources>'

My task is not to offer a general survey of the literature on the UPA, but

rather to throw some light on its attitude toward the German auth()rities. In

presenting my generalizations I will rely mostly on Ukrainian underground
sources, with which I am well acquainted because of my involvement with

Litop}'s UPA. Their
general reliability I do not question, unlike rnany other

writers in this field. The three v()lurnes of German sources should be considered

merely a beginning. More w()rk needs to be d()ne, especially in the area (}f

German occupation policies and \"Bandenbekampfung.\"4 I wil1 t()uch on a

number of points, some of them rather controversial, such as the origins of the

UPA, its anti-German activities\037 and its relations with the Gertnan allies and non-

German nationalities within the German arnled forces.
5

I will not attempt to

cover the anti-Soviet struggle which lasted well into the ] 950s, the Polish-

Ukrainian war which went on from 1942 to 1948, or the Jewish
question\037)))
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although all of these factors are important for our understanding of the total

picture. (A huge literature on the subject of Polish-Ukrainian conflict exists; the

Poles, in addition to propagandistic literature, produced valuable historical

accounts.
)6)

Origins of the UP A

The Soviet view is nicely summarized by V. Cherednychenko. According to him,

all Ukrainian nationalists-Bulba-Borovets, Melnyk, Bandera, Petliura, and

Skoropadsky-were doing their utmost to collaborate with the Nazis and at all

t.imes were loyal and dependable instruments in Nazi hands+ 7

The Germans,

unlike the Soviets, had very little reason to represent the Ukrainian underground

as a homogeneous movement in the service of sorTIe foreign power. They knew

bet.t.er and, moreover, there was no particular political advantage
to labelling it

in its entirety as Communist-led or Communist-inspired, but in individual cases

German propaganda did attempt to do that. 8

As early as 22 May 1942, the

German Sicherheitspolizei began to writ.e about the Widerstandsbewegung

(resistance movement) in Ukraine. Their reports mentioned three groups in

particular-Bandera-Bewegung, Melnyk-Bewegung, and Poliska Sitsch.
9

On the

whole, these German reports tended to explain the origin of the UP A as an

outc.ome of the activity of both factions of GUN or of Taras Bulba-Borovets.

Very little was written\037 at least initially, about the reaction of the Ukrainian

populace to the harsh occupation policies. Later this fact was mentioned with

greater frequency. German intelligence report.s
seemed to be well informed,

although, especially in the latter stages of the war, they were not free from some

wishful thinking and sensational rumours. 10

The Ukrainian view, represented by the largest number of sources, lacks

unanimity on the beginnings of the UPA. Many Ukrainian writers, some of
whom

played
a leading role in the underground, thought the origin of the UPA

was in a conscious, systematic effort of OUN to lead the Ukrainian people in the

struggle to national freedom and independence.
L 1

John A. Armstrong recognized

the input of DUN into anti-German activities, but he also raised the question of

German repression in response to Red
partisans

as a contributing factor in the

growth of the UPA:)

The drastic reprisals carried out in Western Volhynia and Polissia
injured

the

patriotic Ukrainian peasantry as frequently as they did Communist sympathizers.
Consequently,

the Ukrainian police were reluctant to take part in' such
repression of their own

compatriots,
and especially in the brutal conscription for

the OJtarbeiter program. The
only

a]ternative was desertion; in the fall thou-

sands joined the forest refugees from burned villages and forced labor

drives.,. ,The command of OUN-B in Galicia was reluctant to destroy its grip
on the legal forces and risk a campaign of open resistance to the Germans at

this time; but when they saw that the police units they dominated were
breaking

up anyway, and were in danger of passing over to the Communist
guerrillas,)))
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they decided to begin a
large-scale partisan movement. This step was taken in

late November; by
the early part of 1943 the activity of the Bandera groups was

already considerable.
12)

Colonel Omeliusik, Chief of Operations of the UPA in Volhynia, described the

situation in similar words:)

Relations between the German administration and the Ukrainian population
were becoming increasingly tense virtually from day to day. Food requisitions

(kontingenty) were becoming harsher; labourers for Germany were being
recruited with

police help; the brutality of the German administration was
insulting the national

dignity
of every Ukrainian. The annihilation of the entire

Jewish
population

in the most bestia] manner in the summer of 1942 had shown

what the Germans were capable of. Among the peaceful inhabitants there were

stirrings for self-defence. And when underground nationalist
organizations began

to consider broadening armed resistance, the. population accepted this news with

enthusiasm and there were indeed few who still entertained any doubts about

the expediency of this movement. 13)

The n10st tel1ing description of the situation in Volhynia is contained in a letter

from Vasyl Makar to his brother Volodymyr on 2 August 1943:)

We had to begin the insurrectionary action I ..and it was not too early as some

say but almost too late. We had to do it for two reasons. First, territory was

slipping out of our hands, because all kinds of small otamany like Bu]ba-
Borovets began to

multiply \037 and the Red partisans were inundating the ter-
rain. . . .Second, even before we began our action, the Germans began to destroy
the villages on a massive scale... .Consequently many of the people ran to the
forests and

began
to wander on their own. Robbery began, others joined the

Communist
partisans,

Bu1ba etc. Thus we had to organizationally encompass
these people in the forests.,.. There is a third rcason, moral character. People

began to say: \037'Where is the leadership? Why doesn't it issue orders to tight the
Germans?,,14)

Thus it is apparent that the spontaneity of resistance to German occupation
actually forced the OUN leadership to move against the Germans and Red

partisans. The Third Conference of OUN-SD (the name of OUN-B then) on 17-
21 February 1943, decided on a mass armed struggle. The armed units were to
be known as the Ukrainian Liberation Army (Ukrainska Vyzvolna Armiia). This

proposal by M. Lebed was
rejected by

the Conference.
15

The name UPA, which

came into being with Taras Bulba-Boro'vets, became so popular that it could not
be easily changed. In order to avoid total chaos, the name UPA was adopted by
OUN-B which then

began to impose its organizational framework on the situ-

ation that had
developed largely spontaneously.]h In view of this evidence, I

must question the proposition advanced by Armstrong that '\037the
premature

development, in Vo1hynia, of large-scale nationalist partisan formations reduced
the

abi1jty
of the potent nationalist underground in Ga]icia to lead persistent

opposition to Soviet reoccupation.,,17)))
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Armed Struggle

Symbols are important in any
armed struggle, including Ukrainian nationalist

resistance against the Germans. In this
re,spect

the proclamation of Ukrainian

indep,endence on 30 June 1941 is of crucial importance. Historians may quibble

whether this was an act of Hcollaboration\" or a tactical reversal of collaboration,

an expression of political far-sightedness or a hastily prepared action
by

OUN-B

in order to present the Germans with a fait ac,compli. The fact is that it led to

severe Gennan repression, which forced OUN-B
underground

and eventually into

armed resistance. The uLviv Act\" was generally received
by

Ukrainians with

enthusiasm, and it provided legitimacy for the military activities of the UPA. It

is only necessary to look through the pages of the numerous Ukrainian under-

ground publications in the years 1942-5 to ascertain the, extent ()f Ukrainian

opposition to Gerlnan forces of occupation. They are full of rep'orts of ambushes,
skirmishes with the German police and army units, and various actions against
individual

representatives
of the German occupation administration.

IX

The underground writings of this period fully reflected the conditions of the

struggle. They exposed
the criminal policy of the Nazis toward Ukraine and

neighbouring countries. They discussed the hostile attitude of the Ukrainian

population to the occupiers. They indicated the need to develop proper

countermeasures against the forcible conscription of young people for work in

Germany and advised how best to resist the enemy. These
writings\"

which are

full of optimism, expressed the belief that in the cataclysmic confrontati{)n of the

two brands of imperialism, Nazi and Soviet, both would
perish

and that all

subject peoples of Europe and Asia, including the Ukrainians, would win a free

and independent existence in their sovereign states. Among the most
important

political
writers of this period were O. Brodovy, Ya. Busel, I.M. Kovalenko,

Nastasyn (Very Rev. Dr. Ivan Hrynokh), Ya.V. Borovych (V. Mudry), M.V.

Radovych, Y.M.
Vyrovy,

D.S. Sadovy (M. Prokop), A.S. Borysenko (Rostyslav

Voloshyn), 0.1. Stepaniv COrnelian Logush), I.V. Dibrova, and Yu.M. Moriak

(Mykhailo Palidovych), as well as Eastern Ukrainians such as Z. Luhova, H.S.

Klekit, B.M. Ulasenko, and Yu.M. Khersonets. A
Jeading

role was played by D.

Mai vsky, who as editor-in-chief of [deia i chyn,19 the official organ of OUN-B,

launched a powerful critique of Nazi and Soviet imperialism. These writers

rejected the political model of one-party dictatorship and began to put forward

the conception of Ukrainian nationalism as a revolutionary force that would lead
the struggle against both totalitarian powers. Ukraine was to rely primarily on her
own forces, but these would be linked with the revolutionary striving\037

of other

subject peoples+ The nationalists' previous distaste for the socia1ist and
p()pulist

leaders of 1917-20 gave way to a recognition of the fundamental
c()ntinuity

of

their struggle with the national revolution of that
period+

20

These debates culminated in the convocation of the Third Extraordinary
Grand Asselnb1yof OUN-B in August 1943 and creation of the Supreme Ukrai-
nian Liberation Council

(UHVR)
in July 1944. Then DUN adopted a collegial

leadership and accepted a
significant

element ()f pluralism into its programnle\037)))
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the UPA was recognized as a military formation representing the whole Ukraini-
an people; and the Supreme Ukrainian Liberation Council was constituted as a

non-partisan representati ve body co-ordinating the Ii beration struggle.
21

This

reorientation did not come easily \037The debate between proponents of centralism

and pluralism raged for many years and resulted in the
split of the Bandera

faction of OUN in the post-war emigration.
22

In Ukraine, however, the pluralist
current triumphed, and beginning in 1944 a new group of

highly talented and

dedicated political writers began to assert itself in
underground publications.

Their writings represented the \"culmination of the development of the Ukrainian

nationalist ideology toward greater emphasis on economic and social welfare, and

upon securing individual rights.\"23 The fact that the Ukrainian underground was
able to

fight we11 into the 1950s to a large measure depended on the persuasive-
ness of their message.)

Conflicts with Non-German .F orces

The anti-German struggle was not limited simply to actions against the German

occupation authorities. A great deal of effort was expended on trying to neutra]-

ize Gennan allies in Ukraine, including the Hungarians, Romanians, Italians, and

various non-Gennan nat.ionalities in units attached to German forces. A series of

appeals by the UPA Supreme Command in 1943 was directed mainly at the

soldiers of various support units composed of former prisone.rs of war from

various nations in the USSR. 24

All appeals were written in the Russian language

(except for one directed at Belarusians which was in Ukrainian) and had certain

features in common. They pr()vided brief information about the struggle waged
by Ukrainians; offered comparisons between Soviet and Gernlan imperialism

with an emphasis on totalitarianism and its practices in both countries; and urged
readers either to join the UP A or to establish underground organizations on their

national territory. Some
appeals

mentioned the existence of non-Ukrainian units

in the UPA, stating that in time they would return to their own countries. 25

In line with this policy, the First Confere.nce of Capti ve Nations of Eastern

Europe
and Asia took place on 21-2 November 1943, and was attended

by thirty-

nine delegates wh{} represented eighteen nationalities of the USSR. The non-
Ukrainian members were mainly delegates from the separate ethnic units attached

to the UPA. 2fi

The resolutions of the conference characterized the war between

the USSR and Germany as a typical imperialist struggle. They cal1ed for the

establishment of a revolutionary committee to
prepare

for a sinlultaneous revol-

ution on all territories of the USSR and noted the need for contacts with the

Western allies. They also called for
preservation,

if at all possible, of the non-

German units attached to German forces and their eventual inclusion in the UP A

and for the speedy organization ()f non-Ukrainians already in the UPA int.o their

own national units. 27

This policy of the UPA proved quite successful and

brought to its side or neutralized quite a number of the non-German units.

(Gerrnan reactions to this activity of the Ukrainian underground require further

research. ))))
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No less interesting, and perhaps more
important,

was the attempt of the UP A

to establish contact with the Hungarian and Romanian annies in Ukraine. (Italian

units were viewed primarily as easy sourc,es of needed weapons and, because

they were not used against the population or to
fight

the underground, they were

largely left alone.) The most successful talks involved the Hungarians.
These

contacts began in the summer of 1943 in Volhynia, where the local UPA units

were able to establish communication with the Hungarian Command
Headquar-

ters and conclude a non-aggression pact which later was extended to all Hungari-
an forces in Ukraine.2\037 On the basis of these local contacts a broader agreement
was concluded in November-December 1943, when a three-man delegation under

the leadership of Myron Lutsky
travelled to Budapest at the invitation of the

Hungarians.
2tJ

A similar agreement was attempted with the Romanians. In the

spring of 1944 a delegation composed of Rev. Dr. Ivan Hrynokh, Lev Shankov-

sky, Mykola Duzhy, and \"Richka\" (Stefanyshyn?) travelled to Chi\037inau for talks

with the representatives of the Romanian government. After three days of

conversations, the Romanians demanded the UPA
representatives

declare that

Northern Bukovyna and Bessarabia belonged to Romania. Since they had no
instructions to engage

in such negotiations, the three days of conversations ended

only in the non-aggression agreement.
30

It is not clear whether German intelligence knew anything about these

negotiations, although they were aware of a certain degree of ITIutual tolerance

in relations between the- UPA and the Hungarian army.31 This question can be

answered only after further research in German archives.)

Contact\037\" with the GermanL\037)

In view of such very strong ant.i-German activity it would seeln superfluous to

raise the question of contacts between the UPA and the Germans. However,
because the UPA is quite often represented as the rnilitary arm of OUN, the

stigma
of QUN\"s collaboration with the Germans, prior to June 194], is trans-

ferred t() the UPA. Moreover, this has been done even for the years 1943-4,
when the UP A carried on very intensive military and political campaigns against
the GerInans. In fact, the Supreme Command of the UPA always acted on the

principle that negotiations with the enemy should be avoided, if they c()uld be

considered harmful to Ukrainian interests. This applied to the USSR as well as
to Germany.

The UPA Command, in very trying circumstances, co,ntinued to regard the
Germans as enemies. Even

though loc-al tactical requirements dictated the need

for sOlne co-operation with the Germans, such arrangements were' rare and

clearly forbidden. Whenever such orders were disobeyed, the offending individ-
uals had to answer for their actions before the military tribunal. The reas()n for

such stringency was the fear that even ]()cal
co\037operation might \"c()lnprolnjse the

UP A in the eyes of the Ukrainian
population, against WhOrll the 'Gernlans used

inhuJllan terror, and in the eyes of the Allies.. .
[especialJy, since] the B{)lshcviks

with all the Ineans at their disposal were
loudly proclairning that the lJPA was)))
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. .

h h G
,,32

I hco-operatIng Wit t e ennans. n tree recorded cases when UP A com-

manders disobeyed these orders, two were court-martialled, condemned to death,

and executed, while the third did not share their fate because he managed to

escape.
33

Although firm documentary evidence is lacking, there are fascinating hints
in German documents that a specific plan for contacts with the UPA had been
worked out and that attempts were made to implement it. In January 1944
German intelligence reports began to emphasize that although no political
contacts with the Ukrainian underground were

possible\037 military co-operation

with the aim of weakening the Soviet forces shou1d be
attempted.

34

According

to various Soviet sources a very important meeting between a
representative of

the Ukrainian underground and the Germans took place in Lviv in
January 1944.

Then Rev. Dr. Ivan Hrynokh Inet with
Hauptsturtr\037fiihrer Pappe

in order to co-

ordinate anti-S()viet activities.
35

Mrr Lebed, who confirmed that such a nleeting

actually did take place, disagrees with
Cherednychenko

on the date of the

Ineeting and the contents of the conversation.
3h

Mr. Lebed further stated that the

underground leadership was quite aware that the Germans were planning to set

up their own guerrilla operations behind Soviet lines. With that in mind, the

Germans dropped a group of parachutists, organized from Ukrainian labourers

in Germany, behind the front lines. The underground also knew that the Gennans

wanted to utilize the UPA for their own purposes. Nothing much came of that

plan. The parachutists were disarmed by the UPA and the arms caches, which

were being prepared by Germans for their own people, eventually ended
up

in

the hands of the UP A. 37

Almost all Gennan intelligence reports stressed that the UPA would prefer
not to fight the Weh,rmacht, but it was very ho\037tile

to Gennan occupation

authorities and the po1ice. This was an open secret because many underground

publications and propaganda leatlets stressed this point as wel1.3H

Still, in many

instances clashing with the Wehrmacht was unavoidable and UPA units were

being deployed against it, quite often successfully. There were, of course, also
some instances of mutual toleration and even co-operation. The best example of

that is the reconnaissance raid of Hauptmann Kirn, from 6 October to 7 Novem-
ber 1944, behind the Soviet front. It must have been cleared with the UPA

Command, because it took place when such contacts received approval from high
German officials.

39
A nUlnber of reports indicate that the UPA was ready and

willi ng
to receive military and medica] supplies, as long as no

strings
were

attached, and that a special Liaison Staff was created for the purpose of negotiat-

ing with the Wehrmacht.
40

It is also clear that sonletime in August 1944, a temporary agreement on

c()ntacts and non-aggression was concluded with an unnamed UP A representa-

tive; that some weapons were transferred to the UPA; and that central discussi()ns

were held with the UPA Liaison Staff. At this time an inventory of various

armaments for possible
transfer to the UP A was also made. 41

Local1y, however,

German commanders were still forbidden to discuss any political issues or to)))
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assist the UPA with weapons. At the saIne time (mid-August 1944), a special

instruction was issued for German
troops

which indicated the need to behave

well toward the population and prohibited use of the term Randen for UPA

units.
42

The most important move came in September 1944, when the Germans were

no longer occupying
Ukrainian territory. The \"Aufnahme einer Verbindung mit

den Ukrainischen Partisanen\" of 18
September

stated that because of the depar-

ture of the German civilian administration from Ukraine, no obstacle remained

for establishment 'of links with Ukrainian insurgents, and thus the SS-Reichs-

fuhrer gave his permission for such contacts to take place. It n1ay very well be

that the Kirn mission was a direct outcome of this change of policy.43 In the

political sphere, however, there were no noticeable changes whatsoever. SS-

Obersturmban1{fiihrer Witiska's report to Lt General MOHer in Berlin (dated 17

Decerriber 1944 and based on the UHVR leaflets), stated unequivoca11y that Uthe

Ukrainian resistance rnovement's hostility to 'Germany remains unabated\" and

that Ukrainians accused German occupation authorities of co-operating with

Soviet officials against
the Ukrainian population. A day later he reported that the

UPA was
very negative toward Gen. Vlasov and that it distrusted German plans

for Eastern Europe.
44

The same conclusion was reached in the evaluation of the
Ukrainian movement

by
the Supreme Air Command of 22 January ] 945 and

repeated in the report of 24 February 1945.
45

The clearest possible position of the Ukrainian underground on German

plans for the East is contained in the UHVR leaflet entitled, \037'Gerlnany'
s $0-

called New Ostpolitik and OUf Attitude toward It,\" which rejected any co-
operation

with the Germans under the leadership of Vlasov. The writer indicated
that Ukrainians had opposed both Gerlnan and Soviet imperialism and had
established the UPA, which had grown to become a major revolutionary factor
in the East; and that the Ukrainian people, along with other Eastern nations, were

battling all forms of imperialism. Thus they rejected all German and Vlasovite

plans and any other imperialistic plans.
46)

Conclusion)

My rather sketchy review of the UP A under German
occupation challenges

a

number of popular and widely accepted propositions. I assert that the UPA came
into being rather spontaneously, in brutal and very complex conditions of foreign
occupation, and that its rapid growth forced the GUN leadership to imp()se an

organizational framework on this movement. Accusations that emanated prilnarily
fr()m OUN-M (which were subsequently accepted by some scholars), that OUN-

B from the very beginning and very unwisely forced large nurnbers of people

into the forest to enhance its power, cannot be
accepted without serious reserva-

tions. The vacillations and procrastinations ()f OUN-B on its road to arlned

resistance require further study and explanation.
The origins of the UPA, and its very close ties with the

pel)ple\037 gave it a

tremendous psycho]()gical strength and motivation. That, in combinati()n with the)))
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complex political situation of the period, did not allow UP A lea,dership much

room to manoeuvre, especially in the area of highly charged German-Ukrainian
relations. Hostility against German occupation authorities was such that no

rneaningful political arrangements
could easily be worked out with the Germans.

(It should also be emphasized that the German side was rather hostile to proposi-
tions of this sort.) Such contact as did develop between the UPA and the non-
Gennan

support units, or with German allies such as Hungarians and Romanians,
was designed to neutralize these forces. In the final analysis, these contacts can
be characterized only as strong anti-German moves.

Contacts between the UPA and the Wehrmacht, which
developed

in the last

few months of German presence on Ukrainian territory, were rather sporadic and

tactical in nature. They were never completely free of the obstacles which arose

from the inability of both sides to overcome
political problems. In view of this,

I must conclude that the charge of collaboration which has been levelled at the

UPA seems spurious and constitutes t.he biggest challenge to all who want to

approach this complex question with an open mind.)
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The Gerrnan invasio,n of the USSR on 22 June 1941 brought abo'ut a moment of

deliverance in the view of the Ukrainians and particularly the GUN. Finally\037 they

thought, the archenemy of the Ukrainian nation would be destroyed, thus creating
an

opportunity
for the Ukrainian people to re-establish a sovereign Ukrainian

state. That
objective

overshadowed all other considerations.
I

In their preparation for the forthcorning confrontation between the USSR and
Nazi Germany, both factions of GUN faced the future with hope, but also with

a sense of foreboding\037 They (lid not know Hitler's plans to reshape the political
geography of Eastern Europe.

There were\" of course, those in the leadership ()f

GUN who were encouraged by Alfred Rosenberg's plans to partition the USSR

into independent states, a
plan

in which Ukraine was given a rather prorninent

place.
2

However, nagging doubt and uncertainty about the ultimate decision of

Hitler's government drove the Ukrainians, particularly the Bandera faction of

DUN, to prepare for SOIne independent action, which could be characterized as

a policy of acc,omplished facts. A landmark in this activity was the Proclamation

by Yaroslav Stetsko, on 30 June 1941, which announced the re-establishment of

an independent Ukrainian state. 3

(Although the original plan cal1ed for the

proclamation to be made in Kiev, Stetsko did it in Lviv, since he did not know
the future position of the Germans.)

By this act, on the
very day that the German army entered Lviv, the OUN

(under the leadership of Stepan Bandera)., forced the German authorities to show

their hand. Indeed, the
promises

and hints of satisfaction of Ukrainian political

aspirations in some distant future were confronted with an unexpected po1itical

reality. This audacious act of the OUN-B was a cornplete surprise to the GerIllan

authorities, for whom it had all the characteristics ()f an atteInpted coup d' etat.

They hastened, therefore, to dampen Ukrainian enthusiasm for this unexpected
turn of events, and pressured the OUN'-B leadership to liquidate the newly

created government of Stetsko. Refusal of the GUN to accede to German

dernands brought about the first confrontation between OUN-B and German

authorities, a develoPlnent that set the stage for German-QUN-B re[ati()ns for the

cluration of the war.

The GUN's position, stated by Bandera during an interrogati()n on 3 July
194 I, was that in the absence of any ()ther organized Ukrainian political entity \037

GUN acted on behalf ()f the. Ukrainian nation when it pr()c]ainlcd establishtllent)))
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of a Ukrainian state. Undersecretary of State Ernst Kundt countered that in the
territories conquered by the German army, authority

to decide the status of those
territories belonged to Hitler alone. Bandera

disagreed
with that and maintained

that the right to decide about Ukrainian lands
belonged to the Organization of

Ukrainian Nationalists. Furthermore, Bandera stated that in
making

his decision,

he did not seek approval from the German authorities, but relied
exclusively on

the mandate which he received from Ukrainians. 4

The lines were thus clearly
drawn and the positions of both

parties
were irreconcilable. German plans for

Eastern Europe precluded establishing an independent Ukrainian state, while

DUN could not cOlnpromise on this issue without losing the very purpose for its

existence. In its memorandum to the German authorities (] 4 August 1941),
OUN-B stated

unequivoca11y that it could not reject the Proclamation of 30 June
without

rejecting its entire revolutionary tradition, whose centra] aim al ways was
the establishment of an

independent Ukrainian state.
5

The OUN-B thus crossed its Rubic6n in the
very

first days of the Gerrnan-

Soviet war. To be sure, the leadership of OUN-B did not know that the act of

proclaiming Ukrainian statehood wou]d place them in an adversarial position vis-

a-vis the Germans. They were hoping for at least tacit German agreement with
what had

transpired in Lviv; however, the reaction proved that they were wrong.
Unable to attain their objectives by persuasion and pressure, the Gennans turned
to radical rneans to paralyse the activities of DUN-B. The Sicherheitsdienst (SD)
put Stepan Bandera and Yaroslav Stetsko under house arrest in BerHn for two
months, then sent them, on ] 5 September 1941, to the Sachsenhausen c-oncentra-
tion camp.

6

After the arrest of Bandera and Stetsko, representati yes of German
military inteJIigcnce-Hans Koch, Werner Markert, Ernst von und zu Euckern,
and an unidentified major-invited Mykola Lebed for taJks, during which they

asked that Lebed, as Bandera' s deputy, abrogate t.he Proclamation of the Ukraini-

an state. As a reward they offered to hand over to OUN-B the administration of

Galicia. His rejection of their pr()posal terminated the discussion, and he was told

that his safe-conduct was good for only eight hours. 7

In September Gennan security forces organized a dragnet which ensnared
hundreds of Bandera's followers. German authorities continued their arrests of

the rank and fiJe of DUN membership for the duration of the war, but particular-
1y in 1942 and 1943. Most of those arrested were sent to concentration camps;
others were executed.

8
These Ineasures taken by the German security police\037

however, did not succeed in changing the political stance of DUN-B. As ear1y
as 6 and 7 July 1941, GUN organized large public gatherings where Ivan

K]ymiv-Le.genda (OUN-B ]eader for Western Ukraine) and Myko]a Lebed (leader
of the entire OUN-B after Bandera and Stetsko were arrested) called upon the

people to support the
principJe

of Ukrainian independence and criticized German

policies toward Ukraine.\037 Three days later (10 July 1941)\037 the leadership of

OUN-B held its meetjng, where even the possibility of an uprising against the)))
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Germans was ,discussed. The idea was
rejected

as unrealistic until the Ukrainian

popu1ation was prepared, organizationally and psychologically. The gathering
decided to reorganize OUN-B in order to undertake intensive preparations for an

armed struggle against Germany.
Roman Ilnytzkyj commented that this was the

first resolution the OUN-B directed against
Nazi Germany.l0

At this juncture, the leadership ,of the Melnyk faction of DUN thought that

OUN-B acted somewhat prematurely by proclaiming the re-establishment of a

Ukrainian state in Lviv. They, of course, had an even loftier plan-to proclaim
the fe-establishment of a Ukrainian state in its capital, Kiev. In the meantime, the

leadership
of OUN-M probably took some satisfaction from the misfortunes of

their rivals, DUN-B. To maintain
good

relations with the Germans, OUN-M

made a declaration of loyalty to the German authorities, represented by Professor

Hans Koch. OUN-B refused to follow suit without German clarification of their

stand on the future of Ukraine and without the release of Bandera from German

imprisonment.]
I

OUN-B paid a heavy price for its stance. The tirst victims

(besides those already arrested) were the Nachtigall and Roland battalions, which

were organized by
GUN-B. The leadership of DUN had invested great hope in

them. One of their most obvious advantages was the contact with the German

army, something DUN -B too,k great care to culti vate.
12

Afraid that these essen-

tially political units, which were controlled
by OUN-B, might rebel, the German

command withdrew them from the front lines and ultimately merged them into
a new fonnation, the Schutzmannschaft Battalion No. 201.

13

These disappointments with the German authorities notwithstanding, OUN-B
continued to implement its programme with dedication and self-sacrifice. Certain-

ly one of the most ambitious programmes undertaken by both factions of the

DUN was to organize and send expeditionary groups (pokhidni hrup}') into

Eastern Ukraine (on the heels of the German army), whose task was to raise the

level of national consciousness, help
revive civic life, open schools, publish

newspapers, and organize cells of the OUN underground organization.
14

Despite

seemingly insurmountable obstacles, these 750-1,200 young men and women for

the most part reached their destinations and played the role expected of them.
Many paid

with their lives for this activity, among them such leading members
of OUN-B as Dmytro Myron-Orlyk and Mykola Lemyk.

15

While in the beginning the Germans paid greater attention to the activities
of OUN-B, which they considered more dangerous to their policies in Ukraine,
it was inevitable that they would also undertake repressive measures against
OUN-M, whose

programme,
like that of OUN-B, called for the establishment of

an independent Ukrainian state. This Berlin ordered the local auth,orities to

prevent at all costs. In

The local authorities seem to have read that instruction
to mean that

any expression of national sentiment with political overtones should

be suppressed. Thus\037 after commemorative ceremonies at Bazar which attracted

thousands of people, the German police instituted an inquiry which led to the)))
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arrest and execution of some
twenty

OUN-M members. Among them was one

member of the executive body of the organization.
17

OUN-M suffered its greatest losses, in terms of leadership, in Kiev, where

it concentrated its main efforts. Although OUN-M did not proclaim a Ukrainian
state, it did succeed in organizing a Ukrainian National Council, headed by
Professor Mykola Velychkivsky,

which it hoped would develop into a representa-
ti ve political institution in Eastern Ukraine. The repressive measures of the

German security police against the various members of the National Council,

including the arrest of Professor Velychkivsky, brought
this body to a speedy

end.
18

However, in the short period of its existence, the Ukrainian National
Council drafted a memorandum which was sent to Hitler on 14 January ] 942.

This carefully worded document recorded the disappointrnents of the Ukrainian

people with German rule, and also betrayed OUN-M's sense of frustration with

German policies.
19

These frustrations were based on solne bitter experiences the OUN-M had

had since November 1941. On 12 December 1941 the Security Police seized the

highly successful newspaper Ukrain.ske slovo and arrested such leading OUN-M

members as Oleh Kandyba, Ivan Rohach, Yaroslav
Chemerynsky,

and Petro

Oliinyk?O After these arrests Ukrainske slovo was discontinued. In February
1942 the Gestapo

dealt a death blow to' the 1iterary circle which published

Litavl}', whose guiding spirit was the p,oet Olena Teliha. They were arrested, and

some
forty persons

were executed.
21

The height of German repressive policy
toward Ukrainian nationalists was reached when the Einsatzkommando CIS

issued an instruction to its branch offices (25 November 1941) ordering that all

the functionaries of the Bandera movement be liquidated, because they were

pre.paring an uprising whose objective was to establish an independent
Ukrainian

state.
22

Despite a certain ambivalence at the top of the Melnyk organization, the

rank and file of GUN (who were exposed to the brutal methods of German

security police in the territories occupied by
the German army) called a confer-

ence at Pochaiv on 24-5 May 1942.
According

to Yaroslav Haivas, a participant,

the gathering condemned German colonial exploitation of Ukraine and adopted

the position that OUN-M should actively fight against German rule, because

(next
to the Bolsheviks) Hitler's Germany was Ukraine's worst enemy.23 The

po,sition taken
by

the conference determined the basic policy of OUN-M for the

duration of the war. The Bandera faction of OlIN crossed that bridge Inuch

earlier. On 10
July 194], according to Mykola Le.bed, OUN-B decided to go

underground. The first important gathering of the organization which took place

under the new conditions of German occupation was the First Conference

(September 1941). There OUN-B restated its political objectives and emphasized

the need to publish
Inaterials which would raise the population's political aware-

ness. Particular emphasis was p1aced
on propaganda which would unmask)))
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German plans for the exploitation and colonization of Ukraine. This propaganda

was viewed as preparation for an active struggle against the Germans..
24

The decisions reached at that Conference amounted to a declaration of war

against Germany. Taking this position was not an easy matter, as the masses still

tended to view the Germans as liberators from the Soviet nightrnare. To declare
that the Germans were enemies of the Ukrainian people without at least some

preparation
was risky at best. Besides, there were even some members of OUN

who thought that the violent German measures against Ukrainian patriots repre-

sented only passing phenomena. They thought
that ultimately the Germans would

come to their senses and that Ukrainians would be able to reach some satisfac-

tory arrangement with them. Viewed from this perspective, the leadership of

OUN-B exhibited a principled resolve.

As the German authorities escalated their repressive policy against OUN, the

Ukrainian response, particularly that of OUN-B, was to enhance its position by

mobilizing wider circles of Ukrainian
society\037

With that purpose in Inind OUN-B

held its Second Conference in April 1942. As one of the first iteITIs on its

agenda, the Congress addressed the question of Ukrainian political aspirations..

As was to be expected, the
Congress

stated unequivocally that the objective of

the OUN-B was to establish a sovereign Ukrainian state. The war was being

fought in the interest of imperialist states\037ermany and the USSR-so the

Conference stated: \"As an [alternative] to the Bolshevik ideo1ogy of interna-
tionalism and the German vision of the 'New Europe,' we propose an interna-
tional concept of a

just national, political, [and] economic reconstruction of

Europe based on the principle of free national states under the slogan 'freedom

for the Nations and for the Individual.
,,,25

The Conference also considered at

some length the economic and human exploitation of Ukraine: \"We consider that

Gerrnan \037land reform' in Ukraine is only the political.. .rnanoeuvre of a con-

queror.\037.
.German land reform is not in the best. interest of Ukrainian peasants or

the Ukrainian nation because of its exploitative nature. Its practical objective is

to squeeze out froln Ukraine as much grain and labour as
possible\037H26

The decisions of the conferences were disseminated in various underground
publications in the forln of journals, buJ1etins, and Jeat1ets. The vigorous propa-

ganda of both factions of DUN against Germany was carefully registered by the

German security authorities. 27

Some German reports ,extensively quoted the

more interesting articles. Thus, for example, in one of the brochures published

by OUN-B, the author said: \"Gennany, which
pretends

to be an ally and liber-

ator, does not wish to see Ukraine united and independent, she does not wish that

a Ukrainian state exist, she wants to turn Ukraine into her colony and the

Ukrainian people into.. .slaves.\"2\037 An article which appeared in Bulletin no. 4

(an OUN-B pubJication) called for
opposition

of the Ukrainian population to the

German authorities. It also maintained \"'that Communism and FascisJn are rather

similar in their basic objectives, they differ only in their tactics.,,2() The Gernlan)))
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intelligence report of 27 November 1942 concluded that the leatlets of the

Bandera faction were inflammatory., because they cal1ed for the assassination of

Germans, particularly the security police.
30

The Ukrainian underground literature of the period makes it quite clear that

after 15 September 1941 OUN-B considered the German authorities enemies of

Ukrainian political aspirations, oppressors and exploiters of the Ukrainian peopJe.

This perception of the German authorities was clearly stated in the resolutions

of the Third Conference of OUN-B (17-21 February 1943). The
previously

stated

position was reiterated in greater detail. It said that Bolsheviks and Nazis fought

an imperialist war whose goal was \"complete enslavement 'of nations and individ-

uals....Ukraine found herself at this moment between...two hostile
inlperial-

ists-Moscow and Berlin, who equalJy consider her [UkraineJ as an object of

colonialism.\"31 That anti-German stance was echoed particuJarly in the resol-

ution of the Third Extraordinary Congress of OUN-B, which was held in August

1943. That Congress, which stands as a 1andmark of the Ukrainian resistance

movement, also spoke rather specifically about the HHitlerite prograInrne
of

enslavement and [its] brutal colonial methods,\" which placed the entire Ukrainian

nation in a most difficult positic)n.
31

The German authorities recognized the

inilnical nature of the Ukrainian national underground movement, and for that

reason their police reports, after 1941 t introduced the expression Die ukrainische

Widerstandsbe\\Jvegung (the U'krainian resistance ITIOVement).

From the foregoing it is obvious that since September 1941 OUN-B was

conducting
a persistent anti-Nazi campaign, which affected not only its members

but Ukrainian
society

as a whole. This, of course, was not merely a war of

words; it was a necessary period of psychological and organizational preparation

for open resistance against German rule. To be sure, the arbitrary and brutal

behaviour of the Gerrnan authorities played into the hands of GUN, by convinc-

ing the
desperate population

that their only hope (except for the Bolshevik

alternative) lay in joining OUN, in order to participate actively in the national

resistance movement. These were the conditions that set the stage for the emerg-

ence of an open
armed resistance movement as an extension of the underground

activity of OUN-B. It was OUN-B which provided the necessary support organ-

ization for recruitment, supplies, logistics, and intelligence for the Ukrainian

Insurgent Anny (UPA). Furthermore, it
provided

a vital link between th,e UP A

and the Ukrainian population. Hence, OUN was a vibrant force which played a

most irnportant role in the Ukrainian resistanc.e movement against the Germ,an

occupation.)
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Ukraine: Colony or Partner?)

John A. Armstrong)

I)

Over any considerable period of time, the relationship' between two nations is

governed by both geopolitical and ideological considerations. In sorTIe rela-

tionships (such as Britain and Malta), .the geopolitjcal situati()n predominated,

while in others (Britain and New Zealand), ideological c,onsiderations deriving

from intimate cultural connections have dominated. The
relationship

between

Ukraine and Germany during the first half of the twentieth
century

was much

more complicated and involved an intricate web of ideological and geopolitical

considerations. Because contemporary concepts of international relations consti-

tuted a pervasive ideology, German-Ukrainian interaction was generally con-

sidered to derive entirely from \"objective\" geopolitical factors. From today's

standpoint, that generalization can hardly be accepted. Consequently, it will be

necessary to look briefly not only at the dominant domestic ideologies of German
and Ukrainian decision makers, but also at the. hidden agenda which such

widespread
international ideologies, notably Social Darwinism, irnposed on the

two nations.
The first half of the twentieth century is the only period when relations

between Ukrainians and Gennans constituted a major force, both for the destinies

of the two nations and for European politics in general. The period can be even

more precisely delimited-from 1917 to 1944. During the centuries preceding

and the decades following World War II the existence of a strong, apparently

unassaiJable, Russian polity dorninating Ukraine prevented direct German-Ukrai-

nian relations from exerting a major force in the European system. To be sure,

the potential of the interaction was apparent to percipient observers at an early

date. Now the objective in examining the early twentieth
century is, for most of

us, to try to throw some light on what the future course of Ukrainian-German

relations may be. Here I am concerned not with the foreign policy of one of the

two nations, but with the effect ()f geopolitics and ideology on b{)th. Hence,

contrary to many other approaches, in this essay I wiH endeavour to see Ukraine

as a national comp,lex affected by
considerations comparabJe to-th()ugh not

identical with-those affecting the Germans.)))
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II)

Throughout the 1917-44
period

observers were fascinated by the geopolitical

potential of Ukrainian territory.
I

During the interwar decades, especially) British,

French, and American writers appeared to be almost as influenced by this

potential as were political writers in East and Central Europe. The axiom of a

Ukrainian fulcrum for the competing le.vers of European power politics was

widely accepted. Retrospective scrutiny
of policies and goals in both wor]d wars

suggests that this view was, nevertheless, exaggerated. Short-range policy goals

in the Ukrainian-German interaction can be treated almost entirely from the

'German perspective.
Those goals were predominantly economic and strategic.

Although Ukrainian reaction to German policies was far from passive, fragiJe

Ukrainian political and economic organizations could not develop to the point at

which they could act as
partners

of the German military machines. The main

German objective, even after the Brest-Litovsk Treaty, was occupation of

Ukraine to obtain raw materials and food for the Central Powers.
2

This is

reflected in Ludendorff's sober initial assessment (before he embraced his own

versi,on of Social Darwinism) that the utility of the occupied territories reflected
certain prioritie.s: \"First order and quiet had to be secured behind the army. The
land had to support itself and contribute to the maintenance of the army and the

ho,me country and furthermore be made useful for the equipping of the troops

and for our war economy.H3 From the Austrian side, General Arthur Arz von

Stauffenburg
was c,onvinced that his Berlin ally regarded Ukraine as the special

object
of its exploitation and a staging area on the road to Bagh,dad, but Vienna's

own
policy

was even shorter-range: to obtain food for its starving cities and

prevent
a reunification of the Russian empire.

4

Whether these military objectives should be characterized as a determination
to treat Ukraine as a co]ony is another matter. A primary concern was graphi-
cally expressed by the German s-econd-in-command in Ukraine, General Wilhelm

Groener: \"What is the Ukrainian government? A nebulous illusion. And the

State? Chaos... .Beyond the reach of our bayonets this artificially put together

government exerts no
power.\"s Consequently, Groener resisted efforts of the

Auswtirtiges Amt to take a longer-range view of Ukrainian-German interaction.

There are parallels wherever wartime authorities confront a very difficult situ-

ation in occupied territories (such as at the end of World War II in the impatient

demand of British and American commanders for a free hand on the territory of

shaky allies like Belgium and Greece). Often insistence on drastic action is

folJowed (months or even years later, when strategic interests have shifted) by

military demands for withdrawal from those territories to tak,e on other assign-

ments. In the Ukrainian case, Gennan commanders, moved
primarily by short-

range strategic objectives, might have quickly abandoned Ukraine if the theatre

of operations had shifted elsewhere.)))

in the convocation of the Third Extraordinary

Grand Asselnb1y of OUN-B in August 1943 and creation of the
Supreme Ukrai-

nian Liberation Council (UHVR) in July 1944. Then DUN
adopted

a collegial

leadership and accepted a significant element ()f pluralism into its
programnle\037)))
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This is especially likely because the actual contribution of Ukraine to the

German war effort was much lower than
anticipated. It is true that tens of

thousands of tons of grain squ,eezed
from the Ukrainian peasants averted starva-

tion and chaos in Austria. The broader Prussjan-German objectives in World

War I did not attain even that limited fulfillment. In principle, the timber and

mineral resources of Ukraine should have eased strained German supplies; in

fact, German authorities had to ship coal into the Donb,as to maintain minimal

activity.6 Economic achievements of the World-War-II occupation were not

much higher. Ruthless confiscation failed to produce much food. Efforts to

exploit Ukrainian industrial and energy resources were still less successful. Pit
props

for coal mining were obtained (with great difficulty due to partisan inter-

ference) from the northern forests, but most coal went to domestic Ukrainian
uses.

Only procurement of Nykopil manganese was relatively successful and vital
for the German war effort.

The Ukrainian territory constjtuted.\037 of course, an indispensable transit area
to the battle fronts. This limited utility was quite different from the image of a

Tor zur Weltmacht (Gate to World Power).? Superficially, the position of mili-

tary
cOlnmanders in World War II differed from the earlier occupation because

Nazi totalitarianism
required

them to express their objectives in more ideological
terms. In addition, some

military
officers and most occupation officials were

influenced by the fanatica1 ideological climate to express their short-range

objectives in a more ruthless manner-hence Field Marshal yon Reichenau's

order for draconian treatment of Ukrainian peasants who merely failed to oppose

the partisans.
H

In the final analysis, military concern with achieving victory, or

at least a compromise peace, made officers on the spot concentrate on economic

and strategic objectives rather than dreams of colonization4

In sum, short-range military goals implied that German
military

authorities

would treat Ukraine as an object, not necessarily as a colony. Since Ukrainian

organizations were not in a position in either war to become real partners in the

short-run economic exploitation the military demanded, they were shunted aside

and there were no German efforts to enhance Ukrainian organizational capacity.
One result was

widespread passive
resistance to German exactions. Up to 1917,

Ukrainian elites had usually co-operated unenthusiastically with the tsarist and

provisional governments. After 19] 7, these elites confronted the very difficult

choice of aiding th,e Gennan war effort or siding with the Soviets. The quandary

was far more acute during World War II, but in both instances notable bodies of

articulate Ukrainians did side wit.h the Bolsheviks, and therefore directly opposed

the Germans. Most of the Ukrainian leaders who refused to assist the Soviet

syste'm nevertheless resisted the German mobilization effort at times, but reluc-

tantly returned to co-operation with the German
mi1itary

when the only alterna-

ti ve appeared to be complete Communist Russian
victory.)))
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The history of elites in small nations caught between conflicting great

powers demonstrates that a bitter dilemma always arises-as witness the position

of the Romanian and Greek regimes in World War I; Belgium
and Scandinavia

prior to World War II, and many \"non-aligned\" countries today. For Ukrainian

elites the dilemma was made even crueler by the fact that the choice had to be

made under harsh military occupation. What made the psychological as well as

the physical 'wounds of German occupation immensely more painful was the

dominant ideoJogical current of the early twentieth century.)

III)

More than half a century ago William
Langer demonstrated, in his masterful two

vo]umes on The Diplol1zQcy of Imperialism, that the style of wor1d
politics

drastically changed during the 1890s, because the new doctrine of Social
Darwinism invaded the international sphere. Space precludes analysis of this

pervasive yet vague notion, but two quotations from key German leaders will

suggest its flavour. Shortly after World War I began, Wilhelm II asserted that

\"either the Prussian-German-Germanic world view (Weltanschauung)-Justice,

Freedom, Honour, and Morals-will be respected, or the Anglo-Saxon world

view win triumph\037 and that means sinking into the worship of Mammon+ In this

struggle one world view is bound to be
destroyed.\"Y

Admiral von Tirpitz put the

matter in less high-flown terms: \"The war has developed into a life and death

struggle between two world
philosophies-Gennan

and Anglo-American. The

quest.ion is whether we must sink down and become mere manure for others

(Volkerdiinger).\"H) It should be emphasized that even more sweeping express-
ions of the \"struggle for survival of the fittest\" can be found in the writings of
Americans, Frenc.h, and British. For example, shortly after the war started one
could read in the pronlinent London periodical Nineteenth Centu1},1 that: \"effi-

ciency in war, or rather efficiency for war is God's test of a nation's soul. By
that test it stands or by that it falls\037\"l

\037

Still, a variety of factors and, above all, Germany's physical and intellectual
isolation, combined to make Social Darwinism appear more evident to German

elites during Wo,rld War I. Mastery of East Central Europe became the \"test\" of

the Gerlnan soul. Georg von Wedel, German ambassador to Vienna, wrote: \"If

the Ukraine, the Baltic Provinces, Finland, etc., really fall away from Russia

permanently... then what is left of Russia is simply a Great Siberia. If Russia is

reborn, our descendants will probably have to fight a second Punic War.,,12

AI()ng with this negative goal of eliminating a rnajor competitor in the ruthless

struggle for survival, German spokesmen became rnore preoccupied, as the war
became more

costly,
with postwar objectives: uIf we succeed, in having troops

in Ukraine after conc]usion of peace, the economic side would be very valu-)))
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able.\037'\0373 Together with the presumed riches of Ukraine itself, control of the

region promised access to sources farther east. In other words, the short-range
objective of providing economic and strategic assets to fight the war had become
a long-range goal of acquiring permanent

assets to aid Germany in the incessant

struggle for survival. Such a
perception

of Germany's inescapable requirement

for expansion at the expense of other nations in the internationa] arena logically

implied that the short-run military exploitation of Ukraine must be perpetuated

by colonization in times of nominal peace.
These irnplications continued to affect German schemes to regain a dominant

position in Europe which it lost in 19] 8.
14

Ukraine as a colony remai ned central
to Gertnan expansionist planning, as sOlne Ukrainian emigre leaders (especially
those. who sought to collaborate with France and Poland) fu11y understood. For

most emigre leaders, however, the
actuality of mass deprivation and starvation

in Soviet Ukraine outweighed the fear of future German colonization. A rnajor

reason why suspicions of German domination were
reJegated to a secondary level

of Ukrainian consciousness was the emigre leadership's realization that German

elites-unlike themselves-possessed two plausible alternatives to expansion and
direct colonization in East Europe. The first, which was popular in German

intellectual circles of the 1920s before the Locarno system collapsed, envisaged
a conservative European union, at least at the economic level. Such a develop-

Inent Inight have held much promise for Ukrainians. In the actual conditions of

the late 1920s and early 1930s, however, implications
of European unity were

remote and uncertain. Far more evident in its effects on Ukraine was Germany's

choice of the alternative-close alliance with Russia.

A conservative alliance with tsarist Russia had, of course, been the corner-

stone of Prussia-Germany's foreign policy throughout the nineteenth century.

That had intermittently attracted governing elites of the Austrian branch of the

German nation as welL For the Austrians, the \"Ukrainian card,\" on the other

hand, was primarily part of the Dua] Monarchy's domestic policy
of balancing

ethnic elelnents, rather than a way to weaken the Russian empire. Much later, as

Austrian officers with earlie.r Ukrainian experience were assigned positions in

Third Reich occupation forces, the old Galician connections were conducive to

more
syrnpathetic elnphasis

on the Ukrainian factor. For Weimar Gerlnany (and

even some Nazi circles) the Prussian preference for an alliance with Russian

central authorities against the Western powers persisted as a hindrance to German

support of
\"separatist\"

forces in the USSR. As long as this tendency prevailed,

national Ukrainian leaders found little room for manoeuvre in Berlin.

Increasingly, however, as extreme nationalist, and subsequently
National

Socialist, elements came to dominance in Berlin, the Russian alternative ceased

to appear as a traditional alliance of equal great powers and became instead a

neo-Machiavellian scheme for subjugating all Slavs by manipulating Moscow.)))
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National-Socialist leadership, the.n we would
produce,

and our German people

would swim in plenty.H2o Five years later, at the start of his invasion of the

USSR, Hitler's fixation was demonstrated by his insistence, contrary
to all

military science, that conquest of the reS'OUfces of Ukraine and the Caucasus have

a higher priority than strategic positions which would eliminate Soviet
military

power.

21
This priority permeated the entire German occupation. For a relatively

well-trained Ostministerium ofticiallike Otto
Brautigam, the vision of German

world power through expansion in East Europe meant that Ukraine must become

a \"colonial land for settlement and economic exploitation.,,22 Even for

'4.
mo der-

ate\" Nazis, such attitudes, based on the belief that Ukrainians were incapable of

self-government, became almost ineradicable.

For Ukrainian elites, the learning experience under German occupation in

World War II was different, but traumatic. In June 1941, the newly appointed

Ukrainian mayor ,of Lviv telegraphed Hitler: \"As the Free Ukrainian People it is

our duty to make our contribution to
th\037

New Order of Europe along with our

friends the German
peop1e.,,23

At a less formal level, innumerable spontaneous

expressions of attachment to the German cause
appeared. However, within

months, the brutal exploitation of Reichskommissariat Ukraine under East
Prussian Gauleiter Erich Koch (who had been an early proponent of German

expansion in Ukraine) turned Ukrainian elites and masses alike against the

colonial occupation regime.
24

Considering the harshness of German rule and the

monstrosity of its poorly concealed aims, any
other Ukrainian reaction would

have been fatuous. 25

Yet Ukrainian concern that the struggle between Berlin and

Moscow not end with a complete Soviet
victory

was realistic. Consequently,

Ukrainian leaders' efforts, puny as they appear in retrospect, to exert some

influence on the military balance reflected a rea] natjo,na] interest. Unfortunately,

many Ukrainian proclamations and tactics reinforced Gennan prejudices about
HSlavic immaturity.\" The Akt of 30 June 1941, in which the Bandera faction

precipitately proclaimed an independent Ukrainian state, alarmed sober officers

of Austrian
background

like Hans Koch, who genuinely feared for the safety of

their Ukrainian associates as well as for their own positions. Subsequent fratri-

cidal conflicts within the Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists disgusted

relatively sympathetic Germans\037

Partly
because of these fiascos, Ukrainian efforts to evolve a more balanced

program in 1943-particularly the assertion that Ukraine was in a position to act

as natural leader of East European nations-did not irnpress
German observers

as much as they should have. 26

Instead, stereotypes of Slavic fanaticism and

inefficiency were confirmed. Thus SS
Obergruppenfiihrer

Gottlob Berger

reported to Himmler (10 June 1944) that Stepan Bandera was so convinced of

an Anglo-American victory (followed by Western assistance to Ukrainian

nationalists) that he had not even considered the possibility of a Soviet-German

separate peace. Berger
concluded that Bandera was an \"adroit, ardent Slav, intent

on his own ideas, hating
Great Russians as well as Germans, useful but danger-

OUS.,,27 Military liaison officers in actual contact with Ukrainian
guerrillas)))
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(UPA) at this late stage of World War II had a distinctly less stereotyped view,

but the pure1y tactical
co-operation

which followed was kept at arm's length. In

any case, it was much too late for Gennany to play the Russian card, to acquire
a Ukrainian ally, or to hold a Ukrainian colony.)

IV)

This brief, schematic analysis of the historical record is intended to be the

starting point, not the conclusion, of the theme-\"Ukraine: Colony or Partner?\"

In neithe.r world war\037 despite nominalJy complete German control of Ukraine for

many ITIonths, did t.he Reich extract major economic advantages from it\037 In the

last four decades, both economic theory and world opinion have emphatically
moved away from autarky as a method to achieve

long\037range
economic goals.

One of the great accomplishments of the post-war period has been the triumph

of liberal econorl1ics at the international level as well as in countries like the

German Federal Republic. Both raw materials and labour are attainable through

normal exchange relations. Markets, if not quite as open, have been sufficient for

highly industrialized powers to attain undrealned-of standards of living. There
are, therefore, no evident economic reasons why the German nation as a whole
needs Ukraine, although the GDR fragment derives some advantage from

Ukrainian raw materials and energy resources. Nor is it conceivable that a

German nation would be able or willing to pursue
the distant geopolitical

strategies that would require using Ukraine as a place d'armes. After all, a nation

with a declining demographic base and an eastern frontier on the Oder is unlikely
ever again to deploy military

forces on the Black Sea coast.

Another fundamental change has radically altered the clilnate of Ukrainian-

German interaction. Social Darwinism has ahnost vanished as a
1TIotivating

force

in international relations, especially in Europe. Generally speaking, neither
national elites n,or nation-states believe that they must expand through force to
demonstrate fitness to survive as independent entities. Consequently, international

relations is not always perceived
as a zero-sum game. Like individuals in other

contexts, national leaders rernain
suspicious, manoeuvre for advantages for the

units with which they are identified, and take excessive
pride

in them, but most

leaders are aware that the survival, and even the economic well-being, of their

national bases depend on a wide variety of factors, including chance, demogra-

phy, cultural advances, industriousness-and co-operation. This returl1 to a
ITIoderate version of national self-interest (f()r it was the Social Darwinist zero-
sum world view which was the aberration) is most apparent in West Europe,
with its prime organizational form the European COlnmunity + If a break-up of the

Soviet empire occurs, the other German states-Austria and Switzerland-will

probably be integrated into the European COlnmunity, as the rnajority of Ger-

rnans already are.)))
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Whether the East European nations which survive the demise of the USSR

would associate with the Community directly or as
part

of an East European

federation is impossible to forecast, but recent precedents in West Europe may

be suggestive. Some Ukrainian nationalist spokesmen resent a comparison
between a post-Communist polity

in the present Soviet Union and the post-
Franco Spanish polity, but the parallels are interesting. As long as the authoritar-

ian Franco
regim,e lasted\037 the distinctive n,on-Castilian nations of the Spanish

polity were denied autonomy. Facing such national oppression, Inany of their

leaders urged complete independence. Since the establishment of
parliamentary

democracy in Spain, Basque nationalists have remained intransigent and lost

most support they
had outside the Iberian peninsula, especially in France.

Conceded a very broad autonomy, the much larger and historically more i Inport-

ant Catalan nation has pressed rapidly for complete cultural nationhood, including
legal establishment of the native language. Most immigrants from other parts of

the peninsula have
accepted

instruction in Catalan for their children, and Catalan

\"irredentas\" in Valencia and the Balearic Islands have been reintegrated through

language and cultural symbols. Within the Spanish economy, now a sub-division

of the European Community, the dynamic Catalan industrial and mercantile

population enjoys immense advantages. At the same time, Spanish adherence to

the broader European economic sphere (especially its French element which is

historically
and culturally closer to Catalonia than to Castile) acts as a guarantee

that political power cannot be used to reverse Catalan autonomy and economic

dynamism.

That this mode] might apply to a post-Soviet relationship between Ukraine

and Russia is highly speculative, but it is hard to see how the comparison
can be

insulting to thoughtful Ukrainians with a true \"European vocation.\" If Ukraine

were to retain a special relation to Russia and other East European nations, the

institutional supports of the European Community-strong economic ties, a

nascent
parliament,

firm judicial precedents-would constitute essential guaran-

tees against political manipulation by the larger Russian nation. Less
formally,

intimate cultural and economic ties of Ukraine with specific national units of the

Community would be indispensable
for Ukraine to fulfill its destiny as a leader

of smaller East
European

nations. What SOIne Ukrainian leaders sought in the

mockery of a \"European New Order'\037 proclaimed by Hitler in 1941, might

become a reality in the true community of a union of equals.

The climate of Social Darwinist thinking which
produced

the German drive

for colonial domination precluded any genuine European association. For

example, even German military circles during the Weimar period sharply

opposed Richard Coudenh,ove-Kalergi's Pan-Europe plan,
as did the Soviet

regime.
2K

Indeed, a major reason why the Reichswehr circles were suspicious

of P'an-EuTopewas that it precluded a Prussian-Bolshevik alignment. Today; the

acid test of Germans' acceptance of a European vocation-which most have

passed brilliantJy so far-is their attachment to Europe at the cost of an \"Eastern

option,\" which would imply alliance with Moscow regardless of the nature of its)))
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regime. Surely it is in the interest of all Ukrainian national leaders to make sure
that the Germans never fail this test.

Whatever lingering memories of German occupation persist may induce

leaders of a self-detennined Ukraine to balance partners'hip with the German
nations

by equally close, though qualitatively different, associations with other

European Community members. Ukrainian elites might well
prefer

to balance

their necessarily close partnership with Germans in economic and cultural affairs

by fanning other European partnerships in the sensitive spheres of law and
administration. Historical precedents

for states modernizing their go,vernment

apparatus by drawing on distant rather than
neighbouring powers are plentiful,

from medieval Hungary through early modern Prussia (the
customs Regie) to

Pahlavi Iran. Ukrainian reliance on French and British
partnerships

in sensitive

governmental spheres should, therefore, be neither humiliating for native Ukraini-
ans nor insulting to Germans.

In discussing the future of Ukrainian-German interaction, one
necessarily

plunges into speculation. Yet some speculation is necessary (if grounded in the

facts of earlier history), in order to grasp the parameters of a relationship which

can never again be that of occupier to colony. Germans must not merely accept
but welcome this change, whereas Ukrainians must recognize their inexperience
as a new governing elite while they explore a wide range of special relationships
with the European powers. Only in that manner can both nations, if ever the

oppressive weight of a decadent Soviet
system

is lifted, enter together upon their

most promising vocation\037to build, in the words of one of the greatest Euro-

peans, a \"Europe from the Atlantic to the Urals.;')

Postscript

The pages above (apart from certain editorial ,changes) were completed in late

1986. At that time few, if any, observers anticipated rapid achievement of

Ukrainian independence such as occurred five years later. Nevertheless, in 1986
it seemed important to anticipate the parameters of extensive freedom of action
for Ukraine. In the relatively narrow context of German-Ukrainian relations, the
seven years since 1986 have

produced striki ng changes. Only one and a half

years before Ukraine became
independent, Germany attained its goal of national

unity, thereby becoming the strongest power of Europe, and second or third in

the entire world. Germany's influence on the emerging group
of independent

East European states has been even stronger than the world ranking imp1ies, for

Germany alone has contributed more economic aid to the group (including
Russia) than all other Western states combined. On the other hand, heavy
domestic commitments, together

with relatively slight military strength and

rnarked dip10matic hesitancy, restricted German influence.
For Ukrainians, this limitation presents advantages: Ukraine obtains its share

of German aid without incurring severe risks of German d()minance. The Kiev

governrnent and private Ukrainian
organizations can draw on a wide range of

West European and North Anlerican advice and
encouragement (accompanied by)))
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modest material assistance), thereby avoiding dependence on
any single outside

power. At the same time, European Community disunity, often
approaching

disarray, implies that Ukraine cannot rely (as this writer once envisaged) on EC'

guarantees. The horrifying events in Yugoslavia have simultaneous]y revealed a
failure of will and policy for all Europe. (It should, however, be noted that in
199 I Germany initiated formal recognition of nations seeking independence from

Yugoslavia and that during 1992
independent

Ukraine contributed to peace-

keeping forces there.) Reflecting on the Yugoslav debacle, Ukrainians might well
recall advice

(by
the author of uMazeppa\") during a similar stalemate of Euro-

pean policy:)

Trust not for freedom to the Franks-

They have a king who buys and sells;

In native swords and native ranks,
The only hope

of courage dwells.. ..

C'Don Juan/' Canto III, xiv))

Byron's
advice accords fully with the heavy emphasis amo,ng twentieth-century

Ukrainian nationalists on acquiring armed forces, so tragically inadequate during

two world wars. At the same time one may hope that Ukrainian leadership will

recognize that, apart from the symbolic satisfaction provided by an independent

military establishment, no single European
state can really assure its own secur-

ity.
This is not the

place
to analyse present Ukrainian policy-making and admin-

istration. Evidently both require much
development

and certain fundamental

transfonnations (especially in economic guidance) that so far have been slow in

appearing. Drawing on Western models and advice (as envisaged above) is still

indispensable. But resolute Ukrainian rejection of revived Social Darwinist

prescriptions for \"ethnic cleansing,\" like that pursued in Gennany during the

middle years of the twentieth century and emulated in Yugoslavia at the end of

the century, is encouraging.
So are the surprisingly cordial relations with contem-

porary Russia. No one can guarantee
that regimes in Moscow will remain pacific.

If, however, Kiev demonstrates that it has done its best to maintain cooperative

relationships between equals, the Ukrainian government will have excellent

chances, in a crisis, of retaining the loyalty
of its citizens regardless of their

ethnic origins. In the long run, such
solidarity

can provide the surest guarantee

that Ukraine will never again be colonized
by any outside power. Beyond this

very general-but fundamental--conclusion, the outside observer can neither

urge nor
prophesy.)
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Germany,
Western Europe, and

Ukraine after World War II)

Yaroslav Bilinsky)

Primarily,
this essay will document bilateral relations between the two Germanys

and the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic

after World War II; secondarily, it

will cover relations between the United
Kingdom

and Ukraine, and France and

the Ukrainian republic.
t

Critics might object that such an essay on bi1ateral

relations is an exercise in futility, for whatever the Soviet constitution may

promise, the Ukrainian SSR is only a unit of a highly centralized state. No matter

what her role in the United Nations may be, Ukraine is not an independent state

under international law. It is, therefore, natural that it is easier to obtain data on
the foreign trade of Luxembourg and Liechtenstein than on that of Ukraine, and
that in recent volumes of Osteuropa- Wirtschaft there have been numerous articles
on Hungary's economy, but none on Ukraine's. Potentially Ukraine, which is

roughly the size of France and has a similarly large population, is much more

significant than any of the West European rnini-states and Inost of the East

European socialist countries. The Romans would have
aptly

summarized the

present Ukrainian situati,on in two words: vae victis [woe to the vanquished]! We

can, however, take the long view and deal with \"potentialities\" rather than

\"realities,\" because we all know-rationally or intuitively-that in the c()urse of
a century, a

half-century,
or perhaps even sooner, the political realities are bound

to change. So to deal with potentialities is to look ahead, far ahead.

Relations with
Germany

are particularly interesting, because the GerJnan

nation has suffered the problem of
politica1 division and German scholars have

had long experience in East European studies. In his preface (Geleinvort) to the

first issue of the new series of Osteuropa, Hermann Dietrich, former Reichs-

minister and in 1951 President of the German Association for the Study of

Eastern Europe (Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Osteuropakunde), wrote:)

Never in modern history has the world known as little about events in

Eastern Europe and particularly in Russia [Russlantfl as today. Never
has the necessity been more urgent to know much about them. As a

consequence of its geographic location and its close tics with the

Slavic world, the German people has made a more serious and more

intensive effort than any other tn gain insight into Eastern Europe and
.

]
\

1ts peap es.\)
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It would be possible to debate whether the first two sentences still applied a

generation later, and whether the word Russ/and shou]d have been replaced with

the more precise term Sowjetunion, but the last sentence on the German contribu-

tion to East European studies is absolutely true.

The lega1 basis for bilateral relations between foreign countries and the

Ukrainian SSR was laid in the amendment of I
February 1944 to the 1936 Soviet

constitution, which allowed the establishlnent of
foreign

ministries in the individ-

ual republics.
3

Under the rule of First Secretary of the Communist Party of

Ukraine (hereinafter CPU) Petro Shelest (July 1963 to May 1972), and to a lesser

extent, under the rule of his
predecessor

as CPU First Secretary, Mykola Pid-

horny (Nikolai Podgorny; December 1957 to June 1963), the Ukrainian elite had

become more self-assertive, both in internal and external affairs. Under Shelest,

a trilingual propaganda brochure was issued in an edition of 2,O()O, but even

Shelest's anonymous author had to be careful not to claim too much:

By means of the law [constitutional amef)dment] of 1 February 1944 the general

principle had been established: each [Soviet] Union republic could enter into

direct relations with foreign states. The concrete
paths [of the amendment's

implementation] are chosen by each republic according to her judgment: those

relations can be implemented by means of bilateral diplomatic relations, the

exchange of diplomatic and consular representations, by
means of international

organizations and multilateral agreements, or by either means. As far as Ukraine

is concerned, the all-Union system of diplomatic and consular
representations

effectively protects the interests of the republic in this or that country.4)

Shortly after World War II the United KingdoITI attelnpted to utilize that

amendment and establish direct diplomatic re]ations with the Ukrainian SSR and

the Belarusian SSR. In a pithy written exchange, almost three years later,

between Major Tufton Beamish, MP, and Minister of State for Foreign Affairs

Kenneth G. Younger, the initiative was described:

Major
Beamish asked the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs what efforts

have been made to establish diplomatic relations with the Ukraine and

Byelorussia,
both members of the United Nations. + . .

Mr. Younger: In August, 1947, His Majesty['s] Charge d' Affaires in Moscow

requested the Soviet government to transmit to the Government of the Ukraine

a proposal that this country and the Ukraine should exchange diplomatic

representatives.
As no answer was ever received from the Ukrainian Govern-

ment, it did not seem worth while approaching the Byelorussian Government

with a similar proposal. . . .
5)

FrOITI other sources it appears that the British Ministry's Counselor in Mos-

cow-probably
the very same charge d\037affaires

Inentioned in Mr. Younger's

reply-did follow up the proposal with a personal visit to the Ukrainian SSR

Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Kiev. It was probably that trip which incited the

USSR Supreme Soviet to pass a law in December 1947 prohibiting any Soviet

officia]s from contacting any foreign diplomats except through
the channels of)))
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the USSR Foreign Ministry. Furthermore, according to Mr. Younger, of the

British Foreign Office, by 1950 Soviet authorities forbade Western diplomats to

travel to Western Ukraine and Western Belarus without special permission
(which

made some sense, because anti-Soviet guerrillas were still active in

Western Ukraine) and they
included both capitals, Kiev and Minsk, in the

forbidden Western
\"security

zones\" (which was utter nonsense).6

Why did the British d,o it? They have never been as close to Ukraine as, for

instance, the French or the Germans. Also, in August 1947 Europe was being
torn

apart. (1n July 1947 Molotov and his large delegation of experts left the

Paris conference on the new Marshall Plan in protest. In October 1'947Zhdanov
re-established the notorious Comintern, renamed the Cominfonn.) However, in

1947 the British government under Prime Minister Attlee and Foreign Secretary

Bevin was staunchly anti-Soviet It almost looked as if the British initiative was

designed to, embarrass Stalin, who had been responsible for the 1944 amendment,

and to undercut the Soviet Ukrainian public attacks on the United Kingdom in

the UN. (The Ukrainian SSR had been elected to the first UN Security Council

in 1946). Stalin replied to the British
proposal by ordering the Ukrainians in Kiev

to ignore the British request and by declaring Kiev and Minsk off limits to

Western diplomats.
Nearly twelve

years
]ater British Prime Minister Haro1d Macmillan, accom-

panied by Foreign Secretary Selwyn Lloyd,
visited Kiev during their state visit

to the Soviet Union (2] February-3
March 1959). It was in the middle of

Khrushchev\"s first Berlin crisis, and Macmillan initiated the visit because, \"in

Churchill's tradition, he always liked to take the role of mediator between East

and West.,,7 In the capital of the Ukrainian SSR, Macmillan and Lloyd were

officially received not by the top leader, CPU First Secretary Pidhorny, but by

Ukrainian SSR Prime Minister (UChairlnan of the Council of
Ministers\") Nykyfor

T. Kalch-enko. Though Kalchenko ranked second in Soviet political protocol,
ostensibly he was Macmillan's

equal,
and he also happened to be a very old and

very close associate of Khrushchev. Kalchenko was accompanied by L.Kh.

Palamarchuk, the Foreign Minister of the Ukrainian SSR. On the day of his

arrival in Kiev, Macmillan also
paid

a courtesy visit to Oemian S. Korotchenko,
Ukraine's titular president (\"Chairman of the Presidium of the Ukrainian SSR's

Supreme Soviet\.") Korotchenk,o, too, was a very close associate of Khrushchev,

and of more senior political standing than Kalchenko.
Macmil1an's three

days
in Kiev was not an unalloyed pleasure. Before he

took off for the Ukrainian capital, Khrushchev insulted him twice. First, while
sensitive secret talks with the British delegation were proceeding, Khrushchev

gave an election
spee.ch

in which he attacked Macmillan indirectly: \"he criticized
in harsh terms Eisenhower and DuJles.. .about Adenauer he was brutally offen-

sive.\"R Second, Khrushchev promised that he would accompany Maclnillan to

Kiev and Leningrad, which would have been an act of unusual courtesy, but then

he developed a diplomatic toothache. To exacerbate Inatters, on the day llf

Macmillan's arrival in Kiev, Khrushchev's most senior associate in the
Party)))
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Presidium (Politburo), Anastas Mikoian, gave another election speech in Rostov,

in which he attacked Macmillan's \"tough line\" directly and implied that Mac-
millan was

doing the bidding of his Western Al1ies.

Thus Macmillan's visit to Kiev carried more than just a whiff of diplomatic
scandal, of which his Ukrainian hosts were innocent. Kalchenko tried to save the

situation by using the
p,hrase upeace through negotiation\" in his airport we)com-

ing speech. Macmillan seized
up'on

it with enthusiaSITI and expanded on it in his

reply. Journalist Michael
Frayn

denounced Macmillan's reception in Kiev in an

ironic com,mentary: \"Once upon a time the Soviet authorities used to seize any

foreigner they caught committing the crime of
being foreign and pack him off

to forced labour in Siberia. Now it seems the regime is ]iberalised and they just
cond,emn him to forced

sightseeing
in Kiev\037\" Frayn was particularly incensed that

Macmillan was hauled off to inspect a nearby collective farm and taken to an
Exhibition of the Advanced Achievements in the National Economy of Ukraine,
and subjected to a

barrage
of

produc!ion
statistics at both. Frayn also made an

ironic comment on Palamarchuk, the. Ukrainian Foreign Minister, who dutifully

toured the kolhosp with the British guests: \"and how on earth does he fill his day
in the norma] course of events?,,9

Prime Minister Macmillan, who initially was under terrible strain\037 came to

enjoy the milder climate of Kiev and, above all, the
\"large

crowds... [who]

seemed interested\" (and who had undoubtedly been organized by
Kalchenko and

Pidhorny). A politician's politician, Macmillan started \"working\" the
friendly

crowds by saying a few words in Russian. (It may not have been deliberate, but

Macmillan did not utter a single Ukrainian word in Ukraine.) Macmillan was

very much impressed with Kiev, \"a city of outstanding interest and beauty.\"lO

However, despite the best efforts of Kalchenko a.nd his subordinates, Macmillan

was not taken in
by

Soviet Ukrainian agriculture and industry. In his memoirs

he commented that agriculture was not sufficiently mechanized, and in one of his

fonnal speeches in Kiev he gently chided his hosts for having forgotten that

Britain was co-operating in \"some aspects\" of Ukrainian industrial expansion:

\"He mentioned specifically the fact that a British consortium was supplying
\302\243I 2 t 500,OOO ($35,OOO\037OOO) worth of equipment toward the construction of a tire

factory
at Dnepropetrovsk, which is to become one of the largest in

Europe.\"l'

It was impossible for me to reconstruct with any degree of precision the

foreign
trade between the postwar Ukrainian SSR and the United Kingdom,

France, and Germany, quite apart from the even more difficult task of accounting
for large-scale

West European investments in Ukraine. The data are too few, too

scattered, and, above all, too old. I have looked at old Shelest-era estimates of

the Ukrainian SSR's share in the total Soviet
foreign

trade turnover, which are

more easily available than estimates of the separate shares of
imports

and

exports. Those estimates - by Soviet Ukrainian scholars--of Ukraine's share in

the total turnover of Sov iet foreign trade, range from a low of 18.2 per cent to

as high as 30 per cent. 12

For th,e sake of simplicity, I have estimated the Ukrai-

nian SSR' s share in the total Soviet foreign trade turnover at 201

per c.ent. We)))
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know that in 1966 Ukraine sent 77
per

cent of her total exports to socialist

countries and only 14
per

cent to capitalist countries.
13

Also, in 1968 Ukraine

was leading in total Soviet exports of certain goods-IOO per cent of all Soviet

natural gas exports, 94 per cent of all iron ore
exports,

73 per cent of all

exported coal mining equipment, and 72
per

cent of all pig iron.
14

Despite

Macmillan's public correction in 1959, Ukrainian trade with the United Kingdom
eight years later was relatively small, at a little over $100 million for total
turnover

(an
,estimated 20 per cent of the announced $517 million total turnover

with the USSR as a whole).15

In 1967, trade between France and Ukrainian SSR amounted to only 66 per

cent of United Kingdom-Ukrainian SSR trade ($68 million).'6 Nonetheless,
General de Gaulle's visit to Kiev in 1966, as part of his state visit to the Soviet

Union (20 June to 1 July 1966), was interesting in several respects. First, unlike

Prime- Minister Macmillan, President de Gaulle was given first-class treatment

throughout his trip. His rnain Soviet hosts-Brezhnev, Kosygin, and Pidhorny--
did not embarrass de GauUe by making open references to West German

revanchism or American imperialism while he was in the USSR. In Kiev, where

he was accompanied by Prime Minister Kosygin, he was received by the full

republican \"troikaH-Petro Shelest (First Secretary, CPU), Volodymyr Shcher-
bytsky (Ukrainian SSR Prime Minister), and Korotchenko (President of the

Republic). There were no harried visits to propaganda collective farms or

industrial exhibitions as there had been for Macmillan. De Gaulle's main public

function in Kiev was the solemn laying of a wreath at the tomb of the Unknown
Soldier.De Gaulle had withdrawn France from the integrated structure of NATO
in 1966, which explains the cordial reception by all Soviet officials.

Second, de Gaulle's visit was interesting because, despite the meticulous

preparation for his trip t() Kiev, both by his officials and Le Monde (which gave
President de Gaulle's Soviet trip very extensive, semi-official coverage), his stay
in Kiev was

only
half a day (28 June 1966). While in Kiev, President de Gaulle

studiously
avoided giving any aid and comfort not only to Ukrainian \"bourgeois

nationalists,\" but to more self-assertive autonomists as well. He took a pro-
Russian position. At the official reception in Kiev given by Korotchenko, de

Gaulle succinctly mentioned \"the ties and affinities between Ukraine and

France,\" as symbolized by Anne (1024-75), daughter of Ukrainian
prince

Yaro-

slav the Wise, who married the French king Henry I and bore him a son who
later became the French king Philippe I. De Gaulle also paid tribute to the

heroism of Ukrainian Soviet soldiers during World War II, and
praised

the local

Ukrainian population for showing their sympathy toward French NCOs who were

imprisoned in a special penal camp for prisoners of war in Rava Ruska. He also
paid

tribute to \"the prirnordial role which the city of Kiev and Ukraine had

played
in the difficult and dramatic formation of great Russia.\"i? Le Monde's

eminent
diplomatic correspondent, Andre Fontaine, believed that Kiev was w()rth

rnore than a brief stopover, and implicitly he chided President de Gaulle for

passing through the Ukrainian capital so quickly. More explicitly than Michael)))
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Frayn of the Manchester Guardian, Fontaine remarked on Kiev being a non-

Russian city: \"This was no longer Russia, [which was] always well behaved and

restrained [bien sage], but Central Europe: a little bit like Vienna, a little bit like

the Balkans, with its fantasy and its exuberance.\",18

We can assume that President de Gaulle had been exceedingly well briefed

on the political situation in Kiev, not just on Queen Anne of France and the

penal camp of Rava Ruska. On the
day of de Gaulle's visit to Kiev, Bernard

Feron published a masterly analysis of \"Kiev, the Mother of Russian Cities.\" The

title, however, was somewhat misleading, because Feron gave a summary of

Ukrainian history, including that country's struggle for
independence and for

greater internal autonomy within the Soviet Union. It was complete with names

and dates-Mykola Skrypnyk, who committed suicide in 1933; Panas Liubchen-

ko, the Prime Minister of Ukraine who killed himself in 1937\037 Stanislav Kosior,

CPU First Secretary, who had been charged with battling separatism in the party,

failed, and was purged and subsequently executed; and disgraced CPU First

Secretary L.G. Melnikov, who was tired in June 1953 for pursuing a poJicy of
Russification with excessive zeal. Feron said that apparently Ukrainian national-

ism still had not been completely overcome, since Moscow's
press kept hinting

that it had survi ved all the trials and tribulations. 19

As a matter of simple courtesy, Feron's piece on the political importance of
Kiev had

probably
been submitted to President de Gaulle well in advance of its

publication.
Yet de Gaulle painstakingly distanc.ed himself from declaring any

sympathy for Ukrainian political aspirations: \"Then, as if he wanted to cut short

any speculation
about his sentiments with regard to 'bourgeois nationalism,'

[General de Gaulle] reminded [his audience] that his visit to Kiev 'was one of

those which he was making in the Soviet Union,' and he expressed his satisfac-
tion at finding himself here in the company of Mr. Kosygin. He concluded, in

Russian: 'Long live Ukraine! Long live the Soviet peo'ple!',,20 On his arrival in

Moscow (20 June 1966), de Gaulle replied to Ukrainian-born Soviet President

P'idhorny
in Russian: \"Through me, the French people salute the great Soviet

people. Long
live Russia!\" De Gaulle also professed to tind in Russia prosperity,

power, and \"a fullness of peaceful ardour.,,21 Fontaine observed somewhat

critically that on his Soviet
trip

de Gaulle substituted the word Russia for the

more precise tenn Soviet Union, thus helping to legitimize the Soviet regime in

the eyes of many patriotic
Russians.

22

Conversely, Soviet Ukrainian

autonomists, like Shelest (who lost his position in 1972) and his predecessor

Pidhorny (who was removed from all his Moscow
posjtions by

June 1977), could

deri ve no comfort from de Gaulle's visit to Kiev, because the French president

reject\037d
their aspirations.

As for the two Gennanys, the Ukrainian SSR had longer and closer econ-

omic, cultural, and politica1 relations with the German Democratic
Republic

(DDR). In 1967 Ukraine had an estimated turnover of $565 million with the

DDR4
23

The sizable trade between the DDR, the USSR in general,
and the

Ukrainian SSR in particular, shows that the technological content of the DDR' s)))
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exports to the Soviet Union was much
higher

than that of the DDR's imports

from the USSR\037in the early 19705 almost two-thirds of the goods imported by

the Soviet Union from East Germany consisted of machines and industrial

equipment, whereas on1y ]9.7 per cent of the goods imported by
the DDR from

the USSR were. Then the DDR filled over 90
per

cent of her need for crude oil,

iron ore, cotton, and lumber,. 100 per cent of her need for natural gas, and more
than 80 per cent of her need for pig iron through imports from the USSR.

24

Obviously, Ukraine could not supply the crude oil and cotton, but she did furnish

much of the iron ore and pig iron, and-in 1968-all of the natural gas.

I.rvl. Kulinych has described the strong points of Ukrainian
foreign

trade:

\"The increase of the relative share of Ukraine in the export of the USSR is

caused, apart fro,m her rich natural resources, by
her convenient geographical

position vis-a.-vis the European socialist countries, by a dense railway nett and

by the existence of first-rate sea and river ports.,,25 Nevertheless, some of the
transactions

carry
a whiff of the trade typical of a developing country. Practically

all the iron ore imported by the DDR came from the Kryvyi Rih basin in

Ukraine. In return, East Germans helped Ukrainians develop new ore extraction
and steel rolling techniques, and the DDR furnished the necessary precision

machinery. East Germany also furnished \"Abus\" cranes for the port of Odessa\037

equipment
for food processing and light industry, diesel engines, tramway cars,

mobi1e power generating machinery, optical goods,
and consumer goods such as

clothes and shoes. In return, besides coal, iron ore, and similar raw materials, the

Ukrainian SSR exported to the DDR certain specialized machi nery .26 (D ncon-

firmed infonnation has it that the DDR's consul in Kiev, like his diplomatic
colleagues from other socialist countries, was directly accredited to the govern-
ment of the Ukrainian SSR

through
the Ukrainian SSR's Foreign Ministry.)

In the field ,of scientific and technological co-operation, there were two

mutually beneficial relationships worth mentioning here. Since 1959 the Physics
Department of Kiev University has been sending its students for advanced

training to the University of Jena and the K. Zeiss and O. Schott optical works.
As well, the Paton Institute of Electric Welding of the Academy of Sciences of
the Ukrainian SSR

(probab1y
the most famous technological institute in Ukraine)

co-operated with the Leipzig and the Halle Central Welding Institute to develop

bigger and better welding apparatus.

27

Cultura11y, the closest institutional rela-

tions have been between Kiev and Leipzig universities. Since 1956,on a some-

what infonnal basis, and 7 June 1963, in a specific agreement\037
the two univer-

sities have co-operated in faculty exchanges, in participation in joint scholarly

conferences and symposia, in joint research and publications, in
provision of

manufacturing experience for their students, and in exchanges of student con-
s tructi on bri gades.

2\037

AITIOng the more permanent cultural events was the publication in 1951 of
an \"almost cOlnplete\" German translation of Shevchenko's Kobzar, which had
been done in 1940 by a group of German emigre poets.

2 ()

Another noteworthy

cultural event was the joint publication in 1963 (by the Departlnent ()f the)))
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History of German-Slavic Relations of the East German Academy of Sciences

and Soviet Ukrainian Franko scholars) of the first \"almost complete
B

collection

of Ivan Franko's works that had originally been written in German. To a large

degree, that publication appeared thanks to academician Eduard Winter, who was

very much interested in developing direct cultural ties between the DDR and the

Ukrainian SSR.
30

Winter's co-author of the introductory article in the Franko

collection was Dr. Peter Kirchner, a well-known East German Ukrainianist.
(Kirchner has

reportedly
been working on a history of Ukrainian literature.)

Politically, from 1'969until October 1971, CPU First Secretary Petro SheJest

showed the Federal Republic of Germany a harder line than Brezhnev himself,

who was then negotiating with Chancellor Willy Brandt Shelest's hard line in

turn brought him closer to Walter Ulbricht of the DDR. It became so' bad that

Moscow's Pravda began to tone down Shelest's attacks on Bonn. Also, in
May

1971, before the signing of the key four-power agreement on West Berlin,
Ulbricht was forced to resign his Secretaryship of the East German Socialist
Unity Party. In October 1971, Shelest was sent to East Berlin at the head of a
low-level USSR Supreme Soviet

delegation, ostensibly to help' celebrate the

DDR's twenty-second anniversary, but actually to
repent

the error of his ways.

Shelest's official speech in East Berlin differed so much from his usual addresses

that it must have been forced upon
him. Shelest made a courtesy call on Ul-

bricht, who had been demoted to Chairman of the East Gennan Council of State

(Staatsrat). Ulbricht then praised Shelest, among other things, for his personal
contribution to East German-Soviet relations. The Ulbricht-Shelest entente

cordiaJe, which probably helped overall relations between the DDR and the

Ukrainian republic, did not continue very long. In May 1972 Shelest was dis-

missed from his office in Ukraine.
31

Given the superior resources of the Federal Republic of Gennany, one
might

have assumed that the Federal Republic's relations with the Ukrainian SSR
would have been more intensive than those of the DDR, even allowing for delay
in the establishment of those ties. Yet in 1967, the estimated foreign trade

turnover between the Federal Republic and Ukraine was only $93 million.J2

In

1979-83, the Gennan Federal Republic may have become the second most

important trading partner
of the Ukrainian SSR, after East Germany. Neverthe-

less, my admittedly impressionistic evidence indicates that, at least in the late

I 970s and early 19805, most of the West German grand economic
projects

were

outside Ukraine. To be sure, in 1968 all the natural gas imported by West

Germany from the Soviet Union came from Ukraine, but in the 19805 the

sources of natural gas were rnuch further east. The
grand

West Gennan-aided

metallurgical project of Starii Oskol is located not far from Ukraine (in the area

of Kursk), but is nevertheless in the Russian SFSR.33

The synthetic fibers plant

in Svietlahorsk constructed by West Gennan workers is located in Belarus.

Unlike Kulinych, I have not been able to
identify any large-scale West German

investment projects in Ukraine, with the possible exception of harbour improve-

ments in Odessa.
34

This is not to say that there were no West Gerrnan techni-)))
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cians and engineers active in the Ukrainian SSR. I was told that Hungarians were

supposed to finish a sector of an oil pipeline in Ukraine, but they quietly subcon-
tracted the job to a West Gennan engineering firm.

In the autumn of 1974 Federal Chancellor Helmut Schmidt visited Kiev on

an official trip to the Soviet Union. In 1983 his successor, Federal Chancellor

Helmut Kohl, visited Kiev. Those two visits, and the curious intermezzo of

Aleksandr Shelepin's courtesy visit to the Federal
Republic

in 1975, shed some

light on the position of Ukraine in the symbolic policy of the Federal Republic.

The invitation for the visit
by

Federal Chancellor Schrnidt had been extended to

Schmidt's predecessor in office, Willy Brandt, during
Brezhnev's first visit to

Bonn in May 1973. In Kiev, Chancellor Schmidt talked to Ukrainian SSR Prime

Minister Oleksander Liashko (the Soviet Ukrainian ]eader
directly responsible

for

econolnic administration). The subject matter of their conversation was not
disclosed.J5

A private source told me that Chancellor Schmidt was moved by
his visit to Kiev and that he showed understanding and sympathy for the Ukraini-

ans who had suffered under German occupation in World War II; but he did not

dramatize his sympathy (as Brandt had, done during his visit to Warsaw in 1972).

To judge from public sources, however, the visit to Kiev appeared to have little

intrinsic value to Chancellor Schmidt. When negotiations ()n West Berlin
threatened to become bogged down, Chancellor Schmidt advised his Soviet hosts
that he would be prepared to forego his planned visit to Kiev to have more time
for negotiations in MoSCOW.

36
So, barring any serious talks with Ukrainian SSR

Prime Minister Liashko, the
republic played the minor role of a diplomatic

bargaining chip in Soviet-West GerInan negotiations.

Aleksandr Shelepin's brief courtesy visit, as Chairman of the Soviet AI1-

Union Central Counci1 of Trade Unions, to the headquarters of the West German
Federation of Trade Unions (Deutscher Gewerkschaftsbund, DGB) on 29 January
1975, with its conspiratorial overtones (Shelepin flew in on a special plane,

which landed on a remote landing strip
of Dusseldorf airport) and its small

hostile demonstration, was a distinctly unpleasant episode in West German-Soviet

relations. It was direct]y related to the position of Ukrainian refugees in West

Germany, and indirectly to the Ukrainian SSR. In January 1975 Shelepin was

still a full member of the CPSU P()litburo, but had a somewhat controversial

political past which included invo]vement in the murder of Ukrainian politica]

emigres (Lev Rebet and Stepan Bandera)
in Germany.37 In J 968 the head of the

DOB, Rosenberg, had invited Shelepin t.o visit him in the Federal Republic.

Shelepin, according to the brief New York Times acco,unt, \"cancelled a 1970 visit

to Bavaria when the Munich district attorney issued a summons against him in

connect.ion with the murder
charge.\"

The way for the 1975 visit was better prepared. The Federa] Minister of

Justice., Dr. Hans-Jochen Vogel, issued to all the West German state adlninistra-
tions

(Liinderjustiz\\)efYva.ltungen)
a binding opinion that Shelepin was inlmune

frorn prosecution by the individual state authorities. Conservative. politicians and

two c()nservative newspapers p()unced. Dr. Jaeger, the sp{)keslnan CSprecher)
of)))
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the CSU Group from Bavaria, publicly called the renewed invitation by Rosen-

berg's successor at the DGB, Heinz Oskar Vetter,
U

a piece of arrogance and a

scandal,\" according to the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung.
That newspaper\037, in

an editorial, also attacked West German trade unions for being overly eager to

maintain good relations with Soviet trade unions and forgetting Lenin's policy

of undennining West European trade unions from within. The
Frankfurter

Allgemeine Zeitung gave full coverage to the Ukrainian exile angle, even though
it

misspe11ed the. first victim\037s name as Rbet. Die Welt, on the other hand, played

that dCJwn (the assassin's name was mentioned, but not Rebet and Bandera, who

became two anonymous Ukrainian exiles). Die Welt did bring in the criticism of

US labour leader George Meany, who was identified as a true friend of Germany

and defender of the freedom of West Berlin. Meany's criticism of the \"constant

flirting\" between the DGB and the Soviet trade unions was
paraphrased. Reading

between the lines of Die Welt's coverage, it becomes apparent that occasionally

the political activity of Ukrainian exi1es in West Germany and the. Soviet

response to that activity (in the case of Rebet and Bandera, brutal assassination

on German soil) have become rather controversial issues in West German offIcial

circles. The repeated invitations to Shelepin by
the DGB may have been in bad

taste, as Dr. Jaeger of the B,avarian CSU hastened to point out. The Shelepin
visit obviously cast a brief shadow on Soviet-West German and Soviet Ukraini-

an-West German co-operation.
3K

In all fairness, the DGB and their friends in the S,DP-FDP government in

Bonn were the victims of a double provocation, which probably originated in the

highest circles in Moscow, not in Kiev. First, by allowing Shelepin to fly to

Dusseldorf for half a day Brezhnev created more than a day's worth of political

controversy between the conservatives, who tended to be critical of detente, and

the socialists and trade unionists who were acting as its champions. (From 31

March to 2 April 1975, the tragicomedy of a Shelepin courtesy visit was

replayed in the United Kingdom, with similar results.) Second, by exposing

Shelepin to public controversy abroad, Brezhnev (who was not one of his

friends) was preparing the way for Shelepin's expulsion from the Politburo in

April
1975. As regrettable as it was, the two anti-Soviet Ukrainian victims, the

German trade unions, and the Federal Minister of Justice were all used as objects
in Brezhnev's political intrigue.

Federal 'Chancellor Kohl's visit to Moscow and Kiev in early July 1983 was

exceedingly well organized, and unlike Dr. Schmidt, Dr. Kohl did not give any

impression
that he would cancel his trip to Kiev to have more time to negotiate

in Moscow. I have reconstructed Chancellor Kohl's visit to Kiev on the basis of

public coverage in the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung\037
the Siiddeutsche Zeitung,

and Die Welt, as well as a private source. From that I have concluded that

Chancellor Kohl had a definite political and diplomatic interest in going to Kiev.

He wanted t,o talk at length with Ukrainian
party

1eader and veteran CPSU

Politburo Inember Volodymyr Shcherbytsky, who normally was not in Moscow.

Kohl's visit to Moscow came mid-way during Andropov's fifteen-month
interreg-)))
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num as CPSU Secretary General, and since Dr. Kohl was one of the first West-

ern leaders to notice how much Andropov's health had deteriorated, I assume he

wanted to talk to as many high-ranking Soviet politicians as possible to find out

what was going to happen in the Kremlin\037 One correspondent hinted that Shcher-

bytsky interested Chancellor Kohl because the Ukrainian
party

leader \"was being

counted as one of the more flexible members of the Soviet leadership.\"3Y

According to the detailed, semiofficial coverage by the Frankfurter Allgerneine
Zeitung, \"Kiev had been chosen [by the Chancellor] for his visit because that

1 ,500-year-old European city had particularly suffered during the war.,,40 Chan-

cellor Kohl also laid a wreath at the tomb of the Unknown Soldier in Kiev, and,
unlike de Gaulle, he visited the Paton Institute for Electric Welding of the

Ukrainian SSR's Academy of Sciences.

He is publicly said to have discussed economic qu,estions with both CPU
First Secretary Shcherbytsky and Prime Minister Liashko.

41

During
his dinner

speech in Kiev, the Chancellor eulogized Ukraine's contribution to the history

of Europe. More concretely, at the same dinner the Vice President of the Ukrai-

nian SSR Academy of Sciences said to Staatssekretar Schreckenberger that there

existed many fine opportunities for Bonn to help construct lumber mi1ls in

Ukraine and be paid in Ukrainian lumber.
42

However, I still think that the real

point of Chancellor Kohl's visit to Kiev was to talk Soviet politics with Shcher-

bytsky, first, because Kohl's staff
briefing

on Shcherbytsky was superbly thor-

ough,43 and second, because Kohl repeatedly attempted
to sound out Shcher-

bytsky on the future ,of Soviet politics. When Kohl tried to steer the conversation
toward more sensitive

political questions, however, Shcherbytsky waxed enthusi-

astic about the beauty of hunting wild beasts. Liashko seconded ShcherbytskY4

Shcherbytsky probably was somewhat boring and uncommunicative, because he

realized that his new political friend in the Kremlin, Andropov, was dying, and
that his old p,olitical enemy, Chernenko, was scheduled to succeed Andropov.

Altogether, we could
perhaps say that Kohl's visit to Kiev was lnore signifi-

cant than Schmidt's, but because of the unsettled political situation in the Soviet
Union in rnid-1983, and because of Kohrs resolve to honour Schmidt's commit-
ment on the deployment of US nuclear intermediate-range missiles, the visit was

relatively inconclusive. Kohl's Foreign Minister Genscher made a Inost interest-

ing follow-up visit in July 1986. Among other
projects, the Federal Republic was

planning to establish a Consulate General in Kiev, balanced
by

the establishment

of a Soviet Consulate General in Munich. (So far, the USSR has a Co,nsulate

General in Hamburg and the Federal
Republic

has one in Leningrad.) Claus

Gennrich interpreted this as a move to
satisfy

the desire for prestige of the

Bavarian Free State. 44

It is quite possible, however, that the intended move had
other objectives, since Kiev is a politically sensitive regional city and the capital
of the not quite provincial Ukrainian SSR.

Culturally, a str()ng interest in things Ukrainian in p{)stwar West Gertnany
is

apparent
in West German scholarly journals.

45

I have also tried to learn ab()ut

institutional ties between West German universities and universities in the)))
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Ukrainian SSR, only to find that it is a sensitive subject. A Ukrainian-born

linguist comp1ained that there was only one ful1-time lecturer in the Ukrainian

language employed at a West German university-Magister Antokhiv at the

University of Munich. Linguistic exchanges with the Soviet Union were
practi-

cally dominated by MAPRIAL (Mezhdunarodnaia Assotsiatsiia Prepodavatelei

Russkogo laz)tka i Literatury, the International Association of Teachers of the
Russian Language and Literature) which favoured Russianists. Ukrainian was

taught as an optional subject by Soviet Ukrainian
professors

who were willing

to teach it. Furthennore, the Russian-1anguage textbooks sponsored by

MAPRIAL had a certain Russian imperial slant. A pleasant, if anecdotal account
of scientific co-operation between the University of Gottingen and an unnamed
Soviet Ukrainian institute was written up in the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung:

\"Gottingen archaeologist Renate Rolle, together
with Soviet archaeologists. was

working to uncover the contents of the necropolis of
Chertomlyk

near Nykopil

in Southern Ukraine.,,4fi In the 1960s,
tyvo

East Gennan archaeologists helped

in the uncovering of the ancient city of Qlvia in Ukraine.
47

A rather interesting means of cultural relations is the programme on Radio

Kiev broadcast in German, which was inaugurated on 3 May 1966. In the fall of

1985 it consisted of two broadcasts (5:00-5:30 pm
and 10:00-10:30 pm) seven

days a week. These programm,es present news, political commentaries, trav-

elogues, and songs. Two features of those programmes are unusual and probably

attractive. First, the programmes are broadcast simultaneously over three or four

different frequencies. Second, Kiev Radio Station tries to involve its listeners
by

offering quizzes, travel prizes, honourary diplomas for regular listeners, and a

special fan club.
4R

Another way cultural relations are encouraged is with direct ties between

cities in the Federal Republic and cities in the Ukrainian SSR. Since 1975 a

number of West Gerrnan cities have had informal agreements with Soviet

\"partner\"
or \"twin\" cities. On 10 November 1985; the USSR Supreme Soviet

p,assed
a resolution calling for the establishment of more city partnerships with

West German cities. On the Soviet side, the process is co-ordinated by the

Central Federation of Soviet Friendship Societies (SSOD) in Moscow. On the

German side it is formally co-ordinated
by

the Arbeitsgemeinschqft Gesellschaf-

ten Bundesrepublik Deutschlan.d - UdSSR E. V. (ARGE) in Dortmund, and more

informally by the Alliance of German Cities (Deutscher Stadtetag),
with expert

advice from the West German Foreign Office and its embassy in the USSR. A

joint 1978 West German-Soviet publication in honour of Brezhnev's second visit

to the Federal Republic shows, however, that am()ng the grand industria] projects,
as well as among city partnerships,

the Ukrainian SSR has been passed by. WhiJe

there were
city partnerships

between DortlTIund and Rostov, Tbilisi and Saar-

brUcken, Kiel and Tallinn, and Hamburg
and Leningrad, no city in Ukraine had

been included. 49

In 1986 the Ukrainian SSR finally improved its relations with the Federal

Republic. First, two different events involving the Ukrainian repub1ic were)))
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included in an official plan of West German-Soviet cultural co-operation
for the

years 1986-7; second, in May 1986 the West German city of Oberhausen
signed

a partnership agreement with the Ukrainian city of Zaporizhzhia; third, there
have been official contacts between the city of Munich and the city of Kiev. The
official plan

of cultural collaboration for 1986-7 between German and Soviet

societies signed by
Dr. Dietrich Sperling (Member of the Bundestag and presi-

dent of ARGE), and Evgenii
Ivanov (Evgenij Iwanow, vice-president of SSOD

in Mainz) on 28 May 1986 contains dozens of projects. Two of them involve the

Ukrainian SSR: 2-11 No,vernber 1986 there were to be \"Soviet Days with the

Ukrainian SSR\" in the northern German state of Schleswig-Holstein;50 in 1986-

7, under the sponsorship of the Federal Republic\037USSR Society in Bavaria and

a group of Bavarian associations of former Nazi prisoners (ARGE bayerischer

Verfolgtenverbande), a public exhibitio,n was to be held in Kiev on the theme

\"Resistance and Repression in Bavaria, 1933-45.\" To this end, relations between
the Society Federa] Republic-USSR and the Ukrainian SSR Society for Friend-

ship and Cultural Relations with Foreign Countries was to be strengthened.
5l

The establishment, on 20 May 1986, of a formal partnership between the

cities of Oberhausen, in the Federal Republic, and Zaporizhzhia, in the Ukrainian
SSR, is a textbook example of farsighted Soviet foreign policy. At the same
time, it is possible that in the long run the partnership will be mutually benefi-

cial. Oberhausen, the \"cradle of industry in the Ruhr Valley,\" with 225,611
inhabitants in 1986, is a city of declining steel works. 52

Zaporizhzhia
is larger

(850,000 inhabitants in 1986). It has two major steel works (also subject to

decline), besides machine building, electronics, chemical\" and other factories.
However, as early as 1973, two steel workers (Dmytro Halushka of the \"Dnipro-
spetsstal'\"

works in Zaporizhzhia and Alexander Pierog of the \"Htittenwerk

Oberhausen\") participated in a \"steel smelting for [international] friendship\"

(Freundschaftsschmelze) in Oberhausen. In 1983 the action was
repeated

in

Zaporizhzhia (by Pierog and Volodymyr Malynovsky). In September 1985 a

delegation from Oberhausen headed by Mayor van den Mood visited Zaporizhz-
hia.

In mid-May 1986 a
Zaporizhzhia de)egation under Mayor (Chairman of the

Executive Committee of the City Soviet) Valentyn Yalansky visited Oberhausen,

where the partnership agreement of 20 May 1986 was signed. That
agreement,

whose two officia) languages are Gennan and Russian, refers to Zaporizhzhia
only

as Zaporizhzhia\037 USSR, and the Ukrainian SSR is not mentioned in
any

way, shape, or form.
53

The three most important provisions of the six-point
agreement are:

I. The cities of Oberhausen and Zaporizhzhia {hereby] solemnly establish a

partnership.
2. It is their joint firm wi)) to link the citizens of both cities in a friendly way

through close and multiple contacts and
thereby to contribute to TTIutual

understanding among the peoples and to an assured and stahle peacc.)))
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3. On the basis of
reciprocity

and balance, the two cities obligate themselves

to develop their relations in the fields of culture, economy \037 sports, and

municipal affairs as intensively as possible. Particular attention should be
accorded to contacts between young people of the two cities. 54)

Speeches given when the agreement was signed acknowledged the foreign policy
interest of both the German hosts and their Soviet guests. Oberhausen Mayor van

den Mond talked about building bridges from country to country, frorn city to

city, and from human being to human being. He also hinted that he was inter-

ested in counterbalancing the existing partnership with the English city
of

Middlesbrough. Zaporizhzhia Mayor Yalansky spoke in vague diplomatic
niceties. 55

Terekho,v, Deputy-Ambassador (Gesandter) of the USSR Embassy

in Bonn, openly disclosed the interests of the Soviet Union in concluding that

agreement: \"We are convinced that the establishment of relations between

Zaporizhzhia and Oberhausen wi]] serve the good cause of the rapprochement

between our countries. The partner cities constitute a great power. They can do

much to strengthen the peace and security in our common
European

house.\"Sfi

One correspondent was nlildly critical of Terekhov's speech, caJling it
\"very

political.\"
He also detailed Terekhov's anti-American criticisms. 57

Immediately after the agreement was signed, a factory council of a German

steel workers' union donated 6,000 German Marks to help organize a youth

exchange between the cities. From 29 March to 1 April 1987 there was the First

German-Soviet Congress of Partner\037Cities in Saarbrticken, in which ofticial

delegations from both Oberhausen and Zaporizhzhia participated. Following
the

congress, the Zaporizhzhia delegation travelled to Oberhausen to \"discuss

opportunities for a deepening of the partnership relations.\" In September 1987

a group of
twenty young persons

from Oberhausen were to go to Zaporizhzhia

according to an existing youth exchange. Their particular objective would be \"to

clarify questions ab,out a further broadening of individual contacts between

members of various youth groups.\"SR

What about contacts between the more important cities of Munich and Kiev?

In 1985 the mayor
of Kiev invited the mayor of Munich (Kronawitter, a member

of the SPD) to visit Kiev; the visit took place very successfully in
ApriJ

1986.

In February 1987 a top-ranking, three-,man delegation from Kiev visited Munich

in return. That delegation inc1uded Valentyn Zhursky (Chairman of the Executive

Committee of the Kiev Municipal Soviet, in short, the mayor of Kiev), the First

Secretary of the Kiev City Party Comlnittee (wh(), according to Soviet but not

German protocol, outranked Zhursky), and the head of the Kiev City Division

for Foreign
Relations. Both Kronawitter's visit to Kiev in 1986 and Zhursky's

visit to Munich in 1987 were said to have \"served the deepening of relations and

the furtherance of co-operation between Munich and Kiev.
,,59 The Soviet Ukrai-

nian side is evidently interested in furthering the relationship with Munich. After

the Congress of German-Soviet Partner Cities in Saarbrticken, one of Zhursky's

deputies visited Munich for fj ve days (1-5 April 1987).)))
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In general, establishment of a partnership agreement between Munich and

Kiev would be a major achievement for Kiev and Moscow. The entire Soviet-

West German city partnership programme, though not an original idea
(there

have been partnerships with British and French cities for many more years), has

been energetically advanced at the highest level in Moscow. There have been

German critics of the programme, however, who have indicated that partnerships
were always established with German cities in which the municipal administra-

tion was in the hands of Socia1 Democrats. Furthermore, despite the professed

emphasis on youth exchange, the Soviets have sent mostly very young school

children and older people, not the adolescents in whom the Germans were more

interested.

Finally, I would like to refer in sorne detail to a very painful, but enlighten-

ing episode. It involves skilled German workers who, under contract with the

West German firm Uhde, were building an artificial fiber plant in the Belarusian

city of Svietlahorsk, about 200 km southeast of Minsk. In the
early morning

hours of 26 April 1986 (Saturday), there was a horrible nuc.lear explosion 130
krn to the south, in Chernobyl, Ukrainian SSR. (The Chernobyl nuclear reactor
was

definitely
under the jurisdiction of certain ministries in Moscow 1 not Kiev,

and so probably was construction of the textile fibre plant
in Svietlahorsk-hence

Iny comments pertain to the central Soviet way of doing things.) As late as

Tuesday noon (29 April) the son of a German technician in Svietlahorsk burst

into his teacher's office exclaiming that a Soviet nuclear plant had blown up.

This was confirmed by an adult member of the construction crew.
Apparently

with the perlnission of Uhde\037 the decision was made to evacuate the women and
children to, West Germany the next day (Wednesday, 30 April) and the rest of
the German crew the day after (Thursday, 1 May). The only reliable source of
information for the Germans in Svietlahorsk was the West German radio (Die
deutsche

Welle).
As late as 29 April, Soviet television passed the deadly Cherno-

by] explosion
off with two meaningless sentences.

The Soviet authorities let the women and children go, but tried to detain the

workers and engineers. First, they proposed
that each one of them sign a dec1ar-

ation that
they

were leaving the construction site of their own voljtion and that

they gave up in perpetuity any rights to sue Soviet authorities for any alleged
damages. This the prudent Germans refused to do\037 Then, the Soviets played out

a tragicomedy, which kept the German crew in Svietlahorsk for another three and

a half hours on Thursday+ They were aU driven to Svietlahorsk hospital, where

a doctor, using an old Geiger counter, perfunctorily
examined each worker. His

Geiger counter did not register anything at all, so he signed \"a clean bill ()f

health\" for each member of the crew. After a four-h()ur trip to Minsk airport, an

exceedingly thorough customs examination, and a night flight
to Vienna, the

S,viet]ahorsk Gern1ans were re-examined by an Austrian teanl of nuclear techni-

cians. Then the needles on the Austrian Geiger c(}unters went alm()st off the

scale. About 50 per cent of the German crew were told t{) take a warrn Shl)Wer..

put on jogging suits lent to them by the Austrian Red Cross, and bundle their)))
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own clothes into plastic bags. On
Saturday morning (3 May), the Austrians put

the Sviet1ahorsk Germans onto special buses which took them to Karlsruhe.

There they were examined again by
West German nuclear spe.cia1ists. Then and

only then were they allowed to go home.

What struck me in the interview a German correspondent had with teacher
Karl-Heinz

Klinger
was that within a week the West German construction crew

learned what is still terra incognita to many professional Sovietologists-that the

Soviet Union and Austria/W est
Germany

hand1e critical events with crucial

differences. Mr. Klinger noted most
perceptively

that both on Wednesday, when

the women and children were being evacuated, and on Thursday, when the men

left, their \"Russian\" fellow-workers were sunning themselves on the rooftops. As

the buses with the evacuees left, the Soviet workers were literally looking down

on their German colleagues as a group of
frightened

madlTIen\037 It was a poignant

lesson in technical co-operation with t.he Soviet Union, albeit one learned at great

risk and expense.
60

In conclusion, the following points\037
should be emphasized. There is a broad

legal and slim institutional base for direct bilateral relations between Western

states and the Ukrainian SSR. The Soviet constitutional amendment of 1 Febru-

ary 1944 was not repealed when Brezhnev's constitution was adopted in October

1977, so the republic's foreign ministry still exists, though it may not be the

busiest government office in Kiev. Since 1947 Soviet policy, of course, has been

to isolate Ukraine from direct relations with Germany, France, and the United

Kingdom, in order to present Ukraine as nothing more than a well-integrated

constituent of the USSR. How this policy has been received
by

the Soviet

Ukrainian elites is a fascinating question. In the mid-1970s a
report

that Soviet

Ukrainian circles in Kiev resented Ukraine's exclusion from the Helsinkj process
made the rounds among American diplomats (neither Belarus nor Ukraine signed
the Helsinki Act of 1975).

Given all those negative developments, it is tempting to fall into despair and

to quote the elegiac con1ment of Czech poet Milan Kundera: \"Over the past five

decades forty million Ukrainians have been quietly vanishing from the world

without the world paying
heed.\"61 People may have been vanishing, but so has

such elementary information as foreign trade statistics. However, I have also

shown that the world has indeed been paying heed. Cultural relations apart (for

good will is easy to find in the field ()f international cultural co-operation), four

Western 1eaders have seen fit to visit Kiev.
Nobody

forced Prime Minister

Macmillan to go to Kiev-he did it in pursuit of British national interests.

President de Gaulle was exceedingly well briefed on Kiev's past and present.

That, on balance, he chose to speak
more about Russia than Ukraine is regret-

table, but he did choose Kiev as one of the cities on his extended visit of state,
which was we1come. Both Chancellor Schmidt and Chancellor Kohl paid a visit

to the capital of the Ukrainian republic, and both tried to have businesslike talks

with Soviet Ukrainian officials. It seems to me that al] these statesmen have

realized, both rationally and intuitively, that relations with Ukraine should be)))
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cultivated over the long haul.
History may ultimately show that I may have been

too pessimistic in
speaking

of potentialities, not realities. Relations with Ukraine

today may already be classified as \"semi-realities.

H)

Postscript, January 1993

When I wrote in the spring of 1987 about the division of Gennany and the

potentiality or, at best, semi-reality of a more self-assertive Ukraine, I did not

foresee the double blessing of 1990-1: after the collapse of the Berlin wall on 9

Novenlber 1989, Germany becaIne reunified on 3 October 1990; and after the

abortive putsch of 18-21 August 1991, the Soviet Union came crashing down.

The irTIlnediate cause for the disestablishment of the Soviet Union was the

overwhelming (90 per cent) popular vote on I Decernber 1991 confirming the

independence of Ukraine (procJaimed 24 August 199I), with Supreme Council

Chairman Leonid M. Kravchuk being sirTIu]taneously elected president by a vot.e

of 62 per cent on the first ballot. An understanding editor has allowed me to add

to Iny original contribution instead of insisting that I rewrite it from top to

bottom.

Gi yen the overwhelming vote for Ukrainian independence, which
ilnplied

the

support of ethnic Russians and Jews in Ukraine and, hence, political stability;
gjven

the diplolnatic skill shown a week later (8 D,ecernber 1991) by President
Kravchuk in signing, together with President Boris N. Yeltsin of Russia and
Chairman of the. Be1arusian Supreme Council Stanislau S. Shushkevich, the

Treaty of Minsk on the creation of a loose Commonwealth of Independent States

(CIS.), which agreelnent effectively
foreclosed USSR President Mikhail S.

Gorbachev's long-repeated attempts to sign another union
treaty

and forced his

resignation on 25 December 1991; and also given that the Ukrainian government
prolnises

to forego the nuclear weapons inherited from the Soviet Union-the

recognition of
independent

Ukraine by West European powers was prOlnpt. The

first of those to
recognize

Ukraine was Germany, on 26 Decernber 1991. 02

Both

France and the United Kingdom recognized Ukraine a few days later, on 31
December 1'991 +h3 For cornparison, it is worth mentioning that of the Western
states the first to recognize Ukraine was Canada, within a few days of the
referendum. The United States recognized independent Ukraine on the day of

Gorbachev's resignation, 25 Dee-ember 1991.
64

In their delay, the three West

Eur()pean states Inay have followed the lead of Washington\037 or they [nay have

simply let the dust settle on the formal demise of the Soviet Union, which
occurred on 2,6 December 1991.

The appointment of pennanent diplolnatic representat.ives to()k a few months,
a reasonable time under the circurnstances. A major p()int of this artic]e has been
that the Ukrainian SSR's relations with Germany were more intensive than those

with the United Kingdom and France. This is confirmed by the diplof11acy ()f

independent Ukraine: among the first Ukrainian ambassadors tll be nOlllinated,

on 6 March 1992, was I van M. Piskovy, the ambassador-designate t() the Federal

Republic ()f Germany.f15 Before being appointed alnbassad()r, Piskovy had be.en)))
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a counsellor at the Soviet embassy in Bonn and was then made Ukrainian charge
d'affaires. 66

Germany anticipated the exchange of ambassadors by almost one

month; on 7 February 1992, H.E. Hennecke Graf von Bassewitz was promoted
from consul general to ambassad,or to Ukraine.f}7 The anlbassador to the United

Kingdom, former Deputy Prime Minister Serhii V. Komisarenko, was apPl)inted

14 May 1992, or two months after the appointment of the ambassador to

Bonn.
68

The United KingdorTI had promoted Consul-General David Gladstone
ch,arge

d'affaires with rank of ambassador immediately upon recognition, 1

January 1992. Mr. S.N.P. Hemans was appointed ambassador and took office in

early June 1992, repJacing Mr. GJadstone. o9

The Ukrainian anlbassador to

France is Yurii M. Kochubei, who was nominated shortly after June 1992.
70

(His French counterpart, the alnbassador in Kiev, was H.E. Hugues Pernet, who
had been

pr()moted
to that position from that of consul on 1 April 1992.)71

In the first half of 1992, President Kravchuk made a 24-hour state visit to

Germany (3-4 February 1992) and a two-day state visit to France (] 6-17 June

1992), only to mention the European countries with which I aln concerned. Both

state visits were successful in different ways, even though they elicited critical

and, in the German case, even hostile commentary in son1e papers. For whatever

reason, whether by coincidence or by design (and if by design, then whose?),
President Kravchuk's state visits to Bonn and Paris practically overJapped with

President Yeltsin's visits to Washington, which were covered better by the

German and French
press\"

Significantly, President Kravchuk went to Bonn first, after gi ving a major
and

very enlightening
interview to the German newsrnagazine De,. Spiegel, which

was featured prominently and, on balance, sympathetically.72
There were a few

semi-contentious issues in the talks between German Chancellc)r He]mut KohL,

German Finance Minister Thea Waigel, and President Kravchuk. The talks did

not lea,d to the conclusion of a formal treaty. Chance110r Kohl tactfully mentioned
the German interest in Ukraine keeping her prolnise to ab{)lish nuclear weapons
and voiced German concerns over a possible emigration of nuclear armaments

experts\" Finance Minister WaigeJ took issue with the then declared Ukrainian

policy not to repay the Ukrainian share of the old Soviet debt via Moscow, but

only independently (by the end of 1992 Ukraine had satisfied that last German

concern). But on the whole, President Kravchuk's first
major

state visit to Bonn

was very successful and obtained good media coverage thanks to the president;s

offer to resettle a sizeable portion of ethnic GerJnans in Ukraine.
73

Briefly, the issue of ethnic or Volga Germans
settling

in Ukraine is as

fo1Jows. In 1939 there were approximately 1.4 million ethnic Gernlans
living

in

the entire USSR.
74

There was also a Volga German Autonomous Republic

within the Russian SFSR.
Only

a rninority of ethnic GerInans, however, lived in

Ukraine (over 400,000). With the outbreak of the war, the Volga German

republic was liquidated and the Volga Germans were deported to Central Asia

and Siberia, and most of the Ukrainian Germans were also ,deported, UInany\"

being shot immediately.75 In 1992, approximately
two million ethnic Germans)))
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were stil1 left in the CIS, but only 40-50,000 in Ukraine.
76

The leaders of the

CIS's German community as well as the German government in Bonn want the

Volga German Autonomous Republic restored both as a matter of political justice
and also to prevent the otherwise inevitable Russification of the Germans. By

creating a situation in which the ethnic Germans feel at home, their leaders in the

CIS an,d the German governnlent hope that most of them will
st.ay

in Russia and

other CIS republics and wi1l not apply for quick mass
immigration

into Germany,

when Germany faces the double task of integrating the population of the former

(East) German Democratic Republic and admitting hundreds of thousands of non-
German refugees seeking asylulTI from Turkey, the former Yugoslavia, and

elsewhere. But for the sake of their children and grandchildren\037 the overwhelm-

ing majority of CIS ethnic Germans-an estimated 80-90 per cent-want to

move to Germany, and as many as 150,000 have succeeded in doing so, even if

this is not in the present interest of Germany, Russia, and Ukraine. 77

It is not clear whether President Kravchuk's decision to accept as many
Gern1ansettlers as possible and give them good land in the south of Ukraine

(the

area of original German settlements) would have been made anyway, or whether
the plan was suggested by President Yeltsin's initial floundering on the German
resettlement issue, which nlade a bad ilnpression in Germany and beyond.

78

Ukraine has a strategic interest in political justice and in pre-empting a possible
colonization of the relatively underpopulated south by Russian peasants. For

whatever reason, once the Ukrainian government decided to make the ethnic

Germans a good offer, it proceeded in a well organized fashion, with all deliber-
ate speed, which was not lost on its new interlocutors in Bonn. Already on 23

January J 992 President Kravchuk decreed the establishment of a German-Ukrai-
nian Fund, as suggested both

by the Ukrainian Supreme Council's Comnlittee on

Nationalities and the Ukrainian-German Association
Wiedergeburt.

The Fund was

given an immediate allotment of 5 million karbovantsi (roubles) from the Ukrai-

nian ministry of finance. The presidential decree was motivated in the most

general way possible, as a rectification of the deformations that had occurred in

the sphere of Soviet
nationality policy, i.e., as a measure of political justice

toward the deportees, including the Germans.
79

By November 1992\037 the Ukrai-

nian government allotted to German resettlement 500 million roubles. so

Even

more importantly, to attract the Germans, in early February 1992 in the East

Ukrainian industrial city of Sumy, the local authorities opened a branch of
Wiedergeburt

and gave the organization rooms in which the children of the small
GerInan colony could be taught German history and culture. HI

By No,velnber

1992 some 500 Gennan refugees (or 100 families) from Central ,Asia were

we]comed in Zaporizhzhia, an industrial city in so,uth-central Ukraine; and efforts

were undertaken to accept ITIOre in the agricultural provinces in the so,uth.
X2

It

does not hurt that Ukrainian aid to ethnic GenTIans in turn attracts hurnanitarian

and financial aid from the German government.
But before

going
into those details, a few brief remarks on Ukrainian-French

rc1ations are in order. Unlike the state visit to Genllany, that t() France, on 16-17)))
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June 1992, lasted two full
days and was crowned with a formal treaty of entente

and co-operation, signed by President Franc;ois Mitterrand and President Krav-
chuk. Paris, pointed out President Mitterrand during an impressive signing

ceremony, thus became the first foreign capital with which Ukraine concluded

a comprehensive international treaty. Ukraine also comp1eted the process of

adhering to the Helsinki Conference (the CS,CE) by becoming the fifty-second
signatory to the Charter of Paris.\0373 France, with her successful, accident-free
nuclear power industry,

can undoubtedly offer Ukraine much needed technical

expertise, even though this, judging from the coverage in the left-of-centre Le

Monde; was not a major point of President Kravchuk's visit to Paris. In general,
Le Monde's coverage was somewhat parsimonious, especial1y

when cOInpared

with the very extensive and sympathetic reporting on President YeJtsin's visit to

Washington. In the United Stdtes, Yeltsin laid the groundwork for the admittedly
very

ambitious START II Treaty.H4 In any case, Le Monde's correspondent
poJitely registered

her dissatisfaction that President Krawchuk did not wax more
enthusiastic about START II\037 deft]y pointed out the growing opposition to the
Ukrainian government's policy of abolishing nucJear arms (by quoting verbatim

an unnamed Ukrainian journalist who, at Kravchuk's press conference in Paris

called such a policy precipitous in view of the continuing Russian menace);
expressed annoyance that President Kravchuk turned aside questions about

Russian claims to the Crimea; openly hinted that the political opposition to then
Prime Minister Vitalii Fokin was more substantial t.han President Kravchuk

wanted to admit in Paris; and, last but not least, more discreetly intimated that

the Ukrainian president's talk before French businessmen had not gone well (they

were unaccustomed to hear references to Russian
imperialism

and they were also

concerned about getting the old loans to the USSR repaid).85 To conclude, on

a formal level, Ukrainian relations with France are good. The same can be said

of Ukrainian relations with the United Kingdom. Nonetheless, the relations with

Germany are more substantial.

In this postscript it is impossible to disaggregate fully
the German statistics

on trade with and economic and humanitarian aid to the CIS in order to show the

precise position of Ukraine. But we can make sonle informed estimates. Accord-

ing to UN statistics on foreign trade, in 1989, the last year for which I have data,

Western Germany imported fro,m the USSR $4.6 billion (US dollars) worth of

goods, which constituted only 1.7 per cent of total West German imports (for

1987, the corresponding import figures were $4.'0 billion or 1.8
per cent). In

J 989, West Germany exported to the USSR $6.1 billion worth of goods or 1.8

per cent of the total (the corresponding export figures in 1987 being $4+4 billion

or 1.5 per cent).86 In 1987, the last year for which I have detailed figures,
Easter'l Gennany had with the USSR a total foreign-trade turn.over of 68.5

billion transferable \"Valuta marks\" or as much as 42.2 per cent of the total

foreign
trade turnover.

87
We would, therefore, expect that with German

reunific.ation the ex-USSR or CIS share in German foreign trade would increase)))
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when compared with the West German trade and. together with it, the share of

Ukraine would increase.
This is precisely

what happened. According to a facsimile communication

from the German embassy in Washington:
\"At the beginning of the year 1992,

the Federal Government had established a ceiling of 5 billion German marks

(DM) for advancement of exports to the CIS
[by

means of so-caned Hermes-

burgschaften or federal export insurance guarantees]. Out of this total, exports

to Ukraine were issued guarantees totalling DM 458 million. The exports in

question
were almost exclusively deliveries from the NBL\" (Neue Bundeslander,

Le., former East Germany; emphasis added). In addition, inasmuch as the

Ukrainian government has promised to observe the old Soviet-Gennan treaty on

the protection of foreign investments., the German Federal Government has

accepted three capital investment projects in Ukraine totalling DM 33 million.
Five additional applications totalling OM 22 million were under consideration at

the end of 1992.\037H To interpret these amounts we must bear in mind that if the

total amount of federal exporters' guarantees has been exhausted., which is

probable t given the demand for high-quality German exports, the Ukrainian share
is only less than one tenth of the total German federal export aid to the CIS in

I 992.

Export guarantees are the most interesting form of aid because they presup-

pose a previous Ukrainian agreement with a German
exporter

and imply econ-

omic motivation, but other forms of aid should also be mentioned. For instance,

on 26 March 1992 a tota] of DM 2.4 million in medical drugs were sent to

Ukraine as part of federal humanitarian aid, apparent]y administered by the

German Foreign Office.H'J Acceptance of ethnic German settlers entails federal

German aid, which is
partly

administered by the German Foreign Office (as, for

instance., subsidies for the equipment of 7 kindergartens in Ukraine out of a total
of 225 in the CIS, 5 subsidies for secondary school equipment in Ukraine out of
a CIS total of 549\037 and 2 subsidies for Ukrainian universities compared with a
total of 30 for t.he CIS) and partly by the German Ministry of the Interior (such
as subsidies for seven German meeting places or community centres in Ukraine
in Dobrooleksandrivka, Maikop, Dnipropetrovske, Zaporizhzhia, Kiev, Odessa,

and Nove Selo). Unfortunately, no DM
figures

are given in the document.
90

But

frorn Guly's Jzvestiia article we know that in mid-October 1992, Ukrainian

authorities were promised by the German government DM 53 million \"toward

providing jobs for the [ethnic German] migrants, for which German firms will

bui1d small plants and factories in Ukraine and supp']y office machines and other
equipment.\"Y'

Somewhat contentious are the as yet unspecified share of Ukraine
in the DM 1 billion compensation which Germany promised to pay to the victims

of Nazi terror in Russia, Belarus, and Ukraine during World War II

lJ2

and,

above all, the Ukrainian share in the DM 7.8 billion eannarked
by Germany for

the construction of apartments for troops relocated from East Germany after

reunification. The original plans in 1990 called for 17 ,of the 33 troop settlements

to be built in Ukraine\037 8 in Belarus, and only 8 in Russia.'\302\273) Those original plans)))
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have been drastically revised, with Russia receiving the lion's share of the

German troop relocation aid. To
my knowledge, only two troop settlements have

been built in Ukraine (one in Stara Konstantynivka near Kiev and one in Kryvyi
Rih), one was built in Belarus, with th,e rest to be built in Russia.

94

T,o the

extent that a number of ex-Soviet troops have been
repatriated to Ukraine, the

Ukrainian government might want to claim more Gennan
troop

relocation funds.

Last but not least, state visits apart, it is long estab,lished
political, commer-

cial, and human ties that will determine German policy toward Ukraine over the

long hauL It would be unrealistic on the Ukrainians'
part

to hope to overcome

quickly the entente cordiale that has emerged between Chancellor Kohl and then

President Gorbachev in the process of Gennan reunification. This cordial rela-

tionship has been largely inherited by President Ye]tsin, especially given the long
tradition of Russo-German cooperation, the fact that Russia and Germany are
now the two strongest powers on the European Continent, and also that the
Ukrainian economic

performance
in J 992 has been disappointinga But as the

Ukrainian economy picks up,
some of the less attractive features in Moscow

cannot escape the attention of German
diplomats

and politicians: for example, the

relative political instability together with a disappointing econornic
performance,

particularly
as contrasted with the hopes attached to Acting Prime Minister

Gaidar, who, against
President Yeltsin's will, was forced out of office in Decem-

ber 1992.
I have already commented on the established commercial ties between East

German and Ukrainian finns which in 1992 have brought economic aid to

Ukraine. I would also suggest that by grasping the issue of ethnic Germans

President Kravchuk has destroyed the Russian monopoly in that area. Further-

more, in the long run, partnerships among German and Ukrainian cities-those

semi-official ties of the 1980s-acquire a new importance for building German-

Ukrainian relations from the grass-roots up.
On 6 October 1989 the Bavarian capital of Munich concluded a formal

agreement with its partner city
Kiev. In the original document Kiev was a1ready

designated as capital of Ukraine, with USSR only in parentheses, not capital of

the Ukrainian SSR. The two cities agreed to encourage, to the greatest possible

extent, mutua) relations in the fields of municipal government, culture\037 economy,

and sports, with an emphasis on contacts between young people.
95

According

to a Munich city official, the agreement has been successful in advancing
official

contacts, public health, culture, labour and the economy, and international

teachers' and pupils' exchange, in sports and social relations.
96

Most interesting

and signific.ant has been a byproduct of the relations between Kiev and Munich

in the field of humanitarian aid* Its significance lies in the fact that part of the

German humanitarian aid to Ukraine is channelled not through the federal

government but through cities and semi-private associations. For instance, the

Munich district office of the Arbeiter-Samariter-Bund or ASB (Association of

First Aid Workers) donated to Kiev a specially equipped minibus for the trans-

portation of the handicapped,
to match a similar vehicle donated by the Bavarian)))
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state government. The city of Munich
helps

converted defence plants in Kiev to

produce German-designed wheelchairs and the ASB is
training

in Munich

Ukrainian mechanics to equip minibuses for the transportation of the handi-

capped, whose needs had traditionally been ignored in the old Soviet Union.97

An official of Oberhausen, the partner city of Zaporizhzhia, has drawn my
at.tention to the \"e,ontinued intensification\" of the ties between the cities in the

fields of youth, cultural, sport, political, and economic exchanges\037 On the other

hand, Oberhausen businessmen were not able to initiate concrete exchanges of

goods between firms in Zaporizhzhia and Oberhausen, as desired by their

counterparts in Zaporizhzhia4 The differences inherent in the two economic

systems and the legal uncertainty for Western investors were too great and the

comparability of the goods produced in the two cities was too Iittle4

9X
An inter-

esting sidelight from the Third Congress of Partner-Cities of the FRG and the

USSR, which was held in Germany in 1991, is that not only Munich and Ober-

hausen but nine other German cities had established official relations with cities
in Ukraine.

94J

Tu conclude, the picture of Ukrainian-West European and, especially,
Ukrainian-German relations since 1 December 1991 is a mixed one4 Correct and

prompt recognition by Germany, France, and the United Kingdom and two state

visits
by

President Kravchuk, to Bonn and then to Paris, are on the positive side.
'On the negative side are: concerns whether Ukraine would really forego nuc1ear
arms, concerns about Ukraine repaying its share of the old Soviet debt, and
concerns about Ukrainian economic reforms and political stability. Perhaps we

should simply admit that ROlne was not built in one day. Nor was Kiev. But at
least the foundation for a solid relationship with united Germany has been laid,
quickly and skilfully.)
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184 n. 3, 193, 208-9, 225

Banz 7 n. 6

Barvinsky, Oleksander 42 n. 38

Baryshivka 230

Bassewi tz, Hennecke Graf von 217

Bauer, Otto (official
in General-Gou-

vernement) 152

Baumgart, Winfried 84

Bavaria 17, 208-9, 212
Bazar 180

Beamish, Major Tufton 201

Beauplan, Guillaume Le Vasseur de 6)

Belarus 140, 202, 207, 220

Belz 39 n. )]

Bender, Roger James 145

Berchem, Count Hans von 73\037 82 n.

20, 91

Berdychiv 3

Berger, Gottlob 142-4, 193
Berlin 4t 70, 86, 88. 91-2, 1 ] 2-15, ] 22't

1 29, 140, 147, 1 70, J 79, 1 9 1, 2 1 6,

230

Berlin, East 207

Berlin, West 207-9

Bessarabia ] 7, 84, 96. 97, 168

Bevin, Ernest 202

Biata Podlaska 31

Bilenky (Ukrainian Communist) 121

Biliansky, Bishop Petro 36

Bilorus, Oleh M. 227
Bisanz, Colonel Alfred 143, 145 \037 152,

155

Bismarck, Prince Otto Eduard Leopold
von 87

Black Sea coast 194
Black Sea ports 55

Black Sea region 6, 96\037 98

Blasius, Johann Heinrich 2

Blonsky, Kyrylo 34, 41 n. 30
Bochum 230

Bonn 128-9, 208-9, 2] 3, 217-18, 222,
228

Borodaevskaia-lasevich, O. 61
Borovets, Taras (Bulba) 164-5, 174 n.

16

Borovych, Ya.V. 166

Borowsky t Peter 69

Borysenko, A.S. 166

Brautigam 9 Otto 193

Brandes, Detlef 52)))
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Brandt, Karl 128

Brandt\037 Rudolf 143

Brandl, Willy 207\0378

Braunschweig 2, 4

Brest-Litovsk 86, 95
Brezhnevt Leonid I. 204, 2,07-9, 211,

2]5

Brigonzi (supervisor) 10

Bmo3

Brodovy\037
o. 166

Brody 145, 149

Budapest 168

Budzhak 17

Bukovyna 29-30, 32-3, 45, 168

Biilau. Friedrich 2

Busel, Va. 166

Carniola 29

Carpathian Mountains 173 n. 7

Carpatho- Ukraine 139

Catalonia 195

Catherine II 5, 12, 23
Caucasus 6, 97, 102, 193
Celie 230

Chelm 3 1, 39 n. 1 I, 85

Chemerynsky, Yaroslav ) 8 ]

Chcrednychenko, V. 164, 169

Cherkavsky, Evzevii 42 n. 38

Chernenko, Konstantin 210

Chernivtsi 33

Chernobyl 214

Chernova, Margarita Ivanovna - See

Rommel, Margarethe von

Chertomlyk 211

Chi\037inau 17, 168

Chuprynka, Taras - See Shukhevych,

Captain Roman

Chykalenko, Yevhen 61

Cieszyn
3

Constanti nople 3, 6

Contenjus, Samuel 10-18

Cornies, Johann 19-20

Coudenhove-Kalergi,
Richard 195

Cracow 104, 14], 148

Creuzer, Georg Friedrich 3

Crimea 5-6, 11t 13, 15, ] 7, 46-7, 95-8,

1 04-6, 138, 2 19)

Index)

Czartoryski family 33

Czechoslovakia 227 - See also Slo-
v ak i a

Dago 13

DaHin, Alexander 127-8

Daluege, Kurt 142, 144
Danube River 15 , ] 7

Danylo, Prince of Galicia and Volhynia
75

de Gaulle, Charles 204-5, 210, 215

Degener (major) 152

Denikin, General Anton I. 111
Denmark 151

Dibrovo, LV. 166

Dietrich, Hermann 200

Dnieper River 5, 11-13, 117

Dnipropetrovske 104, 203, 220

Dobrooleksandrivka 220

Dobrovsky, Josef 33

Don Cossack
region

102

Don River 5

Donbas 117, 121, 189

Donetske 230

Doroshenko, Dmytro 76, 82 n. 25, 91

Dortmund 211

Dragomirov\" Abram 76
Dresden 4

Dreyssig, Wilhelm-Friedrich 6

Dubosari 14

Dulles, John Foster 202
Durnovo, A]eksandra - See Skoropad-

sky, A1eksandra

Dusseldorf 209

Duzhy, Mykola 168

Echterdingen
230

Ehrt, Adolph 58

Eichhorn, General Field Marsha] Her-

mann yon 73, 86
Einbrod (professor) 2

Eisenhower, Dwight 202

Eki-Basch 105

Engel, Johann-Christian 6, 35
Ersch, J .S. 6

Erzberger, Matthias 91

Estonia 96, 148

Euckcrn, Ernst von und zu 1 79)))
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Falz-Fein family 54-5, 57

Fedkovych, Yurii 29

Fedyshyn, Oleh S + 69, 82 n. 16, 84

Feron, Bernard 205

Fichte, Johann Gottlieb 1, 4

Filderstadt 230

Fischer, Fritz 69, 84

Fogarashii-Berezhanyn, Ivan 32

Fokin, Vitalii 219

Fontaine, Andre 204

France 195,218

Franco, Francisco 195

Frank, Dr. Hans 147-8

Franko, Ivan 29, 42 n. 38, 207

Franzos, Karl Emil 30

Frauenfeld, Alfred Ed,uard 138

Frayn, Michael 203, 205

Frederic, Dr. 145-6

Freiburg 128-9, 230

Freitag, Fritz 144, 150-1

Friesen, P.M. 67 n. 49

Gaidar, Egor 221

Gaj, Ljudevit 33

Galicia 29-33, 35-7, 44 n. 49, 45, I 04\037

5, 138-42, 147-9, 152, 155-8, 164-5,

174 0+ 16, 176 n. 36

Gdansk 11-14, 17

Gebhardy, Ludwig Albrecht 35

Genoa 113

Genscher, Hans-Dietrich 210

Georgia 17

Giese\037 Johann-Emanuel-Ferdinand 6

Gladstone, David 217

Gleichenberg-Feldbach region 150

Goebbels, Joseph 141

Goethe, Johann Wolfgang
von 1, 29,

32, 35-6, 43 nn+ 38, 41

Gorbachev, Mikhail S. 216,221

Gottingen 3, 211

Grimm, Hans 100, 108 n. 17

Grimm, Jakob 29, 33.40 n. 21

Groener, General Wilhelm 72-3, 75-6,

82 n. 16, 86- 7, 121. 188

Gruber, J .G. 6

'Gruenau, Baron Kurt von 98

Guly, Yury 220)

GUnther, Hans F.K+ 138

Habrechtsmeier, Klaus 230

Habsburg, Archduke Wilhelm yon 75,

82 n. 24

Haivas, Yaroslav 174 n. 16, 181

Halbstadt 18, 54

Halle 1, 29, 206

Halushka. Dmytro
212

Halych 31-2, 36, 75

Hamburg 176 n. 36\037 210-11

Hanus, Ignatius 34

Harasevych, Mykhailo 32

Haushofer, Dr. Karl 100

Haxthausen, Baron August von 2

Hegel, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich 38

Hegewald 105

Heidelberg 230

Heike, Major Wolf-Dietrich 143, 145-6

Hekhter, M. 61

Hemans t SIN.P. 217

Henno, Emile 80

Henry I (King of France) 204

Hentschel, Wil1ibald 109 o. 28

Herder, Johann Gottfried 1-2.29, 38

Herle, Edwin 119

Hess, Rudolf 100

Hesse (state) 2

Hillgruber,
A. 132

Himmler, He!nrich 101-6, 141-4, 146-

7, 149-50, 193

Hitler, Adolf 100-4, 106- 7, 120, ] 22,

126, 133. 138-40, 143, 145, 147,
150,178-9,181,192-3,195

Hoffman, General Max 95

Hollweg, Bethmann 84

HoIovatsky, Yakiv 37

Holubenko 121

Hoppe,
Jakob August 35

Hormuzaki, Eudoxius 33

Hrynokh, Dr. Ivan 166, 168-9, 175 n.

29, 176 n. 36

Huth (professor) 6

Iberian Peninsula 195

Ilnytzkyj,
Roman 180

Ingermanland 12)))
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InzQv (Russian general and official) 18;

21

Ivanov, Evgenii 212

Jaeger, Dr. 208-9

Jagow, Gottlieb von 84

Jamburg
12-13

Jassy 79-80

lena 1, 7 n. 6, 29, 206

Jordan, J.P. 36

Josefstal 11-12, 17-19

Joseph II 30-1, 33-4, 36-7, 39 n. 5

Kalchenko, Nykyfor T. 202-3

Kambery 105

Kamianets- Podilskyi 104
Kaminka Strumy)ova 176 n+ 33

Kandyba, Oleh 181

Kaniv 122 n. 3

Karadzic. Vuk 29, 33, 38,40 n. 21

Karazin, V.N. I

Karl, Emperor of Austria-Hungary 75

Karl Stephan, Archduke 75

Karlsruhe 215, 225

Kasianenko, Ye.l. 118

Kassel 2-3

Katerynosla v
province 12-13, 17- 21 ,

45-54, 59-60, 67 o. 49

Kerensky, Aleksandr 72

Khark i v 1-4, 6, 8 n. 27, 111-12, 230
Kherson

province 11, ) 3, 19, 45-53, 55,

57,59,61,96,99,229

Khersonets, Yu.M. 166

Khmelnytsky, Bohdan 5-6

Khmelnytsky, Yurii 6

Khortytsia island 11

Khortytsia region 15, 18-19,21, 57, 60

Khrushche,v, Nikita 202, 225

Kie} 211

Kiev I. 3 \0375, 78-9, 82 n. 20, 85-7 J 89-

92, 104, 178, 180, 201-4, 206, 208-

15, 200-22, 225-6\037 228, 230

Kirchner, Dr. Peter 207

K i rn (officer) 169

Klekit, H.S. 166

Klinger, Karl- Heinz 215
Kob1cnz 128

Kobylianska, OJha 29)

Koch, Erich 104, 131-2, 138, 140, 193

Koch, Hans 179-80, 193

Kochubei, Yurii M. 217

Koeppen (Russian .official) 18

Kohl, Helmut 208-10, 215 , 217, 221,

224-5

Kollar, Jan 29, 33

Komisarenko, Serhii V. 217

Konigsberg 148

Konovalets, Yevhen 139

Kopitar, Jernej 29, 33, 36, 38

Kappa,
Viktor 112

Koppe, Wilhelm 148

Koppen, P.I. 33

Korostovets, Ivan 79

Korotchenko, Demian S. 202, 204

Kosior, Stanislav 205

Kosygin, Aleksei N. 204-5

Kotsiubynsky,
Yurii 121

Kotsovsky, Volodymyr 35

Kovalenko, I.M. 166

Kovpak, General Sydir 173 n.7
Krat\" General Mykhailo 150

Kravchuk, Leonid M. 216-] 9, 221-2,
227-8

Kronawitter, Georg 213

Kroneberg\037 Johann Christian]

Kronsgarten 11

Kruger \037Friedrich W j Ihelm 141-2

Kryvyi Rih 104, 115, 117, 121, 206,
221

Kubiiovych, Volodymyr 141-2, 147

KUhlmann, Richard von 87, 96

Kulinych, I.M. ] 19, 206-7

Kundera, Milan 215

Kundt, Ernst 179

Kurella, A. 224
Kursk 207

Kyabak 105

Laba, Vasyl 145

Lagarde, Paul de- 99

Lang t Joseph 6

Langer, William 190

Latvia 96

Lebed\037 Mykola 165, 169, 176 n.36.

179, ] 8 1)))
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Leinfelden 230

Leipzig 4, 36, 206

Lemyk, Mykola 180

Lenin, Vladimir 87 \037 112\037 209

Leningrad 104, 202, 210-11, 224 - See

also Petrograd, St.
Petersburg

Lev Danylovych, Prince of Galicia and

Volhynia 146

Levytsky, Metropolitan Mykhailo 36

Levytsky, Yosyf 30, 32, 34-8,41 n 30,
42 n.38, 43 nn.38,40-2

Liashko, Oleksander 208, 210

Liebental 19-20, 22

Lindequist, Friedrich von 95-7, 99
Li ndl, Ignati us 1 7

Linhart, Anton 29

Liubchenko, Panas 205

Livytsky,
Andrii 150

Lloyd, Selwyn 202

Loginov 121

Logush, Omelian 166

Lopatynsky, Volodymyr
176 n. 36

Lozynsky, Yosyf 36-7,44 n. 45

Lubkivsky, Roman M. 227
Lublin 105, 142, 154, 158

Lubni 3

Luchkai, Mykhailo 32

Ludendorff, General Erich 95-7, 102,
188

Ludwigsburg
230

Luhova, Z. 166

Lunin, Mikhail M. 2

Lutsky, Myron 168
Lviv 3\037 31-4, 36t 38, 44 n. 49, 104,

140, 142, 147-8, 155, I 60, 1 69, 176

n. 33, 178-80, 193, 230

Lypynsky,
Viacheslav 80, 83 n. 42

Macmillan, Harold 202-4, 2] 5

MahiHou 1104

Maikop 220

Mainz 212

Maivsky, Dmytro ] 66

Makar, Vasyl 165

Makar, Volodymyr 165

Maksymovych, Mykhailo 42 n. 38, 121

Maliarr.vsky,
A. 70)

Malynovsky, Volodymyr 212

Marburg 3

Maria Theresa 30-1

Mariiupil
21

Markert, Werner 179

Max von Baden, Prince 91

Meany, George 209

Meiners, Christoph M. 3

Melitopil (region) 60

Melnikov, L.G. 205

Melnyk, Andrij 139, 164, 184 n. 1

Mengelertschik 105

Middlesbrough 213

Mikoian, Anastas 203

Minsk 202, 214

Miuerrand, Fran\037ois 219

Mohylnytsky, I van 33

Molochna region 15, 19-20

Molochna River 14-15, 18-19, 2 I

Molotov, Vyacheslav M. 202

Mommsen, Hans 133

Manak, Yu.M. 166
M OSCQW 1, 6, 87, 1 1 0- 11, 129, 205 \037

208-9,214, 221, 226, 228

Mudry, Vasyl 166

Mukachiv 32
MUller (It. general) 170

MOller, Johann von 3

Mumm yon Schwartzenstein, Baron

Philip
Alfons 73, 82 n. 20, 86, 89,

97

Munich 100, 210-14,221-2t 225

Mykolaiv 104, 229 n. 82

Myron-Orlyk, Dmytro 180

Nadolny, Rudolf 91

Nastasyn 166

Netherlands\037 the 151, 154

Neuhammer 139

Neumann (official)
152

New Russia 10, 13-15, 17, 21, 23, 45,

47,49-52,54,57,60,62, '

Nicholas II 78

Nicolai. Friedrich 4

Nolde,chen, Karl 6

Nove Selo 220
Novorossiia

- See New Russia)))
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Nykopi1211

Nyrchuk 121

Oberhausen 212-13, 222, 226

Oberlander, Theodor 140

Obermeyer, Franz 156

Obrenovic, Milos 33
Oder River 194

Ode s s a (city) 6, 14- 1 5, 1 7 - ] 9, 47, 60,

68 n. 65, ] 04, 206, 220, 230

Odessa (region) 16, 21, 46, 59-60, 67 n.

54, 229

Ohlenbush, Wilhelm ] 48

01eksandrivske ] 22 n. 3

O]jlnyk, Petro 18]

0lshavsky, Ivan 33

01via 211
Omeliusik, Mykola 165

Oranienburg 154

Orel (city) 230

Orel (company commander) 176 n. 33

Ortynsky, Dr. Liubomyr 176 n. 36

Ovidiopi] ] 4

Paasch 1 Dirk 226

Palacky, Frantisek 29, 33

Palamarchuk, L.Kh. 202-3

Palidovych, Mykhailo 166
Paliiv, Dmytro 145

Pallas\" Peter Simon 4

Paltov, Aleksander 78

Pappe (officer) ] 69, ] 76 n. 36

Paris 217, 219, 222

Paul I ] 0, 12, 14, 23

Peissik, Michel 228 n. 71
Pereiaslav 3

Perekop 46

Pernet, Hugues 217, 228 n. 71

PestaJozzi, Johann Heinrich 4

PetJiura, Symon 90,92, 139, 164

Petro grad 76, III - See also Leningrad,

St. Petersburg

Pfeffer- Wildenbruch (police officer)
152, 155

Pfleiderer, K.G. yon 129

Philippe I (of France) 204

Pidhorny, Mykola 201-5

Pierog, Alexander 212)

Pilger (professor) 6

Pi lsudski \037J 6zef 92, 121

Piskovy, Ivan M. 216

Pochaiv 18]
Poland 5, 84, 101, 128, 139

Polissia 164, 174 n. 16

Poltava 230

Potemkin, Grigorii A. 1], 13

Potocki, Co,unt Seweryn 1

Povchii, Bishop Aleksei 32

Prague 3-4

Pre so v 32

Prokop, Myroslav 166

Przemysl 32, 35-6

Pullach 230

Radovych, M.V. 166
Radstadt ] 51

Raevsky, Mikhail F. 33

Ranke, Leopold von 29

Rapallo
113

Ratzel, Friedrich 99-100

Rava Ruska 204-5

Rebet, Lev 208-9, 225

Regensburg
230

Reichenau, Field Marshal Waller von

189

Reith, Bernhard 6

Reitlinger, Gerald 128

Rennikov\037 A. 61

Richelieu, Armand-Emmanuel du Ples-

sis, due de ]5-16,]8
Riecke t Hans Joachim 133

Rieger, Frantisek 33

Rimini 151
Rivne 104

Rizhsky,
Ivan 4

Rohach, I van 18 J

R.ohrbach, Dr. Paul 85, 99

Ro lle t Renate 21 1

Romania 84

Rome 39 n.6

Rommel, Dietrich Christoph yon ]
- 7

Rommel, Justus Philipp 2

RommeJ, Margarethe von 4\037 6-7, H

n.27

Rosenberg, Alfred 100-4, 138, 17R)))
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Rosenberg, Ludwig 208-9
Rostov 203, 211

Ruhr Valley 212

Russia 5, 128, 220

Russia, Southern 2-3, 6

Saarbrticken 211, 213

Sacher-Masoch, Leopold von 30

Sadovy, 0.5. 166
v

Safah1c, Pavel Jozef 29

St. Petersburg 7, 10 - See a/so

Leningrad, Petrograd

Sarata 17

Saratov 10, 13

Saubersdorf 139

Saucken, Reinhold von 129
Savur, Klym 172

Schad, Johann Baptist 1, 6, 7 n.6

Schelling, Friedrich Wilhelm Joseph
yon 1, 34

Scherer, Jean-Benoit 6

Schiemann, Theodor 85

Schiller, Johann Christoph Friedrich

von 32, 34-6, 38, 43 nn. 38, 41

Schiller, Otto 128, 132
Schimana., Wa]ter 144

Schlegel, Friedrich 35, 38

Schieswig-Hoistein 212, 226

Schlozer, August-Ludwig
van 35, 38

Schmeifeld (professor) 6

Schmid, Edmund 53, 58-9 1 65 n. 26, 66

n. 38

Schmidt, Helmut 208-10, 215, 225
Schmidt-Ott (professor)

118

Schnaubert, Johann (Ivan) 6

Schonwiese 1 I

Schreckenberger, Waldemar 2]0

Schulenburg, Count W. von der 130

Schweikard, Ferdinand 6

Serov, General I van 225

Sevastopil 97

Shandruk, General PavIa 144, ] 50-]

Shankovsky, Lev 168

Shashkevych, Markiian 29, 42 n. 38

Shchavnytsky, Mykhail
32

Shcherbytsky, V olodymyr 204, 209-10,

225)

Shelepin, Aleksandr 208-9
Shelest, Petro 201, 204-5, 207

Shelukhyn, Serhii P. 60-1, 68 n. 65

Sheptytsky, Metropolitan Andrei 140,

145 -6

Shevchenko, Andrii 57

Shevchenko, Taras 60, 206. 224
Shukhevych, Captain Roman 140-1 ,

185 n. 13

Shumsky, Oleksander 12]

Shushkevich, Stanislau S. 216

Siberia 98

Sielaff (55 officer) 152
Si lesia 139

Skorodynsky, Bishop Mykola 36

Skoropadsky, Aleksandra 71

Skoropadsky., Ivan 72

Skoropadsky, Pavlo 69-80, 82 n. 16,

83 n. 42. 86-8\037 90-1, 97, 112, 114,

139-40, 164

Skorupsky, Maksym 176 nn. 33, 38
Skorzeny,

Otto 149

Skrypnyk, Mykola 205

Slovakia 149 See also

Czechoslovakia

Smal-Stotsky, Roman 1] 5

Snihursky, Bishop Ivan 32-3, 35-6

Sakal 39 n. 11

Solf, Wilhelm 90

Solodub, P. 12]

Sosenko - See Antoniuk, Porfyrii
Spa 97

Spain
195

Spat 105

Sperling, Dr. Dietrich 212

Sreznevsky, Izmail ] -2, 33
Stalin, Joseph 31, 122, 139, 148, 174

n. 10, ] 92, 202

Stara Konstantynivka 221

Staryi Oskol 207

Stashynsky, Bohdan 225

Stauffenburg,
General Arthur Arz von

188

Stefanyshyn 168

Stepaniv, 0.1. 166)))
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Stetsko, Yaroslav 140, 176 n. 36, 178-9

Stolypin,
Petr A. 88

Stroop, Jilrgen 152

Struve (professor) 2

Stuchevska, N.J. 43 n. 41

Stumpp,
Karl 58-9

Styria 149

Subcarpathia 30 - See also Transcar-

pathia
Suceava 33
Siidekum t Albert 90

Sumy 218,230

Sushko, Oleksander 42 n. 38, 43 n. 41

Sushko, Roman 139

Svietlahorsk 207,214-15

Symferopil 105, 230

Tabouis, General George 79
Tahanrih 15

Tallinn 211

Tamsweg 151

Tarkovych, Bishop Hryhorii 32

Tavria province 14, 18-20, 45-54, 59,

65 n. 26, 96-9, 106

Taylor, Hugh Page ]45

Tbilisi 211
Teliha, Olena ] 81

Teodosiia 15

Terekhov (deputy-ambassador) 213

Tirpitz, Admiral Alfred yon 190

Tokyo 82 n. 20

Toscher (official) 152

Transcarpathia 29-30, 32

Trotsky, Leon 86, 192

Trubetskoi family 33

T'saritsyn 111

Ttibingen
128

Turak, Anita 228

Turkey 218

Tymkovsky, Illia 4

Tyraspil 47

Ulasenko, B.M. 166

Ulbricht, Walter 207

United States 219

Untcrneustadt 2
Ural Mountains 192

LJstyianovych, Mykola 36)

van den Mond, Friedhelm 212-13, 226
n. 52

Vazhynsky, Bishop Porfyrij 31

Velitsyn, A.A. 57, 60

Velychkivsky, Mykola
181

Vetter, Heinz Oskar 209

Vienna 29-30, 32-4, 36, 39 n. 6, 82 n.

24, 139, 214

Vinnytsia 104

Vistula River 16
Vlasov, General Andrei 150, 1 70

V odolazke 8 n. 27

Vogel, Dr. Hans-Jochen 208

Volga River 10, 22

Volga region 98

Volgograd 229 - See also
Tsaritsyn

Volhynia45, 147, 158, 164-5, 168,173

o. 8, 174 n. 16, 176 n. 33

Volodymyr county (Volhynia) 176 n.

33

Volodymyr the Great 146

Voloshyn, Avhustyn 139

V 0 loshyn, Rostyslav 166

Voznesenske 11
V retsiona, Ye. 175 n. 29

Vynnychenko, Volodymyr 90

Vyrovy, V.M. 166

Vyshyvany, Vasyl 75, 82 n. 24

Wachter, Dr. Otto Gustav 138, 141-8,
t 52, 156-9

Waigel, Theo 217

W arsa w 17, 208

Washington, D.C. 82 0.20, 217,219-
20

Wedel, Georg van 190

Weinert, E. 224

Wenerer (first lieutenant) 152
Wiedfeldt, Otto 86, 88-9

Wiens, CJaas 19

Wilhelm II 78-9, 87-8,95,97-8, 190,
192

Wilson, Woodrow 85, 90-1, 99

Winkelmann, Otto 142, 144

Winkler (minister) 95-6, 99
Winter, Eduard 207

Witiska (SS officer) ] 70)))
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Wtirttemburg 17

Yalansky, Valentyn 212-13, 226

Yaroslav the Wise 204

Y efremov, Serhii 121

Yeltsin, Boris N. 216-19,221,229
Yelysavethrad

13

Yevpatoria 46,105, 230

Younger, Kenneth G. 201-2

Yugoslavia ] 97, 218

Yurii of Halych 75

Zamostia 104-5

Zaporizhzhia 104, 212-13, 218, 220,

222, 226

Zbruch Ri ver 104

Zechlin, Egmont 84

Zhdanov, Andrei 202

Zhursky, Valentyn 213

Zhytomyr 104-5

Zolotonosha 122 n. 3

Zorner, Ernst 105

Zubov, Baron Platon 11

Ztirichtal ] 5)

239)))



941-5. I ink.ing the aI1iLles on the tVt

world wa S IS Ihor KaJllCnetsk.). \037 \037tU(t

of Ge.rmdn colonizdtion plan\037 during botll

Bllt the book i\037 not imited to the

thelnes of \\v r al1d cupdtio 1. Cultural

relat. on\037 in the cdrJ)' nlnctee,nth C =-Jllu }

form the subject of lrticle\037 b\\ Edgar Hosch

and John-Pi-ill HJT11kd. -\"thIlic Oe J11an

o 11ll1unltle\037 in lraine f (JIll 1 Ie end of

the eighteenth ccntu \\ to the I\"irst \\\\ or1d
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